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The Concordance Base material for Paul’s Letter to The Ephesians 
     (Issue: 03 Nov. 2009)    1st Rev. 08  Sept. 2013    2nd Rev. 14 July 2015    3rd Rev. 28 Nov. 2020 
 
The Aim of this document is to:- 

1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus,  repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  “mystique and mystery”  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus,  bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this translation. 
 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  “wise and 
sophisticated”  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  ‘master’  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/wellbeing  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 90 “allegories” to the 91 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should be 
classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings)  –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 
 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today  –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus, personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping, and thus,  renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).    
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some very important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus,  loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within  “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us  –  there is no escape  –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note:  Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are: 
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus,   The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  
is  (1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology  –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules: 
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus,  more applicable today,  (2) the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative (‘T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
Paul’s letter to the Ephesians:       Issued date: 01 Aug 2007 
     (Revised: 26 Oct 2009)    2nd Rev. 08  Sept. 2013    3rd Rev. 05 July 2015    4th Rev. 28 Nov. 2020 
 
1st Comment – Paul is declaring himself to be an apostle  (demonstrated by his fidelity to The Knowledge). 
1st Instruction – Only Yahweh designates apostles  (= “appointed to tell”  thus,  holy people = TCs) -  no human is able! 
2nd Comment – Paul recognises there are TCs located in Ephesus –  they truly work hard to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and 
thus,  Paul states they are  “also  faithful/trustworthy  in  Christ Jesus”. 
2nd Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
3rd Instruction – Gifts/favours  operates firstly in our mind that becomes manifest in our deportment.   “The Word of God” 
teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  
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pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield 
more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 
1st Good News – Paul states  “peace/prosperity/rest”,  being what  “The Gospel gives to The Mind”  in this world’s pain.   
4th Instruction – Yahweh sourcing all  ideal/good  things is  The Forebear/Father  of JC,  and of the  “adopting in”  TCs. 
1st ‘Allegory’ – Fine speaking = it accords to Yahweh’s Desire rather than to be only  “pleasing men”  (a big difference)! 
2nd ‘Allegory’ – “The Specific God” = “Ho Theos” = “the specific god”  of The Context  which is either JCg when the 
context is relative to humans,  or Yahweh when the context is relative to JC or TCs  (or The Prophets). 
1st Reasoning – “the specific god”  is contextual.  If relative to JC or TCs  (as adopted sons)  then points to Yahweh,  if 
relative to The World of sinful humans then it points to JCg as The Intercessor  (being their god and creator). 
Note:  we are told, Yahweh who  creates/{makes possible}  “The New Creation” = Sons of God  (but  in/with  JCg). 
3rd Comment – The fine speaking inspires people to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (rather than for the self)  by driving their mind 
to be in accord with JCg and the extra-terrestrial assistants pertaining to this planet  (singular  “heaven”  is used). 
3rd ‘Allegory’ – Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests”. 
5th Instruction – “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
4th Comment – There are extra-terrestrial assistants pertaining to this planet aiding Yahweh in the fulfilment of His plan. 
Eph.   1v1 og (The) Paul  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell} 
Eph.   1v1 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  through (reason of)   
Eph.   1v1 og (of the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  (of the) God [Yahweh],   
Eph.   1v1 og to the  blameless/{holy persons}  to the (persons [TCs])  being/having  in  (to the [within]) Ephesus   
Eph.   1v1 og also  (to the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
Eph.   1v1 = Paul,   the  apostle/{appointed  (by Yahweh)  to tell}  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   

through reason of the  determination/purpose/desire  of the  God (Yahweh),   
to the  blameless/{holy people} (TCs)  the people  being  within Ephesus   
also  to the  faithful/trustful  (people)   within  the  Christ/Anointed  Jesus/{Yahweh Saves}. 

 

Paul,  the apostle of the Anointed Jesus   (Paul is appointed to tell because he truly gives “The Word of God” yielding “The Goal of Anointing”), 
through reason of the  determination/desire  of the God  (Yahweh)   (Yahweh  invited Paul through JCg  to be the 12th Disciple,  Acts.9v5-9), 
              (Yahweh knew Paul having extensive knowledge of The Tanakh was  passionate/zealous  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest to The World)   
              (Consequently, Yahweh through JCg intercepted  Saul/Paul  and  redirected his mind  unto the  correct direction  to further Yahweh’s Desire) 
to the holy people (TCs),  the people being within Ephesus   (the elders responsible for the ecclesia of Ephesus) 
also to the  trustful/faithful  (people)  within the Anointed Jesus   (these elders are also fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to be anointed alongside JCg). 
 

Paul is an apostle of JC and appointed by Yahweh  (and  not  appointed by The World)  to teach The World about  “The Word of God of parts 1 and 2”  
(being  how/why  JC’s ministry and deportment  righteously answered  The Tanakh)  thereby proclaiming  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  (that is sadly,  never  taught today by our  worldly Christian leaders). 
Yahweh’s purpose is fulfilled through Paul  (because Paul’s mind is wholly driven by  “The Word of God”   and thus,  through the 3 stage process has 
personally gained  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
Consequently,  Paul has gained  Accurate Knowledge  and thoroughly  assayed/tested  it over a number of years  (being how the teaching of “Judaism” 
was to morph into Christianity)  before he went to the original disciples to subject himself entirely to their knowledge and become a preacher of fidelity 
of/to  “The Word of God”  in both words and deeds. 
Because of this,  Yahweh reciprocates and chooses to express His HS by using His Capability around Paul to complement what was driving Paul's mind,  
so that Yahweh’s purpose is fulfilled – being that  “The Word of God of parts 1 and 2”  is  accurately  taught.  This invites other people to take upon 
themselves  Ownership and Responsibility of God’s Word,  prepared to become personally Accountable  to make possible the election the 144000 TCs 
being  “The Remnant”,   as “The Spiritual Israel”  from out  “The Fleshly Israel”   (now represented during The Gospel Age by “The Christian Nation”  
generally - see 2Cor.12v2-4, Gal.4v22,30 and my local commentaries.  Those people who imbue this knowledge of  “The Word of God parts 1 and 2” 
then gain  assurance/competence/authority  upon this knowledge by rigorous mental  assay/testing  and finally act with fidelity upon this knowledge 
gained from  “The Word of God”  to precisely imitate JC.  This process shows to The Judging World  they  truly have  “The Real Faith”  to become 
accepted by Yahweh as TCs  confirming  their placement upon  “The Scroll of  (guaranteed)  Life”  as future  “Sons of God”  (Rev.5v1-12) generated  
before  The Creation of Mankind  (as we are to read).   This is “The Process” as beautifully described by “The Seven Seals”  being opened over some 
2000 years of The Gospel Age by JCg  (from Revelations chapter 6 to chapter 19)  before he obtains the 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4)  at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  to become his bride  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.).   It is at “The 1st Resurrection”,  being the 1st 2nd C 
of JCg  (Matt.24v40-44, Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.),  they become  “metaphorically married”  to their exemplar, JCg. 
Yahweh makes this possible for His Sons of God,  where the fleshly body of the TCs living in The World  (as The Body of Christ)  becomes  “begotten”  
as the  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body commensurate with that of their  “husband”  (JCg),  to become bonded  metaphorically  “as one flesh” 
(Gen.2v24)  as we are told in The Bible  (1Cor.6v16 as a warning to remain pure)  depending upon what they sowed (1Cor.15v35-55, Gal.6v7). 
Eph.   1v2 og (The) Grace/{Gift/favour}/Benefit  {to yourselves}   
Eph.   1v2 og also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest  off/away/separated/from  (of the) God  (the) father/forebear  {of/from us}   
Eph.   1v2 og also  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Eph.   1v2 = The  gift/favour/benefit  {to yourselves}   (the Brethren actively aiming to become TCs),  

also  the  peace/prosperity/rest  off/from  of the  God  (Yahweh),    
our Father,   (because TCs imitate JC and thus,  are to become adopted by their  “Spiritual Father”  [being of one/same Mind]),   
also  of the  lord/master -  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed.  

 

The  gift/favour/benefit  to yourselves   (being what  “The Word of God”  can deliver to a  reformed/hearkening  mind  of The Brethren) 
also the  peace/rest  from of The God   (Yahweh’s Word,  enables us to escape the machinations of The World –  that otherwise brings problems) 
our Father   (Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”  to those people who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  “The Anointing”), 
also of the  lord/master   (“The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  wholly controls  the mind  of a  “reformed/hearkening  mind” of a TC imitating JC) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (JC made possible  “The Goal”  for  “The Anointing”  by Yahweh to those people of a  “reformed/hearkening  mind”). 
 

Gift/favour (grace)  comes from  “The Word of God” –  being  “The Knowledge” -  that when thoroughly imbued and inculcated,  changes our mind and 
perspective on  “Life” from a life to self-indulge,  to a new life to give and help for no return  (except personal hurt).  This gives us the peace of mind 
away from the mental anguish created by witnessing the horrific sinful methodology now practiced upon this planet that presently lives away from 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (Rom.8v22),  because we know Yahweh has set in process “The Plan” to righteously remedy all this.  
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The  ONLY  thing stopping this remedy from occurring now is that Yahweh requires His Prophecy to be firstly fulfilled,  144000 people 
(Rev.14v1-4)  during The Gospel Age must demonstrate to The World they have precisely imitated JC  (1Cor.11v1)  to the very best they were 
able  -  then and only then,  Yahweh will move in with “The 1st Resurrection”  to end all this pain and suffering  (Rev.21v1-4).   

“The Knowledge” given to us by JC as  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answering  “God’s Word part 1”  (Tanakh)   originates from Yahweh and  if  
correctly  imbued/inculcated,  then  it  will  protect us from becoming involved with worldly methodology which inevitably shall bring worldly problems 
upon us.   This process of following Yahweh’s Methodology (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  gives us peace, prosperity and rest from “The 
Fallout”  that would occur if practising worldly methodology (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt). 
Yahweh is  “the Father of us” (= TC)  because we have taken upon ourselves  “His View on Things”  being of  “His Spiritual Mind”  that can only come 
through inculcating  “God’s Word of parts 1 and 2”  and  “The Father of us”  can  only  be said of those exceptionally specific individuals who  are  
personally adopted by The Father to become  “His sons”!   “The Adoption Process”  is  “Bilateral”,  not “Unilateral”!   Just because the child may 
think  he/she  is adopted  does not mean they are adopted  -  The Parent must equally want to adopt a “Like-minded child”  to make the process bi-party 
else there is no adoption,  a new parent does not want to adopt a  rebellious, self-opinionated,  intransient, spoilt little brat  -  of which humans are! 
Just by saying we are Christians does not make us adopted,  it only says “We want to be adopted”  but we must make ourselves “Attractive”  for 
adoption to take place,  and that is why we have our “Teacher”  to  “Show us The Way”  (John.14v5-15)  in how to  “be attractive to Yahweh”  so that 
He wants to adopt us,  by us imitating JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Pet.2v21, etc.),  else worldly Christians are presently  rejected  by The Father.  
Effectively rejected by JCg as voiced at his 1st 2nd C  (= The 1st Resurrection,  Rev.20v6)  as we are told at Rev3v16, Matt.25v41-45, etc.,  because these 
self-claimed Christians do  not  precisely follow  “The Golden Standard”  (for kingship)  thereby making themselves hypocrites to The Standard as set by 
His exemplary son,  JC  (Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.),  when they should know what to be doing and yet did not  (Matt.21v28-31).  

Moreover,  if these  “worldly Christians”  do not know what to do  –  then what have their leaders been teaching them for all these years? 
Noting what JC said at Luke.12v46-48. 

Paul is telling us,  Yahweh and JC work together to yield  peace/prosperity/rest  (as I described above)  within Their creation  (noting it was Yahweh 
Who created the building blocks,  and it was JCg who used them to create  “Life”  on what would have been otherwise a barren planet,  hence the plural 
at Gen.1v26 and the wording at John.1v1-3). 
Notice also,  the switch in  “theos”  in the next verse  (this important differentiation is entirely lost in our  worldly translated English bibles. 
Eph.   1v3 og (The) Adorable/Blessed/{Worthy of praise}  the  {specific god},   also   
Eph.   1v3 og (the) Father/Forebear  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Eph.   1v3 og the (One [Yahweh])  {spoke well of}/blessed/praised  us/our/we  in  (to the [= within]) all [singular]  
Eph.   1v3 og (to the)  {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefit   
Eph.   1v3 og (to the)  {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}   
Eph.   1v3 og in  to the [= within]  {outer skies}/celestials/extra-terrestrials/heavenlies  [neuter] 
Eph.   1v3 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Eph.   1v3 = Adorable/Blessed  (is)  “The Specific God”, 

also  the Father  of our  lord/master  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
The One (Yahweh)  blessed/praised  us  (TCs)   within  all  {non-carnal}/spiritual  {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}, 
within  the  {outer skies}/celestials/extra-terrestrials  within  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Adorable/Blessed  (is)  “The Specific God”   (Yahweh,  because “Yahweh”  is  “The Specific God”  over JCg and thus,  over all things), 
also the Father (Yahweh)  of our  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controls the mind of a repentant,  “reformed/hearkening  mind”)   
of the Anointed Jesus   (JC showed us The Way  [John.15v5-15]  to achieve  “The Goal of being Anointed”  as future  “Sons of God”), 
The One (Yahweh)  blessed/praised  us   (TCs who are precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as determined by Yahweh  [Matt.20v23]) 
within all spiritual  (pertaining to The Mind and of its operation)  fine speaking   (as Yahweh did to JC  [Matt.3v17, 17v5]) 
             (Importantly,  “The Word of God”  inculcated in our mind  “speaks through our mouth”  -  controlled by a mind reasoning like Yahweh’s Mind) 
within  extra-terrestrials  within The Anointed   (other  “anointed Sons of God”  [Job.1v6, 2v1]  looking upon a  “job well done”  by the TCs). 

             (“Extra-terrestrial”  is neuter hence could be  “Places”  [or  “Celestial Entities”  of no gender,  however Yahweh an  “It”, is termed “He”]) 
 

Notice  “the switch”  Paul makes: 
v2.  The Absolute God (Yahweh) of v2 is announced as “our Father”,  intimating Yahweh has adopted The TCs and will adopt The Brethren if 
successful in their  “aiming to become TCs”.  Paul makes a distinction between Yahweh as  “The Almighty God”  and  JC as being “The 
Lord”  immediately of us – as  “The Intercessor”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  to enable us to reach Yahweh.   
This suggests  two separate  reasoning Entities! 
v3.  “ho theos” is referenced upon JC and thus,  points to Yahweh.  Paul identified Them as two separate Individuals in the previous verse 
and now he assigns hierarchy between Them!   He states Yahweh is both  “The Specific God”  and  “The Father”  of JC. 
This clearly shows two Individuals are at different layers of hierarchy that is also another pointer of so many within The New Testament that 
absolutely nullifies the Trinity myth  stating/inferring  (depending how the protagonists wriggle)  they are of  “One Individual” - “One God”.   
This is absolutely  not  true  –  The Bible tells us:  “This is not True!”   They are  not  The  One/Same  Entity! 
But simply means  both  Individuals have the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  as each other,  which itself is  pure/{separate from 
this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  just as is  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of 
the TCs  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  of which we know is the “HS”  (please see my composite definition given later and elsewhere). 

Consequently,  Paul is telling us,  Yahweh is  blessing/praising  the TCs by purifying their mind upon  “The Word of God”  which is  creating/building  
the new  creature/creation  within  (2Cor.5v17. Gal.6v15),  where it is the RNA of  “The Word of God”  the brethren aiming to become a TC builds their 
new mind upon this RNA to yield a  “spiritual new creature”  within their mind to perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life.   If  Yahweh considers this 
new Creature to be fully perfected at the end of the 1st part of our physical life,  then  Yahweh will  awaken/rouse/resuscitate  us at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  into a perfected  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (1Cor.15v35-55). 
This becomes the point of which Paul is making here. 
It is not a fatuous statement at the end  –  but when taken holistically with the whole New Testament  –  being its driver throughout,  then we realise this 
is just another pointer to  “The Real Goal”  –  being the top level Gospel  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders. 

“A place of Appointment”  through  “The Anointing”  by Yahweh under The Methodology  not  sourced by The World  (and thus,  extra-
terrestrial –  being of Yahweh's Domain)  to become a future “Son of God” provided we become elected by Yahweh to be a future “Son of 
God”  (Matt.20v23). 

Let me leave the reader with something I wrote in my previous revision:- 
The  {specific god}  is referenced to the  lord/master  JC,  and thus,  points directly to  “Yahweh”  as  “The Almighty God”. 
Quite simply “ho Theos” is “the specific god” of the context – where in this instance the  {specific god}  of JC can  only be Yahweh = The Almighty God. 
But:  “ho theos” = “the specific god” of the context,  –  where in other places,  the  {specific god}  is of sinful humans then that can only point to JC now 
as JCg who is  “The Intercessor”  (1Tim.2v5)  of his personal creation  (JC  is  able to forgive sins, Matt.9v2-4, etc.,  and thus,  become “The Atoning”  
to)  “The World”  (StrongsTM = 2889 = “The Adornment/Decoration” = “Life” covering a barren planet),  being  “The Mediator”  of his sinful creation 
to  “The Perfect Yahweh”  demanding  “minds aiming to be perfect”  (upon Yahweh’s Methodology)  within His Domain  (= The Universe). 
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Thus,  the point I make  (not known [ignored] for the last some 1700+ years)  is that  “ho theos” (nominal)  is a floating pointer based upon context,  and 
the other three cases of “Theos”  (dative, genitive, accusative)  are absolute pointers to Yahweh (The Almighty God).  This understanding can be shown 
to work correctly in  every  instance “theos”  is used in The New Testament as my dissertation on  “The Trinity – What is it?”  shows! 
I cover all this in exceedingly fine detail through careful exegesis in many places on this website:  “FutureLife.Org”. 

Now to the next section: 
JCg supplies  “The Word of God”  from above  (sourced by Yahweh)  to those people who show  possible promise for “The Anointing”,  being what  
“The Letter to The Ephesians”  screams out to us  through its verses  (that sadly is  never  taught correctly by leaders of Christendom,  but only 
something that has been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19). 
“The Word of God”  operates within the individual person’s mind,  so  he/she  becomes personally motivated to maximise  his/her  “specific DNA given 
gifts”  (as we are told at 1Cor.12v12-22)  to carry “The Weight of Responsibility”  (as talents/minas,  Matt.25v18-22, Luke.19v16-19),  according to our 
different mental capabilities (Matt.25v15)  in our  ministry/deportment  that precisely imitates JC. 
Importantly that previous sentence is  the accurate understanding of the word  “talent” (a different unit is “minas”)  used in those given citations  -  it is  
certainly not  “DNA capabilities”  (or supposed “spiritual gifts”)  as I so often hear our leaders of Christendom preach in their near useless 
understanding  of God’s Word,  as my many thousands of commentaries expressly explain.   Yet they are so very proficient in preaching “Religion”! 
Yahweh as The Source behind  “The Word of God”  (= JC,  Rev.19v13)  ensures His Word fills the Earth at the required speed to ensure:- 

(1)  He achieves His  “anointed”  144000  “Sons of God” (Rev.14v1-4)  at the same time as   
(2)  The World becomes filled  (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  at the time,  as when   
(3)  The World implodes upon itself through the selfishness of Mankind fully expressed (Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20, etc.),  –  being:  “Those 
people with The Power to exercise over their neighbour”.   Where it is,  “The people with The Power might self-indulge themselves at the 
expense of the weaker members within the present society”  –  whoever/wherever  they might be found. 
Note:  In the Millennium  (after Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v8-13) under  completely new management  (of  “the New Spiritual Jerusalem”  ruled 
by the 144000 TCs, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rom.8v17, 23, 29, etc.),  The World will be  wholly different  (Rev.21v1-4). 

Thus,  Yahweh working through His  TCs/apostles/angels/messengers  effectively praises these individuals through the relentless fervent effort they put in 
by  faithfully  reproducing His Word  (through the generations  –  to the very best they are able)  to sufficiently interested people within The World,  
wishing to personally imitate JC themselves.   
The praise then operates at two levels  -  (1) located on The Earth (human level)  and  (2) located off The Earth  (Sons of God level). 
Those receptive people truly hearkening  consider this  “Word of God”  as  “fine speech”  with the blessings that come from it  (see explanation at v2)  
so they might  accurately/faithfully  reproduce  “The Word of God”  themselves to  other  people on this planet  (unlike “professionals”  passing God’s 
Word through “The Mincer” of Rev.22v18-19 for worldly gain Matt.6v24)  – and in this manner the new TCs  accurately spread  “The Word of God”. 

The Result enables Yahweh to ultimately achieve His 144000 Sons of God  (see glossary)  throughout The Gospel Age of some 2000 years.    
This procedure creates the correct  “synapse construction mapping”  Yahweh desires to store as  “Heavenly Treasure”   (Matt.   6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  
having been created (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JCg  taught/exhibited  “The Word of God”  (1Pet.2v20-
22).  JC deported  “The Word of God”  within himself,  to become  “The Wisdom of God”,  hence both The Word spoken and The Deeds given as charity 
taught us both aspects of  “The Knowledge”  to  reform/readjust  human  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  one/same  with Yahweh’s HS 
(see glossary).  Thus,  a virtuous circle of feedback and interaction. 
“The praise”  is in the form of thankfulness both by:- 

(1)  The interested recipients during this present worldly system  (shall personally become TCs,  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s 
Methodology)  and thus become  “the spiritual/teaching head”  over, 
(2)  The fleshly/pupil body Resurrected World in The Millennium,  out of which shall come “The 3rd Remnant of (3rd Epoch) Israel that returns 
to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22)   who shall become “The Late Adopters”  requiring “The Perfected Environment”  within which to make  “The 
Required Reform”  to precisely imitate JC  (having then recognised JC as their saviour,  ruling over them, Rev.19v16). 

Where it was these 144000 TCs proved themselves faithful to Yahweh’s Word during their duress of pain and suffering within the 1st part of their physical 
life who  “personally made The Millennium possible”  by fulfilling  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of which Yahweh required to occur for Him to 
gain  “The Proven Leaders”  over  “The Resurrected World”.  Importantly,  they positively responded to  “The Word of God”  during the 1st part of their 
physical life –  thereby enabling Yahweh to achieve His  “prophesied number” (Rev.14v1-4)  and thus,  move forward His “Most Righteous Plan of 
Human Salvation” into its next stage  (The Millennium – for  “Real Salvation”  to be made possible). 
Then as the last line tells us,  The extra-terrestrial  “Anointed Entities”  likewise praise The TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  faithfully operating in a 
harsh environment  (caused by religious persecution)  because these external entities are able to recognise The Omnipotence of Yahweh being fulfilled by 
these faithful TCs who will in The Future likewise stand alongside JCg  (and his present celestial brothers,  who themselves are administrating other 
sectors of The Universe for Yahweh, Job.1v6, 2v1). 
Important Note:   

Praise must  never  be received or given for the self-indulgence either by  “The Receiver”   or for  “The Giver”  within the mass hype we 
witness displayed by the  “adrenalin-rush junkies”  at mass religious gatherings!   Yahweh closes His senses to this  “circus-act of self-
indulgence”  (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23, etc.),   for it does  not  fulfil His Desire as The Bible  so very clearly tells us  through many 
warnings and numerous examples of  “what should be done”,  and  “should  not  be done”!   
   The reason is that it generates  “The Wrong type of Mind”  to rule “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
   We must learn to be  humble/contrite  and demonstrate this for many years –  before Yahweh will give us a position of Sonship!    
   That is why we must  imitate/gain  the humble mind of JC while learning in the 1st part of our physical to purify our mind. 

People enjoying such proceedings chosen not to read those places within The Bible instructing us  how to correctly behave  in delivering The Praise of 
which Yahweh Desires to receive – in direct contrast to what we initially  (with a worldly mind)  desire to perform; – because the two are very different! 
One sort of praise builds up the emotions of the giver to the  self-indulgence  of both parties –  of which worldly leaders enjoy to hear,  and the other is of 
the individual person edifying the recipient to know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (Ecc.12v13-14)  of which  Yahweh cherishes to hear  as praise,  
within  the recipient of such  “New Knowledge”.   The first situation is given by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to  “their flock of worshipping 
devotees” (as “the robbers”  John.10v1-9),  the second situation is given by TCs towards eager recipients of  “The Knowledge”  who by return give 
meaningful praise to Yahweh within the single flock that hears and responds to JC as God’s Word (John.10v1-9),  by imitating JC  (Matt.7v16-19). 
Please see the examples of  Matt.24v23-36, Mark.13v21-23  for our warning  as these things are  now  occurring during the last few decades. 
 
Instruction – repeat - Only Yahweh designates apostles  (= “appointed to tell”  thus,  holy = TCs) -  no human is able! 
6th Instruction – Yahweh personally chooses TCs by election –  known before  “Life”  was created on this planet. 
7th Instruction – Yahweh knows,  who will be part of the 144000 TCs before they do themselves  (before their birth)! 
2nd Reasoning – Yahweh knows the qualities required and how these qualities will pan-out through civilisation. 
1st Prophecy – Yahweh knows the quantity  (given as 144000 three times in Revelations)  before it occurs -  to become  
“The Trigger Threshold”  to herald in The Millennium. 
8th Instruction – Foreknown by Yahweh those people whom He wants to adopt –  but they must prove themselves by 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  “Adoption”  is a  bilateral  process –  not unilateral,  we might think we are 
adopted,  but The Father must want to adopt us,  else we are rejected and become bastards (Heb.12v8).  Sobering thought! 
2nd Good News – TCs are holy,  operating in charity by  freely  giving their time to teach The World  “Righteousness”. 
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(“Freely” means  “with  no  strings attached” = absolutely  no  worldly return of  any  possible description). 
3rd Reasoning – Though Yahweh knows;  the future  TC does not know,  and thus,  must work themselves 100% to show 
worthiness personally,  and also to The World –  it is just that Yahweh knows they will do this –  to thus,  become worthy! 
4th Reasoning – The TC  demonstrate  worthiness for future Sonship to the judging world by reforming their mind to attain 
the  one  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh,  sourced by and freely built upon God’s Word. 
5th Reasoning – Because TCs demonstrate they  are  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  then Yahweh reciprocates within the 
worthy vessel by endowing TCs with  praise/glory/honour  of Yahweh’s favour through the HS yielded by JC  (as The 
Word of God thoroughly imbued,  reasoned upon to gain assurance and then acted upon with fidelity to what is known). 
3rd Good News – TCs by being one with JCg’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  are forgiven  sideslips/errors  in lifestyle 
6th Reasoning – TCs have their  sideslips/errors  overlooked by Yahweh,  because Yahweh is  not  judging TCs on works 
but rather upon their mindset being the  one/same  with JC’s mindset  (same  spirit/personality/desires/traits),  where JC 
and TCs have no intention to ever hurt people  (just that TCs may make innocent errors, and thus,  fail The Law on Works) 
4th 'Allegory' – Love = (Sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao” the highest form of Love being “Love by 
Principle” where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by worldly Christian leaders  –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  ‘love by principle’  operating within The Mind   to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of  (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By Principle”  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she  is to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics  –  just as JC clearly showed us  –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
7th Reasoning – Positive works of charity,  driven by agapao,  are judged to demonstrate agapao thus,  judging The Mind,  
but negative works (= true accidents) are ignored because only The Mind is being judged.  This exegesis is  unintelligible 
to our  worldly Christian leaders –  who merely teach:  “Believe in JC to be saved –  not judged on works!” 
Where actually, their understanding is utterly flawed in Yahweh's:  “Grand Righteous Scheme for Human Salvation”. 
4th Good News – The virtuous circle of the above means TCs are further emboldened to  accurately  teach God’s Word. 
8th Reasoning – Due to the virtuous circle above,  then TCs know that JC’s ransom sacrifice was worthwhile because they 
have absolute salvation from death, knowing The 2nd Death of Annihilation shall not hurt them as Sons of God (Rev.2v11). 
5th Allegory – blood = essence of life within a body and is associated with  “sacrifice”  freely given to aid other people. 
5th Good News – As Sons of God to be  “at the Lord’s Table”  will bring many other benefits to these Sons of God. 
6th ‘Allegory’ – “at the Lord’s Table” = imbuing knowledge  (look in a Concordance under  “table”  for all references).  
6th Good News – A TC gains a 6th sense in which to view The World, and “deviancy” shines out like a flashing red beacon, 
thus,  this 6th sense gives TCs protection from being entangled within the wiles of The World –  especially charlatans! 
Eph.   1v4 og Just/As/That/How/When  (he) selected/{made a choice}/chose/elected [middle voice]   us/our/we   
Eph.   1v4 og in  (to the [= within]) Him [Yahweh]  fore/{in front of}/prior/before   
Eph.   1v4 og (of the) {a deposition}/founding/conception/foundation  (of the) World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,   
Eph.   1v4 og {to be/exist}  us/our/we  (the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
Eph.   1v4 og also  (the) unblemished/{without blame/fault/spot}/faultless   
Eph.   1v4 og {directly in the face of}/{within the presence}/{in sight of}  (of the) Him [Yahweh]   
Eph.   1v4 = Just/as  He (Yahweh)  personally chose/elected/selected   us (TCs)  within  the  Him    (to be of one mind with Yahweh) 

before/prior  of the  conception/foundation  of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,    (all life on this planet), 
(that)   we  (TCs)   to  be/exist  the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}    (existing only upon Yahweh's Methodology) 
also   (we,  TCs to be)   the  unblemished/faultless  {directly in the face/sight of}  Him  (Yahweh), 

 

Just/as  He (Yahweh)  personally  chooses/elects  us   (only  the 144000 TCs  [and The Prophets of the 1st Epoch Israel]) 
within Him   (“The Word of God”  as sourced by Yahweh through JC operating within the TCs  –  become of one mind  [John.14v20, 17v21-26]) 
before the foundation of the  World/Life   (Yahweh knew who would be the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age some 2 billion years ago), 
(that)  we (TCs)  to be  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   (TCs are truly  “holy”  as determined by Yahweh),   
also  (we, TCs to be)  faultless   (TCs drive their lifestyle to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
directly in the face of Him   (during Yahweh's  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  [James.3v1]  made upon  “Christian”  during The Gospel Age).  
 

Yahweh in His Omnipotence knew before JCg created all life  (= “The World”)  on this planet Earth,  that He,  Yahweh,  would obtain 144000 future 
Sons of God from  “The World”  (StrongsTM = “Kosmos” = “decoration/adornment/Life/World”)   of JCg’s  own  creation  (based upon DNA).   

JCg came to redeem his Creation  =  Mankind  (as The Superhuman Species [Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35] some 6000 years ago,  over and 
above the humanoids of the previous some 100,000 years)  through the use of  “The Word of God”. 

This operated at two levels within  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”. 
1. “God’s Word part 1” (Tanakh) was given by The Prophets  (Early Adopters)  whose recorded prophecies yielded JC’s 1st Advent. 
2. “God’s Word part 2” (JC answering [1] above)  was imitated by the 144000 TCs  (Early Adopters)  whose output yielded JC’s 2nd Advent. 

Importantly to understand. 
The Prophets had the correct mind of humility,  through whom Yahweh could work and they faithfully spoke for Yahweh to yield JC who 
personally fulfilled the many hundreds of prophecies given about JC in the Tanakh. 
The 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4)  equally had the correct mind to precisely imitate JC having the correct mind of humility,  through whom 
Yahweh could work to gain new generations of TCs  (not like, James.1v6-8, 4v2-4)  who personally fulfilled prophecy to yield JC’s 2nd Advent 
that shall occur very soon (relative to 2020 CE) and certainly some time before 2067 CE being the next Jewish Jubilee Year. 

Therefore,  “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age  (144000 TCs)  used  “The Word of God”  to completely reform their mind  away from  worldly 
methodology to make them  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  and thus,  become  unblemished/faultless  within Yahweh's 
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judgement.   Because of this,   then Yahweh is pleased to physically operate locally within the TCs' environment to  help/aid  (freely simply)  the TCs in 
times of stress,  thereby enabling Yahweh's Desire be further fulfilled to bring forth the next generation of TCs  (for The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 
144000 to occur).   When this occurs,  then Yahweh shall ultimately have His Tools to bring forth The Millennium – as I profusely describe elsewhere its 
righteous workings. 
Each of these individuals have personally internally grown their new creature  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  within their own mind built upon  “The Word of 
God”  so they precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  that ultimately yields Yahweh's HS within them  (as I described in the previous commentary). 
Consequently,  they become the  members/{body parts}  of JC  (1Cor.12v12-22)  physically on The Earth during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years  –  
driven by  The Presence/Parousia  of  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  operating within their minds. 
This  “New Nation/Priesthood”  (1Pet.2v9)  comprising of 144000 individuals  having their mind perfected as The New Creature  (Gal.6v15 ultimately 
sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”)  being the 144000 TCs  elected/selected  from out of The Pool of “Christians”  (Matt.20v16, 
22v14)  will spawn the next generation of equal Sons of God in stature to the premier “Son of God” (JCg)  who himself was  “The Creator of The 
World”.    They shall be metaphorically  “born as one Nation in one day”  (Isa.66v8)  in  “The 1st Resurrection”  as  “Sons of God”  (Matt.24v40-44, 
1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55. Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.). 
Yahweh knew beforehand the credentials required within  “the synapse construction mapping”  of an individual that makes  him/her  eligible for Sonship 
– but more importantly,  Yahweh specifically knew how many humans would fulfil  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by Mankind’s Creator 
JCg.  Consequently,  Yahweh was able to write down in prophecy  the precise number  of new Sons of God  (Rev.14v1-4, on the scroll of  “Guaranteed 
Life”, Rev.5v2-9)  just before Mankind imploded and annihilated itself as a species  (precisely as JC tells us). 
This action of the TCs,  thereby allows Yahweh to move onto the next stage of His “Most Righteous Plan to bring forth Human Salvation”  =  The 
Millennium,  within which  “The Early Adopters”  alongside JCg can draw out  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”. 

Note for clarification. 
Yahweh created The Universe and  “The Laws of Nature”  for this to occur,  but JCg took upon himself  “Ownership and Responsibility”  of this planet 
by Yahweh to create “Life”  (= The World  - “kosmos” StrongsTM 2889 = “Adornment/Decoration “ being “Life”)  on what was a barren  planet/Earth  
using  “The Laws of Nature”  to express Yahweh’s  HS.   JCg also took upon himself  “Accountability”  when his creation went bad with  Adam/Eve,  by 
volunteering  his  “very existence”  to save Mankind from an  inevitable annihilation  to that of  “possible salvation”  through a 2 part life  -  where we 
have the opportunity to imitate JC and by consequence,  live for an eternity – else it is personal annihilation. 

All the above is  wholly unintelligible  to our leaders of Christendom,  and for the last 1700+ years,  when we audit their garbled output! 
Because of JCg’s contrite mind then Yahweh chooses to wholly underwrite what JCg does and thus,  ultimately all intrinsically  good/ideal  things are 
sourced by Yahweh,  therefore,  in acknowledgement of this,  then  all  praise and glory from lessor entities  (us)  is directed to Yahweh. 

Now for the last section of The Verse. 
It must be noted this verse is  only  speaking about TCs (apostles)  and  not  worldly Christians (especially The Leaders)  because the verse speaks of 
people  during our present time domain  (of The Gospel Age)  considered by Yahweh  (during His  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement of Christians”  
generally)  as being  “innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  and then  “unblemished/spotless”  after  JC has  atoned/reset/{bought 
back}/redeemed  the 1st part of their life both spiritual and physical.   

JC presents  (1) The Ministry required to purify our mind  (into the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice to righteously 
enable Yahweh to put us into perfected physical body  (into the 2nd part of our physical life). 

So these  “Christians”  are  being judged upon what effectively becomes the 2nd part of their life  because  they  have  entered into  “the bilateral 
agreement”  to  “precisely imitate JC as best they are able”  –  having  “died in Christ”  to thus,  be  driven by a methodology which is  “away from The 
World”  -  being of its present methodology of operations. 
The important thing the reader must understand is that  because  JCg has  not  yet come to collect his Bride of 144000 at his 1st 2nd C  (= “The 1st 
Resurrection”)  at the time of writing this revision  then  there are  still  places available for  “{specifically yourselves}”  –  The Reader –  to fill. 
It only requires the internal self-motivation to imbue what The Bible specifically teaches us  (with perhaps this website as the guidance given to help us 
through the small,  tight door that leads to  “The Kingdom of God”, Matt.7v12-14),  being Yahweh’s sourced spiritual knowledge driving The Mind  
(Luke.17v21),  to then become  “The Physical Reality”  upon our resurrection in The Millennium. 
Important warning.   
We will  not  have  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within our minds if we listen to any of the  worldly Christian sermons and the  such-like  (Religion) 
directing us to the wide door that ultimately leads to destruction  unless personal reform occurs,  where we are required by Yahweh to be growing  “The 
New Creature/Creation”  within us on  “The RNA of The Word of God”  to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15). 

We can do it now for  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (noting this terminology includes both sexes,  resurrected as neuters, Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36). 
Else we can wait until The Millennium to become the  Sons/Daughters  of JCg in union with his bride  (144000 TCs)  Eph.5v30-32! 

An aside:  The next phrase  “within agape/charity”  reads better if moved to the front of the next verse. 
Eph.   1v5 og in  (to the [= within])  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love 
Eph.   1v5 og (the) {Limited in advance}/Predetermined/Ordained/Foreknew  us/our/we  [TCs and active brethren] 
Eph.   1v5 og into/unto  (the) {placing as a son}/adoption   
Eph.   1v5 og through (reason of)   (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  into/unto  (the) Him,   
Eph.   1v5 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  satisfaction/delight/kindness/{seems good}/pleasure   
Eph.   1v5 og of the  determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  (of the) Him [Yahweh], 
Eph.   1v5 = Within  agape/charity  we  (TCs and Brethren/Sisters assiduously aiming to be TCs)    

were  ordained/foreknown   (by Yahweh)   
into/unto  the  (future)  adoption  into/unto  the Him  (Yahweh) 
through reason  of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed   (at his 1st Advent  -  to provide The Ministry and Ransom Sacrifice)   
according to  the  satisfaction/kindness/pleasure  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   determination/desire. 

 

Within agape   (being what Yahweh freely delivers to us  [1] supporting JC,  [2] guiding our mind,  [3] the ultimate gift would be Sonship to Yahweh) 
we (TCs,  who would become future Sons of God)  were foreknown   (by Yahweh, before the creation of Mankind) 
unto the  (future)  adoption unto Him   (Yahweh electing His 144000 TCs from out of The Christian Nation, Matt.20v16. 22v14, Isa.10v20-22) 
through reason of the Anointed Jesus   (being the  [1] ministry of God's Word  [2] Ransom Sacrifice,  both required to achieve  “The Goal”) 
according to the satisfaction of His (Yahweh's)  desire   (being the required route to yield  “righteous people”  over our 2 part life). 
              (“Righteous People”  fulfil  “The Requirement”  for Sonship,  inasmuch they precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 

              (“TCs”  gain the correct mind,  taking upon themselves “Ownership, Responsibility” to become “Accountable” for their actions [like JC].) 
 

It must be understood,  Paul is speaking about  “we”  in the sense of himself  (and naturally  “the holy people” = TCs),  but  as an exhortation  for  
active  members of The Brethren to  also  become part of  “we”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (as determined by Yahweh). 
This is  “The Mystery of The Bible”  (also “The Mystery of God”)  of which Yahweh knew from the beginning,  He would attain 144000 TCs as future  
“Sons of God”  from out of Jesus Christ’s Creation when in his former existence as the  {specific god}  of us  (of his  creation)  hence my consistent 
usage of  “JCg”  throughout my writings. 
Very  worldly  theologians speak of things being either foreordained or not,  and then go on to develop unrighteous  worldly  doctrines based upon this! 
Sadly  “worldly emeritus”  people who think like this,  have  completely missed the whole point  of what is  righteously  occurring here on this planet! 
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Yahweh knows beforehand precisely who will achieve this accolade of  “The Prize”  of which Paul speaks about being given at the end of The Race  
(1Cor.9v23-26)  provided they run according to The Rules  (2Tim.2v5, “to precisely imitate JC”)  that  must  be physically  demonstrated  by The 
Individual during the 1st part of the TC's physical life. 
Humans however do not know – but only with hindsight  -  after the race! 
Therefore “The race must  first  be run so we prove our worthiness  after  “The Event”  of the 1st part of our physical life:- 

1. To  ourselves  ideally aiming to be a TC  (requiring personal reform and readjustment)  through  “middle voice”  to create that  new entity  
that started as  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  operating within us as the RNA upon which we ideally build our own 
spirit/personality/desirers/traits  in the  process/generation  of being  “Born Again”.  Please see glossary  –  it is absolutely  not  what  
worldly Christian leaders  errantly  tell us – confirmed by Isa.66v8  “born together in one day”  at “The 1st Resurrection” 1Thes.4v13-18.   

2. To  all people  (watching/judging  these TCs’ living a life imitating JC),  –  as “Christians”  wishfully thinking they too should become “Sons 
of God”  when they have  not  personally put the effort in beforehand for the internal reform of their own  spirit/personality/desires/traits!   
Thus,  by contrast,  the TC  (of [1] above)  becomes  “The Testifier of themselves in his/her transformation”  in Greek of being  “Martyr”.  
Consequently,  TCs demonstrate through duress specifically   their worthiness  to become future  “Sons of God”  to rule as  “The Heirs”  
over  “The Inheritance”  (= “The Resurrected World”)  in The Millennium. 

3. To the  heavenly host  that Yahweh is Omnipotent in all things,  having first given  “The Prophecy”  this would be possible,  and through 
personal action these people become worthy  new  additions to The Family  alongside  JCg  (Matt.20v23  as  brothers/sisters  Matt.12v48-50,  
all as future siblings of God).  Consequently,  having proved themselves  humble/contrite  of mind  (hence not “world leaders” of today)  are 
truly worthy to exercise Yahweh’s  full  authority/capability  to express the HS which means His Desire is made manifest within The Universe. 

Thus,  though this future is pre-known by Yahweh,  it is absolutely  not  known by  “The Individuals”  themselves,  nor by any humans around them! 
Thus,  TCs  must  work 100%  to become the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  to become part of this most 
exclusive grouping –  elected/selected/chosen  by Yahweh (Matt.20v23)  and  not  by humans  (in their  beatification/canonisation  processes performed 
merely for worldly gain from the duped, adoring worldly minded crowds)! 
These specific individuals  (TCs)  are so very  humble/contrite,  who precisely imitate JC to become  “Sons of God”  to  then  have unlimited capability of 
Yahweh’s Authority to edify others.  TCs are thus,  at the  other extreme  to the  charlatan Christian leaders,  who today demonstrate much  fake/false  
HS to millions of their admirers to build their doting “fan-club”,  behaving as  “robbers to form their own flock”  (John.10v2-9).  These very specific 
leaders shall  never  be resurrected after their immediate death –  because they prefer to  self-indulge  in  “their day”  now for the immediate return to 
pamper their very  worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  which is so very far removed from Yahweh’s HS.   I explain the righteous logic for this is in 
many places with bible citations  –  but please see “2 part life” in glossary. 
Note for completeness to John.10v2-9,  “The Hirelings”  are  “worldly Christian leaders”  in their millions today not giving the  “good Pasture”  but 
only snippets of God’s Word  (Luke.16v19-21+)  and far too much of “Man’s Word” in their sermons as Paul postulated at Gal.1v10-12. 
Important note:  “Foreknown by Yahweh”  those specific people whom He wants to adopt  –  but they  must firstly,  “prove themselves worthy”  by 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  “Adoption”  is a  bilateral  process  –  not unilateral,  we may think we are adopted as did The Pharisees  
(John.8v32-58),  but The Father must  “want to adopt us”  –  else we are rejected and become bastards (Heb.12v8).   A very sobering thought! 

After my regular rant of warning of which the more avid reader might note,  I will now answer the last section of the verse. 
Everything is done through: “The Pleasure of Yahweh’s desire” 

To state the obvious:  “Yahweh desires harmonious societies operating within His Universe”. 
“The Universe”  being of His Creation   –  where quite obviously if He created the Universe,  then quite simply He can be  both  inside  our Universe  
and  outside  our Universe  –  perhaps operating within some parallel universe(s).  
How this is done,  I will not even pretend to know  –  but with  “The Knowledge”  gained from The Bible  (being of its  meticulous interaction  in 
thousands of prophecy and allegories throughout  time/people/events/places),  gives me the personal assurance this  is  all possible,  and thus,  I must 
demonstrate this commitment to  “The Knowledge”  by acting with Fidelity to what I know –  else I become a hypocrite and thus,  not worthy to represent 
Yahweh. 
Consequently,  Yahweh’s Plan becomes worked out through individuals such as Abraham and later Moses,  through JC as The Redeemer and then 
following through with the 144000 TCs to become  “The Leaders of The New World Order”  in The Millennium,  alongside those people who perhaps did 
not quite reach Sonship  -  but nonetheless  -  are  ranked highly within  “The New Jerusalem” (Rev.21v1-4)  to become that  “City of Peace”  to 
“maintain peace”  forever over the whole Earth. 

All this becomes “The pleasure of Yahweh’s desire”  as the culmination of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19). 
Eph.   1v6 og into/unto  (the) laudation/{something commendable}/praise  (of the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   
Eph.   1v6 og of the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (of the) Him [Yahweh]   in  {to [= within] whom/which}   
Eph.   1v6 og (he) {endued with special honour}/{made accepted}/{made highly favoured}  us/our/we [TCs]  
Eph.   1v6 og in  to the ([= within] one [JC])   (having been) {loved by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao, 
Eph.   1v6 = unto the  praise/commendation  of the  glory/honour/dignity  of  His (Yahweh’s)  gift/favour/benefit 

{enduing/making  us  (TCs)   with special  honour/favour}  within  the one  (JC)  having been  {edifying loved}/agapao, 
 

unto the  praise/commendation   (given by people recognising what Yahweh has sourced,  –  sourcing all intrinsically  good/ideal  things) 
of the  glory/honour/dignity   (where Yahweh is worthy of this -  by entities understanding/responding to what Yahweh has sourced into The Universe) 
of His  (Yahweh's)  gift/favour/benefit   (yielded by  [1] God's Word to purify The Mind   [2] physical support for TCs to further His Desire) 
endued with special honour   (JC resurrected by Yahweh to be  “The Anointed JCg”,  as  “The Premier “Son of God””  with regard to this planet) 
within the one (JC)  having been  agapao/{edifying loved}   (Yahweh edified JCg into this position because … …), 
              (JC faithfully replicated  “The Word of God”  within his  works/deportment,  to become “The Wisdom of God”,  thus,  beloved by Yahweh) 
 

Where following down the line  “in command”  (of a  very flat  pyramid  [being the opposite in “Religion”, the worst being very “peaky”]):-   
Yahweh  firstly set  “The Required Standard” in The Mind,   
JCg  physically reproduced this standard,  by both  (1) works and by  (2) explaining what we had to do,  for us to achieve Yahweh’s Required 
Standard.  Hence,  he had to come first to become “The Exemplar”  for TCs  (ideally “us”)  to copy  (1Cor.11v1). 
TCs  as  “The Early Adopters” of this new standard elected by Yahweh from out of “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  (Christians)  who shall rule 
over The Future Resurrected World in  “Righteousness”.  They shall then yield  “their spiritual children”  (as “The 3rd Remnant of [3rd 
Epoch] Israel that returns to The Lord”)  to become  “The Late Adopters” in The Millennium to Yahweh’s  “Required Standard”  necessary 
for ultimate “Salvation”.  

In this manner,  The World becomes perfected when each member freely has the choice over their 2 part life to choose which methodology is preferred! 
Notice that  (from v5 in context)  it was JC’s  {agapao love},  originating within the mind to edify his personal creation  to :- 

(1)  create 144000 future Sons of God  (= “The Hearkening Early Adopters”)  through him being  “The Word of God”  during the 1st part of 
their physical life and then,  
(2)  to bring forth people of the resurrected  “superhuman species”  (since Adam/Eve)  who likewise shall ultimately  (in their 2 part life)  
personally desire to  “edify their neighbour to their own hurt”  will  also  attain everlasting salvation  (that will occur in the 2nd part of their 
physical life). 

But  before  (1) and (2)  can occur,  “down the line”  those very specific people (TCs)  are being honoured by perfecting their Heavenly Treasure  
(Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  for Sonship,  while suffering present duress within their fleshly body (1Cor.3v13-16),  principally orchestrated by  worldly  
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religious authorities,  who themselves feel their position within society is  undermined/threatened  by the TC’s lowly demeanour imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  (John.11v47-53).  Please see all my local commentaries. 
Consequently,  Yahweh adopts these TCs and showers them with mental  grace/gift/favour  to constantly perfect The Mind,  always working within the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TCs so they personally become ever-closer to  “Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is 
pure/blameless/{separate from this present world of Sin}” (= the “HS”).  And as such,  “they make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  
(= the “HS”)  which is to  bring forth Yahweh's “Plan for Human Salvation”.  The HS  (operating as a reformed mind)  shall  never  operate for the  
self-indulgence  of the physical body and  animalistic/carnal  mind as we sadly witness in the shenanigans of  charlatan Christian leaders in their mass 
gatherings for the indulgent worldly gain gathered from their fraudulent activity  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.). 
Because we simply ask: 

How does this fraudulent activity ultimately yield a perfected Mankind over our 2 part life? 
All it does is yield a self-indulgent lifestyle,  –  playing to “The Emotions”  –  emotions can be most dangerous – to be pulled without reason! 

Finally compare my translation some  worldly bible translations,  and we see the following these important hidden subtleties:- 
1. TCs are being endowed with special honour  (not mentioned in other translations – thus,  “dumbing-down” “The Goal” of God’s Plan). 
2. JC’s importance is lost as being  “The Exemplar”  (for the required  future 144000 TCs to copy – thereby “diluting”  God’s Plan). 
3. JC’s teaching us by example it is “Edifying  Love driven by The Mind”  (utterly lost in inept translations – thus  “hiding”  God’s Word). 

But this is  pandemic  in  worldly bible translations  (at  key  doctrinal places) –  hence  “The Call”  for this translation to  make clear  God’s Word to 
Mankind throughout The World,  being precisely what Yahweh is aiming to achieve out of The Gospel Age ready for His next stage  –  The Millennium. 
Eph.   1v7 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
Eph.   1v7 og the  salvation/{ransom in full}/deliverance/redemption  through (reason of)  of the  blood   it/same [= his],   
Eph.   1v7 og the  freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness/liberty/remission   
Eph.   1v7 og of the  sideslips/{unintentional errors}/transgressions/faults/offences   
Eph.   1v7 og down/according/intensely/against (to)   the  wealth/possessions/abundance/riches   
Eph.   1v7 og of the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (of the) him, 
Eph.   1v7 = within  whom  (JCg)    (being his  {edifying love}/agapao  expressed for his creation by his ministry and ransom sacrifice) 

we  have the  salvation/deliverance/redemption  through reason  of the  blood,    (JC's physical sacrifice),   
the  freedom/pardon/remission/forgiveness  of the  sideslips/{unintentional errors}/transgressions 
according to  the  wealth/abundance  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   gift/favour/benefit. 

 

Within whom   (JCg voluntarily coming to Earth as JC,  to deliver those people who ultimately choose to imitate him over their  2 part life ) 
          (Comprising of both “The Early Adopters” and “The Late Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology,  judged during the respective epochs of  “Israel”) 
we   (humans have now been given a 2 part life,  being a free gift  [thus,  available to  all  humans]  to get all humans into The Millennium)   
have the redemption through reason of the blood   (JC’s Ransom Sacrifice,  where Yahweh’s Methodology in JC conquered worldly methodology) 
          (where JC gave  all  of us  “salvation”  from what would have been annihilation at the end of our present existence) 
          (but this does  not mean “everlasting life” except for The Early Adopters,  The Late Adopters need to imitate JC in The Millennium for eternal life) 
    (Where for “The Early Adopters” = TCs :-) 
the  pardon/forgiveness   ([1] JC forgives our past sin [Matt.9v2-6] and atones us,  TCs accept this, and  [2] Yahweh now judges TCs for worthiness) 
of the  sideslips/{unintentional errors}   (because TCs,  recognising all the above,  never  deliberately sin or lie,  to any person) 
         (by contrast  worldly Christian leaders lower The Bar to worldly level,  making excuses for “The Quantity” to be milked;  Yahweh wants “Quality” 
according to the abundance of His  gift/favour/benefit   ([1] purified mind,  [2] environmental assistance,  [3] possible future Sonship) 
          (Where it is “The Word of God” that purifies our mind,  so we think first,  and thus,  do  not  commit stupid things in our life,  hence  “protection”) 
 

Oh,  how this verse is abused by Christian leaders today  -  for which they shall have need to answer to JCg if resurrected into The Millennium! 
Look at the words Paul uses  -  he is speaking about TCs because they are  not  “sinning”! 
Notice  “The Certainty”  in which TCs speak  –  they  {absolutely know/understand}  they have  salvation/deliverance  because they  genuinely  (and 
know it)  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  it is  not  a vain  “hope”  or  “happy/clappy”  wishful thinking that they are  “going to heaven”  upon 
an adrenalin driven  “dream”  –  because such people shall be in for a rude awakening upon their resurrection when stating:   

Why not us for Sonship?   (Matt.8v12, 13v42, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30, Luke.13v28,  noting the exclusion of Matt.13v50  –  see my commentary). 
JCg will show  why  when compared with the records generated  (Luke.12v2-3)  by what the TCs  demonstrated  within the 1st part of their 
physical life  that warranted election  by Yahweh to become one of His future Sons  (= one of the 144000 Sons of God –  Rev.14v1-4, etc.). 

The redemption occurs during the 1st part of a TC’s life and  only  occurs because it  is  a precise  “like-for-like”  match of JC’s ministry/lifestyle, –  that 
is precisely what  “The Redemption”  “Terms and Conditions”  actually mean  –  an  “exact  equivalence”  for  “The Redemption”  to take place!  
Else,  quite simply  “Redemption”  cannot  take place  –  being an acceptance on  both  parties   –  being  the  bilateral  agreement  at baptism. 
This sadly is the utter confusion  worldly Christian leaders operate within their worldly doctrine of  “mystery”,  when they mix  “Sonship”  up with 
“Salvation”  because quite simply they do  not  understand  “Yahweh’s Plan”  as  carefully written  within The Bible. 

When  a human starts to imitate JC  then  redemption can take place  unto Salvation  –  else how can it be a  permanent  redemption? 
This is how Yahweh gains His  “Early Adopters”  during the 1st part of their physical life having purified their mind  early  by imitating JC. 

This righteous reasoning is  utterly unintelligible  to our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders! 
However,  until  we are  (or if)  “redeemed unto Salvation”  then  we are  covered  by JC’s death  until  The Redemption can take place  –  being the 
eternal life.   This shall occur to most people within The Millennium to become part of  “The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology. 
The  “fully displayed redemption”  to yield  “Salvation”  occurs  when  we  become fully  “Born Again”  which is another reason why we cannot be fully  
“Born Again”  now – because we have  not  yet been wholly redeemed  –  but  presently  atoned/{bought back}/reset  from  “guaranteed annihilation”! 
JC therefore has  only  changed  “guaranteed annihilation”  into “The 1st Death”  with a  “possible annihilation”  following  unless in our  “second 
opportunity of life”  learn how to start imitating JC our savour so that we  “personally achieve Salvation”  based upon imitating JC – our saviour! 
“The Early Adopters”  (about 0.003%* of Christians as an order of magnitude)  do this to become TCs,  but for most of The World,  its inhabitants must 
wait until The Millennium and ideally become  “The Late Adopters”  and not remain part of the rebellious people annihilated at  the end  of The 
Millennium (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, 22v15 etc.). 

Can the reader understand the  fine,  but very important subtlety  within the righteous logic presented?  
As we are warned in Galatians  “worldly Christianity”  “slides in  near/alongside”  The Truth,  in a surreptitious manner  to confuse. 
Leaders of Christendom (Religion)  “want numbers”  – because  “more people”  means  “more money”  (Matt.6v24)  behind the façade of 
pretending to care for their devotees’ future,  and yet they do not even care for their own future (Matt.23v13)! 

By contrast,  TCs can state they  are  truly redeemed/delivered  unto “Salvation”  only  because upon their  self-audit  they sincerely know they  are  
precisely imitating  JC’s ministry and lifestyle to the very best they are able  by operating with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh!  
Moreover,  these “Early Adopters” TCs,  can be demonstrably  seen/judged  by The World as imitating the  humility/lowliness  of true  apostles/TCs  
(being people  not  operating within the present worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits).   
Consequently,  a TC  can  become a “Son of God” with  The Certainty for The Promise of becoming an Heir to The Inheritance  (Rom.8v17, 23, 29) 
given by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  to His “Sons of God”  (metaphorically/spiritually  “of Abraham [= Yahweh] loins”,  that were to come through  
“Israel”  Gen.35v11 as  “The Early Adopters”)  to administer  “The Resurrected World”  during The Millennium.   
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A TC has  “The Certainty”  through personal works  to  “make The Future occur”  and is  not  living in a  “vain hope”  of passivity,  but rather,  
personally making  The Expectation of Promise  of what  is  to occur  (Luke.17v21) –  being The Redemption that flows from Sonship delivering  
automatic salvation  into a  guaranteed  everlasting life.  This  “Certainty worked at”  does  not  come from a  worldly Christian living upon a  “vain 
hope”  of a  “wish”  while passively  “making a home within this world”,  who are  not  personally  working to deliver “The Future Reality”  both within 
their lives  (to precisely imitate JC,  1Pet.2v21)  and to personally  roll forward The Millennium  by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (so that Yahweh achieves 
His “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  to close The Gospel Age). 
I must apologise for the detail used  –  but I am forced to use so much time and energy in  untangling  the rampant  misinformation given out by those 
millions of religious leaders who claim to represent Yahweh  –  but their words and deeds show very much otherwise.  I make no personal judgement, 
“The Responsibility”  for that is with  (1) Yahweh,  (2) The Leaders themselves,  and  (3) for the members of The Congregations  -  else  “they  
deserve/receive  what they desire”  being towards what they  “strenuously work”  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 
Note *:     The  0.003%  approximation  is derived from the equation  { (14400/2) / 2.2 Billion Christians } x 100 
Assuming about half of the 144000 TCs are alive at the end of The Gospel Age aiding to spread “The Word of God” (Matt.24v14). 
These are numbers The Bible gives to us,  noting equally the very important chapter 8 of Revelations – see my necessary commentaries of that chapter to 
explain everything of which JCg tells us through John by prophetic allegory. 
Eph.   1v8 og {of whom/which}   
Eph.   1v8 og (he) {super-abundant}/superior/pre-eminence/{very highly}/{beyond measure}/vehemently/lavishes   
Eph.   1v8 og into/unto  us/our/we  in  (to the [= within]) all  (to the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  
Eph.   1v8 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {mental intention/activity}/{intellectual/moral insight}/prudence/wisdom, 
Eph.   1v8 = of which  He  (Yahweh through JCg)   {super-abundantly}/lavishes  unto us    (TCs and the brethren aiming to become TCs)   

within  all  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  also  in the  prudence/{intellectual/moral insight}, 
 

of which He  (Yahweh through JC [as “The Word of God”])   lavishes unto us   (TCs and the brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs) 
within all wisdom   (the accurate application of knowledge,  by expressing  “The Word of God”  within our lives to precisely copy JC’s deportment)   
also in  prudence/{intellectual insight}   (TCs  know where they are going  by imitating JC [John.14v5-15] and  carefully avoid worldly things). 
               (TCs ensure they do not fall into the traps of fulfilling worldly desires and aspirations  [pleasing “The Immediacy”]  leading to  pain/suffering)  

 

To be  absolutely  clear:- 
1. All intrinsically  good/ideal  things are sourced by  “Yahweh”  =  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe. 
2. JCg as  “The Intercessor”  dispenses these  intrinsically  good/ideal   things upon his creation as  “the specific god”  of The World (= “The  

Adornment/Decoration”   = “Life”   upon what was originally a barren planet  [created by Yahweh establishing “Physics/Chemistry/Maths”  
to establish The Universe of some 14 billion years,  that creates  “The Solar System” of some 5 billion years]). 

There are many quotes within The Bible to substantiate  The Reality  of Yahweh’s and JCg’s relative positions as stated above  (and will be given in my 
electronic  “Concordance of Topics”).   
What  “Reality”  is  not  (irrespective of what  any  errant  worldly Christian leader might state): 
Some form of   (1) “The Trinity” myth or the subset   (2) “Oneness”  –  both of these  “worldly myths”  lead to  many Bible contradictions  (and are thus,  
worldly conjecture,  because The Bible has  no  contradictions as I carefully explain elsewhere  -  Yahweh is  not  a God of Confusion  1Cor.14v33),  all 
of which I will be showing in my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  for The World to view.   
Furthermore,  within The Gospel of John  (as I profusely show and a couple in Acts of the Apostles)  the many  mistranslations  of  “it/same”  associated 
with  “spirit/personality/desires/traits”  twisted to give male gender  (from the  original neuter  gender)!   Sadly all this is a  “Cartel of Disinformation”  
to prop-up  worldly Christian Doctrine,  where rather than change  “doctrine”  then  “The Cartel of Christendom”  prefers to change  “The Word of 
God”  to be palatable to The World  (noting Paul's comment at Gal.1v10-12)!   Therefore,  what would Yahweh prefer?  
We understand Yahweh is only too pleased to assist  (1John.5v14-15, noting by contrast James.1v6-8, 4v2-4)  those very specific people choosing to 
imitate His beloved son JC  (Luke.3v22, 9v35)  with  “The Word of God”  driving their mind that JC chooses to dispense  (Rev.3v20)  within his  
receptive  stewards 10 or 5 minas  or  dismissive  stewards of 1 minas  (Luke.19v16-22)  according to their personal ability  (Matt.25v15).    
Those people choosing to take upon themselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”  (“talent/minas” are “weights of money”)  to imitate JC with their 
specific DNA abilities (1Cor.12v12-22)  internally driven by  “The Word of God”  shall yield the HS wisely operating for the edification of their 
neighbour  (whoever – without prejudice). 
This process of  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  by both word  and deed  shows the TC is behaving with  “Wisdom and Prudence”  by 
exercising  intellectual/moral  insight to yield a future perfected society by making The Millennium possible  (impossible now,  but yields the 144000 TCs 
who then  personally bring forth The Millennium, Rev.19v16-21). 
An aside,  as I keep repeating in my writings,  if we are aiming to imitate JC,  then we must  never  involve ourselves in “Politics”  - being that of  “The 
World”.  Our only politics is that of a perfected local environment of which we make by being an example to other people how to imitate JC – and by 
doing so we are canvassing for our political leader JCg who shall rule in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16).   I give a listing of about 10 Bible based reasons 
in several places elsewhere within my many thousands of commentaries,  explaining  specifically why  we must  never  involve ourselves in  “worldly 
politics”  if we are aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and become a TC. 

Therefore,  we can make the Bible based valid statement,  no worldly politician can be a TC  (because their mind is wrongly focussed)! 
 
7th Allegory – The Mystery = How a member of JCg’s Creation can become like him = A future “Son of God”. 
9th Reasoning – To personally solve The Mystery,  is to precisely imitate JC;  and Yahweh as The 3rd Party Adjudicator 
“makes it become so”  as His sons,  in the 2nd part of our physical life  if  we have purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
7th Good News – People searching  to become TCs  are  given The Solution to The Mystery - both mentally and physically! 
1st Warning – People of The World can find  no  solution to The Mystery –  both mentally and physically! 
9th Instruction – Yahweh has  “The Solution to The Mystery”  that He personally determines according to His delight! 
2nd Prophecy – JCg as part of The Mystery has been assigned to head-up all things pertaining to this planet. 
3rd Prophecy – TCs are part of The Mystery and are assigned to be with JCg as The Housemaster  (under Yahweh). 
4th Prophecy – JCg along with the TCs will have an  assignment/inheritance  as foreknown by Yahweh. 
8th Allegory – assignment/inheritance = role as  The Kings/Priests  (being the 144000 future ‘Sons of God’)  ruling over 
“The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium to teach “Righteousness” before the final assay of Mankind  (Rev.20v7-12). 
9th Allegory – stewardship = Administrator of What belongs to Yahweh = JCg followed by “Christian” leaders. 
Note.  Worldly Christian leaders fail badly to varying degrees,  but the 144000 TCs are deemed worthy administrators. 
10th Reasoning – The “fullness of seasons”  means JC has attained his 144000 TCs bride and closed The Gospel Age. 
10th ‘Allegory’ – heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus,  singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
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All this information is lost in our many useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 
seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh personally chooses TCs by election –  known before  “Life”  was created on this planet. 
Instruction – repeat - Yahweh knows who will be part of the 144000 TCs before they do themselves  (before their birth)! 
5th Prophecy – Yahweh ensures His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  shall be achieved in all righteousness according to His 
Desire.  This is described in The Bible as “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (see glossary why this terminology is used). 
10th Instruction – The TC’s existence  praises/honours  Yahweh –  because their  ministry/lifestyle  fulfils Yahweh’s Desire 
11th Reasoning – TC’s exist (election by Yahweh) because what drives their ministry/lifestyle is an  agapao/{edifying love} 
at one with JCg’s that demonstrates these individuals hold Yahweh as The Omnipotent in their life.  This is real praise! 
12th Reasoning – TC’s by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  are starting to expect of The Inheritance in advance with JCg 
(this is not a mere “hope” as taught by worldly Christian leaders, thus, that is all  it will  be to them - and  not  be attained  
being the reason why  they have not the solution to the mystery – and  why  it is still a mystery to them – as we often hear)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Eph.   1v9 og (The) {making known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}  {to us}  the  secret/mystery  of the   
Eph.   1v9 og determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  (of the) Him  down/according/intensely/against (to)  
Eph.   1v9 og the  satisfaction/delight/kindness/{seems good}/pleasure  (of the) him,  whom/which/that   
Eph.   1v9 og (he) {placed prior/before}/exhibited/proposed/determined/purposed/{set forth} [middle voice]   
Eph.   1v9 og in  (to the [= within]) him(self), 
Eph.   1v9 = The  {making known}/publicising  {to us}  the  secret/mystery  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   Purpose/Will/Desire   

according to His  (Yahweh’s)   satisfaction/kindness/delight,  that  He  (Yahweh)   personally  exhibited/proposed  within Himself, 
 

       (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within our mind is … … ) 
making known to us (TCs, searching for, Matt.7v7-8)  the mystery   (see commentary)   
of His (Yahweh's)  Purpose according to His (Yahweh's)  satisfaction   (being Yahweh's  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”), 
that He (Yahweh)  personally proposed within Himself   (Yahweh created and proposed this plan to JCg before  “Mankind”  was created by JCg).  
 

Paul says:  
In the earlier verse  “With  prudence/intelligence  to make known” =  comprehend =  understand the mystery of Yahweh’s Desire  

This is speaking of Paul and of those very specific people  “appointed by Yahweh  (and  not  The World)  to tell” = TCs. 
Paul is telling us,  in this area of Godly knowledge then:- 

“There is  no  mystery because as TCs,  we  now  understand it!” 
Furthermore,  JC said of his disciples who all  (except Judas)  where to become apostles:  

“You are given to know” (Matt.13v11-13, Luke.8v8-10)  but  “those people of The World are not given to know”! 
Thus,  needless to say  The World does  not  understand  “The Mystery”,  but it is incumbent upon  (actually commanded to)  God’s  True  Christian 
representatives to  accurately explain  and moreover,  physically  demonstrate this understanding  to The World  (to become “The Wisdom of God”). 
Let me now present a conundrum upon which The Reader might ponder. 

“Worldly Christian”  leaders/theologians  do not explain  The Message,  but leave it as “The Great Mystery”  for some reason only known to 
themselves,  or they say:  “It is not for us to know about God”  (a comment that is directly contrary to what the Bible tells us  [Luke.11v9 
being just one of so very many examples])!   

Now there are  only  two places in the whole Bible where representatives are told not to explain about a specific thing witnessed and that is related to 
certain prophesy given to Daniel (within the book of Daniel)  and to John (within Revelations,  of which I thoroughly explain,  when holistically 
understanding The Bible)  –  but everything else  is  explained to us within the text! 
So just to clarify,  it concerns the inclusive mystery of JC’s   

(1)  past,   
(2)  now  presence/parousia  upon the Earth,   
(3)  future activities and his position in the heavens now,  and   
(4)  upon the Earth in the future Millennium,  of which the old prophets did not know the solution or how to fulfil it  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 
1Pet.1v10).   

        All of the above,  is  being explained  from Eph. 1v1-23.   
        Furthermore, Paul moves on  to explain  in Eph. 2v1-22 how this  “mystery”  involves TCs so there are now  no longer any mysteries! 
This website  very carefully explains  “The Mystery”  (throughout many places within my commentaries). 
Very briefly it is:-  

“The Promise of The Birthright”  becomes fulfilled as  “The Inheritance given to future Sons of God”  who were originally a creation of JCg,  
and then move on to prove themselves worthy to become equal to their creator and thus,   metaphorically married to him as his Bride of 
144000 individuals. 

That very simply  is  “The Mystery”  explained at the highest level to become  “The Means”  to fulfil  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-
19)  over a person’s two part life  (either as an Early or Late Adopter of Yahweh’s Methodology given to us as “The Word of God”)  -  please see my 
glossary. 
All this fulfils Yahweh’s Purpose to provide salvation to those specific humans who ultimately choose to imitate JC over their 2 part life.   
It is these very specific individuals who are able to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  by  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle! 

Sadly  none  of this is taught by  worldly Christian Leaders because either they do not understand it  –  or they just do not believe it will occur 
– else surely they would  –  being a direct instruction by JC to  accurately  teach The World  “The Word of God”  by both  word  and deed! 

The problem they have is this. 
Firstly,  the ramifications of being a TC is too personally painful  (1Cor.4v13). 
Secondly,  their income stream would walk out of the door  (John.6v60)! 

That is why  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  preach “Religion”  -  because being professional,  they live off what they preach  (Matt.6v24)! 
They are preaching to The World  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  and  “The person who pays the piper calls the tune!”  (2Tim.4v3-4). 

It really does not require an IQ of 200 to work that one out! 
The point is,  generally the congregational members do want to come to Yahweh but are blocked by their leaders  (Matt.23v13, Rom.16v17-18). 
Because  “The Word of God”  has not made sufficient impact upon their mind,  then these leaders preach  “Religion”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 
Eph.   1v10 og into/unto  (the) {administrator of a household}/stewardship/dispensation   
Eph.   1v10 og of the  {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness}  of the  times/seasons/occasions,   
Eph.   1v10 og {summed up}/{briefly comprehended}/{gathered together in one}  [middle voice] 
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Eph.   1v10 og the (things)  all/whole/every  in  to the [= within]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Eph.   1v10 og the (things)  both  in  to the [= within]  {zones above the land/earth}/heavens [plural]   
Eph.   1v10 og also  the (things)  over/upon/concerning  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region  
Eph.   1v10 og in  (to the [= within]) him [JCg]. 
Eph.   1v10 = unto  the  {administrator of a household}/stewardship  of the  fullness  of the  times/seasons   (pre-millennial ages finished)   

personally  {summed up}/{gathered together in one}  all  things   (ready for The Millennium)    
within  the  Christ/Anointed   (the appointment of office)   
the  things  both   (1)  within  the  heavens   (Yahweh achieves His Sons of God,  proving Yahweh's Methodology in their mind)   
also   (2)  the things  upon/concerning  the  Earth   (systems/protocol  administered by kings/priests)    
within  him   (JCg,  having become  “The Means”  to righteously make possible the above to occur). 

 

Unto the administration of a household   (Yahweh producing  “The Resurrected World”  as “The Inheritance” for the 144000 future Sons of God) 
of the fullness of times   (being the completion of The Gospel Age and the start of The Millennium for  “The Stewardship of The Inheritance”) 
personally gathered together in one,  all things   (The 144000 TCs awakened at “The 1st Resurrection”,  “The Nation born in one day” Isa.66v8) 
within the Anointed   (this is  “The Office of Appointment”  given by Yahweh  [Matt.20v23]  to the 144000 future Sons of God) 
the things both  (1) within the heavens   (Yahweh's Desire being fulfilled,  having achieved His 144000 TCs,  as future Sons of God) 
also  (2) the things upon the Earth   ([A] removing worldly leaders, Rev.19v16-21,  [B]  installing The New Jerusalem for The Millennium Rev.21+).  

within him   (JC now as JCg,   Yahweh could not righteously act until JC proved himself as The Means to bring forth Mankind’s Redemption). 
                (Everything hinged upon JC proving himself perfect against  “The Law of Moses”  for 3.5 Years until his murder by Religious Leaders) 

 

The Bible clearly tells us,  JCg will rule as The Future King  (Rev.19v16)  of this planet Earth ensuring righteous rule (Rev.21v4)  where pain and 
suffering will become  “a thing of the past”.  We are also told,  his 144000  (Rev.14v1-4)  will  “head-up”  all things upon The Earth in The Millennium 
–  they are the  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.).  These people are the proven in adversary,  faithful 144000 TCs  elected/selected  
from  out  of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  because they  precisely  imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  They proved 
themselves utterly faithful in small things  (by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  and upon  awakening/rousing  (at “The 1st Resurrection”, Rev.20v6)  they 
shall be  given  responsibility over greater things 5 or 10 cities  (Luke.19v12-19)  as we are likewise told elsewhere. 
Thus,  we understand  “The Plan”  as described here within this verse:- 

Yahweh is pulling together with  “The Head” (JCg,  Rev,19v16)  of The Household comprising of fellow servants (144000 TCs)  under The 
Housemaster (JCg) –  which is to occur during  “The Fullness of The Times”  (being  “The Closing of Satan's Rule”  of 6000 years 
[Rev.20v1-3, 7,  Heb.4v4)  having then yielded  “The Early Adopters”  to be part of  “The New Jerusalem”. 

The New Jerusalem is  not  constructed of bricks but is Yahweh's  “Organisation to bring Peace”  to The World. 
“The Early Adopters”  being  “The 1st Flock” (The Prophets)  and  “The 2nd Flock” (The 144000 TCs)  that come together at The Beginning 
of The Millennium  (as we are told at John.10v16, see my important local commentary)  –  under The Head  –  being JCg  (Rev.19v16). 
Thus,  we understand that as we enter The Millennium,  then everything has been summed together under:- 
1. The Methodology sourced by Yahweh –  being  “The Word of God”  fully operational within  “The Future Rulers of The World”. 
2. The Authority –  coming through The New Jerusalem  (= Yahweh's Organisation)  to become The New Government over The Whole World. 

This is what this verse  precisely  means. 
It is to show us  “The Goal”  as given by “1st Century Christianity”,  to ideally become  “The Administrators”  with  “The Proven Responsibility”  
having personally fulfilled  “Yahweh's Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs. 
This is  “The Real Gospel”  and has  never  been taught for the last some 1700+ years by our  worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)!   

Paul continues the same theme of  “The Real Gospel”  the next verse:- 
Eph.   1v11 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  also   
Eph.   1v11 og (we [TC] have been) allotted/{assigned (a privilege)}/{obtained an inheritance}   
Eph.   1v11 og (the being) {limited in advance}/predetermined/ordained/foreknew  down/according/intensely/against (to) 
Eph.   1v11 og (the) {setting forth}/purposed/{proposal of intention}  of the (One [Yahweh])  the (things)  all/whole/every   
Eph.   1v11 og (of the) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing}  down/according/intensely/against (to)    
Eph.   1v11 og the  volition/advice/purpose/counsel  of the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  (of the) him, 
Eph.   1v11 = also  within  whom  (JC as “The Word of God”)   we  (TCs)   have been  allotted/assigned/{obtained inheritance}    

being  foreknown/ordained  (beforehand)  according to  the  {setting forth}/purpose  of The  One  (Yahweh),   
(Who is)  {fervently/mightily  working/doing}  all  things  
according to  the  advice/counsel/purpose  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   determination/will/desire, 

 

Also within whom   (JC as  “The Word of God” controlling our minds  [to purify our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  worthy to be a “Son of God”])  
we  (the 144000 TCs of  “The Ideal Goal”)   have been allotted an inheritance   (to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 
being foreknown by Yahweh   (before the creation of Mankind  –  as discussed with JCg at Gen.1v26, Col.1v17)   
according to the purpose of The One   (Yahweh,  ensuring there would be a righteous route to salvation,  hence the 1st prophecy given at Gen.3v15), 
(Yahweh)  fervently working all things   (within and around His  “Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”)  
according to the purpose of His Determination   (to righteously bring about  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  around and through JC), 
 

Yahweh foreknew of the future 144000 Sons of God who would  inherit God’s Kingdom  (“The Resurrected World”  that is to ultimately operate under 
Yahweh's Methodology)  and shall be operating here upon the Earth during The Millennium.  “The Mystery of God”  is these 144000 TCs of The Gospel 
Age  can  become  “Sons of God”  only  because of the action of JCg upon his own personal creation. 
JC freely gave  (1) The Ministry and  (2) the selfless Ransom Sacrifice being The Atonement to take all humans over  “The (1st) Death”  originally to be 
annihilation resulting from our ancestors' original sin  (Adam and Eve in The Garden of Eden Gen.3v1+)  –  where JCg covers  “The Resurrected 
World”  during their cleansing over The 1000 years “Great Sabbath Day”  (2Pet.3v8, Mark.2v27-28)  – as he did on  “The Great Sabbath Day”  
(John.19v31, 20v1).   JC was killed at the end of  “The Eve” before “The Great Sabbath Day”,  to become  “The Passover Lamb”  covering  “The Great 
Sabbath Day”  in his death,  –  for him to become  “The Waved Barley” = The First of The Firstfruits immediately on the following day  (hence in the 
fulness of time,  Luke.23v45 allowing all the [144000] priests to enter through into  “The Most Holy Place”  –  please see my local commentaries that 
explain the staggering number of prophetic allegories).  They be the following Firstfruits of  “The Waved Wheat”  starting some 50 days later at  
“Pentecost”  also known as  “The Ingathering”   (Acts.2v1+)  to  bring-in  The 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age of some 2000 years  (as given 
by prophetic allegory at Lev.23v5-25)  to make possible JCg's 2nd Advent when  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is achieved. 
JC  was/is  “The Word of God”  and thus,  able during his ministry to give  advice/counsel  for all humans to be in the position to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
if they so choose,  thereby our future becomes a  personal  decision,  and  not  a decision of Death  (= annihilation)  made on our behalf by our ancestors 
Adam/Eve. 
But all this fulfils Yahweh's Desire to  (1) bring forth 144000 future  “Sons of God” (like JCg)  and  (2) bring to fruition a proven society that  freely 
operates according to Yahweh's Methodology having ultimately,  comprehensively rejected Satan's methodology that first surfaced at Gen.3v1-5. 
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Now for an important prophetic allegory instituted some 1600 years earlier. 
The Passover “ransom lamb”  was held back for 4 days before its sacrifice (Ex.12v3, 6)  and represents JCg being held back for 4,000 years  (2Pet.3v8)  
before his ransom sacrifice as The Lamb (Rev.21v9), likewise Abraham’s journey with Isaac was three and half days  (Gen.22v4, taking careful note of 
the wording)  to represent Yahweh being with JC during his 3.5 year ministry.  There are  thousands  of allegoric prophecies like this within The Bible 
beyond the whit of Man to devise,  all of which combined,  wholly separates The Bible far away from  “Religion”  (sourced by Man)! 
It is by seeing these  “Thousands of prophetic allegories”  that becomes my spur to write  “FutureLife.Org”  for  “The Glory of Yahweh”  made 
universally possible  through the edification of Mankind. 
Eph.   1v12 og into/unto  the  {to be/exist}  us/our/we  into/unto  (the) laudation/{something commendable}/praise   
Eph.   1v12 og of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) him,  
Eph.   1v12 og the (persons [TC])   (having) {expected in advance (of other confirmation)}/{first/previously entrusted} 
Eph.   1v12 og in  to the [= within]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Eph.   1v12 = unto  us  (TCs)   existing  unto  the  laudation/praise  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   glory/honour/dignity,   

the people  (TCs)   having  {expected in advance}/{previously entrusted}  within the  Christ/Anointed    (as The Bride of Christ). 
 

Unto us (TCs)  existing unto the praise of His (Yahweh's)  glory   (TCs magnify Yahweh's glory in their life,  to other people), 
              (It is by explaining exactly what Yahweh has done,  is doing,  and will do that brings real praise to Yahweh in the then educated minds!) 
              (Saying/singing  vain words by an empty vessel bereft of Knowledge is a worthless exercise because these words have no intrinsic meaning!) 
the people  (TCs)  having expected in advance   (being The Fulfilment of The Promise of The Birthright over The Inheritance) 
              (Where  “advance expectation”  means these people must first have “The Knowledge”  and put it into practice thereby being ready to receive!) 
within the Anointed   (JC showed us The Way  [John.14v5-15]  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire for our likewise  “Anointing” as future  “Sons of God”). 
 

This is a  two-way  operation.  Please let me explain:- 
The TCs become  “The Sons of God”  in The Millennium,  and thus,  exist in  laudation/praise  within  The Glory/Honour/Dignity   of  “The Adopting 
Father” only because these TCs  were/are  prepared to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during 1st part of their life,  this is  real praise by action.   
These specific humans  were/are  not  like  worldly Christians  (who  “vainly believe”  they are worshipping Yahweh through singing songs and saying 
“supposedly wonderful”  things in a collective grouping of fellow like-minded individuals),  but rather these TCs went through  duress/persecution  by  
accurately  imitating JC just as did Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v16).  Sadly  worldly Christians are taught by their  worldly  focussed leaders to be 
deluding themselves into  “supposedly believing”  they are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire through this personal  self-indulgence  performed in  
“corporate”/religious  groupings/gatherings,  not knowing themselves of what The Prophets said of  like-minded  leaders some 2600 years ago 
(Isa.1v11-15, Amos.5v21-23). 
Thus,  as we read in this verse,  TCs once having  “The Knowledge”  have already chosen to start imitating JC so they might personally fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire to receive the same Expectation as did JC during his ministry.  All these individuals  were already known  by God,  but importantly  the TCs need 
to  personally demonstrate it to The World through works  now  (James.2v14-26)  during the 1st part of their physical life  –  to become worthy mate as  
“The Bride of JC”  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9, etc.).  Else there will be many other resurrected humans complaining that they should be equally  
“Sons of God” –  but the records will be laid bare for all to see,  just as we are told  (Luke.12v2-3, etc.): “all things done in secret shall be shouted 
across the roof-tops”  in The Millennium.    Both the negative and positive aspects of people’s lives  will be publicised world-wide in The Millennium! 
Thus,  it is clear The Bible is speaking of  very special people who put in time and effort to  delight  Yahweh,  and not those  worldly people seeking 
worldly  self-gratification  –  taught as such by their  worldly religious leaders who only have  "an eye”  for the  “here and now”,   rather than having  
“The Vista of The Expectation of The Inheritance”  driving/consuming  their mind –  else these worldly people would precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle! 
Again interestingly,  the comment I make elsewhere - Paul does not use  “Jesus Christ”  but rather only  “Christ”  that I claim is an oblique reference of 
“anointing”  given to  kingship/priesthood  of the 144000 TCs who entrust upon  “The Promise given by Yahweh”  for “The Birthright” as “The Heirs”  
of “The Future Resurrected World”. 
This completes Yahweh’s prophecy at Gen.22v17-18,  meaning  “The Early Adopters”  (1) The Prophets and  (2) 144000 TCs shall take upon themselves 
the responsibility to ensure  “The Resurrected World”  will obtain blessings through Abraham and of his seed comprising of  “The Early Adopters”,  
both groupings righteously required to make possible JC’s two Advents.  His first advent as JC some 2000 years ago,  and his second advent as JCg at 
some time near the middle of the 21st Century. 
 
8th Good News – TCs  listen/respond  to  sayings/reasonings  of The Truth as sourced by Yahweh. 
9th Good News – TCs  are holy,  committed/entrusting  and thus,   attested/sealed  with  “the mindset of The Promise”. 
14th Reasoning – “The Mindset”  is the  “synapse construction”  rerouted/rewired  by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
trained by The Knowledge  (The Word of God)  to be the one with JC  (thus,  JCg has his  presence/parousia  within TCs) 
6th Prophecy – Provided we wholly inculcate  “The Word of God”  then we shall achieve guaranteed salvation  (meaning 
“The 2nd Death of annihilation will not hurt us Rev.2v11, 20v6)  to personally fulfil  “The Promise” of “The Birthright”. 
7th Prophecy – “The Promise”  is to be  “Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance”  given by Yahweh to the  “Sons of God”,  that 
runs through  “The Birthright”  line as originally promised to Abraham (principally The New Spiritual Jerusalem). 
11th Allegory – The Inheritance = operates at two levels.  The 1st level would be of Canaan becoming Israel filled with 
Israelites under “worldly Jerusalem”.  The 2nd level occurs in The Millennium being  The World becoming “Israel” by 
name  filled with all resurrected humans  (new “fleshly Israelites”)  to learn  “Righteousness”  from JCg and his bride of 
144000 TCs then to be  kings/priests  being part of the ruling  “New Spiritual Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v2). 
12th ‘Allegory’ – “The Gospel of our Salvation” = The Knowledge of how we are to exactly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a perfected society into 
the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
11th Instruction – “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
12th Instruction – Yahweh sources the HS through JCg as  “The Word of God”,  of which,  the TCs  still learning  receives  
a small part  of what they  will  have as future “Sons of God” when attaining  “The Responsibility”  of  “The Inheritance” 
15th Reasoning – “The Inheritance”  resurrected in fleshly bodies become saved by the TCs because the TCs have  then  
become Sons of God  in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies upon which  “The 2nd Death”  has  no  power,  nor hurt  
(Rev.2v11, 20v6).  The TCs shall teach and administrate  “Righteousness”  giving members of  “The Inheritance”  the 
opportunity to become “The Late Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology by learning off “The Early Adopters” (former TCs) 
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10th Good News – TCs as future Sons of God  praise/honour  Yahweh  (1) because they proved Yahweh righteous,  (2) they 
become The Means to save resurrected humans from  “The 2nd Death”  by teaching them righteousness in The Millennium 
Eph.   1v13 og in  {to [= within] whom/which} [JC]  also  {specifically yourselves}  
Eph.   1v13 og (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding   
Eph.   1v13 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  Truth/Verity,   
Eph.   1v13 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  rescue/deliver/salvation/health/safety  {of yourselves},   
Eph.   1v13 og in  {to [= within]  whom/which} [JC]   also  (the) committing/believing/entrusting   
Eph.   1v13 og (you were) {stamped/attested}/{sealed up}/{made private/finalised}    
Eph.   1v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Eph.   1v13 og of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   
Eph.   1v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Eph.   1v13          [Gain real faith to imbue the HS in the 1st part of our life,  yields  “The Promise of The Birthright”  –  by  covenant/agreement],  
Eph.   1v13 = Within  whom  (JC)   also  {specifically yourselves}   (the brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs)   

the  listening/responding   (to)   The  Word/Sayings/Reasoning  of the  Truth/Verity,   
the  {good news}/gospel  of your  rescue/deliverance/salvation,  –  
within  whom  (JC)   also  committing/entrusting  you  were  stamped/attested/sealed   
in the  pure/innocent/blameless/{separated from this world of sin}   spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  Promise/Pledge. 

 

Within whom  (JC as “The Word of God”)   also specifically yourselves   (The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs  by imitating JC) 
hearkening  (to)  The Word of The Truth   (Yahweh sourcing The Knowledge through JC), 
the good news of your  rescue/salvation   (from Satan's worldly methodology that ultimately yields annihilation), 
within whom  (JC as “The Word of God”)   also  committing/entrusting  you were attested   (by works underwriting their knowledge) 
in the  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits/character   (HS) 
of  The Promise/Pledge   (to be a Co-Heir  [Rom.8v17, 23]  then we  must  ensure to have Yahweh's Methodology operating within us). 
 

Interestingly Paul uses the word  “also”  twice,  thus he means these specific humans are not just within JC  (by spiritually supposedly knowing of him), 
but rather  also  “listen/respond”  (= imitate him = hearkening)  and  also  “attested/sealed/assayed”  as being worthy for  “The Promise of The 
Inheritance”  (= Sons of God)  because they  are  considered/judged  as being  driven by the  pure/innocent/{separate from this present world of sin}  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being a character that is exactly like JC). 

The question is:   
Can everything said within this verse be  truthfully  said of  worldly Christians? 

It is Yahweh Who makes  “The Decision”  –  not me  –  but I,  as an external, competent and authoritative auditor of what I witness,  must give the 
warnings else I become accused of failing my duty  (Eze.33v1-20). 
Ideally,  accurate  Knowledge together with the internal motivation,  will cause the individual to understand  why and how  they must change their 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  according to  “The Knowledge”  (as only sourced by JC and  not  worldly Christian  “professional leaders of Religion”)   
so they  do  become the  one/same   spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  “The Word of God”.  By consequence,  to become internally Christlike  (and not  
“the publicised shell”  for a worldly return,  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.).  
JC spoke of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  =  Yahweh’s Righteous Plan of extracting the sinful humans  desirous of reform  from out of their 
present condition over the single cycle of The Year,  where in, 

The Winter,  we have  no  seed of  “The Word of God”,  then in 
The Spring,  the seed of “Godly Knowledge”   is sown within a human to then germinate (for most people within the darkness of Satan’s 
present 6000 years)  then it bursts forth above the soil into The Light of Yahweh’s system to bring forth full growth in the sunlight of,  
The Summer  (for most people)  during The Millennium,  and then the harvest of the fully grown plant occurs in 
The Autumn either to everlasting life or annihilation  (Matt.13v23-30, Rev.14v18-20). 

Noting all the above can occur within “The Early Adopters”  during the 1st part of their physical life as prophetically symbolised at Dan.1v11-20. 
For virtually all humans,  The Promise becomes The Millennium being the growing period in the full light of Yahweh’s New system under the control of 
proven righteous JCg and his bride of equally proven 144000 TCs.  These 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  fully matured in  “The Light of 
Yahweh’s Kingdom”  operating  within their mind  during the 1st part of their physical life, Luke.17v21,  had sight of The Promise within their mind’s eye 
always fervently striving to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to attain that promise  demonstrated by physical works.  This is exactly as did faithful Abraham within 
his life  (see Galatians chapters 2 to 4),  followed by Isaac and then Jacob yearning for The Birthright  of/over  The Inheritance  (of The Resurrected 
World).  This fervent drive for The Promise was because the TCs of The Gospel Age had the  spirit/personality/desire/traits  for The Promise and thus,  
becomes the only reason why they drove their bodies for The Promise because they were  not  distracted by the things of this present worldly system  –  
and therefore they were  “blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}”  to become the  “HS”  (being its composite definition given by 
“FutureLife.Org)  operating within us.   Big Companies when designing, taking through into production and delivering to the market assign a person 
termed  “A Champion”  for the product.  This person is given the task to  “drive the product through its stages”  - because  he/she  sufficiently believe in 
the product to make it a physical reality  -  else it stalls in a  “Stillbirth”.  This is exactly the type of person Yahweh wants to lead The Resurrected 
World, but rather that producing a product this person has been sufficiently motivated to develop  him/herself  upon  “The Word of God”  so that  he/she  
is of suitable  “spiritual material”  to become a  mentor/exhibitor/ruler/tutor/king/priest  of  “The Resurrected World”  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6). 

Can the reader see how all this interlocks together?   
This being precisely the reason  why  Paul is carefully explaining what all this means.  Because as we are told in 2Cor.12v1-3,  Paul saw The Millennium 
as “The 3rd Heaven”  (= “Authority”)  over  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (being  “The Resurrected World of The 3rd Epoch fleshly “Israel”)  requiring  
kings/priests  to rule  (as  “The New Spiritual Israel”)  and judge  “The New Fleshly Israel”  alongside JCg all as The Bible specifically tells us  
(Matt.19v28, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Cor.6v2 as a few examples). 
Therefore wrapping all this together it becomes the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  holy/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (the HS)  that 
becomes as one fused within a willing recipient  ardently trying  to  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  based upon  “The Knowledge”  of  “The 
Word of God”.  Yahweh then further reciprocates by operating within The Environment appropriate for the individual who is  “fervently working”  with 
one wholesome mind to then further fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  accurately  spread  “The Word of God”  unto successive generations to fill the full quota 
of 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4)  to be elected out of The Gospel Age  (Matt.7v12-14, 20v16, 22v14).  This is precisely what The Bible tells us but is  never  
taught by  worldly Christian leaders! 

This is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the Apostles but has  never  taught afterwards until now 
(Matt.24v14)! 

Eph.   1v14 og who/which/that [the HS]   (it) is  (the)   (part of a purchase price as security for the rest)/pledge/security/bond   
Eph.   1v14 og of the  heirship/patrimony/possession/inheritance  {of/from us},   
Eph.   1v14 og into/unto  (the) salvation/{ransom in full}/deliverance/redemption   
Eph.   1v14 og of the  {acquisition (the act or thing)}/preservation/obtaining/purchased/possession/saving,   
Eph.   1v14 og into/unto  (the) laudation/{something commendable}/praise   
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Eph.   1v14 og of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) Him. 
Eph.   1v14 = which   (the HS of v13)    

it is   (sourced by Yahweh as)   {part of the purchase security/bond}  of our  (TCs)   heirship/inheritance,   
unto  the  (guaranteed)  salvation/deliverance/redemption  by  acquisition/obtaining/possessing   (The Inheritance = Resurrected World),   
unto  the  laudation/praise  of His  (Yahweh’s)   glory/honour/dignity. 

 

Which  (the HS of v13)  it is  (sourced by Yahweh as)   part of the purchase price of our (TCs’)  heirship   (of/over  “The Resurrected World”) 
unto the  (guaranteed)  salvation/deliverance  of the  acquisition/possession   (by becoming  “The Heirs”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  Rev.20v6), 
for the praise of His (Yahweh’s)  glory/honour   (when the 144000 TCs become truly physical “Sons of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”). 
              (The Sons of God have proved Yahweh’s Glory/Honour  by The Praise they have given by exhibited hard work  [not in easy vain words]) 

              (As such,  Yahweh  truly meant something within their minds  [1Cor.4v12-13, 2Cor.11v24-28, hence the call 1Cor.11v1] fulfilling Ecc.12v13-14) 
 

Just compare this transparent translation I give,  with that available within a  standard inferior worldly  bible translation  –  because the vast majority do  
not  give the exact translational understanding as given by  “The Original Greek”  here!   
 Quite simply  –  I consider it delinquency to  “The Original Text”  put out by  incompetent translators  beholden to  worldly methodology  (= “to self-
indulge to their neighbour’s hurt”)  to hide  what Yahweh is truly teaching us as  “1st Century Christianity”! 
This is such a crucial verse split into three sections. 

1. We are told in v13  The Knowledge,  plus the motivation,  yields a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {separate from this world of sin}  =  the 
HS invigorated by Yahweh to further fulfil His Desire.  Thus,  we are told here by continuation,  we are  only  given a small portion of the HS 
appropriate to our abilities  (5 or 2 or 1 talents – Matt.25v15)  that becomes a  “mere taster”  of what is to come,  being what the TCs will be 
expressing in The Millennium as  kings/priest  (also likened to “righteous policemen”)  having been given by Yahweh  “The Inheritance of 
The Resurrected World”.  But along with this greater responsibility,  the 144000 TCs shall have full access to  unlimited  Authority/Capability  
directly  from Yahweh to fully express His HS,  as we are told,  without  the need for JCg as being  “The Intercessor”  (where the 144000 TCs 
will then be adopted  “Sons of God”  – exactly like JCg  [Matt.20v23]).  Therefore,  as this verse tells us –  at present,  we as TCs only have  
“a part of the purchase security/bond”  of what we  (if becoming successful TCs)  will receive in The Millennium. 

2. The second part of the verse tells us quite simply,  if we are elected to Sonship then redemption  is guaranteed to consequently yield 
“Salvation”,  meaning  “everlasting life”,  It will not be like that for the members of  “The Resurrected World”  given a perfect DNA  
[physical]  body  (like Adam/Eve)  given in trust,  where its members must go through a personal  [spiritual]  reforming process of The Mind 
to learn how to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle to edify one’s neighbours –  thereby fully removing all vestiges of worldly methodology  (= “to 
self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”).   After which  (of the final assay at the end of The Millennium)  if proving to continue imitating JC then 
“Salvation”  is personally forthcoming  after  JC’s “Cover over The Millennium”  is removed at the end of The Millennium  -  where humans 
“stand or fall”  upon what they have learnt from The Millennium. 

3. Finally,  as I state in many places elsewhere:  A person can  only  truly praise Yahweh  not  through empty singing or wondrous empty words, 
but rather by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14)  to  bring-in  the allotted 144000 TCs  (of  “The Early Harvest” [Firstfruits] 
Matt.9v37-38, Luke.10v2)  so enabling Yahweh to move to the next stage of His mighty plan for  “Human Salvation”.  
It is the very fact these 144000 TCs precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that brings real  praise/honour/glory  to Yahweh –  for the very 
reason that Yahweh meant  so much to them,  they desired to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (receiving much pain and religious 
persecution)   in whom Yahweh was greatly pleased with their steadfastness.  Can the reader see how far adrift  worldly Christian leaders are 
in their sermons?   They have completely  missed The Point.  “They just do not Get It!”  “They have lost The Plot”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
      Why?   Because they have buried themselves so deeply within “The World “  -  covering several apt metaphors for their behaviour! 

Thus,  the  only thing that can glorify Yahweh  is that part of JCg’s creation is universally recognised as being acceptable by Yahweh to become JCg’s 
Bride  –  because Yahweh meant so much to them at  a personal level  during the 1st part of their physical life! 
 
11th Good News – The Ephesian TCs had  True/Real  Faith  (= Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity)  and expressed this 
with  agape/charity  love to other TCs. 
16th Reasoning – “love” (as blandly written in worldly translated bibles)  needs to be explained:- 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

13th Instruction – TCs mention each other in their prayers –  but also  physically supported each other  by putting in effort 
The point being these are not prayers of vanity that are profusely given today under the distant attitude  “we are aware” 
(thus,  we must do something about it –  else Yahweh will close His ears and  not  work with “hypocrites”)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “The Specific God” = “Ho Theos” = “the specific god”  of The Context  which is either JCg when 
the context is relative to humans,  or Yahweh when the context is relative to JC or TCs  (or The Prophets). 
Reasoning – repeat - “the specific god”  is contextual.  If relative to JC or TCs  (as adopted sons)  then points to Yahweh,  
if relative to The World of sinful humans then it points to JCg as The Intercessor  (being their god and creator). 
Note:  we are told, Yahweh who  creates/{makes possible}  “The New Creation” = Sons of God  (but  in/with  JCg). 
1st Prophesy – Once inculcating God’s Word through  “The Invitation for Sonship”  we shall gain  “The Wisdom of God”  
enabling us to become  “The Heirs of The Inheritance”  in The Millennium by being  “Anointed”. 
13th Allegory – Illuminated = “The Word of God”  showing  “The Way Forward on how to fulfil God’s Desire”.      
14th ‘Allegory’ – Heirs = The 144000 TCs to become  kings/priests  and rule over  “The Resurrected World”  (Rev.1v6). 
12th Good News – TCs  will  gain a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of wisdom and revelation  because  (1) all three need 
the  accurate knowledge of  “The Word of God”  imbued within the TC and  (2) the TCs demonstrate a  heat/{seat of 
motivation}  to precisely do what they have personally learnt from The Word of God – all this is acknowledged by Yahweh 
14th Instruction – “The Invitation” is not just simply being a Christian to be  “supposedly saved”  but rather,  it is 
learning as much as possible about JC so that we can precisely imitate him for The Goal of Anointing to become Heirs. 
17th Reasoning – Because TCs have imbued and reproduced The Knowledge with fidelity, then TCs have been enlightened 
to specifically understand and expect The Appointment of Sonship along with the wealth in The Inheritance of Yahweh. 
2nd Warning – Wealth/Riches  does  not  mean “material wealth” – it means  “spiritual wealth”  in The Transformation of 
our mind from worldly methodology to Yahweh's Methodology which comes to us through “The Word of God”  imbued. 
Beware of parasite  charlatan Christian leaders deliberately spinning The Truth to materially gain out of their devotees. 
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3rd Warning – The  Power/Capability  of Yahweh expressed in The Environment is to move forward His  “Plan for Human 
Salvation” – absolutely not for “feigned  physical miracles” – as performed by  showmen/tricksters/conmen  in their spiel! 
Beware of parasite  charlatan Christian leaders deliberately spinning The Truth to materially gain out of their devotees. 
13th Good News – Yahweh will mightily work with TCs to make them efficient in the way they publicise “The Word of God' 
to The World at the rate of change He Desires so that all things come together at The Millennium start  (explained in text). 
14th Good News – Yahweh used the same mighty work in JC to resurrect him as JCg to sit at the right hand of Yahweh 
amongst those celestial entities  pertaining to this planet.  Thus, JCg directly controls  everything  pertaining to this planet 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
1st Prophesy – At the end of The Gospel Age all worldly authority will be utterly subject to JCg as he wields Yahweh’s 
mighty power to subdue all things to herald in The Millennium and this authority shall then remain for an eternity. 
1st Prophesy – As inferred,  Yahweh will use the same mighty work within TCs to resurrect them to sit alongside JCg. 
Eph.   1v15 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}   
Eph.   1v15 og (the) heard/listened/understand/responded  the  down/according/intensely/against (to)   
Eph.   1v15 og {specifically yourselves}  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Eph.   1v15 og in  to the [= within]  lord/master  (of the) Jesus  
Eph.   1v15 og also  the  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  the  into/unto  (the) all (persons) 
Eph.   1v15 og the  blameless/{holy persons}, 
Eph.   1v15 = Through reason of  that   (The Promise to be fulfilled)   

{I also}  heard/responded  according to  {specifically your}  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  within  the  lord/master  Jesus,   
also  the  {charity love}/agape   (expressed as works)   unto  all  the  {holy people}/TCs, 

 

Through reason of that   (being The Promise fulfilled within  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology operating within them) 
I also heard according to specifically your  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    
within the  lord/master  Jesus   (JC as  “The Word of God”  entirely controls our mind,  so that we too,  become  “The Wisdom of God” in our life), 
also the  agape/charity  (the agapao of our mind expressed in physical works)   unto all the holy people   (TCs in the ministry work). 
              (Repeating because it is so important,  “Holy” means,  innocent/blameless/pure  in  both  the assessment of Yahweh  and  of worldly people) 

 

Thus,  as we read here,  Paul is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to  make The Promise become a reality  (moving The Millennium ever closer)  by  accurately  
spreading “The Word of God”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  (and  not  the present-day pandemic “worldly Christianity”)   to make  “The New 
Christian Nation”  grow ever larger  –  from out which,  Yahweh  is  able to elect His 144000 “Sons of God”  over The Gospel Age.  Thus,  Paul 
responded to the Ephesians’  desire and thirst for  “The Accurate Knowledge”  to imbue it within their very  being/existence  and thus,  become TCs in 
their own right as the next generation.  This was practically expressed by their  “material giving”  in charity to support the fleshly needs of those TCs 
who  were/are  in the full time ministry work of  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to  actively encourage  new  TCs to replace existing TCs. 

This is  not  what  worldly Christian leaders preach in their sermons to their  (and not JCg’s)  flock  (two positions given at John.10v1-3)! 
They merely preach to attain a following flock,  out of which they can then extract worldly dues!   This is a detestation and abomination to Yahweh! 
Eph.   1v16 og not  (I) restrain/quit/desist/leave/refrain/cease [middle voice] 
Eph.   1v16 og (of the) {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude}/thankfulness   
Eph.   1v16 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves},   
Eph.   1v16 og (the) reconciliation/recital/mentioning/remembering  {of yourselves}   
Eph.   1v16 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising  over/upon/concerning    
Eph.   1v16 og of the  supplication/{earnest praying (for a mutual result)}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my; 
Eph.   1v16 =  not  I  personally  stopped/ceased  {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude}  {for the sake/behalf}  {of yourselves}  (brethren),  

remembering/mentioning  {of yourselves}  concerning the  making/performing  of my  supplications/{earnest praying for mutual result} 
 

Not I (Paul)  personally stopped giving thanks for the sake of yourselves   (Ephesian Brethren  actively  aiming to imitate JC)  
remembering of yourselves concerning the making of my supplications   (to yield a mutual result). 
 

This is not a feigned hypocritical prayer as we so often hear in  worldly Christian communities,  where the only rule seems to be:  “Just to mention a 
concern of whatever/wherever … …”  (just in case You, Yahweh,  where not able to see it)  -  means we have done our bit, and now over to You, “God”! 
       This attitude  is contemptible  (James.2v16-26 of several)  -  please also see my dissertation entitled:  “Why do we pray”  given on this website! 
We must recognise,  Paul not only mentions them in his prayers,  but then goes out and does something about it  (being  the reason  behind the prayer):- 

1. He writes letters of exhortation to them  (this one as an example). 
2. He goes and visits them in person  (in his missionary journeys to start up new ecclesia). 
3. He sends out emissaries (6v21). 
4. He organises all The Ecclesia  (2Cor.11v28). 

Thus,   if  we personally desire to become TCs,  then  we must abhor this present worldly system,  avoid it  (the worldly politics and its methodology)  like 
the plague,  by always advocating Yahweh’s new system of The Millennium within our  lifestyle/deportment.  Thus,  we become a canvasser for the 
unfailing  “Everlasting  New  World Order”  and not be part of the present  decaying/corrupted/blemished  and useless society that is destined to be 
dissolved away to nothing  (all as The Bible tells us – 2Pet.3v8-13, etc.). 
     Show our true nature by publicising The (real) Gospel of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” (Luke.4v19)  to all our neighbours (= our strangers). 
Eph.   1v17 og that  the  {specific god}  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Eph.   1v17 og the  father/forebear  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence,   
Eph.   1v17 og (he may/should) give/bestow/grant  {to yourselves}  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Eph.   1v17 og (of the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
Eph.   1v17 og also  (of the) disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation,   
Eph.   1v17 og in  (to the [= within]) recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation  (of the) him; 
Eph.   1v17  = that  “the specific god”  (Yahweh)   of our  lord/master  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   

the  Father  (Yahweh)  of  glory/honour/dignity  may be  giving/bestow  {to yourselves}   (through JC as “The Word of God”)   
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  also  of the  disclosure/revelation,   
within  the  realisation/acknowledgement/realisation  of the  Him  (Yahweh); 
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that  “The Specific God” (Yahweh)  of our  lord/master  the Anointed Jesus   (“The Goal”  controls our minds  to  precisely imitate JC), 
the  glorious/honoured/dignified  Father (Yahweh)  may give to yourselves   (through JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind) 
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the wisdom   (“accurate  application of knowledge”  displayed within our deportment) 
also of revelation   (being principally,  how to turn our life around away from The World unto Yahweh,  then the rest follows with God working in us), 
within the realisation of Him   (Yahweh,  which occurs  when we have  fully inculcated  “The Word of God”  to  precisely imitate JC). 
         (We can only “realise/comprehend something” by learning everything about “that something”.  This means learning “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”)   

         (If we claim to  “represent something”  of which we have not bothered to learn  -  then that makes us public “hypocrites” and a “laughingstock”!) 
 

Firstly,  we read Paul telling us by the use of  “ho theos”  that Yahweh  is  “The Specific God”  of JC  and thus,  teaches us about the  two  Individuals,  
being that They  are physically different  and  not  the same physical entity,  but rather,  Both work in unison to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within 
The Environment,  united by the HS which means  (to counter the nonsense as taught by  worldly Christian leaders):- 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh”  uses His  infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become” (Luke.1v37). 
Furthermore,  the HS can become personalised within a cognitive entity that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire within  his/her/its  deportment,  hence TCs having 
the HS,  and specifically why  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders do  not  have the HS,  however much they might publicise about having 
the HS in their self-imposed delusion  (where,  “words are cheap”  but  “actions have meaning”  [James.2v16-26, Heb.11v1-40])! 
I hope that clears up the unrighteous nonsense as taught by our  spiritually blind  Trinitarian advocates operating according to worldly methodology,  
but if they refuse,  then they can answer to JCg and the 144000 TCs in The Millennium about their muses  (if fortunate enough to be resurrected)! 
Secondly,  we read that JC is our lord and master  –  hence introducing a third layer into the proceedings  –  where we come to Yahweh through JC,  
because JC as  “The Intercessor”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  as  “The Word of God”  is first required to be fully inculcated to even get onto the first step of 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (hence starting to achieve “The Goal”). 
By implication of  “master”  we do what The Master tells us  (Luke.17v7-9,  never taught by: “You know who”),  meaning,  we exactly fulfil what  “The 
Word of God”  (JC as our master  –  Rev.19v13, 16)  tells us  by both word and deportment -  noting what we are taught at Eccl.12v13-14! 
Obviously,  we should realise that to know what  “The Word of God”  tells us means we must  “know  all  of it”  by reading it  before  we can even start 
fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (Luke.2v46-50,  Acts.22v3,  Gal.1v14, 2Tim.3v15-17, etc.),  by future action within our deportment,  to become  “The Wisdom of 
God”! 
Just a few simple lines reasoned from the first line of this verse – and yet these lines are  not  taught by word or deed by our  worldly Christian leaders – 
inventing  soundbites that break down this righteous structure into a chaotic mess!   How can they have the HS?   Obviously Not!  (See above comments.)   
I have simply given the correct translation to this verse  -  precisely word for word from the original Greek,  and to repeat,  it means:- 

“Get to know Yahweh’s special qualities and what He desires from us  as individuals.”   
This is  only  possible by being personally attentive to those  “angels”  (Heb.13v2),  “TCs”,  as  “{bringers of tidings}/messengers”  who are 
accurately representing:  “JCg knocking at the door,  and then we opening the door to them”  (Rev.3v20),  means we are personally 
welcoming in JCg  (as God’s Word part 1 righteously answering God’s Word part 1, the Tanakh).  
Then through the TC's ministry we shall gain JCg’s presence within us by: “him” metaphorically  “having supper with us”  as we personally 
cognitively reason through The Information gained  –  by carefully  assaying/testing/proving  it to ensure that we understand it to gain 
assurance/competence/authority  of our subject matter.  
When  we understand it and then start operating with fidelity upon “The Reasoned Word of God”  –  then  and only then,  do we gain the  
“HS”  to be having a “spirit/personality/desires/traits which is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's 
Desire manifest within The Environment”.  This is a symbiotic process by reinforcing what we teach within our minds to become more 
effective teachers –  by the practice we gain from learning by mistakes,  or how we have reasoned with our neighbour the required exegesis to 
quash worldly reasoning. 

Consequently,  we realise through this process,  The Father of  honour/glory/dignity  is passing this to a TC in what they teach because they  accurately  
represent  “The Father, Yahweh”  as a faithful ambassador!   The  Honour/Glory/Dignity  of The Father is made manifest through the teachings of The 
TC  –  not by meaningless words  (supposedly fancy glorifying words of praise)  given by a wordsmith,  having no depth,  –  but by contrast,  the solid 
exegesis based upon  “The Old Testament”  linked through to  “The New Testament”  and then  expounded forward to explain  “The Millennium”  –  
brings depth to “The Word of God”.  This process brings  real  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh  within a  sane/reasoning  mind mentally deliberating 
upon  “The Knowledge”  to recognise  “The  Intelligence/Capability”  (of Yahweh)  behind what is occurring around  “us”  in the past,  and now,  and 
into The Future. 
Noting that as the faithful slave,  the TC takes  nothing  for this -  but has in this ministry  directed everything to  Yahweh as  “The Source”. 
Moreover,  because the TC fully understands all this,  then  he/she  can  “Revelation/Disclosure”  having Yahweh's Knowledge operating within 
themselves and the recipients who equally hearken upon  “The Word of God”  actively operating within their lives,  because “God’s Word”  has true 
meaning within their life.  The recipient therefore  chooses  not  to invent  “escape clauses”  of  “supposed mitigating excuses”  because  “God’s Word”  
has penetrated deep within the thought processes of a truly hearkening individual person to truly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  
          In this manner the TC   precisely understands  what Yahweh Desires –  and none of this is what we are told by our worldly Christian leaders!   
Quite simply,  if worldly Christian leaders  were  doing their job correctly  then  they should be  working themselves  out  of a job –  by exhorting their 
congregational members to replace them.  Ultimately you,  as the congregational member,  should become  “The Minister”  within your neighbourhood.  

If you are encouraged to  “stay where you are”  within the congregation  (and keep paying the minister to do the job for you  [in 
donations/tithes])  then the  worldly Christian leaders  is  worldly and  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!   

Quite simply stated,  these leaders desire  “to be over you”  by  “people control”  for  “the returns”  they receive from being within this position!  
Consequently,  they  are  unfit to become  kings/priests  of The Millennium  “to teach people”  –  because they seek  “The Things of the present World”  
and  not  “The Things of The Millennium”  (Matt.6v24).   The very worst,  is being an inhabitant of a monastery or nunnery being  (1) locked away from 
The Public and  (2) told to keep your mouth shut!   Two opposite things to that JC and Paul taught to us!   So,  who is adversarial to what Yahweh desires 
to occur within the environment?   Actual to be fair,  perhaps they are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire because by keeping their mouth shut means it is best, 
they shut themselves away from The Public and not to preach other falsehoods,  noting James.3v11-12! 
Therefore,  these all people as leaders,  cannot  be TCs and are thus,   not  representing Yahweh as faithful ambassadors!   It is as simple as that! 

Hence the next verse in context –  where Paul is exhorting  The Brethren  (= Christians)  to become like him:- 
Eph.   1v18 og (the having been) {cast rays}/{shed light}/brightened/enlightened/illuminated  the  eyes/vision/sight   
Eph.   1v18 og of the  {through deep thought}/{faculty of the mind working}/imagination/understanding/mind  
Eph.   1v18 og {of yourselves},   
Eph.   1v18 og into/unto  the (thing)   (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  {specifically yourselves}   
Eph.   1v18 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (it) is  the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
Eph.   1v18 og of the  invitation/calling/appointment  (of the) him,   
Eph.   1v18 og also  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  the  wealth/possessions/abundance/riches   
Eph.   1v18 og of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  of the  heirship/patrimony/possession/inheritance  (of the) him   
Eph.   1v18 og in  to the [= within]  blameless/{holy persons}, 
Eph.   1v18 = the  eyes  of your  {working mind}/{deep understanding}  the having been  enlightened/illuminated,   
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unto  {specifically yourselves}  the  understand/perceiving  
which  it is  the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  of His  invitation/appointment,   
       (= being given “The Word of God” to become a “Christian” is the invitation for the possibility of election to become a  “Son of God”) 
also  what  the  wealth/abundance  of the  glory/honour/dignity  of  His  (Yahweh's)   heirship/patrimony  within the  {holy people}/TCs 

 

the  (spiritual)  eyes of your working mind having been illuminated   (with  “The Knowledge” of “The Word of God”), 
unto specifically your understanding which is the  anticipation/expectancy  of His invitation   (to become a possible future “Son of God”),  
also what the  glorious/honourable/dignified  abundance of His (Yahweh’s)  Heirship   (the responsibility over  “The Resurrected World”) 
within the holy people   (TCs,  The Invitation is for all of us to imitate JC so that we can help  “The Inheritance”  to become our spiritual children). 
 

Paul is teaching us through this letter that he is  reminding  The Brethren of what he has  already  personally taught them  verbally while amongst them.   
Paul has taught them of  “The Invitation”  for all the wonderful things that are on offer,  especially so for the very specific people who achieve Heirship 
over  “The Inheritance”  through  “The Election”  (by Yahweh in “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”)  to Sonship  (to be future  kings/priests). 

The question is this:   
What does the  worldly Christian congregation know about what is on offer to a  “Christian”? 

Perhaps they vainly hope for a resurrection?   (Not available to charlatan Christian leaders in perhaps their “millions”) 
Perhaps given a place to live in heaven?   (Which as a statement, is not true!) 

However,  do they know any more than this?   -  Because there is  just so much  more  on offer! 
Thus,  we can ask:- 

If  the congregations know only the bare minimum  (much of which is wrong)  –  then  why  not  more  “accurate knowledge”? 
Who is supposed to be teaching them?   
What do these  worldly Christian leaders know of which they have withheld from their flock?  -  If anything? 

That is the crux of my point,  and the whole reason  why  I have written this website – to  very carefully explain  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for 
Human Salvation”  as clearly documented in The Bible,  which sadly up to 2007 CE when this website became live to The World,  no  person I know has 
ever come even close to giving the detail as written on this website.  Interestingly I have invented  none  of this!  –   Everything I state is based upon  
accurate  quotes from The Bible given  in context,  something that our worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders seem  incapable of doing! 
I desire The World’s very best  scholars/theologians  to contest me and my exegesis  –  so that I might publicly show  (perhaps metaphorically as Elijah 
did by demonstration in 1Kings.18v19-38)  The World on this website the nature of their errant understanding!   But I would much rather,  than instead 
of open contest,  for them ideally in humility,  to carefully read what is presented on this website,  and  thoroughly reason through it –  because some 
scholars will know The Old Testament better than I –  and could do as I have done with The New Testament to the Old Testament –  as Paul was able to 
show and link across in his ministry!   This would be  The Ideal -  using me as the catalyst for them to push forward with ever greater allegory and 
prophecy –  not  for their or my glory,  but to publicly show  “The Glory of Yahweh’s Omnipotence”  having put all this in place over millennia! 

After that background,  let us return to what is Paul saying here! 
Paul on his missionary journeys started this group of Brethren through the  accurate  publicising of  “The Word of God”  (not  minced/mashed  into 
contradictions  –  as it is done today in worthless soundbites).  He explained  “Salvation”  was possible through Jesus Christ for all humans,  but during 
The Gospel Age there is something  so very much better on offer  for  “Christians”  who yearn to precisely imitate JC  (hence of the comments at 
Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10,  not just Jesus,  but rather  “The Goal”  of  “The Christ/Anointing”  that can only occur by imitating JC 1Cor.11v1).   
Paul strives through exhortation to call upon The Brethren  (= Christians throughout The Nations)  to precisely imitate him as he imitates JC  
(1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  to lean forward to grasp  The Promise   (as did The Grabber,  Joseph for  “The Birthright”  to become  “Israel”  
Gen.25v26, 25v29-33, 35v10)  given to those specific people who ultimately achieve Sonship to edify  “The Resurrected World in The Millennium”. 

I should have no need to repeat verbatim what I copiously state elsewhere –  but the point is, –  do our  worldly Christian leaders do this? 
The obvious answer is an emphatic  “No!”   They  promote themselves  on the back  of Yahweh’s Word,  when in reality they should be imitating Paul to 
exhort their congregations to imitate JC and  replace  The Christian Leader  (as lay preachers to all those  neighbours/strangers  of whom they meet),  
then there  may  be a possibility for Sonship.  Presently they have not the faintest idea what all this means  –  and if they did,  many would not believe it! 

How can they really claim to represent Yahweh?  -  When in demonstrably reality,  they represent “The Other Side”! 
Note:  Yahweh is able to precisely read the  “synapse construction”  (1Sam.16v7 for future kingship as this prophetic allegory tells us)  and thus,  if He 
reads/determines  our  “synapse construction mapping”  to be of  “pretend/feigned ministry”  in the vain hope of Sonship,  then sadly it will be wasted.  
Without  {edifying love}/agapao   driving the mind in genuine sincerity to edify our  neighbour/stranger  (without being partisan)  through  agape/charity  
of ministerial works  (freely/simply  given with  no  strings attached for a worldly return of whatever)  then it is all  -  “vanity”!   A waste of time! 

Yahweh is seeking out  “the perfected mind”  (Rev.4v6  –  please see my local commentary)  that has  completely divorced  itself away from 
worldly methodology!   

Only  when  “The Mind”  is operating like this,  can it be placed within a commensurate purified  heavenly/celestial  body,  being a physical platform 
that can operate with so much more capability than our present mind  –  being what Paul is telling us here in the last line of the verse.  But Yahweh 
cannot put our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within a body of so much capability if it has not become entirely  transformed/transfigured  to be  
precisely  like JC's  (else Yahweh would have another  ‘Satan/Adversary’  on the loose in the future)! 

All of which The Bible so  very clearly  tells us.    
I have invented none of what I have written  -  it is cognitive, inductive reasoning based entirely on God’s Word. 
I invite the  very best  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  on this planet to find a Bible based error in what I teach to The World! 
Moreover,  can they equally substantiate what they teach in the manner that I can substantiate what I teach? 
In science,  “The best hypothesis reigns supreme and is adopted”!   Can that be said of Religion?   Look at history to know the answer to that question! 
It was a general principal to  “Kill the minority in opposition!” 

The answer lies in the different “drivers” behind the two groupings of people. 
“Scientists”  want to  “discover truth”  about what  “makes The World tick”  and fastidiously work to achieve their goal.   
“Professional Leaders of Religion” want their weekly pay packet  “given by The World”  and put in a display to achieve their desires!     

Else they would have  “searched and told” (Matt.7v7-8)  as I am doing  (as demonstrated in works)! 
Can someone please tell me what I have missed within my reasoning? 

Eph.   1v19 og also  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
Eph.   1v19 og the  {throwing beyond the usual}/surpassing/exceedingly/excelling/passing  (the) magnitude/greatness   
Eph.   1v19 og of the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  (of the) him  into/unto  us/our/we  [TCs] 
Eph.   1v19 og the (persons [TCs])  committing/believing/entrusting,   
Eph.   1v19 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  {efficiency (of energy)}/operation/strong/{effectual working}   
Eph.   1v19 og of the  {great vigour}/dominion/might/power/strength   
Eph.   1v19 og of the  forcefulness/ability/might/power/strength  (of the) him, 
Eph.   1v19 = also  by the  surpassing/excelling  magnitude/greatness  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   {miraculous force}/{mighty work} 

unto  us  (TCs)   committing/entrusting  according to  the  {efficient operation}/{effectual working}   
of the  {great vigour}/dominion  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   forcefulness/ability/strength, 

 

also by the excelling magnitude of His (Yahweh's)  mighty work   (as God's reforming word in our mind,  and operating in our local environment) 
unto us (TCs)  committing/entrusting  according to the effectual working   (receptive/hearkening  TCs growing God’s Word in other people) 
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of the great vigour of His (Yahweh's)  forcefulness/ability/strength   ([1] reforming a callous mind,  [2] opening doors to aid the TCs’ ministry). 
 

Paul is exhorting The Brethren to become like him and experience what occurs within and without  (= outside)  the TC,  being The Environment effected 
to expedite the  accurate  spreading of  “The Word of God”  within  NEW  recipients  (and not to stay in the same place living off the recipients).  
Knowing the  “HS”  (= “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”  –  through His expressed Omnipotence)  occurs now within a 
TC today,  then how much more so for the TCs within The Millennium as  kings/priests  ensuring Yahweh’s Pure Desire fully operates throughout  all  
“The Resurrected World”  (noting,  Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).   
We must recognise,  Yahweh will  only  operate  (expressed as the “HS”)  within and around those very specific people making effective use of their 
capabilities  “to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  and absolutely  not  their own  (invariably self-indulgent)  desire to  fit-in  more comfortably within this present 
worldly system by making “The present World”  “their home”.  

TCs are sojourners within The World  (by rejecting worldly methodology in its entirety) –  where the TCs are always looking forward to  “The 
Real Home of The Millennium”  within which to make The Roots driven by Yahweh's Methodology operating in their own mind  
(Lujke.17v21).   Yahweh is desirous of people actively:  “Bringing forth The Millennium in their own life”. 

An interesting observation: 
If the reader does not know what the above means after many years of attendance to any  worldly Christian gathering,  then perhaps I might 
state:  You have been wasting your time as regards to  “The Fulfilling of Yahweh's Desire” -  but clearly this attendance fulfilled your desire! 

It must be clearly understood,  Yahweh is working with utmost precision  quietly  (but infinitely powerfully)  in The Background  (within the minds of fully 
compliant and hearkening individuals)  to draw out His 144000 required tools  (The Early Adopters)  ready for use in The Millennium.   

When  Yahweh has gathered His 144000 TC  “compliant tools”,   then  He is ready to  forcibly apply  “The Tools”  to bring about a 
complete regime change over The Whole World  (Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v10-13)  and bring-in The Millennium  to yield  “The Late Adopters”  
from out of  “The Resurrected World”.   Amen! 

This event shall occur at some time during the middle of the 21st Century  (but certainly before 2067 CE –  being the next Jewish Jubilee Year)! 
Eph.   1v20 og whom/which/that  (He [Yahweh]) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  worked/did}   
Eph.   1v20 og in  to the [= within]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Eph.   1v20 og (the having) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  (the) him [JCg]  
Eph.   1v20 og {from/out of}  (of the) {dead people}/corpses/cadavers,   
Eph.   1v20 og also  (He [Yahweh]) {seated down}/settled/tarried/contemplated  (him [JCg])  
Eph.   1v20 og in  (to the [within]) {right (hand side)}  (of the) Him [Yahweh]  
Eph.   1v20 og in  to the [= within]  {outer skies}/celestials/extra-terrestrials/heavenlies [neuter]  (places), 
Eph.   1v20 = that  He (Yahweh)  {fervently working}/{mightily doing}  within the  Christ/Anointed 

(Yahweh)   the having  awakened/roused/resuscitated  him  (JC to become JCg)   {from out of}  the  {dead people}/corpses,   
also  He  (Yahweh)   seated/settled  (him [JCg])    
within  His  (Yahweh's)   right-hand  within  the  celestials/extra-terrestrials/heavenlies  (places), 

 

that He (Yahweh)  fervently working within the Anointed   (Yahweh's Methodology operates within  JC/TCs  aiming for  The Goal of Sonship) 
              (where JC set  “The  Required/Golden  Standard”,  and the 144000 TCs of  one/same  spirit/mind  likewise strive to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
having  awakened/roused/resuscitated  him (JC to become JCg)  from out of the dead people, 
also He (Yahweh)  seated  (him [JCg])  within His (Yahweh's)  right-hand  within the extra-terrestrial  (places).  
 

An important verse:- 
What does this verse mean? 

Let us split it into three parts for easy “digestion”  (noting the allegoric meaning behind this word, “deployment [in our life]”). 
1. Continuing from the previous verses Paul has been teaching us,  to try and imitate JC,  because of what he represented  is also possible for a 

select/elected  few  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  provided we work at imitating JC driven by  {edifying love}/agapao  operating within The Mind,  
being a mind that has been built upon  “The Word of God”  (so we must first learn  “God's Word”  to know how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire).   
Paul then goes on to say  –  “Yahweh will support us by expressing the HS”  (noting its composite definition as given by “FutureLife.Org”)  
operating within and around our active teaching work so enabling His Word to be  accurately  taught to  new  people.  
Paul confirms it first within himself as having experienced it,  and then secondly goes on to state,  Yahweh  (expressing His HS in The 
Environment)  applied His infinite  Authority/Capability  to  awaken/rouse  JC  into the next part of his life  being then  The  First/Chief/Only  
Begotten Son  at that stage,  “The Head”  for a further 144000 TCs  (as his physical body on The Earth during the some 2000 years of The 
Gospel Age)  to follow his lead  (hence  “The  First/Chief” and at this point in time  “Only”).  Please read  “Begotten”  in glossary –  and 
like very much else –  it is  not  as we are told by our professional  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars! 

2. It is the 2nd part of the verse that needs to be explained  (because sadly,  worldly Christian doctrine minces everything into confusion)  on 
perhaps four accounts. 
2.1  Firstly it can be seen,  JCg is resurrected not to be an appendage to Yahweh,  but rather as a separate individual entity that sits at  “The 
Right Hand”  of Yahweh  (thus,  another citation out of so many,  that together,  destroy the worldly Trinity myth)  meaning that JCg  can  
govern in his own right  –  precisely as did Joseph governed Egypt being at the right hand of Pharaoh  (Gen.41v39-45)  –  it did not mean he 
was The Pharaoh! 
2.2  Next it can be readily seen from the singular “heaven”  used within the original Greek text,  JCg has been appointed over everything 
pertaining to this planet Earth and of its immediate environment.  It does not mean JCg is appointed over The Universe  (plural heavens),  
and thus,  again shows,  he is not an appendage of Yahweh,  He/It  being  “The Absolute Ruler”  over His Creation of The Universe.   
2.3  We also see there are other entities appointed over this planet Earth who are subordinate to JCg and are celestial  –  inasmuch they are  
not  human.  They are to assist in  “The Future Rule”  of  “The Metaphoric City”  of new “(Spiritual) Jerusalem”  in The Millennium. 
2.4  Notice how JC was resurrected as JCg from out the dead people [plural]  –  so clearly that destroys the myth that as soon as we die we 
regain consciousness in ‘heaven’  –  else the term “dead people” would not be plural but singular  (being it was only JC who was dead 
because the other people had been resurrected)!   Likewise, the supportive counter Paul gives some 25 years after JCg's resurrection 
2Tim.2v18 as a warning then and to us afterwards! 

3. Continuing (2.3) we understand,  JCg has the  one/same  methodology driving his mind that operates off this present planet  - being that 
which operates within Yahweh and presently operates  off  this planet  –  hence plural heavens.   But the switch comes within the TCs who 
have  “The Singular Heaven”  driving their minds  –  not  of this present worldly system  –  but rather their minds are operating within The 
Millennium  (Luke.17v21) –  where,  their minds are operating according to Yahweh's Methodology which is  then  to be occurring over The 
Whole Earth in The Millennium. 
It is this that makes them  suitable candidates  to be placed on   “The Short List”   for Yahweh to possibly  elect/select  as the future  
kings/priests  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  –  being  “The Driver”  behind these epistles of The Apostles. 

As we can see there is not much on these subject matters that  worldly  Christian leaders and theologians get correct  –  is there?   
Supported by a quotation of JC of which I use in many places  -  it is The Blind leading the blind and both fall into the ditch  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
Thus,  we understand,  JCg with his celestial assistants are preparing everything so the 144000 TCs  can  be elected out of The Christian Nation  (by 
Yahweh)  during The Gospel Age based upon their track record  (winning The Race 1Cor.9v23-26,  running according to The Rules as laid down by JC – 
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2Tim.2v5)  ready for The Millennium.   It is  only then  “The General Resurrection”  can commence  -  when this “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 
Rev.14v1-4  occurs. 
Eph.   1v21 og {above upward}/{greatly higher (in place or rank)}/{far above}   
Eph.   1v21 og (of the) all [singular]   (of the)  commencement/chief/power/principality/rule   
Eph.   1v21 og also  (of the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power   
Eph.   1v21 og also  (of the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
Eph.   1v21 og also  (of the) {all mastery}/rulers/dominion/government   
Eph.   1v21 og also   (of the) every [singular]   (the) name/character/authority   
Eph.   1v21 og (the having been) {assigned an appellation}/uttered/professed/called/named  not  merely/alone/only   
Eph.   1v21 og in  to the [= within]  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}  {in/with/by  this}/{the same},   
Eph.   1v21 og but  also  in  to the [= within]  expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming  (age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}). 
Eph.   1v21 = {far above}/{greatly higher}  of the  all  of the  chiefs/power/rule,   

also  (far above all)  of the  privilege/freedom/authority 
also  (far above all)  of the  {miraculous force}/{mighty work},   
also  (far above all)  of the  {all mastery}/dominion/government,   
also  (far above)  of the  every  name/character/authority,   
(where JCg)  having been  {assigned an appellation}/named  not  only  within  this  age   (of The Gospel Age within TC's mind) 
but  also  within the  expecting/necessary/coming  (age)    (The Millennium and forever into the eternity). 

 

        (JCg now Anointed  [like King David 1Sam.16v12-13  for future rule  many years later]  shall be:- ) 
far above all  chiefs/power   (of present worldly power,  who shall be removed by JCg and the resurrected 144000 TC  [Rev.19v16-21])   
also (far above all)  of the authorities   (presently exercising worldly rule), 
also (far above all)  the mighty works   (presently enforcing  “People Control”  for self-indulgent gain)  
also (far above all)  of the dominion   (presently at whatever layer within society where leaders self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt) 
also (far above)  of every  name/character   (people presently believing themselves as being  “something”  over other people) 
(where JCg)  having been named  (as the master of a TC's mind  [Luke.17v21])   not only within this age   (The Gospel Age) 
but  also  (JCg is named  “The Ruler of The Resurrected World”  Rev.19v16)   within the expected   (age  [of The Millennium])   
 

The usual clarification is required,  JCg  is  not  presently ruling The World,  but he has been assigned an appellation which means  “kingship”  has 
been assigned but  not yet enacted  (by force).  Thus,  just as we are told in The Bible  when  Yahweh decides the time is correct  (= when He has His 
144000 TCs  [Matt.20v23 hence 24v36])  then  He will enact The Statute to give legitimate rule to JCg,  for JCg to then exercise,   
When  JCg has this rule,  he will bind Satan  (Rev.20v1-3)  with Yahweh’s authority/capability  (expressing the HS)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to bring in 
The Millennium.    
However, JCg is ruling now!  Yes!   
He is ruling as  “The Word of God”  (being  The Presence/Parousia  of JC)  operating within  “The Minds of the hearkening 144000 TCs”  having 
demonstrably proved themselves to be precisely emulating JC's ministry//lifestyle  driven by agapao to yield agape  freely/simply  to their neighbours.  
This  is  “The Power of JC”  (as “The Word of God”,  Rev.19v13)  at a spiritual level  to cause an internal reform of an originally  hardened/callous  
mind  away from  worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology.  “The Power of JC”  is certainly not  the  physical  showing of  “feigned miracles”  
performed as illusions by  charlatan Christian leaders for worldly return because of 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16.  Yahweh is  not  interested in this  (excepted 
He detests it), –  He is only interested in gaining His future compliant Tools for  “The Ultimate Salvation of Mankind”  –   He is absolutely not interested 
to be  titivating the  animalistic/carnal  mind  for “The Immediacy”  by working upon the physical body that is to ultimately rot away to nothing!    

Furthermore,  because the  charlatan Christian leaders are  not  interested in this future reality - then they shall  never  see it –  being  never  
resurrected at the end of their present existence  (following their mentor Judas heading up the 13th [non-existent] tribe of Israel, 
“annihilation”)! 

Consequently,  just as The Bible tells us, because of what JC did in his ministry and selfless sacrifice to become The Ransom Sacrifice,  then as Rev5v2-5 
tells us JCg has become worthy to then collect his 144000 TCs  when  The Scroll has had its seven seals removed  (throughout the 2000 year Gospel Age 
Rev.6v1+ to Rev.19v9)  at “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v35-55, Rev.11v11-13, being  the 1st 2nd C of JCg)  just 
before the start of The Millennium. 

  This has  not  yet occurred  (but it  will  near the middle of The 21st Century). 
 
8th Prophecy – All things on this planet shall be subordinated metaphorically under JCg’s feet. 
9th Prophecy – JCg as The Husband to The Bride of TCs,  shall also be The Head of her  (presently called the ecclesia). 
15th ‘Allegory’ – Feet = Below the Body,  hence under subjection to the controlling body above  (subject to context). 
16th ‘Allegory’ – Head = Rules the Body = JC as The Word of God rules the 144000 TCs. He does not rule Christendom! 
15th Instruction – The Ecclesia does not mean “church”.  “Ecclesia” is a group of people who  “personally shout out”  
(and regarding “1st Century Christianity”  it means accurately shouting out God’s Word into The World to bring forth the 
next generation of TCs,  thereby truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
18th Reasoning – The Body follows the instructions as given by The Head –  else parts become dismembered!   JC as “The 
Word of God” gives instruction and the 144000 TCs precisely hearken unto it.  Christendom likes to call 'JC' as the head 
because it brings self-indulgence at all levels – but The Body severed The Head  after  1st Century  to yield “Christianity”! 
19th Reasoning – The ecclesia is presently JCg’s body operating here as a fleshly body during the 2000 year Gospel Age, 
but upon resurrection as The Bride then the two halves shall be metaphorically one having similar celestial bodies. 
10th Prophecy – When JCg is married to The Bride (of 144000 TCs = the ecclesia),  then this will fulfil all things. 
20th Reasoning – When this union occurs,  it fulfils all things being (1) The Mystery is fulfilled and also (2) a mechanism is 
created to righteously yield  “The Remnant”  from out of  “The 3rd Israel”  (“The Resurrected World)  of The Millennium. 
Eph.   1v22 og Also  (the) all (things)   (He [Yahweh]) subordinated/obedient/{put in subjection}/submitted   
Eph.   1v22 og under/through/inferior/below/by  the  feet  (of the) him [JCg],    
Eph.   1v22 og also  (the) him [JCg]   (He [Yahweh]) gave/bestowed/granted  (the) head [JCg]   
Eph.   1v22 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (the) all (things)   
Eph.   1v22 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church, 
Eph.   1v22 = Also  the  all  things   (pertaining to this planet)    

He (Yahweh)   subordinated/{put in subjection}  under  his  (JCg’s)   feet,   
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also  He  (Yahweh)   gave/bestowed  him  (JCg  [to be])   the  head  over  the  all  things  in the  {calling out}/ecclesia. 
 

Also all things  (pertaining to this planet)  He (Yahweh)  put into subjection under his (JCg's)  feet   (when  Yahweh has His 144000 TCs), 
               (Yahweh bestows JCg infinite  authority/capability/power  to make The World become as Yahweh Desires  [by first removing worldly leaders]) 
also He (Yahweh)  gave  (to)  him (JCg to be)  the head  (director/controller)   over all things in the  ecclesia/{calling out}   (New Jerusalem). 
 

Thus,  we can understand,  JCg will assume all-power over those people of the present system upon their resurrection in to the 2nd part of their life – 
when Yahweh has used His  Power/Capability  to remove the existing world  powers/systems/protocol  as prophesied Psm.110v1 by King David 
archetypical of JC  (see “David, king” in glossary),  repeated a 1000 years later by JC  (Matt.22v44-45)  for fulfilment some 2000 years later at The 
Close of The Gospel Age – being our present generation reading this document. 
Also,  as we are told here,  JCg assumes headship over The Christian Nation.  This absolutely does  not  mean all members are accepted as being 
righteous  (far from it)  –  but rather we are told that principally  worldly Christian leaders are hated by Yahweh  (just as was Esau  -  please see 
Mal.1v3, Rom.9v13, Heb.12v16-17,  and my commentary at Gal.4v22).   However this verse means  (as we are told)  that JCg becomes assigned  The 
Lord/Master  of The Christian Nation  where there are the good house-masters,  being those stewards with 5 and 2 talents (Matt.25v17-22)  and the 5 
virgins ready with their oil  (Matt.20v1-12).  These people shall become part of  “The New Jerusalem”  of The Millennium.   
However,  we are also told of the bad housemasters abusing their position over the house  (Matt.24v48-51, etc.),  the steward with 1 talent and the 5 
virgins not ready with their oil.  Where in all examples it is  The  Lord/Master/(husband)  (JCg)  coming back  unannounced  (in his parables)  and 
equally at his 1st 2nd C  (1Thes.5v1-3, etc.,  of  “The 1st Resurrection” –  Rev.20v6)  and rejects those Christians who  were/are  not  worthy,  but collects 
his faithful 144000 TCs.  We are also told in John’s Gospel,  JC must leave so he  (as JCg)  can make available Yahweh's HS unto the TCs  (chapters 14, 
16  -  please read my local commentaries because this does not mean what  “Leaders of Religion” tell us)  throughout The Gospel Age  (as 5, 2 and 1 
talents)  for investment by growing as  “The Word of God”  within new members of The World to become the next generation of TCs  elected/selected  
from out of The Christian Nation  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
Eph.   1v23 og who/which  (it) is  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  (of the) him [JCg],   
Eph.   1v23 og the  {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness}  of the (one [JCg])   (the) all  (things)   
Eph.   1v23 og in  (to the [= within]) all [plural]   (of the) {making replete}/imbuing/{filling up}/fulfilling [middle voice]. 
Eph.   1v23 = (the ecclesia comprising of 144000 TCs)  which  it is  his (JCg’s)  {whole/sound body}  (TCs),   

the fullness  of the  one  (JCg)   personally  fulfilling all  things   (as prophesied to make perfect)   within all   (the Life on this planet). 
 

         (“The Ecclesia”  comprising of the 144000 TCs ... ...) 
which it is his (JCg's)  whole body   (comprising of 144000 [Rev.14v1-4]  body parts  [1Cor.12v12-22]) 
the fullness of the one (JCg)  fulfilling all things  (as prophesied in The Bible)   within all   (of Mankind on this planet). 
 

Again,  it must be realised,  JCg’s body is  what has been ultimately accepted by Yahweh.   
It is Yahweh,  Who is trimming Christians in and out of The Vine as we are told in John.15v1-6  –  where clearly those people  not  accepted might still 
personally rate themselves as being the most wonderful leaders of the Christian church  (and accepted as such by the millions of beguiled 
congregations)!   But Yahweh  has totally rejected them  (for a position of Sonship)   and thus,  they now operate in pretence –  as we are told in various 
places within Paul’s gospel of Romans  (Rom.1v16-32,  and elsewhere e.g. 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16) – where,  they are allowed to do these things to fully 
demonstrate their deviancy and lack of worthiness of  kingship/priesthood  for The Millennium (Luke.12v2-3)! 
Thus,  JCg’s body is absolutely  not  the whole Christian Nation  (as  naturally  our  worldly Christian leaders would  falsely claim)  but rather  “The 
Ecclesia”  as the name tells us,  are those specific people who  “Call out”   “The Word of God”  to bring in  “The Early Harvest”  of the next generation 
of TCs,  being those specific people who are  elected out  of The Christian Nation to become the 144000 TCs (Matt.20v16, 22v14).   This is all as I very 
carefully explain in the exegesis elsewhere  (of the two part  ‘Israel(s)’  one  fleshly which is rejected,  and one  spiritual which is accepted  by Yahweh  –  
during this whole 2nd Epoch of “Israel”).  Also as JC tells us in several places about  (1) the two seasons of autumn harvest,  and  (2) go out to harvest 
early when the wheat is golden  (= Firstfruits)  and not wait until the allotted time  (= for the main harvest),  etc.  (immediately cited from my memory). 
However,  all Christians are given full freedom and assistance through  “The Word of God”  to improve themselves  if they so desire  thereby positioned 
to be gaining a little HS  (noting its composite definition)  appropriate to their capability.  They have the freedom to either  (1) imitate JC  for  “The 
Same  Expectation”  of Sonship to Yahweh,  or  preferring  (2) not  to imitate JC by choosing  “The Things of The World”  –  being the worldly self-
indulgences that can consume our time so we do  not  precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Thus,  ultimately it was:  JCg’s  (1) “Ministry”,  then  (2) “The Ransom Sacrifice”,  and subsequent  awakened/roused/resuscitated  as The Head of his 
future body operating in a fleshly state during The Gospel Age within the 144000 TCs  where he has gone out to capture peoples'  hearts/{seats of 
motivation}  (Rev.6v1-2)  upon  “The Word of God”.  After setting  “The Required Standard”,  JCg physically leaves (Acts.1v11-12, Matt.25v15, 
Luke.19v12)  then about 2000 years are to pass before JCg then returns to collect his Bride of 144000 TCs  (Rev.19v6-9)  about 3.5 years before the start 
of  “The 7th (millennial) Day”  of  completeness/perfection  (Hebrew shaba/sheba  StrongsTM = 7650/1)  where JC becomes “The Lord of The Sabbath 
Day”  (The 7th Millennial Day,  Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8 Heb.4v4).   This fulfils all the prophecies and to complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” 
(Luke.4v19) –  where JCg together with his bride are able to draw out  “The Children of The Special Marriage”  being  “The  [3rd] Remnant out of the 
3rd Epoch of Israel”  that returns to The Lord.   This is as The Bible tells us  (Isa.10v20-22)  so JCg might become The Reason why all things were 
fulfilled within The Life of which he had first created  under the direction of Yahweh. 
 
 
17th Allegory – dead people = Unresponsive to what is occurring around these people (thus outwardly appear dead). 
16th Instruction – TCs die away from their former habitual activities of  sins/fault/offences  that use to occupy their life 
according to  “the ways of the world”  following the methodology of The Present worldly system. 
21st Reasoning – The TC becomes dead to  {sideslip}/{unintentional errors}  (being truly accidental),  because Yahweh is 
only judging The Mind operating upon  “The Word of God”  yielding agapao  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 
22nd Reasoning – The TC becomes dead to  sin/fault/offence,  because  he/she  will  never  commit premeditated sin! 
The TC will  never  operate to worldly methodology being “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”  (Mark.12v30-31). 
4th Warning – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of this system operates according the  prince/ruler  of the present age. 
5th Warning – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of this system has the authority of the  breath/air. 
6th Warning – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is the same as the one that fervently operates in the sons of rebellion. 
18th Allegory – breath/air = “everywhere”  being as our breath we take into our very being/existence – there is no escape. 
Thus,  this  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  rebellion/disobedience/{non-commitment}  enters our very  being/existence. 
19th Allegory – prince/ruler = The controlling influence being The Methodology of Satan’s self-indulgence. 
23rd Reasoning – The  prince/ruler  is the resultant of Satan’s methodology operating throughout the whole world,  which 
we desire to copy and thus,  by default make Satan our god  (even if we are an atheist)  whenever we act self-indulgently! 
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24th Reasoning – The “prince” authority  (of worldly methodology sourced by Satan opposing Yahweh’s “Right to Rule”)  
operates within humans to rebel against Yahweh.  These people of The World rebel against attaining  “The Knowledge”, 
worldly Christians might take in  “The Knowledge”  but then rebel against  “The Knowledge” operating in themselves! 
17th Instruction – TCs  previously  behaved like those people of The World rebelling against what  “The Knowledge”  
represented by participating within what The World could deliver through its self-indulgent imaginations to satisfy the  
animalistic/carnal  mind of forbidden desires to satisfy  “The Immediacy”  and ignoring the long-term ramifications. 
Importantly the TCs use  “The Knowledge”  to change their mindset to become the same as JC’s  spirit/personality/traits. 
25th Reasoning – All people have  “a nature/lineage”  to  “first look after number one” for personal survival in a world of 
whose members do precisely the same thing  -  by knowing no better.  This is the first thing we learn and thus becomes 
ingrained within us,  however this must change for “survival of the species” that initially occurs in “The Early Adopters”,  
and needs The Millennium for “The Late Adopters” to learn from “The New Environment”  ruled by The Early Adopters. 
Eph.   2v1 og Also  {specifically yourselves}  (the) being  (the) {dead people}/corpses/cadavers   
Eph.   2v1 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  sideslips/{unintentional errors}/transgressions   
Eph.   2v1 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  sins/faults/offences, 
Eph.   2v1 = Also  {specifically yourselves}   (those Elder Brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   

the being  {dead people}/corpses  to the   (1) sideslips/{unintentional errors}  also   (2)  to the  sins/faults/offences. 
 

Also specifically yourselves   (The Brethren  actively aiming  to become TCs) 
being the dead people   (having killed their worldly methodology,  and growing upon Yahweh's Methodology within their mind) 
to the  (1) sideslips  (aiming not to commit unintentional error)   also  (2) to the  sin/fault  (and most certainly not  committing deliberate offence). 
 

It must be understood this letter  (like all the letters, were written to the  leaders/elders  of The Brethren),  and it is to these leaders towards whom the 
term “{specifically yourselves}”  relates.  In these fledgling outposts it would be those specific leaders who were sincerely motivated  (selected  by The 
Apostles,  see Paul’s guidance in the letters 1 and 2 Timothy  [and  not  by “Professional Leaders of Religion” as is done today]  of  “1st Century 
Christianity”)  that would drive these  “house groupings”,  and thus,  to whom these letters were specifically addressed.   
We can conclude,  as I state in the other letters  “{specifically yourselves}”  will invariably point towards those very specific individuals who are 
fervently aiming to become  TCs/apostles  in their own right and thus,  have truly made the conscious effort to die away from their former worldly 
lifestyle. 
Let me now discuss a very important issue that is utterly ignored within the  worldly translations of the bible,  and equally by all  worldly Christian 
leaders in their  “near to useless”  sermons  -  as my competent audits of their  output/work  testify. 

Paul puts  both  (1) sideslips/{unintentional errors}  and  (2) sins/faults/offences. 
This clearly shows  a differentiation  (within Paul's mind)  between those  “accidental errors”  that occur within life and  “premeditated sin”  to 
deliberately hurt one’s neighbour  (being sadly,  all too common within  worldly leaders  [by definition of their controlling mindset]). 
Consequently,  we are  covered by both  as we learn how to imitate JC  (because of  [1] JC’s ransom sacrifice,  and most importantly  [2] because of 
JC's ministry to purify our mind  [of hearkening people]  so that we do  not  desire to either  [1] sideslip [occasionally]  or  [2] sin [never]).   
Likewise in  “The Lord’s Prayer”  the word used for  “trespass”  is actually  “sideslips/{unintentional errors}”  and thus,  we are only called to forgive 
those people who commit  “sideslips/{unintentional errors}”  against us.   

But absolutely nowhere  in The Bible are we told to forgive  “premeditated sin”  committed by our neighbour –  which shows us the  usual  
“unrighteous and illogical mess”  within the  worldly Christian preaching of  “forgiveness of sin”. 
Except if the perpetrator  truly repents  and then the TC is instructed to  “unconditionally forgive”!   

No differentiation is made in the worldly preaching efforts from our religious leaders  –  but there is a clear distinction as given in The Bible,  as I show 
here  –  being the motive behind  “The Error” that is being judged. 
However that is a huge matter of which I fully explore elsewhere with very detailed exegesis based upon The Bible –  but I just highlight the example that 
Paul gives here,  enabling me to justify my reasoning elsewhere. 
Perhaps it may be beneficial for further clarification based upon this exposed differentiation. 

The  Sin/fault/Offence  of the 1st part of our spiritual life is  atoned/reset/{bought back}/redeemed  by JC at his Ransom Sacrifice.   
When we become a Christian we enter into a  bilateral  covenant with Yahweh to precisely imitate JC to  the very best  we are able as determined by 
personal circumstances –  being driven personally by  “The Word of God”  readjusting/changing  our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  
one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh and JC  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
We now enter the rest of our life –  being the 2nd part of our spiritual life –  of constantly purifying our mind upon  “The Word of God”  to become 
entirely Christlike ideally for  “The  Election/Selection”  for Sonship to Yahweh to become  “The Heir of The Inheritance”  – so that we might purify 
what is to become “The Resurrected World”. 
In doing this,  we promise  never  to commit  “premeditated sin”  to the hurt of our neighbour –  and upon this personal commitment,  we hold fast. 
This is all the things we witness today,  fraud, scams, phishing, murder, mind-control, hurt, suffering, etc., to the hurt of the recipient that can be a 
person, company, institution, authority, government or any cognitive entity,  because its shows our mind is  not  aligned to Yahweh’s Methodology that is 
to ultimately yield a perfected society.   Where obviously,  its inhabitants cannot behave like this,  and they need to be led by  “The Early Adopters”  
selected during the 1st part of their life having proved themselves worthy to not have acted in this manner.   Obvious – is it not?  
However during the course of our life we shall make  {unintentional errors}  (genuine accidents)  being  “sideslips”  absolutely not premeditated  –  and 
thus,  because these  are  wholly accidental,  then we are  not  judged upon them,  because we are  only  being judged by Yahweh upon  “The  
Intent/Motive”  behind what we do –  effectively being judged upon JC's Two Laws (Mark.12v30-31). 

Consequently, we are  not  judged upon works,  but  only  upon our mind  (1Sam.16v7-13 for future kingship/Sonship).   
If our  (positive)  works do not make The Grade to become a future “Son of God”  (because our charity is not imitating JC)  –  then we are still 
resurrected to continue into The Millennium for further refinement to the 2nd part of our spiritual life within what will be the 2nd part of our physical life.  
Likewise,  for  all  non-Christians  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  having been saved from  “The 1st Death”  by JC's Ransom Sacrifice  – that is given because JC is  
not partial to people  as we are told of JC (Matt.22v16). 
Hence Paul is  not  contradicting himself here under  (1) sideslips become dead  –  because these sideslips are not counted by Yahweh  (being  true  
accidents),  furthermore,  because Yahweh is judging  “The Mind”,  (2) sin/fault  become dead  –  because the TC  never  actively sins  –  they do  not  
perform premeditated sin!    Therefore as we are told elsewhere:  Yahweh is righteously able to forgive the actions  of TCs  (and  not  worldly people)  
because these  worldly  people/Christian  are still in a reset condition by JC,  while JC continually forgives their sins  (Matt.9v2-5) while still in the 1st 
part of our physical life.  Noting that once we enter the 2nd part of our physical life we are covered over The Millennium (as  “The Great Sabbath Day” 
by JC’s death)  but after The Millennium,  we stand (have eternal life)  or fall (annihilated)  depending on whether we choice to continuously imitate JC’s 
deportment or not! 

Can the reader understand this subtle and yet utmost righteous exegesis?  –  Precisely as The Bible tells us!   
However,  all this is demonstrably  unintelligible  to  worldly Christian leaders and theologians,  as their illogical sermons testify to this fact,  
of which I have hundreds of transcripts  (collecting more weekly)  of which I can publicly audit in due time. 

However a  charlatan Christian leader has rejected the reform that  “The Word of God”  would bring  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16),  where God’s Word is 
being used as a tool upon which to worldly self-indulge  (being all the worldly goodies that come from their showmanship)  and thus,  they become 
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judged upon works.   Because their  Intent/Motive  has condemned them by rejecting the reform of which “The Word of God”  should bring,  being  “The 
Required Reform”  for eternal life.   They have also rejected  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  –  because that has already been offered back to Yahweh at 
baptism, –  so they have  “nothing perfect”  to hand back to Yahweh at the end of their present existence –  and that is precisely why they logically and 
righteously are  never  to be resurrected at the end of their present existence  –  effectively annihilated!   Hence JC's warning and exhortation for them to 
return in Luke. chapter 15.   
Eph.   2v2 og in  {to [= within] whom/what/which/that) [plural]   {sometime past}/then/previously   
Eph.   2v2 og (you) {trod all about}/walked/{deported oneself}/{as once occupied one’s life}   
Eph.   2v2 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   
Eph.   2v2 og of the  World/Adornment/Decoration  [= all life on this planet]   
Eph.   2v2 og {from/concerning this}/{such countenance/{human-being}/manner of}/thereabout,   
Eph.   2v2 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  {first in rank}/magistrate/prince/ruler/leader   
Eph.   2v2 og of the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  of the  breath/respire/blow/air,   
Eph.   2v2 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the (one [ Satan’s methodology])  now/present/immediate   
Eph.   2v2 og (of the) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing}  in  to the [= within]  sons  
Eph.   2v2 og of the  disbelief/rebellious/disobedience/{non commitment}; 
Eph.   2v2 = within  which  you  (brethren aiming to become TCs)   {deported yourself}/{occupied your life}  {sometime past}/previously   

according to  {such manner of}  the  (present)  worldly age,    (operating according to worldly methodology) 
according to  the  prince/ruler  (Satan's sourced methodology)   of  authority/power  of the  breath/air,    (fills our insides/lungs) 
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  one    (Satan’s methodology  “to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”) 
now  {fervently working}/{mightily working}  within  the  sons  of the  rebellion/disobedience/{non commitment};   (worldly Christians) 

 

within which   ([1] sideslips and predominately  [2] premeditated sin  [by knowing no better]  … … ) 
you (brethren aiming to be TCs)  deported yourselves previously   (before becoming  active  “1st Century Christians”) 
              (To make self-indulgent gain  [defraud]  out of a person, company, institution, authority, government, or any entity  [including “God”]) 
according to such manner of the  (present)   worldly age   (operating according to worldly methodology  [2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19]), 
according to the  prince/ruler  (Satan's sourced methodology)  of the  authority/power  of the  breath/air   (fills our innermost body parts) 
              (The allegory being,  air physically fills us through the lungs,  but Satan’s methodology spiritually fills our mind and permeates out in works) 
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (character/mindset)  of the one   (Satan's worldly methodology) 
now fervently working within the sons of  rebellion/disobedience   (this can  only  be  “Christians”,  being specifically  “The Leaders”). 
              (Inasmuch rebellious people must recognise the existence of  “what is required”  by JC  –  but rebel,  non-Christians are  not  in this position!) 

              (Moreover,  “The Leaders”  take upon themselves  the responsibility  “to lead”  correctly,  but sadly,  they fall afoul of Luke.12v46-48.) 
 

This is such a powerful verse to explain precisely what is occurring during The Gospel Age –  but is obviously  never  taught by  worldly Christian 
leaders – because they choose  not to believe what it  really means  –  even though this verse fully explains what is occurring around,  and within them! 
Thus,  we read here:- 

The  “{specifically yourselves}”  being the elders of The Brethren  are  aiming to become TCs and  have  truly  reformed/readjusted  their  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  based upon  “The Knowledge”  that Paul has given to them  =  The Whole Gospel  of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  built upon The Tanakh   (and not:  “only tiny bits”   of what we now have as The New Testament)!  
The Elders  (placed in these positions by “1st Century Apostles”  [and not by  “Leaders of Religion”  for the last some 1700+ years])  then no  
longer walked according to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the present worldly system that imitates Satan’s methodology  (to self-
indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  and thus,  by default,  they make Satan their god  (because they are imitating him and his driving standard).   
Thus,  Satan effectively rules them  –  even if they  are  atheists and other people declaring themselves to be non-Christians! 
More importantly  “rebellion/disobedience/{non commitment}”  can  only  refer to people  having  “The Knowledge of Yahweh”  in the first 
instance against which to rebel  (hence 1John.2v18-19, etc.)!   Consequently,  this can  only  point to  worldly Christians and  not  non-
Christians  (who are automatically excluded from  “The Prize”  possibility of being Sons of God  –  but they are caught in the safety net of 
The Millennium –  and thus,  all non-Christians are  not  personally part of God’s Plan during The Gospel Age). 
Noting they are subject to  “The Invitation”  and that is  the responsibility  of  Christians  to behave correctly  -  “to be inviting”! 

We read of Satan,  being of his methodology is all around us like the air we breathe –  and is  not  JC as  falsely claimed  by our most errant  worldly 
Christian leaders!   Do they really know anything about what reflects Yahweh's qualities? 
However,  JCg’s  presence/parousia  is  within those very specific people who  “receive him and have supper with him”  (Rev.3v20).  
These are the 144000 TCs and the Brethren actively aiming to become TCs. 

The  gift/favours  then come from  “The Word of God”  put into practice  that ultimately yields Yahweh’s HS after the three essential steps to 
gain  Real Faith  (as I must repeatedly state elsewhere  [only because our  worldly Christian leaders are just so hopelessly wrong]).  

In this world at present,  Yahweh is  only  receptive to those  “{specifically yourselves}”  who fully  imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”  that brings 
about personal reform so we output  “The Word of God”  with fidelity to how JC exhibited his deportment to us.  We gain an intense desire to fulfil our 
adopting Father’s Desire within this present worldly system  –  this will be under adversity from Satan  working within humans who personally choose to 
operate within The Methodology of this present worldly system –  being specifically those people who will be  threatened/hurt  by a TC’s lifestyle.   

These specific people are invariably  worldly religious leaders as I very carefully explain  precisely why  elsewhere. 
JC as  “The Word of God”  shall not,  and is not,  to be found flaunting himself amongst those specific religious leaders who do not want him within this 
system  –  because quote:  “He is not of this world”  (John17v15-16).   However  “The Word of God”  is so adeptly spun,  in such a crafty and 
manipulative manner as to be coming from these  charlatan Christian leaders so that hundreds,  thousands,  millions of  “Christians”  go running after 
these charlatans  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)  to have their ears pleased  (2Tim.4v3-4)  because they like to be told  “wonderful things”  to make 
themselves feel good and special people!   Presupposing this is what  “Christianity”  yields  = being a half-truth –  “slid in alongside”  (2Pet.2v1). 
Paul is clearly telling us the custodian god of this world is presently Satan (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19).  Yahweh is allowing the  full term  of 6000 years (or 
so)  of the leasehold  on this Earth to  fully expire  (when 144000  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  is achieved)  so the Earth may be filled  (as promised 
in Adam and Eve,  and later Noah  (Gen,1v28, 9v1)  – Yahweh does not renege on His promises).  At the same time,  Yahweh is drawing out by  
election/selection  His TCs to become “Sons of Him”.   It is  not  as many  worldly Christian leaders falsely preach,  JC or Yahweh are running things at 
the moment on this Earth  –  this is an utter lie  (put out by  worldly Christian leaders) –  else the pain and suffering becomes attributed to Yahweh and 
JCg!   This is a demonstrable lie  (so who do  worldly Christian leaders truly represent – being the god  [Satan]  of this present world)  –  being precisely 
why Yahweh and JCg have stepped back to allow  all  humans to fully express themselves one way or the other  (Rom.1v16-32, etc.)! 
However,  Yahweh through JC  is  working within  wholly compliant people  on this planet  -  namely,  the 144000 TCs and brethren aiming to be TCs. 
Thus,  re-emphasising The Truth:   

Yahweh and JCg are only allowing things to run their full term  before  They step in at the end of this demonstrable  corrupt/failing  system,  
to then start The Millennium  (I explain all this in vastly greater detail elsewhere –  but we are to hold this concept within our mind). 

It is so important to understand  (and that is why I keep repeating it): 
JC  only  has  “his presence”  upon this Earth as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  fervently working  within TCs who actively carry out his Father’s 
Desire –  being simply to  accurately  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  It is the TCs who  see  JCg’s  presence/parousia  within themselves,  and thus,  have 
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Yahweh’s HS operating within them.   The World does  not  see JCg  -  but only these  “funny/strange” TCs  (1Pet.2v9)  who  are  demonstrably  different  
to The World.  When these TCs die,  JCg’s  coming/parousia  is  “seemingly immediately”  detected by these  “sleeping/[dead]” TCs  (John.11v11-15)  
(perhaps for many centuries)  at JCg 1st 2nd C  (= “The 1st Resurrection”)  when they regain consciousness at the point JCg’s Father (Yahweh)  awakens 
these 144000 TCs  (to be  fully adopted sons,  truly then “born again” hence “begotten”)  into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (Matt.24v40-44, 
25v1-12, 1Pet.5v4, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v35-55, Rev11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6).  These  awakened/roused  (= resurrected)  TCs are then 
ready for their extensive teaching program lasting for 3.5 years before they return to this planet Rev.19v16-21 to remove all worldly rule,  and become 
the glorified  rulers/teachers  of  “Righteousness”  upon  “The Future Resurrected World”  of perfected DNA fleshly bodied humans.   
“The Resurrected World”  will then have perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given in trust  –  because the members of  “The Resurrected World”  will then 
need a teaching program to perfect their mind  (presently alien to Yahweh) = their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being taught to become at  one/same  
with The Father so they too might ultimately gain the “HS”.    Where,  during this teaching program the members of  “The Resurrected World”  must 
purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life to be commensurate with their perfected DNA fleshly body  given  in trust  –  during the covering by JCg over 
“The Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1)  of The Millennium  “Lord's Day”  (2Pet.3v8, Mark.2v27-28).  This shall all occur before the 3.5 year 
assay at  the end  of The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15,  please see  all  my cited local commentaries within this paragraph to  fully 
underwrite what I state here). 
Those people actively rebelling “Yahweh’s Authority”  invested within the 144000 TCs,  shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation   (by direct contrast 
to the TCs Rev.2v11, 20v6).   
Those people who  reform/readjust  shall receive everlasting existence within their perfected DNA fleshly bodies just as was promised to Adam and Eve. 

Can the reader understand the righteous logic of this? 
Because sadly,  it is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  who seem either not to understand this,  or they just do not  “believe”  it will occur,  
and thus,  “they live for the moment”  of  “The Immediacy” within an unreformed  animalistic/carnal  mind.  This being a mind operating accordingly to 
the present  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the air,  by making their home within this world because they do  not  have the  one/same  vista as did 
Abraham for The Inheritance!    Please read all my commentaries at Matt.6v24, 7v12-21 and John.11v47-53 that explain what is occurring today. 

For I simply ask the reader:  Up to 2007 CE  –  have they ever heard this taught in  any  sermon they might have attended? 
The answer to this,  is shocking,  –  because it is  the fundamental aspect  of JC’s ministry  –  being  “The Real Gospel”  of which JC taught! 

This  is  “1st Century Christianity” as taught by JC  (Mark.1v22, 38)  and  “The Early Apostles” – but has  never  been taught from about 100 CE 
onwards,  because quite simply:  worldly Christian leaders cannot make  worldly capital out of it;  they can only make money by teaching  “Religion”  
(Matt.6v24)! 
However, at the close of The Gospel Age (Matt.24v14)  it becomes my duty to freely teach it else I become accountable for remaining quiet upon what I 
know  (else Eze.33v1-9, Matt.21v30, 25v24-26, hence Luke.12v4-5). 
Eph.   2v3 og In  {to [= within] whom/which} [plural]  also  {we ourselves}  (the) all (persons)   
Eph.   2v3 og (we) overturned/{threw down}/returned/{busy one’s self}/behaved/conversed/conducted/deportment    
Eph.   2v3 og {sometime past}/then/previously    
Eph.   2v3 og in  to the [= within]  lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}/concupiscence  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}   
Eph.   2v3 og {of/from us},   (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising   
Eph.   2v3 og the (things)  determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased}  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}   
Eph.   2v3 og also  of the  {through deep thoughts}/{faculties of the mind working}/imaginations/understandings,   
Eph.   2v3 og also  (we) were  (the) children/daughters/sons  (to the) growth/production/descent/genus/lineage/type/nature   
Eph.   2v3 og (of the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance,   
Eph.   2v3 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  the (persons [worldly humans])  {remaining ones}/residues/rest. 
Eph.   2v3 = within  whom  (worldly people)   also  we  (TCs)  all   

then/previously  {busied our self}/behaved  within  the  lusts/{forbidden desires}  of our  flesh/{animalistic/carnal mind},   
the  doing/practising  the things   
(that)  delighted/desired  of the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal mind}  and  of  (its)  imaginations/understandings,   
also  we  (TCs)  were  the  children  by  lineage/nature  of the  {violent passion}/wrath,  also  likewise  the remaining   (worldly people). 

 

Within whom (worldly people)  also    
we (TCs)  all previously behaved within the lusts of our animalistic mind   (operating according to worldly methodology) 
doing the things  (that)  delighted the animalistic mind  (desiring to satisfy  “The Immediacy”)   and  (of its)  imaginations, 
also we (TCs)  were children by nature of wrath   (having been taught this by the environment endorsing worldly methodology), 
also likewise the remaining people   (around us,  not yet having  imbued/inculcated  “The Word of God”  within their life  [including Christians]). 
 

Paul is teaching us that:- 
“Yes!”  -  We TCs  (and you brethren)  were  once like worldly thinking people! 
We  were  no different –  we all started off like worldly people –  we have the same root stock,  having come from The World,  but  “The Word 
of God”,  accurately imbued,  has made our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  change away from:  “The  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of 
The Air”  (“worldly methodology covering The World driving our minds”,  being Satan’s methodology).  Having taken ourselves away from 
the mindset of unchanged people allowing their violent passions caused by this methodology of  “self-indulging to the ultimate hurt of our 
neighbour”.   

Paul states: 
Thus,  we TCs started off in The World and then at a personal level,  voluntarily made the change because our mind could see the benefits,  to us and to 
society generally,  of which  “The Word of God”  yields by operating within us.  This was not forced upon us –  because Yahweh presently desires  only  
those very specific people who  personally desire  through adversity to precisely imitate His Son JC for the next stage of His full redemption plan of 
Human Salvation.  

Therefore,  repeating again:   TCs were once like The World  (by thinking like The World) -  but they  have  now changed. 
They did not change their status merely by calling themselves:  “Christians”  (but afterwards still remained as part of The World)! 

TCs become  “TCs”  as assessed by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  only  because they ,  also changed  their  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  being solely  based/built  upon  “The Word of 
God”  can only make it  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  = the HS. 

It is as simple as that! 
No pilgrimages,  no religious relics  (bones/crosses/goblets etc.),  no chanting,  no religious icons,  no rites,  no liturgies,  no religious customs,  no 
religious paraphernalia,  because all that is  of The World  for The World  (Matt.23v23)  and  forms no part of Yahweh’s New System of The Millennium! 
The  only  custom we are instructed to perform is  “The Remembrance of The Lord’s Supper”  once a year  at Nisan 14,  that  replaces   “The Passover” 
being  “The Only Means of Salvation”  for humans given to us by our Creator,  “The Lord JCg”  expressing his Father’s HS in his existence.  

Sadly,  none  of this is taught by errant worldly Christian leaders,  but confusion,  and therefore not  representative of Yahweh (1Cor.14v33)! 
Because quite simply “Leaders of Religion”  cannot make any personal gain out of it  (money/power/prestige/leverage/pension/sex/etc.). 

 
Reasoning – repeat - “love” (as blandly written in worldly translated bibles)  needs to be explained:- 
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1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

15th Good News – the  {specific god}  abounds with compassion and being driven by  {edifying love}/agapao  for us (TCs),  
then delivers {charity love}/agape,  he being  personally  driven by the HS  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to gain 144000 TCs) 
Note: It is 'the specific god'  as JC(g) having the same mindset as Yahweh,  whose  spirit/personality/etc. driven by the HS)  
‘Allegory’ – repeat - ‘The Specific God’ = “Ho Theos” = ‘the specific god’  of The Context  which is either JCg when the 
context is relative to humans,  or Yahweh when the context is relative to JC or TCs  (or The Prophets). 
Reasoning – repeat - “the specific god”  is contextual.  If relative to JC or TCs  (as adopted sons)  then points to Yahweh,  
if relative to The World of sinful humans then it points to JCg as The Intercessor  (being their god and creator). 
Note:  we are told, Yahweh who  creates/{makes possible}  “The New Creation” = Sons of God  (but  in/with  JCg). 
Instruction – repeat - TCs die away from their former habitual activities of  sins/fault/offences  which use to occupy their 
life according to  ‘the ways of the world’. 
16th Good News – TCs have become reanimated with JCg because they precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
11th Prophecy – TCs shall be awakened together at JCg’s 1st 2nd C and meet him in the air  (in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial 
bodies)  to sit alongside JCg  (as metaphoric husband and wife)  ready to teach The Resurrected World righteousness with 
other celestial entities to assist in the administration of metaphorical Jerusalem  (controlling  Organisation/Authority). 
12th Prophecy – Yahweh will fully support  “The Special Marriage” by expressing His HS to ensure that righteousness is 
satisfactorily taught to The Resurrected World – no rebellion to be tolerated for a 1000 years during this training period 
Noting: The Special Marriage = The Union between JCg as The Husband and the 144000 TCs as The Bride. 
From this union will deliver children of  “The Special Marriage”  being people having successfully imbue JC’s Lifestyle 
when taught “righteousness” in The Millennium in the 2nd part of their single physical life (that can stretch for an eternity) 
Eph.   2v4 og the  and  {specific god}  [both Entities as appropriate to the context],   
Eph.   2v4 og (the) wealthy/{abounding with}/rich  being/have  in  (to the [= within]) compassion/{showing mercy}, 
Eph.   2v4 og through (reason of)  the  many/much/plenteous  (the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  (of the) him   
Eph.   2v4 og whom/which/that  (he) {loved by principle}/{edifying loved}/agapao  us/our/we, 
Eph.   2v4 = And  “the specific god”  being  wealthy/{abounding with}/rich  within  compassion/{showing mercy},   

through reason of  his (?)  much/plenteous  {charity love}/agape  which  he (?)  {edifying loved}/agapao  us  (TCs), 
 

And  “the specific god”  (see commentary)  being  rich/abounding  within compassion, 
through reason of his  ([?]see commentary)  much  agape/charity  which he  ([?] see commentary)  agapao/{edifying loves}  us (TCs). 
 

A short verse but demonstrating two very important points that also explains precisely why  “the specific god”  (ho theos)  was used in the verse. 
Explaining the two [?] in the verse. 
1. Paul deliberately uses  “the specific god”  (ho theos)  to show us the  dual  nature of the floating pointer depending upon the context. 
1.1.  Thus,  the people being initially far away from Yahweh,  worldly humans are loved by JCg to give them an opportunity to come unto salvation and 
thus,  JC becomes  “The Intercessor”  between worldly humans and Yahweh.  Because as we  presently  stand,  Yahweh does  not  phileo  (= attractively 
love)  us!   (Contrary to  the rubbish  and most  “unrighteous exegesis”  we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders  to their shame)!  –  
In fact,  The Old Testament by examples makes it perfectly clear Yahweh detests certain individuals and deliberately kills them!    
But Yahweh agapao Mankind to make possible a righteous route to salvation for people making  “The Required Change” so Yahweh  can  phileo them. 

So,  who teaches what The Bible teaches,  and who teaches what The World wants to hear? 
1.2.  However for the few specific people who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their physical life  are  agapao/phileo   (= 
edifying/attractively loved)  by Yahweh and  shall  become His adopted Sons ready to become  kings/priests of The Millennium  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, 
Rev.1v6, etc.), -  so they  (as “The Early Adopters”)  might then bring  “The Resurrected World”  to imitate JC’s lifestyle and thus,  in their own right 
become ultimately,  phileo  (attractively loved)  by Yahweh  (when  reform/readjustment  of their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  will have occurred). 
Hence  “ho theos”  (the specific god”)  floats in the following manner:- 

If a worldly human, -  then  “the specific god”  points to JC as  “The Intercessor” (Gal.3v20, 1Tim2)  between us and Yahweh. 
If a TC or  (if referenced to JC)  –  then  “The Specific God”  points directly to Yahweh. 

Moving on. 
2. Look at the specific usage of  {charity love}/agape  and  {edifying love}/agapao  (StrongsTM = 26 and 25 respectively)  within the verse. 
Sadly,  the distinction is unavailable in our  worldly  translated bibles – with the broad brush slapped over the translation in both aspects of this verse! 
We see  {charity love}/agape  delivers the physical works,  but the physical works are driven by The Mind within which operates under {edifying 
love}/agapao. 

Thus,  explaining the distinction and untangling the usual  worldly Christian muddle :- 
Notice the two forms of  “principle love”  here that clearly demonstrate the difference between the two.  You will see  all  bible translations mix and 
muddle the two under the broad word  “love”  along with the more different forms as I explain in glossary and elsewhere. 
However here,  as we see,  the first used is StrongsTM = 26  (agape)  that means the  displayed works  of donating our time freely to physically aid our 
neighbour  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire),  and the second is StrongsTM = 25  (agapao) being  The Mind  driving the body to deliver the visible works.   
Thus,  it is  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  (JC,  Rev.19v13)  that gives the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  reform/readjust  the 
“synapse construction”  that creates  {edifying love}/agapao.  It is from the operation of the  {edifying love}/agapao  within the mind then becomes  “The 
Driver”  to deliver what becomes a physical manifestation of  {charity love}/agape  in the works to aid our neighbour to understand how they might 
attain the same  {edifying love}/agapao  within their minds.   
This  cannot  come from feeding the body  (as performed by The World –  including by  worldly Christian leaders)  that as we are told in The Bible will 
die everlasting –  see next verse  (besides which we will be given a  perfected  body upon our resurrection;  -  so who wants decrepit body)!   
Importantly,  we  should  be  accurately  feeding The Mind of our neighbour with  “The Word of God” –  and  not  with  “minced-up”  (Rev.22v18-19)  
“worldly wisdom”  as presently done by our  worldly Christian leaders! 

For which they shall be made to answer –  if fortunate to be resurrected –  being precisely why the parable at Luke.16v1-13 was given! 
(Please see my local commentary.) 

So again,  I ask:- 
Who is really teaching  “The Word of God”?     
Our  worldly Christian leaders  (giving unrighteous Religious waffle)  or  “FutureLife.Org”  (explaining The Bible in Absolute Truth)? 

Eph.   2v5 og also  (the) being/having  us/our/we  (the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers   
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Eph.   2v5 og to the  sideslips/{unintentional errors}/transgressions/faults/offences   
Eph.   2v5 og (He) {reanimated conjointly}/{made alive in unison}/{quickened together}   
Eph.   2v5 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Eph.   2v5 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  {you are/belong/be}   
Eph.   2v5 og (the) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved, 
Eph.   2v5 = also  we (TCs)  being  {dead people}/corpses  of the  sideslips/{unintentional errors}    (we avoid transgression) 

He (Yahweh)  {reanimated conjointly}/{made alive in unison}  in the  Christ/Anointed,    (a guaranteed future life as  “The Anointed”) 
in  {gift/favour}/benefit  {you are}  delivered/{made whole}/preserved, 

 

Also we (TCs)  being dead people of the sideslips   (TCs avoid [= dead]  transgressions if possible,  of which to them,  are  genuine  mistakes) 
He (Yahweh)  made alive in unison to the Anointed   (a purified mind has guaranteed life in a celestial body when anointed as a “Son of God”), 
in  gift/favour/benefit  you are  delivered/preserved   (by  [1] Yahweh through  [2] JC's Ministry and Ransom Sacrifice), 
 

Thus,  TCs  are  dead to The World  (being of its methodology driving our minds)  as we are told earlier,  furthermore,  by being dead to the self-
indulgences  the world delivers,  then we become dead from  sideslips/{unintentional errors}  because the TC actively cares for their neighbour and thus,  
will  not  allow themselves to be in the position to create  sideslips/{unintentional errors}  to the hurt of their neighbour. 
Most certainly TCs will  never  cause  “premeditated  sin/fault/offence”  to the hurt of their neighbour,  it is  not  in their character to do so.    
Furthermore,  TCs  never  lie to their neighbour,  because they do not place themselves into a position where they need to lie,  to cover their tracks! 
Consequently,  we reason from above,  TCs will  never  defraud any human, company, organisation, institution or government. 

Let me explain  “not place themselves in the position to transgress”  with an example. 
Take dangerous sports: 

Clearly people would not desire to hurt themselves and would take all reasonable steps so that they are not hurt,  but the point is  –  that by 
putting ourselves near to  ‘the edge’  then any  {sideslip}/{unintentional error}/transgression  leads to a problem. 

If however we personally do  not  place ourselves in that position  (in this example: “not to practice dangerous sports”)  by not indulging in The World’s 
activities of self-indulgence,  then quite clearly  sideslips/{unintentional errors}/transgressions  do not hurt our neighbour,  because we personally are so 
far away from conducting our affairs that could possibly:  “hurt our neighbour”! 

Now for the next section 
Again,  I have need to clarify all the confusion given out by  worldly Christian Doctrine. 

1. It is JC who through his gift of  (1) The Ministry and of his  (2) Ransom Sacrifice of public execution enabled us,  humans,  into what becomes 
the 2nd part of our life  –  which physically becomes “The Kingdom of God”  in The Millennium.  This situation can come early by  spiritually 
operating within the minds of TCs  (Luke.17v21,  by the  presence/parousia  of JCg as  “The Word of God”)  practised through their works 
towards their neighbour during the 1st part of our physical life.  Or to most humans  physically  as  The Reality of The Millennium  (on the 
ground)  where the whole of society is changed to operate under The Methodology delivered by JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

2. It is Yahweh as  “The Almighty God”  Who ensures that  all  things  righteously  occur within His Universe and shall use His  
power/authority/{mighty works}  to ensure His HS is expressed within The Environment  to enable our resurrection into a perfected DNA 
fleshly body for the vast majority of humans,  or ideally,  the perfect  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body given  only  to The Sons of God = the 
144000 resurrected TCs. 

Thus,  we have the use in the Greek of the  {specific god}  (“ho theos”)  to allow for the floating pointer depending upon context  (of the situation). 
As I profusely state,  all this has been  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  for the last some 1700+ years   -  else why 
do they not teach it?   Because if they do know,  then they become doubly culpable to Yahweh by remaining quiet!  
Eph.   2v6 og also  (He [Yahweh]) {awakened/roused together}/{resuscitated/revived  conjointly}   [us, TCs],   
Eph.   2v6 og also  (He [Yahweh]) {given/taken a seat together}/{sit in company with}   
Eph.   2v6 og in  to the [= within]  {outer skies/celestials/extra-terrestrials/heavenlies [neuter]  
Eph.   2v6 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
Eph.   2v6 = also  (we [TCs])   {awakened/roused together}/{resuscitated/revived conjointly},    (at the 1st Resurrection) 

also  he  {made to sit in company with each other}  within the  extra-terrestrials/celestials  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus; 
 

Also we (TCs)  awaken together   (at  “The 1st Resurrection”  [Rev.20v6]  through Yahweh's infinite capability) 
also He (Yahweh)  given a seat together   (Matt.20v23 for us,  the 144000 TCs) 
within the  extra-terrestrials   (as “fellow Sons of God”  [Job.1v6, 2v1],  or  “Places”  containing fellow Sons of God) 
within the Anointed   (being The Goal  that JC made possible for all people who precisely imitate him during the 1st part of their physical life). 
 

Thus,  Paul is telling The Brethren who are actively aiming to become TCs that  ‘we’  (being an exhortation to become a TC)  shall be  awakened/roused 
together  to then sit together  (as  kings/priests)  alongside  with other  extra-terrestrials/heavenlies/celestials  pertinent to this planet Earth  –  because 
as I explain elsewhere:- 

Plural heavens means,  The Methodology sourced by Yahweh  operating within The Universe  (being  all  zones  [plural]  above the earth). 
Singular heaven means  ‘the singular zone pertaining to this planet’  -  where it presently means Satan's methodology,  but in The Millennium 
it shall be Yahweh's Methodology as  “The Authority”  operating on this planet. 

Thus,  the TCs are to be  “awakened/roused”  together at the 1st 2nd C as we are told  ‘in the blink of an eye’  (1Cor.15v52)  to meet The Lord JCg in the 
singular heaven  (within  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies commensurate with what JCg received upon his  awakening/rousing  as the  first/Chief/Only 
Begotten “Son of God”).  And as such,  they shall become part of the celestial entities  (Sons of God,  angels/messengers/{bringers of tiding}),  having 
similar bodies as do the  extra-terrestrials/celestials,  whose bodies operate on totally different physical principles to our own fleshly DNA bodies  
(1Cor.15v35-55). 
These 144000 TCs shall be trained for about 3.5 years  (in parallel with,  and while The World below is spiralling into an abyss  –  Dan.12v11-12)  ready 
for their new role to become the  kings/priests  of The Millennium   (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.)  ready for  “The General Resurrection”  of all 
people who are to be taught righteousness in a wonderful environment called: “Paradise”.   After 3.5 years of   'off-site training'  these 144000 TCs shall 
come back with  ALL  power to remove the existing regime  throughout all layers of humanity across the whole world  (Rev.19v16-21)  to institute The 
Millennium  (by also binding Satan's influence, Rev.20v1-3)  precisely as The Bible tells us. 
Interesting note: “Awakened  together” –  means  not  awakened  ‘one at a time’  when we die,  –  and thus,  makes a  nonsense  the claim by  worldly 
Christian leaders who regularly state that:  'As soon as we die we go to heaven’   and by inference:  'Consciously look down upon the earth at what we 
do,  and intercede for us'! 
This is just utter  rubbish  being akin to “Ancestor Worship”,  there is absolutely  nothing  in The Bible that supports this very worldly assertion,  not 
even Luke23v43 when  correctly translated  from the original Greek  –  please see the local commentary that fully explains that verse. 
Please also read the rest of this website that clearly explains everything according to what The Bible  specifically tells us  about  ‘when we die’. 
As I constantly state:   

Just about every phrase that  worldly Christian leaders give according to their  worldly Christian Doctrine  is wrong  to what JC taught us in 
his ministry as  “1st Century Christianity”  –  being  alien  to what The Bible states  (as my electronic “Concordance of Topics”  shall show to 
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The World)  –  which I find is such an absolutely incredible attitude,  and wonder what they really do read,  –  hence my resolve to straighten 
out all this  misinformation  (on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  ready for The Millennium)! 

Eph.   2v7 og that  (He [Yahweh] may/should) indicate/show/display/demonstrate   
Eph.   2v7 og in  to the [= within]  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}   
Eph.   2v7 og to the  {coming in upon (to influence)}/supervening/arriving/influential   
Eph.   2v7 og the  {throwing beyond the usual}/surpassing/exceedingly/excelling/passing 
Eph.   2v7 og (the)  wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (of the) him    
Eph.   2v7 og in  (to the [= within]) usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness  over/upon/concerning  us/our/we   
Eph.   2v7 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
Eph.   2v7 = that  within  the  {coming influence}/supervening  ages    (of The Millennium and thereafter) 

He  (Yahweh)   may/should  indicate/display  the  exceeding/excelling  wealth/abundance    (incredible capability to further His Desire) 
of  His  (Yahweh’s)   gifts/favour/benefits  within the  usefulness/goodness/kindness    (assisting the TCs to teach  “The Word of God”) 
upon/concerning  us  (TCs)   within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus.    (TCs becoming part of  “The Anointed”  along with Jesus) 

 

that within the supervening ages   (of the forthcoming Millennium and thereafter … … ) 
He (Yahweh)  shall indicate the excelling abundance   (the incredible capability expressed in The Resultant to fulfil His Desire) 
             (being how Yahweh can righteously sift out every possible person with the inclination to personally reform to be either an Early or Late Adopter) 
of His  gift/favour/benefit  within the usefulness   (being  “The Resultant of The Word of God”  operating within a  humble/hearkening  mind) 
upon us (TCs)  within the Anointed Jesus   (TCs receive instruction as to how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to achieve  “The Goal”). 
 

Paul then moves on from v6 stating the TCs having proved themselves by  accurately  imbuing  “The Word of God”  during the 1st part of their physical 
life to become  “Christlike”  have positioned themselves within sight of  “The Ideal Goal”  of Sonship to Yahweh.   If we as individuals are chosen by 
Yahweh to be part of the resurrected  Firstfruits  (= Early Harvest at “The 1st Resurrection”)  then we shall continue in like mind,  but then not as The 
Last/Least in society,  but in The Millennium as The First/Most  within the new society  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31,  Luke.13v30, etc.),  and become 
part of the ruling celestial host pertaining to this planet in this verse.  Then Paul states,  Yahweh will continue to imbue Himself upon these  kings/priests  
(formally the 144000 TCs)  with superlative  gift/favour/benefit  throughout the ages – what a most wonderful scenario!   Surely, we should  all  strive to 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for this most wonderful prospect limited to 144000 individuals  - so that we fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14). 
Paul is only speaking of  “The Ideal Goal”  towards which we all should aim,  clearly those people who miss this gaol for one reason or another shall,  if 
trying to imitate JC,  will also have a most wonderful existence.  Importantly, Paul must stress  “The Ideal of The Anointed”   –  for there is no point in 
aiming low towards The Target else we shall  certainly  miss The Goal –  but rather,  we all should be exhorted to be aiming for the centre of the target – 
and that is what Paul is explaining to us. 
Clearly all things given to TCs originally started with what JC did for us and how he  invited/called  those  people within whom he chose to knock at the 
door with whom to sup –  what an honour for us –  being called “Christians”!   Furthermore,  when JCg comes to collect his Bride of 144000 TCs  
elected/selected  by Yahweh from out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  –  then to become  “as 
one”  with him as husband and wife,  precisely as The Bible teaches us –  what a further honour!   
It is the multiple of honours that JCg has given to us through our existence endorsed by our reciprocation that unites us with him! 
All under the watchful eye of Yahweh intervening occasionally to ensure that  “Righteousness”  ensues throughout The Ages and Epochs! 
 
17th Good News – Gifts/favours/benefits  come through  Real Faith = (Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  that 
requires all three attributes,  else it becomes simply a self-indulgent ego trip – and the “gifts”  are merely vanity. 
26th Reasoning – Having Real Faith (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  then we  are  precisely imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle – cannot be any other way!   Thus,  it is through this the TCs become  {made whole}  = “Born Again”  
(of new mind, new body)  upon their resurrection into an  incorruptible body that cannot  die/{be hurt}  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
18th Good News – TCs operating under Real Faith now during the 1st part of their physical life  will have  guaranteed  
salvation upon their resurrection into the 2nd part of their physical life. 
27th Reasoning – Having Real Faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  then Yahweh also makes the ultimate 
gift of giving TCs immortality as  “Sons of God”  being something that we  cannot  give to ourselves because it is: 

1. Yahweh’s Capability to express His HS to make this event possible  (as demonstrated with JC to become JCg) 
2. JC’s perfection and ransom sacrifice enabled Yahweh to righteously operate as stated in (1),  for all TCs. 
3. (Note: because of (1) and then (2),  thus enables  all  people a resurrection and then to be taught righteousness.) 

18th Instruction – JC became the sacrificial present from Yahweh to yield salvation to us  –  because JC freely operated 
according to the  one/same   spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh,  thus deserved to live. 
28th Reasoning – Sacrificial gift was of JC’s ministry resulting in his murder by “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  
detesting their hypocrisy publicly exposed by  “The Required Reference Standard for Life”  given by JC expressing 
Yahweh’s Methodology within his life expressing “The Wisdom of God” validating his ministry. 
Eph.   2v8 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  For  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  {you are/belong/be}   
Eph.   2v8 og (the) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  through (reason of)   
Eph.   2v8 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
Eph.   2v8 og also  that/this/there/here  no/not/none  {from/out of}  {of yourselves},   
Eph.   2v8 og (of the) God [Yahweh]  the  {a present (especially a sacrifice)}/gift/offering; 
Eph.   2v8 = For  in/with  the  gift/favour/benefit  

{you  (brethren aiming to become TCs)  are}  delivered/saved/persevered/{made whole} 
through reason  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
also  this  (is)  not  {from out of}   {of yourselves},   (but)  the  (sacrificial) present/gift/offering  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

For with the  gift/favour/benefit   (being what  “The Word of God”  yields within a  humble/contrite/hearkening  mind  to imitate JC) 
you (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  are  delivered/saved   (from ultimately  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation), 
              ([1] saved from “The 1st Death” is given for free by JC,  [2] saved from “The 2nd Death” requires us to imitate JC – else it is annihilation) 
through reason of the  (real) faith   (= accurate  knowledge  [of God’s Word]  +  assurance  [by assay/test]  +  fidelity  [in displayed works]) 
              (= the whole mind has been entirely reformed and transfigured to become  truly  Christlike [1Pet.2v20-22],  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
also this  (is)  not from out of yourselves   (we could not achieve this state by ourselves inasmuch we needed  “The Reference Standard”  first) 
(but)  the sacrificial  present/gift (JC)  of the God   (Yahweh working through JC went through much pain/anguish to enable our ultimate salvation). 
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I need to untangle errant  worldly  reasoning sourced by  worldly Christian theologians so we might correctly align our minds to  “the new righteous 
understanding”  given by the words in this verse. 
Paul is still speaking of  “The Ideal Goal”  (as The Context shows us)  for the 144000 TCs  –  but  because  Yahweh  is  righteous,  then the  same  
methodology  will  apply to  all  humans irrespective of who they are. 

Sounds logical  –  does it not? 
The only difference between the two groupings of  “The Early and Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology is in  “The Time Scale”. 

1. TCs become accepted by Yahweh as  “Sons of God”  because they have the internal fervent drive to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  while The 
Physical Reality does  not  presently exist within society.  These specific people have The Vista  within their mind  (being  “The Kingdom of 
God within them”, Luke.17v21)  of how the new society is to operate,  and then they deliver this new society  in their works to their neighbour. 

Thus,  these very specific individuals become  “The Early Adopters” -  being spiritual martyrs for  “The Cause”  –  that for many  “Early Adopters”  
becomes physical martyrdom  (initiated by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34  [inasmuch  persecution/death  of the prophets 
was planned by “The Worldly High Priest”]  and likewise for JC,  John.11v47-53). 

2. All other humans  (termed “worldly”)  are demonstrably  not  like the  “Early Adopters”  because these worldly people must have  The 
Physical Reality  of  “The New Society”  to operate around them  –  where  “The Spirit of the Air”  is now driven by JCg,  and not Satan,  
(noting Rev.2v27, 12v7, 19v15 to suppress rebellion)  before they successfully reform their lifestyle and start imitating JC’s lifestyle. 

Thus,  the common denominator is to personally  “imitate JC’s lifestyle”,  where in marketing terms  “The Early Adopters”  are the TCs. 
How do we imitate JC’s lifestyle? 

As I profusely state on this website,  it is through  “The Real Faith”  having three primary component parts  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  
and by  not  having  all  three,  quite simply means we do not  have  “Real Faith”  –  but  blind/useless  faith!   Moreover,  for one reason or another 
virtually all Christians  (especially the leaders)  by the above definition,  have  “blind faith”  (based upon what we witness,  likewise within all  
“Religion”) –  irrespective  of what they might state about themselves! 

It might be the quality of the knowledge,  -  thus,  having the wrong knowledge,  and then we go in the wrong direction! 
It might be not understanding the knowledge,  and thus,  having no assurance –  become like the seed sown in the rocky ground  (Matt.13v20) 
It might be not having the motivation to act upon the knowledge,  and thus,  crowded out by Worldly things – become like the seed sown 
amongst the weeds  (Matt.13v22). 

All as JC precisely taught us. 
It is  only  those very specific people who have  all three  components,  become as the seed sown upon the rich soil to deliver fruitage  (Matt.13v23)  – 
being the fruitage of the  next generation of TCs  in our ministry service  (Acts.6v1-3)  of both words and deportment  (because “word are cheap”)! 
Notice,  TCs can  only  come from  accurate  knowledge,  and if  darnel/weed  seed has been sown  (Matt.13v24+),  then it is impossible for TCs to come 
from that knowledge base!   Sadly,  the vast majority of knowledge sown by  worldly Christian leaders is  darnel/weed  based seed  (Matt.13v25 when 
referenced to “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC,  and now by “FutureLife.Org”)  and thus,  they,  themselves  cannot  produce TCs as their 
fruitage  (Matt.7v17-21).  Consequently,  they too,  are deemed by Yahweh as  not  being TCs themselves  –  irrespective of how much a supposed 
glowing countenance they might give out to their adoring  (but unquestioning)  flock  (Rom.16v17-18)! 

(This commentary is starting to grow a little longer than I thought it would be  –  and I have more to go)! 
So where am I going with this? 

There will be  few  people having  Real/True  Faith built upon  accurate  knowledge,  that has been thoroughly assayed and practiced with fidelity,  and 
being  “few”,  gives the reason  why  there is to be  only  144000 TCs coming from out of this approximate 2000 year Gospel Age.   Where these TCs 
express  Real/True  Faith in their works by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle - because they  know how  to imitate him,  and likewise they  have 
the motivation  to precisely imitate him through ardent persecution from those religious authorities who are publicly shown to be hypocritical by the 
TC’s truly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle!   Inasmuch a clear differential standard is publicised between the actions of the two groups and “The Public”  
can then recognise  “The Norm”  should not be “The Norm”  based upon what the TCs are delivering into society counter to that given by  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

Because the TCs show this,  -  then as Paul states:   They shall be  saved/preserved/{made whole}  =  have  eternal life. 
However,  because they did all this in duress for  “The Vista of The Promise”  operating within their minds,  then they shall have  guaranteed  
salvation/preservation  as  “Sons of God”  in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies that can never experience corruption  (hence “guaranteed”). 

Inasmuch Yahweh gives a physical  (= heavenly/celestial)  body at  the start  of the 2nd part of their physical life  commensurate  to their 
purified 2nd part of their spiritual life at  the end  of the 1st part of their physical life -  a most important righteous concept upon which to grasp 

However the same requirement falls upon all humans who do not make The Grade of  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  but they still have the option to  “Sonship 
to JCg and of his Bride”  (= being the 144000 TCs who themselves successfully made The Grade of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  earlier). 

Inasmuch Yahweh gives a physical  (= perfected fleshly DNA)  body  given  in trust  at  the start  of the 2nd part of their physical life 
commensurate to their yet to be purified 2nd part of their spiritual life at  the end  of the 1st part of their physical life,  where the outcome can 
go one of two ways as shown by  Adam/Eve -  for us in the 2nd part of our physical life to either be  “death”  (“The 2nd Death” of annihilation)  
if we refuse to reform,  or everlasting  “life”  if we choose to learn how to imitate JC in the 2nd part of our physical life. 

Thus,  the same route to become  saved/preserved/{made whole}  =  have eternal life,  is still through having  Real/True  Faith  but then during The 
Millennium upon resurrection  -  where  “the climate”  is conducive for humans to gain  Real/True  Faith from the wonderful environment operating 
around them  –  where  “The Spirit of The Air”  is Yahweh's Methodology  (righteously counter to Eph.2v2).  From this they will gain  Real/True  Faith 
based upon  accurate  knowledge  (by not having the  worldly  religious leaders distorting and twisting everything),  the assurance will be there – 
because it is now a physical reality.  Furthermore,  experiencing what a wonderful society is like should provide the motivational stimulus to act with 
fidelity to then live for an eternity copying JC’s deportment to maintain a perfected society. 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 
This is what  worldly Christian leaders  should be teaching  –  but they just choose  not  to understand it  –  they have  no  future vista within their mind! 

(Almost finished this commentary now!) 
Now for the last part,  which sadly again is utterly twisted by  worldly Christian leaders to insinuate that we have no need to reform,  but just  “blindly 
believe”  in JC  (and note what JC tells us at John.6v64 about “belief” –  where,  how could Judas not believe when he had The Evidence in front of him,  
please see my local commentaries to understand what is occurring there). 
What The Bible states shall be righteously correct just as it is at this verse  –  we humans could provide none of what is required to yield personal 
salvation as stated at verse 5,  where I carefully  explain/identify  what both Yahweh and JCg have done,  and will do for us. 
However it does not stop there  –  we must  personally  do our part to achieve personal everlasting life,  which as I explained requires  Real/True  Faith 
to be practised so that we have the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  worthy for everlasting life in a society where all humans are mutually 
edifying each other,  then being  brothers/sisters  of that future community,  because  “they truly desire to imitate JC’s lifestyle”. 
All people who actively rebel against this new world-wide methodology shall be annihilated at  “The 2nd Death”  come personally early for them! 
 
19th Instruction – No human has the capability to save themselves –  nothing  they can do through occupational works can 
give salvation from “The 1st Death” –  only JC’s Ransom Sacrifice together with Yahweh’s power to be expressing His HS 
can give any human a resurrection and possibility to attain everlasting life in a perfect society of  rest/prosperity/peace. 
7th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders are wholly ignorant on differentiating what “Works” means at its two levels. 
     1. Works of Moses (Old Testament) was given to yield everlasting life (but humans fail this, Rom.3v23). 
     2. Works of JC (New Testament) are required,  but not “Religious Works/Customs” (Matt.23v23) that cannot save us. 
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Inasmuch belong to “This Group” designated by certain  customs/pilgrimages/acts/practices  will save us – this is a lie! 
20th Instruction – “Works (v10) over ultimately our two part physical that precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle”  thereby 
demonstrably proving the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (to the watching/judging world)  to ultimately yield a perfected 
society  are required  to stop us individually from passing into  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 
8th Warning – Works  are  ultimately required -  irrespective of what  any  very deviant  worldly Christian leader tells us 
in their utter nonsense!   Do they really represent The Almighty God – or his adversary Satan yielding pain in the world? 
29th Reasoning – We are taught to put on a new  clothing/personality (= spirit/desires/traits)  that is different from our old 
self and then start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Do this now during the 1st part of our physical life for Sonship to God, 
or leave it to the 2nd part of our life to be children of The Special Marriage between JCg and The TCs in The Millennium. 
9th Warning – Listen to  worldly Christian leaders who  “play to the world”  of  self-indulgence  to excuse worldly habits 
and then we will be in for a very serious jolt upon our resurrection – see JC’s comments at Luke.10v12-14 as one of many. 
30th Reasoning – Boasting operates at two levels  (1) Worldly is bad,  (2) Godly is good. 
     1. Worldly boasting is publicly done for a worldly return  from/over  other people.  This yields the  wrong/proud mind! 
     2. Godly boasting is privately done for a Godly return of further support.  This yields the  correct/humble mind. 
Eph.   2v9 og no/not/none  {from/out of}  (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds,   
Eph.   2v9 og that  not  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she should) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice [middle voice]. 
Eph.   2v9 = Not  {from out of}  of the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours    (we cannot save ourselves – except by imitating JC) 

(so)  that not  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  should  personally boast/vaunt/glory.    (wholly recognise JCg made all this possible) 
 

Not from out of the occupational efforts   (we cannot save ourselves from  “The 1st Death”  by  “being good”  in a human sense  [Rom.4v1-6])  
               (Most importantly,  meaning  “By performing religious  works/customs/pilgrimages/{and such like}”,   or that of Jewish Ordinances) 
(so)  that not some person  he/she  should  boast/glory   (in that  “they [think] they are good”  and thus,  deserve  “life”  [noting Rom.3v23]) 
 

Again a continuation of the previous verse  “bent out of shape”  by  worldly Christian leaders who vainly state  “you are not saved by works”  -  and 
thus,  totally ignore what James states about  “Faith without works is dead”  (James.2v14-26)!   Moreover,  ignore what is stated in the  very next verse  
at v10  where we are to be  “occupying ourselves in intrinsically good  works”! 

Thus,  these  worldly Christian leaders rather  create a contradiction  and  “mental illusion”  through mind gymnastics  only because they 
“choose to be ignorant” (StrongsTM 50)  about what this verse really means.  Sadly,  their unquestioning devotees,  loyally follow into the 
ditch behind them  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

These religious leaders do this for perhaps three reasons:- 
1. To be all inclusive  –  to gain as many recruits as possible  -  for the mutual worldly gratification by return. 
2. To excuse their own behaviour  –  from being questioned by their devotees,  or from The World! 
3. Because they just do  not  understand The Bible and clearly do not read all of it  (Rev.22v18-19)  but: “The nice bits”  to titivate their mind! 

So, we might ask:- 
What does this verse  really  mean  –  so there is  no  contradiction between the various verses within The Bible? 

A 4th revision interjection. 
After working on The Acts of The Apostles,  consuming almost two years of my life to deliver a document of some 660,000 words,  I now realise Paul was 
principally speaking about  “Jewish Customs”  -  because he first went to The Jewish Synagogues to capitalise on his  (and their)  extensive knowledge of 
the Tanakh by building upon what they already knew.  Sadly this is not the case with Christians today,  because they know virtually nothing of what is in 
the Tanakh  (because they never read The Old Testament)  by reason of many Christian leaders fraudulently stating  “it is not relevant to us of today” or 
“God has changed between The Old and New testament”  (ignoring Mal.3v6, James.1v17).  However by contrast,  JC learnt and thoroughly understood  
“God’s Word part 1”  in  “The Old Testament”  and  righteously answered it  to deliver to us  “The New Testament”  as  “God’s Word part 2”. 
Consequently,  Paul was specifically making the point,  it is not through Jewish ordinances,  principally the ones invented since those originally given by 
Yahweh through Moses to The Israelites,  here will not save these Jewish Congregations,  but rather  “Learning about how JC understood and then 
applied these principles within his life” -  by us firstly gaining  “A mind like JC”  that requires  “Real Faith” and  not  the “blind faith”  of “Religion”. 
After that necessary interjection then we return to my earlier commentaries. 
I need to explain this verse from two angles. 
To transport humans from what is now the 1st part of their physical life into the 2nd part of their physical life was the grace  (gift/favour)  from both  JC  
(giving his ministry and his Ransom Sacrifice)  and  Yahweh  (righteously choosing to turn a  “blind eye”  to our sin because of JC's  atoning/{buy back}   
enabling Yahweh to righteously resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life)  as I explained in the earlier verses.   
Absolutely  nothing  (and I repeat “nothing”)  any person can ever do is able to repay what JC and Yahweh have done for  “The Members of The 
Human Species”,  and for all this input expended,  Yahweh Desires only one thing from us, humans.   He requires us to  only imitate  His Son JC,  and 
this requires  {occupational effort}  to imbue  “The Accurate Knowledge”  (= The Word of God),  thus,  enabling the reprogramming of our mind to 
become entirely Christlike.  It  also  requires  {occupational effort}  to translate  {edifying love}/agapao  into {charity love}/agape  in the form of charity 
works to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  by both word and deed , to those people during The Gospel Age who have it presently given in an 
utterly distorted manner by their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  or have no access to it at all.   

We are instructed to imitate Paul as he imitated JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  and he did this by  {occupational effort} - please see some 
examples of his  {occupational effort}/work  at 2Cor.11v23-28. 

Now the verse to be explained from the other angle as a warning. 
It is very interesting how many  charlatan Christian leaders actually  boast/glory  in front of their doting congregations through their  “occupational 
efforts”  being the showman-like  “works”  for personal praise and glory running on the back of Yahweh’s Word.   
This is the  very worst  thing that any human can do  -  is to bring Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  into disrepute for several reasons:- 

1. It devalues Yahweh in the mind of other humans  (= free thinking atheists)  who accurately reason upon what they see as being self-indulgent. 
2. It takes the true message away from minds of the devotees  –  away from how they should really behave. 
3. The charlatan’s mind becomes progressively divorced from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (leading to personal annihilation). 

As by warning,  JC told us at Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2  so as not to mislead children of the faith  –  because it is just so serious for us not to be 
like spiritual paedophiles grooming spiritual children for our personal later use!   
Please see the commentaries at these references to precisely understand what JC is teaching us. 
Thus,  to sum-up:- 

1. There is no occupational effort that can enable us as individuals to become resurrected,  except by JC’s wonderful ransom sacrifice and thus,  
allows Yahweh to righteously express His HS through His infinite Capability to enable our personal resurrection –  so this gift is open to  all  
people  –  even to non-Christians  (2John.2v4, 4v14, etc.) 

2. TCs having the correct heart condition,  do put in the  correct  occupational effort -  but they would  never  boast of what they have done,  and 
thus,  they  would  be  selected/elected  as a  “Son of God”  –  because they demonstrably have the correct  humble/lowly  mind condition for 
no worldly return,  where what they have done would be done in secret and  not  publicised by the mass media now available today. 
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3. Charlatan Christian leaders on the other hand,  will  use all forms of perverse  {occupational work}  to personally enhance their position in 
the eyes of their devotees,  to profit at a worldly level from their performance on the back of Yahweh’s  Personal  Word –  for which Yahweh  
will  be most  vengeful  (by quite simply ignoring them at both the 1st and 2nd Resurrections  –  and there is  no  3rd resurrection)! 
Hence JC’s exhortation given throughout Luke chapter 15,  and progressive warnings throughout chapter 16  please see all my local 
commentaries that thoroughly explain what JC was  really  teaching us,  and not the unrighteous nonsense as taught by:  “You know who!” 

 
31st Reasoning – Yahweh is The Source of all intrinsically  good/ideal  things  that come through His  holy/pure/{separate 
from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to make His Desire manifest within The Environment  (the HS). 
32nd Reasoning – TCs become a product of Yahweh’s creation  (rather than that of JCg)  but created  with JCg  inasmuch 
it was JC’s ministry and ransom sacrifice operating with us,  enabling Yahweh to  righteously  create Sons of God of TCs. 
33rd Reasoning – Also TCs become a product  of  Yahweh’s creation because they wholly imbued  “The Word of God”  by 
imitating JC  (as “The Word of God”)  and thus,  became the  one/same  with JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
34th Reasoning – TCs as a product  of  Yahweh’s creation then have the  {edifying love}/agapao  to deliver  {charity 
love}/agape  to  freely  edify all people  (strangers/neighbours)  to learn how they too might become TCs in their own right 
In this manner TCs deliver  {intrinsically good}/ideal  works commensurate to that given to them by Yahweh through JCg. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - ‘The Specific God’ = “Ho Theos” = ‘the specific god’  of The Context  which is either JCg when the 
context is relative to humans,  or Yahweh when the context is relative to JC or TCs  (or The Prophets). 
Reasoning – repeat - “the specific god”  is contextual.  If relative to JC or TCs  (as adopted sons)  then points to Yahweh,  
if relative to The World of sinful humans then it points to JCg as  “The Intercessor”  (being their god and creator). 
Note:  we are told, Yahweh who  creates/{makes possible}  “The New Creation” = Sons of God  (but  in/with  JCg). 
Eph.   2v10 og (of the) Him [Yahweh]  For  {we are/being}  (the) product/fabric/{thing that is made}/workmanship   
Eph.   2v10 og (the being) {proprietorship of the countenance/{human-being}/manufacturer}/fabricated/formed/created   
Eph.   2v10 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus  over/upon/concerning   
Eph.   2v10 og (to the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  (to the) {intrinsically good}/{well being}/ideal,   
Eph.   2v10 og {to whom/which} [plural]   (He [Yahweh]) {fitted up in advance}/{before prepared}/{ordained before}   
Eph.   2v10 og the  {specific god} [Yahweh, ref to JC and TCs]  that  in  {to [= within] them}  [good works] 
Eph.   2v10 og (we should) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}. 
Eph.   2v10 = For  we  (TCs)   are  His  (Yahweh’s)  product/{thing that is made}/workmanship,    (new spiritual character) 

fabricated/formed/created  within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus    (“The Word of God”  being The RNA of the new creature in us) 
concerning  {intrinsically good}/ideal  {occupational efforts}/works    (“The New Creature”  in us imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
{to which}  “the specific god”  {before prepared}/{ordained before}    (Yahweh made possible that  “The Word of God”  reached them) 
that we should  {deport ourselves}/{occupy our life}  within them.    (Knowing these people would positively respond) 

 

For we (TCs)  are His (Yahweh’s)  product/workmanship   (a  new creature/creation  built upon  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh) 
fabricated/created  within the Anointed Jesus   (inasmuch JC  “showed The Way”  [John.14v5-15]  to become Anointed by Yahweh)   
concerning intrinsically  ideal/good  occupational efforts   (works that precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [not  feigned miracles]) 
to which  “the specific god”  before prepared   (Yahweh made possible  “The Word of God”  to reach  future  TCs enabling their personal reform) 
that we (TCs)  should deport ourselves within them   (we should imitate JC’s intrinsically  ideal/good  works to become  “Anointed”) 
           (Where the intrinsically  ideal/good  works, agape, is the physical output of the agapao operating within our mind built upon “The Word of God”) 
 

While it could be considered by many people this piece is speaking about our original creation,  being the creation of  “Life”  on this planet  by JCg and 
all acknowledgement of  ideal/good  things being reflected back to Yahweh, -  while true,  this verse is  not  speaking about this!  
In context  of the previous verses,  Paul is speaking of  “The New Creation/Creature”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  of  “The Internal Self”,  being built upon 
JC as  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued  (as by simile, the DNA of our new selves become constructed upon the metaphoric RNA of God’s Word),  
then tested to yield  assurance  upon which we operate with  fidelity  to yield  “Real Faith”, to then finally gain the “HS” as I very carefully explained 
earlier.  This creature  (entity)  becomes  “Begotten by God”  of which  JC showed The Way (John.14-5-15)  “how to become begotten”  just as was 
prophesied Psm.2v7,  occurred in the present at Acts.13v33,  and then declared as a past event at Rev.1v5,  being how we humans  can  become 
“begotten”  by Yahweh through our actions of precisely imitating JC,  ideally during the 1st part of our physical life. 
For as I expounded earlier,  it is  only  as  each individual  becoming  “The New Creation/Creature”  either now during The Gospel Age to become an 
“Early Adopter”  TC,  or later during our last opportunity in The Millennium when  reform/readjustment  has been made,  can everlasting life  then  
become possible for  “The Late Adopters”  –  else it can ultimately,  only be personal “annihilation”. 

Thus,  explaining this verse. 
It is through Yahweh’s HS operating within those very specific people having gained  “Real Faith”  to form that new  creation/creature  being the start 
of  “generation/procreation”  process -  being  “The Start of The Process”  of being  “Born Again”  (John.3v1-12)  -  so that  “The Physical Birth”  
might occur either at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1st 2nd C of JCg)  as a future “Son of God”  (Isaiah.66v7-8),  or after the 3.5 year assay at  the end  of The 
Millennium (Rev.20v7-12). 
These are two very defining events within The Bible –  but both are utterly distorted within  worldly Christian doctrine by those leaders and theologians 
who freely choose   not  to understand Yahweh’s  Most Righteous  Plan because of the ensuing personal ramifications to their present existence! 
All this was made possible through JC  (1) being  “The Word of God”  to give us  “The Accurate Knowledge”  on how we are to behave,  and  (2) being 
“The Ransom Sacrifice”  to enable Yahweh to righteously give each one of us the 2nd opportunity in a physical body to learn  why/how  to imitate JC’s 
lifestyle  and then practice it  for everlasting life. 
All this was worked out in advance by Yahweh and JCg  before  the creation of Adam and Eve  (as “the Superhuman species”  to what had existed before 
in humanoid frame)  –  for it was well known by both Entities that this new species would fail,  and thus,  the members of Mankind had personal need to 
go through this cycle  (of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  –  see glossary)  so that  “The Wheat”  might be harvested in The Autumn.   
Moreover,  the rejected  tares/weeds  completely consumed by Yahweh’s capability into annihilation,  being of complete  non-existence  (but certainly not 
everlasting torture –  because this is most  unrighteous,  and obviously not sourced by The Righteous God -  Yahweh. 
 
20th Allegory – Heathen = having no knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”,  being how it righteously answers  “God’s 
Word part 1”  as given in The Tanakh  (noting worldly Christians [by definition] are equally heathen to various degrees). 
35th Reasoning – Because then,  we  were  apart from Yahweh and JCg alienated away from  “The New Spiritual Israel”.  
36th Reasoning – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs can remember they were previously like the heathen (= 
of The World)  thinking and reasoning as members of The World -  where, perhaps Christians might have called us non-
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Christians –  because  “they went to church and said nice things about,  and to God”  (not realising Yahweh had shut His 
ears to what they said and sung to Him – because this was all vanity inasmuch they did not imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
21st Allegory – circumcised = Physical act demonstrating our end of The Agreement/Contract  with Yahweh,  the males 
failed their side of the agreement on works (Rom.3v23) but it was enacted for JC to fulfil as the firstborn male (priest). 
Now this is replaced with Baptism, and thus open to both men and women and Yahweh is judging the mind as to having 
imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for worthiness to become the same as what JCg was given upon his resurrection (Sonship).   
22nd Allegory – Citizen = A person observing the  rules/conventions  of a locality.  We were citizens of The World 
operating to  worldly methodology,  now through God’s Word we ideally observe the  rules/conventions  of Yahweh’s 
future world of The Millennium to be controlling our mind now,  thereby making us worthy to be rulers of The Millennium. 
23rd ‘Allegory’ – Israel = “persevere with subjector (God)”  either “persevere imitating JC” or “persevere in rebellion”. 
This can only righteously occur when we have  “The Knowledge of God’s Word”. 
    (1) “Israel of the Jews”  had God’s Word part 1.   (2) “Israel of the Christians”  had/have God’s Word parts 1 and 2. 
    (3) “Israel of The Resurrected World”  will have God’s Word parts 1 and 2  proven to them in a perfected environment. 
We must clearly understand, “nations” now mean nothing to Yahweh  as repeatedly told  (Gal.3v28, etc.),  thus, “Israel” 
retains its original meaning for  the progressively new groupings that come under The Word of God for each new Epoch. 
24th Allegory – The New Spiritual Israel = TCs taken out of the Gospel Age = those people who are  one with JCg in the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  based upon  “The Word of God”  fulfilled by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
The 144000 TCs become The Spiritual 3rd Epoch Israel in The Millennium to guide the “fleshly body” (see next allegory) 
25th Allegory – The Fleshly Israel = “2nd epoch of Israel” being those Christians of The World not putting themselves out 
to fulfil what they know and thus,  have  no  real  “belief/faith”  in what they  “like to know”,  therefore not imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle.  But  “The Resurrected World”  becomes the 3rd Epoch Fleshly Israel to be guided by The Head (above) 
26th Allegory – Foreigner = not part of Yahweh’s future system.   Inasmuch our mind was worldly thinking and we needed 
“The Word of God”  to change how we think to be like Yahweh and become part of His  family/land  of The Millennium,  
ideally now to be part of The Early Adopters by having Yahweh’s Methodology ruling our mind  (Luke.17v21). 
37th Reasoning – TCs  were originally  as foreigners to the agreement of  “The Promise”  having no expectation,  but that 
changed when they built their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  upon The RNA of The Word of God to yield a new creature. 
10th Warning – Sadly  worldly  people (Christians and non-Christians)  have not yet built  “The New Spiritual Creature” 
upon the RNA of  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued and thus,  have a  mere hope  they might get eternal life if they 
adhere to their “Religion”  of whatever it might be!   The Almighty God  (Yahweh)  has closed His ears to them  (see next). 
19th Good News – Yahweh has instituted The Millennium (= the 2nd part of our physical life)  within which all these 
persons have  “The Physical Reality of Paradise”  within which to  reform their mind upon  “The Word of God”  to truly  
“believe in JC”  (being taught by The Early Adopters)  to then go on to have eternal life within a perfected DNA genome.   
Prophecy – repeat - “The Promise”  is to be  “Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance”  given by Yahweh to the  “Sons of God”,  
that runs through  “The Birthright”  line as originally promised to Abraham (principally The New Spiritual Jerusalem). 
Allegory – repeat - The Inheritance = operates at two levels.  The 1st level would be of Canaan becoming Israel filled with 
Israelites under “worldly Jerusalem”.  The 2nd level is occurs in The Millennium being  The World becoming “Israel” by 
name  filled with all resurrected humans  (new “fleshly Israelites”)  to learn  “Righteousness”  from JCg and his bride of 
144000 TCs then to be  kings/priests  being part of the ruling  “New Spiritual Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v2). 
Eph.   2v11 og Therefore/Consequently   
Eph.   2v11 og (you) {exercise the memory}/{recollect deeds}/{make mention}/{be mindful}/remember,   
Eph.   2v11 og because  {specifically yourselves}  {sometime past}/then/previously   
Eph.   2v11 og the  gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples  in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{carnal minded},   
Eph.   2v11 og the (persons)   (being) stated/exclaimed   (the) uncircumcision   under/through/inferior/below/by 
Eph.   2v11 og of the (person)   (being) stated/exclaimed   (of the) circumcision   in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{carnal minded}   
Eph.   2v11 og (of the) handmade/{man countenance/{human-being}/manufactured}/{human construction}. 
Eph.   2v11 = Consequently  remember/{recollect deeds},   

because  {specifically yourselves}  were/then/previously  (as)  the  nations/heathen  within  the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded},   
(you as)  the people being stated uncircumcised by the  {hand-made}  circumcised  (Jew)  person within  flesh/{animalistic mind}. 

 

Consequently remember   (consider  “The Change”  after I taught you as  “1st Century Christianity”  when I was with you) 
because specifically yourselves were  (as)  the heathen within the animalistic mind   (you  then  believed in  “Religion”  to save you), 
(you as)  the people being uncircumcised   (not having  “The Knowledge”  contained within The Tanakh) 
by the human construction   (as claimed by the)  
circumcised person (Jew)  within the animalistic mind   (actually  “The Pot calling The Kettle black”!) 
             (And no different to what occurs today – Christians likewise speaking about non-Christians  –  same mindset throughout the  “nations of time”) 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
This verse does not contradict my earlier interjection to the commentary I gave to v9. 
As we read in Acts of the Apostles,  Paul,  taught in the Synagogues  (and in the market places)  but the Jews then allowed similarly minded gentiles into 
their places of worship to learn for themselves about the Tanakh  -  but still termed “uncircumcised by the Jews. 

It should be noted how Paul slides in the term “by human construction”  and adds  “within the animalistic mind”. 
“Human construction”  to mean of  “no authority”  to enter a contract with Yahweh  (because things have moved on into “The 2nd Covenant”). 
“Animalistic mind”  to mean  “The Driver”  is wrong to enter “The 2nd Covenant”. 
Returning to my earlier commentaries. 
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Paul is speaking to The Elders of The Brethren as “{specifically yourselves}”,  stating they were previously part of the nations and acted suchlike but 
now they have  The Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to  “circumcise the heart”  (see Rom. chapters 2, 3 and 4)  being the  motive/drive  to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire.  While they might be assessed by the Religious Jew as being uncircumcised –  Paul makes a  stinging rebuff  against such accusation 
by stating their circumcision of the flesh is done by the human hand and lost forever when the body dies!   While clearly the TC’s circumcision has been 
performed by Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  acting on The Mind to bring about spiritual reform  (on the mind,  which is to be captured by 
Yahweh at our death)  being something far more meaningful and  thus,  long-lasting!    

However Paul speaks of  “The Process to Salvation”  as being The Motivation  (thus,  of the heart)  which has been circumcised driven by  
“The Knowledge”  operating with fidelity in The Mind to become Christlike in ministry and lifestyle. 

Thus,  the comparison is of the religious leaders of The World claiming to represent Yahweh were still performing their worldly things  (because their 
circumcision was of the flesh [= animalistic/carnal minded])  –  but the TC having a  “circumcision of the heart”  by  “The Word of God”  ultimately 
yielding the HS would be deporting themselves during the 1st part of their physical life as though they were living in  “The Kingdom of God”  – being The 
Millennium in the 2nd part of their physical life. 

Thus,  explaining this further:- 
Physical  “circumcision”  was the fleshly covenant and  represented  “The Law of Moses”  upon the Israelites being The Covenant to yield Salvation.   
The act of circumcision physically showed the supposed adherence of the person to  “The Law of Moses”  being  “The Responsibility of The Male”  to 
graciously impart  “The Law of Salvation”  to his wife.  Furthermore,  it is to show us only one human was able to achieve Salvation through  “The Law 
of Moses”  and that was JC  -  both male and firstborn  (where The Firstborn has many allegoric and prophetic significance as I explain elsewhere). 
JC was able to fulfil The Law  (Matt.5v17-18)  because he had  “The Correct Mind”  and that is how he was able to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”. 
“The New (2nd) Covenant”  speaks of the  “circumcision of the heart”  to the Law of JC  (Mark.12v30-31).   
This now means that  “The Covenant”  has transferred from:- 

1. A physical sign of not much worth to other people  (outward but hidden by clothing [=lifestyle] of our loins),  to now,   
2. A sign that should be read by others in our  physical behaviour,  showing us to be  “circumcised of the heart”  (outward by deportment but 

hidden within our breast [internally motivated]).  
Thus,  it is now spiritual  (and not physical),  our motivation  (now “The Responsibility”  lays upon  both male  and female)  is from the heart to carry out 
JC’s two Laws  (Mark.12v30-31)  which in turn,  cover every action we make in our life  (= our behaviour to others becomes our lifestyle/deportment).  
Therefore “Sonship”  during The Gospel Age is now open to both male and female,  noting upon resurrection there is no gender. 

It is precisely the operation of this methodology within us that delivers the fruit of the HS in our daily life to other people.  
How we exhibit ourselves  (in Christlike manner)  to other people;  means they come to us to discover  why  we are behaving so wonderfully.   
This is symbolic of  them coming to Yahweh’s temple  (1Cor.3v16)  to  discover knowledge about Yahweh  from us.   
This is how we become the symbolic temple of God  (Yahweh’s). 
Then the 144000 TCs become The 144000 metaphoric “white stones”  of  “The New Temple”  in The Millennium  –  (please read my extensive 
commentaries as given in John’s Book of Revelations,  of translation and commentaries totalling some 750,000 words of closely reasoned exegesis).  
Eph.   2v12 og Because  (you) were  in  to the [= within]  time/season/occasion    
Eph.   2v12 og (of the) {that one}/those  separately/apart/without  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  
Eph.   2v12 og (the having been) {estranged away}/{non-participant}/{alienated from}  
Eph.   2v12 og of the  citizenship/community/commonwealth  of the  Israel,   
Eph.   2v12 og also  (the) foreigners/hosts/entertainers/guests/strangers   
Eph.   2v12 og of the  (the) dispositions/contracts/covenants/agreements   
Eph.   2v12 og of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise,   
Eph.   2v12 og (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence  not  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having,   
Eph.   2v12 og also  (the) godless/{without God}  in  to the [= within]  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life. 
Eph.   2v12 = Because within  {that one}  time/season/occasion  you were  {apart from}/without  the  Christ/Anointed,   

the having been  {estranged away}/{alienated from}  the  citizenship/community  of the  Israel/{persevere with subjector},   
also  (yourselves were)   the  foreigner/stranger    (thus,  must become invited guests)   
of the  agreements/covenants  of the  Promise/Pledge   (“The Birthright”  to gain the Inheritance as a “Son of God”),   
not  the  having/possessing  the  anticipation/expectation/confidence,  also  the  godless  within  The World/Life. 

 

Because within that one  time/season   (while then within “Religion”,  before  you personally grasped  “1st Century Christianity”) 
you (brethren)  were apart from the Anointed   (you had no possibility of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”) 
being alienated from the citizenship of Israel   (had no opportunity to  “Persevere with Yahweh”  [either positively or negatively]), 
                (where this is a direct reference to  “The New 2nd Epoch Israel”  brought-in  by JC under  “The New Line of Judah”  [Heb.8v8]) 
also the foreigner   (not having entered into citizenship to become part of Yahweh’s immediate family  [as “The Spiritual Israel”])  
of the covenants of The Promise   (“The Bilateral Agreement of becoming The Heirs”  resulting from  two  Covenants with Yahweh), 
                (All based upon The Birthright contracted unto Abraham by means of circumcision for his seed  [JC/TCs]  to be blessed by The Nations) 
not having the  anticipation/expectation   (of  [1] knowing about The Millennium – or  [2] The Possibility to be part of its Administration), 
also  (not being part)  of the godliness  (hence,  without Yahweh)  within The World   (full of  adversarial/satanic “Religion”). 
 

We must ask the question:-   
What is different today! 
What  really  is different today? 

For the absolute vast majority of The World is still like this –  even those people who are supposed to know –  being members of The Christian Nation 
have  no  knowledge of what is stated in this verse;  and with utter sadness,  I listened today from The Bishop of Bolton (UK) being a person who should 
know -  but he  only  spoke of a  “vain hope”  –  where the word  “hope”  is used 11 times in a 247 word ‘prayer’!   

If  he actually had  “The Knowledge”  within his mind and further,  understood  “The Knowledge”,   then  he would  not  be speaking of 
“hope”  –  but rather of:    “anticipation/expectancy/confidence”. 

So clearly,  he has absolutely  no  understanding of what  is  to occur and is thus,  still a partaker of the world’s understanding.   
Worryingly,   nowhere  in  “his sermon”  (I have the transcript)  did he ever mention  “The Millennium”  being  “The Result of The Promise to The TCs”  
–  almost as though he was too afraid to even mention  “The Promise”  unto what its future leaders  (144000 TCs)  are to be contracted to fulfil!    
Where this is  “The Very Thing”  The Bible  screams out  to The World as my commentaries to The New Testament clearly show! 

But those leaders who claim to represent Yahweh are just so silent on what  we are commanded by JC  to teach to The World  (Matt.24v14)!   
It is this passive malaise that  fulfils Satan’s desire –  where those  worldly Christian leaders supposedly with  “The Knowledge'” just keep silent and 
become likened to  “The Rich Man and Lazarus”  in JC’s Parable  (Luke.16v19-21+).  Hopefully the Bishop will read this website and then come to 
understand what he must do to become a TC rather than perhaps start a program of persecution against me,  because it might be to him,  a preferred 
course of action within this present worldly system! 
I am not berating these specific individuals –  but it is through frustration and sadness that I keep up the mantra –  I apologise for any offence caused. 

Now returning to this verse. 
The World,  including  worldly Christians  (= most of whom)  are alienated from The Community of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  (TCs). 
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Where it is  “The New Spiritual Israel” (actively fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  which becomes  “The Israel”  (as The Bible speaks,  which is 100% loved 
by Yahweh –  because they 100% love Yahweh)  -  that can only be demonstrated to The World as being 100% loving of Yahweh  because they  are 
selected/elected  by Yahweh  to become His sons at  “The 1st Resurrection”  –  seems logical  –  does it not?    
Noting this  “love”  is not the self-indulgent  “eros love”  endemic in “Religion”  -  being metaphorically,  “if you scratch my back then I will scratch 
yours”,  but rather  “agapao, phileo, and storge”  (edifying, attractively, and family love)  that is to ultimately yield a perfected society in The 
Millennium  (by operating upon Yahweh’s Methodology). 
The remaining  “fleshly Israel” of its 2nd Epoch,  being  “The Worldly Christian Nation”  is likened to the descendants of Esau  (see Gal. chapters 3 and 
4)  and Esau himself represents worldly Christian leaders and rejected by God  (Mal.1v3, Rom.9v13)  because as we are told in Rev.3v16,  they are 
lukewarm (= passive)  and thus,  rejected  (from becoming “Sons of God”).    
However  foreigners/strangers  upon receiving The Gospel are  invited-in  as guests into  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  =  The Christian Nation and from 
then on they have a choice with what they do with this knowledge   (noting my commentaries at 22v1-14 as useful examples of what is occurring  now). 

1. They might fully imbue this knowledge within themselves to place themselves in the position to become part of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  by 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus,  Yahweh will make this a reality by electing them to become Sons of God. 

2. Else they might remain passive to  “The Knowledge”,  but think they love Yahweh,  say wonderful things about Him,  and praise Him through 
both word and song every week.  Also when they  “have some spare time”,  they might say the most wonderful prayers to Him,  but in the 
remaining time - they continue with their own life and do what they want to do  -  but certainly  “imitating JC’s ministry to strangers”  is  not  
very high up in their list of priorities  –  if even it is on the list! 
Clearly,  as far as Yahweh is concerned,  these people patronising Yahweh for their own  “feel-good factor”  shall  still  be considered as 
foreigners/strangers  to Yahweh  because  they are  not  precisely imitating what His Son did  –  nor are they imitating certain people who 
have freely placed themselves in section (1) above.  It is impossible to force ourselves onto someone as an  “adopted son”  if they do not 
presently want us  (noting Heb.12v8)!   It must be a  two-way acceptance  of  BOTH  parties  before  adoption can occur. 

Thus,   “The Knowledge”  of  “The Promise”   (being  “The Heirs  [over The Inheritance]”)  and how to get it,  is contained within  “The Real Gospel”  
of  “1st Century Christianity”,  being to imitate JC for a mindset that is the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  (John.14v20, 
17v21-6)  and we shall receive precisely what JCg received  (being The Anointing to Sonship [Matt.20v23]).  Furthermore,  it is reserved for a total of 
144000 individuals,  where most of those places are now filled –  but there are still a few places for  “{specifically yourselves}”  –  because JCg has  not  
yet come to collect all the 144000 TCs  at  “The 1st Resurrection”.  This is when JCg comes at his 1st 2nd C  that shall occur at sometime within the middle 
of the 21st Century. 
Thus,  as we read  -  Paul is starting to introduce  membership of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  that solely comprises of TCs  elected/selected  from out of  
The Christian Nation that itself has been  formed from all nations  –  who themselves are presently godless  (and much of that is due to the godless state 
of The Christian Nation as a whole –  as  driven by most of its leaders  throughout The Gospel Age with their heads firmly planted within The World and 
of its politics)! 
 
20th Good News – TCs who were previously as The World,  far away from “The Knowledge”,  have now squeezed close in 
the blood of JC by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in self-sacrifice  away from The World. 
27th Allegory – in the blood of JC = “in the”  means  “partaking within”,  and  “blood of JC”  means  “self-sacrifice” 
thus,  put the two together means  not  what we are told by worldly Christian leaders, but much more, please read the text! 
38th Reasoning – JC as “The Word of God” has given us The Knowledge to explain The Mystery,  and The Promise,  from 
understanding this knowledge gives us  peace/prosperity/rest  (1) avoid worldly sourced problems,  (2) security knowing 
Yahweh has all things under perfect control  (3) amassing  heavenly treasure  as TCs refine their  synapse construction. 
Allegory – repeat - The Mystery = How a member of The Creation of JCg can become like him = A “Son of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - To personally solve The Mystery,  is to exactly imitate JC;  and Yahweh as The 3rd Party Adjudicator 
“makes it become so”  as His sons,  in the 2nd part of our physical life  if  we have purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
39th Reasoning – JC and the TCs become as one with Yahweh because they have  “Real Faith”  that has moulded the 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  driven by  “The  One/Same  Knowledge”,  having assurance and driven by the heart with 
fidelity.  In this manner JC has become the  agent/catalyst  to break down the barrier between Yahweh and ourselves. 
40th Reasoning – Because of what JC/g has done,  then he has broken down the barrier between TCs and The Father,  so 
the TCs can call upon their adopted Father: “Abba”  and  He  will  respond.   This has  only  occurred to TCs because 
Yahweh is in the process of adopting them based on His Judgment,  they truly imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
11th Warning – Yahweh is  not  in the process of adopting humans who are presently determined to stay as  worldly 
Christians or worse,  iniquitous Christian Leaders spinning God’s Word into  “confusion”  by delivering  “deception”! 
They –  as we witness within The World,  are utterly ignored and these verses do  not  presently apply to them –  they are 
still at enmity with Yahweh  and the barrier is still very much in place –  placed there by the  worldly Christian leaders! 
Note: Not all Christian leaders are worldly, but most are, especially those further up “the tree” and further from the flock! 
21st Good News – TCs are being reconciled to Yahweh because The Wall between specific humans who previously were 
sinful are now precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become at one  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is 
blameless/{separate from the sinful world}  being Yahweh’s HS operating within them through The Word of God. 
41st Reasoning – This process of adoption is occurring because the TCs are in self-denial  away from the indulgences  of 
The World,  is breaking down The Wall by The Tools that JCg has given.  The tools being:  The Word of God and The 
Ransom Sacrifice all working within The Heart of the TCs fervently working to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
28th Allegory – The Wall = The Barrier of  “enmity”  between us sinful humans and Yahweh.  The enmity is upon us 
through not respecting Yahweh’s Decree on sin and when JC shows us how to live a perfect life – we ignore it! 
Those people precisely imitating JC to the very best they are able are greatly loved by Yahweh – but until then,  we are at 
enmity with Yahweh and do not deserve to live –  but through JC we have been given a 2 part life within which to 
“straighten-out” our  lives/thinking/methodology  so we do not remain at enemies with Yahweh  if  we choose to reform! 
This barrier was represented by The Temple Veil rent by JC's actions to allow  His priests  to enter The Most Holy Place. 
13th Prophecy – Because of what JC/g has done,  then he has opened the possibility of us being fully reconciled to Yahweh 
provided we ultimately imitate our saviour over our 2 part life  - “The Caveat”  is to become  a new person  (copying JC). 
29th Allegory – The New Person = “The New Creature”  within TCs built upon The RNA of  “The Word of God”  thereby 
breaking our  spirit/personality/desires/traits   away from worldly methodology and building it on Yahweh’s Methodology 
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42nd Reasoning – The New Creature becomes acceptable to Yahweh.  It is  not  The Knowing of The New Creature (JC) 
that makes us acceptable to Yahweh – but potentially  a hypocrite, –  it is rather  becoming that new Creature  that makes 
us acceptable to Yahweh.  It is “The Early Adopters” (The 144000 TCs)  making the jump in the 1st part of the TC’s 
physical life,  they can show the members of  “The Resurrected World”  how it is done in the 2nd part of their physical life. 
43rd Reasoning – JC’s mind showed  “How to fulfil The Law on works”.  In this manner he was able to bring Mankind up 
to his standard  (being how his mind works)  so members of Mankind  can  fulfil  “The Law of Moses”  by not sinning 
when having perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life and yet allowed to make truly accidental sideslips.    
In this manner JC can righteously bring both together in the midst of Yahweh’s decree on Sin (Gen.2v17). 
44th Reasoning – JC was able to do the above because Yahweh’s Methodology operating in his mind conquered Satan’s 
worldly methodology operating within  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  validated even to death on fixed posts. 
Yahweh is “The Arbitrator” on what should occur in  His  Universe and deemed JC as  righteous to His Methodology. 
21st Instruction – JC killed the enmity Mankind had with Yahweh,  because ultimately only those specific members of 
Mankind who ultimately reform to precisely imitate JC over their 2 part life  as  “Early or Late Adopters”  have held JC 
their creator and saviour in the greatest of regard as to want,  and truly do,  imitate him. 
Eph.   2v13 og {just now}/presently  And  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus   
Eph.   2v13 og {specifically yourselves}  the (persons [brethren])  {sometime past}/then/previously   
Eph.   2v13 og {the am/being/having}  {from a distance/afar}/{afar off}/{from far}   
Eph.   2v13 og squeezed/throttled/restricted/{near at hand}/ready  (you) {became to be}   
Eph.   2v13 og in  to the [= within]  blood  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Eph.   2v13 = And  {specifically yourselves}  {just now}/presently  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus,   

the people being  {sometimes past}/previously  {from distance}/{afar off},    
you  {became to be}  {squeezed close}/near  within  the  blood  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

And specifically yourselves   (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   
(are)  presently within the Anointed Jesus   (presently imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  means you are on the short list for  “The Anointing”) 
being previously the people afar off   (and thus,  never being able to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”) 
you became to be near   (and thus,  not quite yet  –  but on  ‘The Short List’,  -  The Result is determined by Yahweh  [Matt.20v23])   
within the blood of the Anointed   (“The Required Personal Sacrifice”  that yields  “The Goal of Anointing”  by Yahweh). 
             (Why?   “Blood/Sacrifice”  is used because “The Subject Matter “  means so much to the individual,  that Yahweh positively reciprocates) 

 

Thus,   {specifically yourselves}  (the elders)  to whom this letter was written  have  worked hard in their ecclesia to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   
They are  “within JC”  because they imitate his  ministry/lifestyle  to the best they are able.  Else they would not be  “within JC”  because JC,  as  “The 
Word of God”,  would not be within them and thus,  not have his  presence/parousia  within them!   Neither would  “The Word of God”  be delivering the 
HS within them!  Quite simply someone shouting out:  “God is Love”  and presumptuously stating: “they have the HS”  absolutely does  not  mean that 
God necessarily loves them,  or they have any HS within them,  most likely they are rejected by Yahweh and they have zero HS! 
  They can  only  have active HS operating within them  if  they imitate JC  –  else it is effectively dead by being buried/{covered over}  within the  
ground/towel  which is precisely what the 1 talent person did  (Luke.19v20-23)! 
Let us take an example in the secular world,  to underwrite what I stated above.   

A Rogue Trader might shout:   
“It is good to have new plumbing!”  and presumptuously state:  “I can put in that new plumbing!” 

That does not necessarily mean:   
Good plumbing supports this rogue trader!”  or this individual is even capable of putting in that  “good plumbing”. 

Precisely the same occurs with  charlatan Christian leaders who are so capable of profusely shouting out about having the HS  –  but yet they have none  
–  just as  “The Rogue Trader”  shouts-out  they are full of capability  –  and yet they have none! 
Which lends itself to interesting point:   

Only a  “Good Trader”  can recognise poor quality given  at The Time  the job is done. 
People weak in knowledge cannot determine at The Time,  but  “Time will tell”  about the eventual quality of what is done! 

Precisely the same is true with charlatan Christian leaders,  I can instantly recognise a  charlatan Christian leader,  but the millions of  
deluded devotees cannot and will require The Millennium to recognise the lies and distortions given by their  presently beloved  leader. 

By contrast,  a TC has much HS,  and yet they  never  shout out about it themselves –  they allow other people to say it about them!  
As did JC  (likewise being  “The “Son of God””)  and the Apostles  –  never  boasted about having the HS  –  or their recipients having it either. 

Explaining this from a different angle. 
“to be squeezed close in the blood of JC”  =  “squeezed close in the”  means  “partaking within”,  and  “blood of JC”  means  “self-sacrifice”  thus,  
put the two together means  not  what we are told by  worldly Christian leaders  –  but so very much more!   
This terminology means that we must likewise partake in  self-sacrifice  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire so that we imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.    
It does  not  mean: 

Because we call ourselves  “Christians”  we are now covered by JC’s blood to have eternal life  (and everyone else is not)! 
This is precisely what The Pharisees thought of themselves  (John.8v36-58)  -  same mindset,  but different epochs of “Israel”! 

JC just called these type of people “hypocrites”  (Luke.12v1, etc.). 
Consequently,  we must realise:   

Absolutely not,  –  that  “sacrificial blood”  was/is  only  “The First Stage”  on the  long  path to ultimate redemption  –  but that is hardly 
what our  worldly Christian leaders are likely to say  –  because they cannot make a living out of that!  They have a worldly focussed need to 
continuously present themselves as  “The Only Conduit”  to God out of which we,  deluded devotees,  pay tithes to go through!   

The Bible tells us:- 
The  real  Christian message is for us  not  to have  worldly Christian leaders as The Conduit  –  but  only  JC! 
Furthermore,  we are not to copy them (Matt.23v3),  but only JC and ultimately, we must become teachers ourselves (Heb.5v12-14) 

Thus,  returning to  worldly Christian doctrine:  “Believe we have been covered in JC’s blood and now we have eternal life.” 
When simply:   If we should believe the phrase only means that,  then:-  We become a hypocrite and do  not  understand JC nor Yahweh! 

I do not mean to be rude by using mental shock treatment as a means to urge the reader to think  very carefully  about the full implications of what this 
all means.  The real villains are those  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  who  push-out  such deception to lull Christians into a  false 
sense  of security  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.).   Yet by doing so,  these leaders fulfil Satan’s Desire  -  please read  “Satan’s Desire”  in 
glossary for a full understanding of what is occurring on this planet over The Gospel Age. 
All this is true,  both  (1) logically reasoned,  and  (2) it is precisely what The Bible tells us throughout  –  irrespective  of what  any  religious leader 
might tell us  –  just get these leader to contact me on This Website,  and I shall  use  The Bible to show how wrong and deviant is their teaching! 
Eph.   2v14 og he  For  (he [JC]) is  the  peace/prosperity/rest  {of/from us},   
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Eph.   2v14 og the (one [JCg])  doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising  
Eph.   2v14 og the  both/{(compound of) around}/duality  one/singularly,   
Eph.   2v14 og also  the  partitioning/{middle wall}/{separating layer}   
Eph.   2v14 og of the  fence/barrier/hedge/partition  (the having) loosened/{broken-up}/dissolved/{put-off}, 
Eph.   2v14 = For  he  (JC)   is  our  (TCs)   peace/prosperity/rest  the  one (JC)  making/producing  both  (us TCs and JC as)  one,   

and  (JC)  the having  {broken down}/dissolved  the  {middle wall}/partitioning  of the  fence/barrier   (between Yahweh and us [TCs]). 
 

For he (JC, as “The Word of God”)  is our (TCs)  peace/rest   (by guiding our mind  away from   “The Fallout”  of worldly methodology) 
the one (JC)  making both  (us as TCs and JC as)  one   (spiritually reasoning entity,  united by  “The Word of God”), 
               (In the manner,  the bride and bridegroom become as one,  ready for The Inheritance of The Resurrected World  [The Goal is The Birthright]) 
and  (JC)  having broken down the partitioning barrier   (between Yahweh and us  [= TCs who are presently “hearkening”]). 
 

I need to explain  “peace/prosperity/rest”  because this terminology appears to run against the  “trials/tribulations/afflictions”  of which we are told  
will befall TCs from those people of The World feeling threatened by the TC’s righteous lifestyle –  that imitates JC’s lifestyle. 

The Answer is all to do with The Mind rather than the body.   
“Peace” is gained from the  accurate  Knowledge  (as “The Word of God”  of which JC  was/is).  “The Knowledge”  releases us  hearkening 
individuals,  from the stresses of the present day and of the future demise of human civilization  (global warming,  rising sea levels,  lack of food and  
clean/pure  resources,  all forms of pollution,  selfish grabbing of the last remaining resources,  ‘tribalisation’  within nations,  phishing, social media, 
software viruses, computer hacking, invasion of personal privacy by either the state or criminals, identity cloning, etc.).   This  “Knowledge”  “releases 
our stress”  because we know Yahweh will step in  “before all flesh is destroyed”  (Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20)  and  “save the situation”  by replacing this 
present worldly system with Yahweh's leaders for The Millennium. 
Also  “good moral behaviour”  personally removes all the present social problems spawned from general immorality,  this personally delivers  “rest”  
from the pressures accruing from social misbehaviour.  Likewise,  if we defraud no person,  then we have no need to keep looking over our shoulder to 
see if we are being followed by a person for some form of retribution. 
“Prosperity” does not mean  “material prosperity” as stated by  charlatan Christian leaders in their  “marketing sales spiel” for personal worldly gain! 
This prosperity is the  “heavenly treasure”  comprising of the  “synapse construction mapping”  of The Mind  (that precisely defines us as individuals)  
becoming more Christlike,  thus,  being worthy to be placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon resurrection as a future “Son of God”. 
JCg makes TCs become at one with him because of  “The Knowledge”  given as  “The Word of God”,  and is accepted by  receptive/hearkening  people 
who carefully reason upon  “The Knowledge”  to realise it is the  only  way forward for Mankind as a whole.  Thus,  they freely choose to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  and so become the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and in this manner JC has broken down the barrier between us TCs  
(formally as  heathen/foreigners/strangers)  but now welcomed by Yahweh to become His future adopted sons  (by metaphorically becoming “sons of 
Abraham”).  Moreover,  these TCs as the future Bride of Christ become as one at their marriage  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)  to their husband  (JCg)  at the 1st 
2nd C of JCg  (= The 1st Resurrection”)  being as one metaphoric flesh  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  and the counter warning given at 1Cor.6v16).  
As explained earlier,  we have taken upon ourselves JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because we have taken upon ourselves  his knowledge  (as  
“The Word of God”)  and faithfully acted upon it,  rather than ignoring it and doing our  “own worldly thing”  to please our animalistic emotions lusting 
to please  “The Immediacy”.  By consequence,  Yahweh now judges us upon what we desire to do rather than the accidents of what we might actually do 
– thus,  we are not judged upon The Law of Moses,  but rather on what JC did for us  (by fulfilling The Law).  This occurs,  because we truly  are  trying 
to imitate him by what we do to others  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt),  and thus,  we do not  sin/offend,  but  only  “sidestep/trespass”. 
“Rest” is gained from the above two,  we have separated ourselves away from  “The Mental Toil”  of The World  when its members strive after worthless 
vanity,  both of The Mind and of The Flesh.   I am not suggesting we should ignore money and not protect ourselves against a financial  “rainy day”  but 
we must not make money the focus of our attentions – else we are always running after the wind  -  that certainly is not “rest”. 
However,  I am stating we must not chase after The Lures of The World,  certainly of commerce,  but also of politics and religion  -  where all three are  
“The Three Bastions of Society that prop up The World  under Satan’s present tenure  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  do not waste our time supporting them! 

On my 3rd Revision realised that I had not spoken about  “the barrier”  and how it presently  only applies  to TCs! 
It is the linkage to The Veil in the temple being rent from the top to the bottom  (Matt.25v51, Mark.15.38, Luke.23v45),  indicating that Yahweh caused 
the tear,  where it should be noted that this curtain between The Holy and The Most Holy of Places was not  “just a bit of carpet”  hanging in place – but 
rather it was 9 m (30 feet) high and 0.1 m (4 inches)  thick! 
As I explain in my given citations  (and very much more within them)  the TCs are The Priests as the  only  humans allowed in  “The Holy Place”  are the 
only people able to see The Rent and positioned to enter “The Most Holy Place”  unto Yahweh following after The High Priest  (JC having made that 
possible at his murder). 
All these prophetic allegories were established by Yahweh ready for this symbolic spiritual occasion,  to become a physical reality at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  some 2000 years later to close The Gospel Age.  The point being  “The Nation Israel” itself could not enter  “The Holy Place”,  but only 
the priests thereof.   Now translate this to  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  being  “The Christian Nation”   where the  worldly Christian  leaders/priests  
represent the established line according to Aaron,  but the new line of Judah through JC  (as prophesied some 600 years earlier Jer.31v31-34,  to 
become the New Israel of Christendom).  JC  (and the following TCs)  has been selected by Yahweh as beloved  son(s)  (Matt.3v17, 17v5)  because they 
fulfilled “The Respective Requirement”,  JC fulfilled The Law and the following TCs truly imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  as determined by Yahweh in 
His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”    of  “Christians”  to be in this unique position  of being part of the 144000 Priests placing themselves in  “The 
Holy Place”  by truly imitating JC to be elected out of The Gospel Age. 

Ideally,  the reader can see the links coming together without me using a further page or so of commentary giving  more foundation material. 
Yet this is an infinitesimal amount of prophetic allegories within The Old Testament that become fulfilled in The Gospel Age and on into The Millennium,  
that wholly separates  “1st Century Christianity”  from “Religion”.   It is of these prophecies and the fulfilment thereof  Christian Scholars/Theologians  
should be teaching The World to bring real  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh within The World  -  and yet they spout nonsense rubbish invented by men! 
Eph.   2v15 og the  hostility/opposition/hatred/enmity  in  to the [= within]  flesh/{carnal minded}  (of the) him,   
Eph.   2v15 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Eph.   2v15 og of the  commandments/injunctions/precepts  [comprising]   
Eph.   2v15 og in  (to the [=within]) laws/decrees/ordinances   
Eph.   2v15 og (the having been) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified,   
Eph.   2v15 og that  the  dual/both/two  (he may/should) {proprietor-ship of the manufacturer}/fabricate/form/create   
Eph.   2v15 og in  (to the [= within]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   
Eph.   2v15 og into/unto  one/singularly  (the) new/freshness  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man,   
Eph.   2v15 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising  (the) peace/prosperity/rest. 
Eph.   2v15 = Within  his  (JC’s)   flesh,   the having  nullified/{made useless}  the  opposition/enmity 

the  law/regulation  of the  commandments/precepts  within  (= consisting of)   decrees/ordinances,   
that  he  (JC)   may/should  create/form  within himself  the  two  into/unto  one/singular  new man,   
making/providing  the  peace/prosperity/rest. 

 

The opposition  (to)  The Law (of Moses)  of the commandments  (given)  within the ordinances, 
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              (Being that no members of Mankind could achieve The Birthright through The Law of Moses – except JC) 
having been nullified within his (JC's)  flesh, 
              (After what JC had done,  members of Mankind could  [1] achieve Sonship and  [2] others could achieve salvation in The Millennium) 
that he (JC)  should create within himself the two  ([1] The Law and  [2] Man)   into one new man   (to be acceptable to Yahweh), 
              (The goal for The Gospel Age is always “The Marriage” [JC+TCs], Eph.5v30-32, out of which come “the spiritual children of The Millennium) 
              (Note,  this is written at  “the Personal Level”  and becomes a personal responsibility to imitate JC – else ultimately, it is personal annihilation)  
making the  peace/rest   (between Yahweh and Mankind into The Eternity). 
 

This can be rewritten to aid our understanding:- 
JC within his flesh  (by his ransom sacrifice of which he freely gave  [of which no one can pay for it – thus must be  given to everyone])  
nullified the opposition of The Law  (of Moses)  comprising of commandments in decrees  (that condemned us to death)  
that JC should create in himself  (by becoming a righteous balance to Yahweh's Law comprising of commandments given in decrees) 
the two  (being The Law on one side,  condemning  Man/Woman  on the other side) 
one new man  (being a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within us to become as that operating within Yahweh) 
            (where The New Law from JC  imbued/inculcated  enables us not to be condemned by The Old Law  [provided  we imitate JC]) 
Thus,  yielding  peace/prosperity/rest  (between Mankind and Yahweh's requirements of us as individuals) 

A little explanation required for this verse  (as my 3rd Revision addition): 
The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  originally  within JCg was built upon what Yahweh sourced. 
JCg volunteered himself in the midst of Yahweh's Decree on Sin  (Gen.2v17)  to redeem his personal creation from  ultimate annihilation  (that  “as a 
species”  would occur at some time towards the end of  “The 21st Century”  had JC not become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  some 2000 years earlier). 
Therefore Yahweh placed JCg's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within a fleshly DNA frame (as JC)  –  to become reasoning entity again,  but now 
within a corruptible body  that  can  die  (and this death could be everlasting = annihilation,)  to become a  “conscious reasoning entity” and thus,  a 
“soul” again.  Where this is a forced one-way route  (having no escape option)  with only two outcomes for JC:   

Intense pain and suffering for either  “Everlasting Life or Annihilation”! 
This is not a small thing!  JCg was perfectly safe within a  heavenly/celestial  body and knew his Creation not only  (1) as a species but  (2) its members 
would be  annihilated for an eternity  unless he,  as JCg,  stepped-in as JC to RESET everything so that  “The Individuals”  within Mankind could make 
a personal,  and more importantly,  an  educated   decision when given  the full facts  over a 2 part  physical/spiritual  life. 

Can the reader fully understand  (1) what is involved,  and  (2) all the ramifications of this paragraph?  
To help understand,  then I would advise all the nonsense taught by our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders should be completely jettisoned from 
out of our mind,  so that we might then clearly see what was at stake here  (Luke.5v38). 

“The Assessment Period”  started at JC's baptism  –  hence the  “seemingly cryptic”  comment made at Matt.3v15  (please see my local 
commentary). 

Any transgression against  “The Law of Moses”  and  (1) JC would become annihilated within a corruptible physical body at his death and  (2)  his 
creation  (Mankind)  as a spices,  would be annihilated some 2000 years later. 

End of  “The Story”!' 
JC would have been annihilated by now at 2015 CE,  and I would be writing this document knowing that  (1) Mankind would likewise be annihilated 
within a couple of generations from my time in The World,  and  (2) righteous members having died over the last some 6000 years would  never  be 
resurrected  (= annihilated,  having no conscious existence and certainly no “soul”).  Furthermore,  over a few aeons,  this world would become a dead 
and lifeless planet! 

 What an epitaph –  “He loved his creation and yet failed to save it!” 
However:  This did  NOT  occur  –  and fortunately,  we have no need to face this bleak future! 

JC perfectly succeeded in his mission,  judged by Yahweh as being perfect against  “The Law of Moses”. 
JC remained faithful to  “The Cause”  –  while being persecuted by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
To a point where JC was extremely painfully murdered over six hours by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
Yahweh awakened JC back into his pre-human state within an entirely safe  heavenly/celestial  body,  able to exist for an eternity. 

JC had proved his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  firmly built upon Yahweh's Methodology surpassed the worldly methodology driving the minds of 
“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  and this gave JC  “The Righteous Authority”  to introduce  “The 2nd Covenant”  that enabled him to fulfil  “The 
1st Covenant”  for  “The Promise of Sonship”  by fulfilling  “The Requirements of The Old Law” (Matt.5v17-18). 
But importantly this gives the members of Mankind,  the ability to become righteous to Yahweh by following precisely  “The Same Principles”  that drove 
JC's mind operating on Yahweh's Methodology  (Matt.3v17, 17v5)  to yield agape towards his neighbour  (being Mankind -  his creation),  where, as I 
stated,  this agapao in JC's mind righteously surpassed the selfishness operating within the minds of  “The Leaders of Religion”  (John.11v47-53). 
Where,  JC's Ransom Sacrifice has not only opened-up a 2 part life for  all  humans,  irrespective of what  (religion)  they believe ,  but it opens up a 
righteous route for  “The Early Adopters”  who precisely imitate JC to achieve the same as what JC achieved.  They do this by growing their mind upon  
“The Word of God”  while existing under  the same  [singular]  heaven as that which operated over JC during his ministry  –  being Satan's 
methodology prevailing over The World  (Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 
JC states this  (1st Century Christianity”)  at  Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24  (and Peter at  1Pet.1v10)  noting specifically what JC said of John the Baptist at 
Matt.11v11, Luke.7v28  (again please see all my cited commentaries to fully explain what JC was teaching us). 
Consequently it is by precisely inculcating Mark.12v30-31  as that which drove JC's mind,  and we deliver precisely The Same into our Local 
Environment by works that fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  which positions us onto  “The Short List”  of being  possibly,  maybe,  elected by Yahweh anointing 
us into the  one/same  position as that given to JCg  (Matt.20v23).   In this manner  “The Early Adopters”  are able to become  “The New Man”  hence 
being acceptable to Yahweh  (as future “Sons of God”)   because The Mind  has  been perfected upon  “The Word of God”  so the TC no longer desires 
to sin and only makes genuine  sideslips  (and these are rare),  for which the TC is  truly  repentant  (never to do again)  and thus,  it becomes Yahweh 
Who is able to forgive these TCs.   But for the vast majority of The World  (some 99.9+%)  requires The Millennium within which to become mentally like 
the TCs  (being The Heirs to teach “Righteousness”)  for people of  “The Resurrected World”  to become acceptable to Yahweh.  They only become 
proven  after  the  “like-for-like”  assay at the end of The Millennium lasting for some 3.5 years  (Rev.20v7)  under the  one/same  singular heaven as 
that which operated over JC's ministry/lifestyle.  That is true righteousness in  “The Balance”  that JC provides for all of us into The Eternity  (please see 
my many other relevant commentaries that fully explain all this in much greater detail). 
That concludes my 3rd Revision interjection,  now let us return to my previous revisions. 
JC’s knowledge as  “The Word of God”  drove JC to  reason/think  like Yahweh and thus,  yielded the HS within him  as that originally within JCg. 
Yahweh placed JCg's cognitive reasoning within a fleshly body  (by Yahweh’s capability expressed as the HS)  whose chemistry for survival was by 
operating according to the fleshly DNA body   JC then lived within The World and was personally subject to the pressures which would could cause him 
to fail in the same manner as we have done already within our present lives ! 

Thus,  we have personally failed  “The Law of Moses”  (Rom.3v23)  and righteously deserve to die  within our faulty DNA genome. 
Our existence is opposed by The Law (and thus,  at enmity with it)  –  because we have failed it at some time in our life! 

But because JC refused to change from Yahweh's Methodology to worldly methodology,  then his mind remained perfect in continuing to fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire.  He spiritually chose  not  to become like us  (presently operating upon worldly methodology  [to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt]). 
Thus,  by continuing to operate upon Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  JC was able to lay down  “The Requirement for  
Survival”  (against Yahweh's Universal Decree on “Sin”)  for us to imitate and therefore enabling us to become new people away from the old 
requirements based solely on how we were driven by The Mind.   

Thus,  JC became  “The Golden Standard”  for  “The New Man”  to become. 
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If we are to succeed  (as did JC),  then it becomes our goal to reshape our mind emulate  “The New Man”  as laid down by JC. 
JC laid down  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (replacing the old standard of The Law)  which enables us to become accepted by Yahweh. 
If we are accepted by Yahweh  –  then we can live for an eternity within The Universe. 

It is really - quite simple! 
JC was not worried about his present corruptible fleshly DNA body of which he knew would rot away to nothing  –  and thus,  he looked forward to The 
Vista of The Future in a perfected incorruptible physical body that  could  last for an eternity,  provided his mind remained pure. 

So,  he showed us The Way forward –  being The Methodology which was required to last for an eternity  –  being Yahweh’s Methodology. 
This is The Crux:- 

It was this “Methodology” operating within JC’s mind that conquered The Worldly methodology operating within the minds of the  “Leaders 
of Religion” (John.11v47-53).  And it is this that became  “The Righteous Balance”. –  The fleshly body sacrificed was the obvious outward 
sign for us of the last some 2000 years upon which to focus.  Actually it was a battle of The Mind and Ideologies   (Yahweh's and Satan's)  –  
where JC operating according to Yahweh's Methodology  (surpassed worldly methodology operating within  “The Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  John.11v47-53)  that nullified  “The Law of Death”  evoked over Mankind by Satan  (Gen.3v1-5,  as the counter to Gen.2v17)!   

I leave the reader with something I wrote on my previous  (1st) Revision while I was still learning to understand The Scriptures  (slightly revised). 
1. We have a spiritual body served by The Mind which should be ideally driven by  {edifying love}/agapao  sourced by  “The Word of God”  

(and not  a mind driven by The World),  and   
2. We have a fleshly body for the immediate  (short-term) “supposed survival”  craves for The World.  Thus,  while in the fleshly body JC 

suppressed its desires for immediate  (short term)  “supposed survival”  by his mind operating upon  {edifying love}/agapao  desiring to save 
all members of Mankind from  “The Curse of Satan”.   This curse was  forced upon Mankind some 6000 years ago,  upon this  new  
superhuman species called  “Mankind”  (as opposed to the humanoids before)  that  could  recognise Deities = its Creators,  which errantly 
chose a despot Satan  –  thereby denying Yahweh’s  “Right to Rule”  our mind to bring forth a righteous society. 
               Noting JC spoke of “supposed survival” at Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, etc. 

This internal  {edifying love}/agapao  expressed externally by physical works  {charity  love}/agape  in the form of his Ransom Sacrifice in a public 
execution meant that he had nullified the requirements of  “The Law of Moses”  by subduing his fleshly body’s immediate requirements in a sacrificial 
death donated for  “the elements”  of Mankind.  Thus,  in doing so,  Yahweh was able to restore JCg to his former self which was  not  into a fleshly body  
(because of baptism Matt.3v15,  see local commentary explaining JC’s “seeming cryptic” comment)  but in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body.   
In this manner JCg receives a  spiritual/celestial  body  commensurate  with the spiritual mind driven by  “The Word of God”.   
For it must be realised by The Reader,  “The Word of God”  is sourced by God  (obviously),  but  also  the  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body can  only  
be sourced by God  (Yahweh)  and  not  by JCg.  Our present fleshly DNA body was sourced by JCg when he created  “The World”  (= 
“Adornment/Decoration”  =  “Life”  -  StrongsTM = 2889)  by expressing Yahweh’s HS  (noting what this terminology really means –  as given by 
“FutureLife.Org”). 

That is  “The Ideal Goal”  for  “The Begotten Birthright”  shown by JC becoming JCg upon his resurrection through Yahweh’s HS. 
However,  it is precisely the same route as Paul started to explain in v14 and thus,  used v15 to substantiate what he was explaining earlier to be given by 
Yahweh to those specific humans who personally choose to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  through all form of personal duress because they  are  
imitating  JC and the apostles. 

Therefore,  let me quickly go through this again from another angle: 
JC was murdered by the representatives claiming to be God’s ambassadors  (but they were merely fulfilling their own personal desires of the immediate  
“supposed survival” of their Flesh  –  being an adherence to  “the god of this present worldly system” [= Satan]),  but JC was still perfect within The 
Mind  (to The Requirements as determined by Yahweh)  and thus,  as  “The Lead”  (The First/Only/Chief  Begotten “Son of God” from this planet)  
cancelled his creation’s enmity  with  ‘the  all perfect’  God =  “The Almighty Master”  = Yahweh. 
It should be noted humans unlike Yahweh can only judge works/deportment,  they cannot judge the mind (1Sam.16v7).  Therefore,  The Law on Works 
had to be given first so humans could see JC be judged perfect against a known standard to yield  “Life”  of which he achieved by resurrection. 
We can apply all the above back to humans after the example of The Lead given by JC. 
We can now understand that  “should create the two into one new man”  becomes Yahweh’s commandments given as the Law of Moses for  works done 
to be done by existing man,  and JC’s decrees being  the inside thoughts of  {edifying love}/agapao  within our mind that  drives/motivates  the new man,  
will create  the whole new person of a TC  now at  peace/rest  (gaining prosperity) with Yahweh.  Now that new man expresses Yahweh's HS within their 
deportment,  beings of a TC during the 1st part of  his/her  physical life,  and also onto the TC at the 1st 2nd C  (= The 1st Resurrection,  Rev.20v6)  when 
the TC is changed into a  heaven/y/spiritual/celestial  body to become part of the 144000 nation born in one day (1Pet.2v9, Isa.66v8)  to become  “The 
Bride of Christ”  within an appropriate  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 

Paul further elaborates in the next verse:- 
Eph.   2v16 og also  (he may/should) {fully reconcile}/{mutually resolve/settle absolutely} 
Eph.   2v16 og the  both/{(compound of) around}/duality  in  (to the [= within]) one/singular   
Eph.   2v16 og (to the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  to the  God [Yahweh]  through (reason of)     
Eph.   2v16 og of the  {fixed stakes/posts/poles}/{self-denial}/{public execution (away from this world’s methodology)}   
Eph.   2v16 og (the) killing/{putting to death}/slaying (intention to destroy)   
Eph.   2v16 og the  hostility/opposition/hatred/enmity  in  (to the [= within]) him  [as the fleshly body];  
Eph.   2v16 = (JC)  also  he may/should  {fully reconcile}/{mutually resolve absolutely}  

the  both   (Man and JC  [Law of Moses + Law of JC])   within  one/singular  body  to the  God  (Yahweh)  
through reason  of the  {fixed posts}/{self-denial},  killing/slaying  the  hostility/enmity  within  him  (JC). 

 

Also he (JC)  might mutually resolve absolutely both   (The Requirements of The Law and The Man in his present rejected state) 
                (where The Law was given to become a means for someone with a perfected mind could through works become reconciled to Yahweh) 
in one whole body   (Man with JC’s perfected mind that only desires  “to edify his neighbour to the giver's  own hurt”)    
                (where , The Law becomes reversed,  “The Law of JC” yields work that fulfils the works of “The Law of Moses”,  but  judged upon The Mind) 
(becomes reconciled)   to the God  (Yahweh) 
through reason of the  (execution)  post/{self-denial}   (of self-indulgence), 
killing the hostility  (presently  mutual  between Man and Yahweh)   within him  (JCg), 
            (JC provided a righteous route enabling members of Mankind over their 2 part life to reform their mind and thus become acceptable to Yahweh) 
 

As an extension to v15 Paul tells us of JC,  while in a fleshly body  (that operates to maximise its potential within the present worldly system)  was able to 
publicly execute this hindrance  (of the flesh driven by an animalistic mind)  to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by offering  “this fleshly body”  on behalf of 
other people.  This enables them to have  (individually)  an opportunity of resurrection into what will become the 2nd part of their 2 part physical life.  
Thus,  JC  uniquely  (being perfect)  was able carry the fleshly bodies driven by a present animalistic mind,  of all humans,  on an  individual basis  upon 
the fleshly body  driven by Yahweh's Methodology  that he personally sacrificed to Yahweh on our behalf,  with no exclusions  (1John.2v2).   
Thus,  because JC was driven by  {edifying love}/agapao  (being the  spiritual body part)  then by sacrificing  his fleshly body, he was able to pull 
through the fleshly bodies of all humans  (on an  individual  like-for-like equivalence)  in place of his fleshly body into the 2nd part of their physical life as 
he was able to demonstrate  –  when he showed himself on numerous occasions  after  his resurrection  (1Cor.15v4-8).  
He was able to pull all humans through on his fleshly body because he sacrificed that fleshly body on their behalf while driven by  “The Correct 
Methodology”,  because of his baptismal metaphoric killing of the physical  (old self)  flesh  (Matt.3v15)  then Yahweh was able to resurrect JC into a  
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heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as deemed by Yahweh worthy to what JC had sowed  (1Cor.15v35-55, Gal.6v7).  This would be  “The Forerunner”  of 
the direct equivalence to follow for the TCs (John.14v5-15),  where JC was The Firstfruit Waved Barley at The Temple of God,  and the TCs become The 
Firstfruit Waved Wheat  at The Temple of God starting 50 days later (Lev.23v5-25, Acts.2+)  before  The Main harvest of  Wheat  at the  second harvest  
(at the end of The Millennium). 
Let us see how this operates at two levels for us as human entities aiming to become TCs in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of Yahweh. 

1. The first level,  is the human leaving  his/her  fleshly body’s desires  (that were originally fulfilling The Animalistic Mind)  –  being that of The 
World,  driven by “The Spiritual body” of The Mind  sourced/modified  by  “The Word of God”  through  {edifying love}/agapao,  so they 
might become united upon resurrection within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body.  This fully demonstrates the full reconciliation to Yahweh 
(= successfully  begotten as being truly “Born Again”)  having firstly purified The Mind to be given a commensurate physical body. 

2. But through (1) then  “The Spiritual Body”  of The Mind  created by  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating upon  “The Word of God”  
fuses the person  to be at one  with JCg’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (as we are told several times by Paul)  so the TCs might be 
physically reunited upon their resurrection as future  “Sons of God”  in their union as being  “The Wife” to JCg  (as “The Husband”)  so 
they together might yield children being those successful humans  (originally worldly)  having been taught righteousness in The Millennium. 

These verses are the crux of the  “1st Century Christian”  message.  Yahweh as:  “The Master of the Universe”  has made  “The Universal Law”:- 
“If any Entity within The Universe that I created;  Sins against Me  –  then they,  as an entity  -  will ultimately become annihilated.”  

Mankind chose to follow Satan’s methodology for its immediate returns  (= self-gain at the expense of one’s neighbours)  and thus,   sinned  against  
Yahweh  (but  not  against JCg our immediate creator of whose law  it was not.  Hence JC can forgive sins Matt.9v2-6, etc.,  as The Intercessor)  and the 
individuals of Mankind where thus,  destined for annihilation at every individual’s death.  JCg then  stepped-in  for his creation during his ministry in the 
midst of Yahweh,  as it states in this verse here,  by offering his own life for his personal creation.  This was based upon a  “one for one”  basis of  “each 
individual”  truly  believing  upon his creator and saviour  in the midst of Yahweh’s Universal Law  (that was  only  given to create  “The Required 
Standard”  to ultimately yield a harmonious society to exist into The Eternity). 
By  “believing”  it means  acting/working  out our saviour and creator’s commands for us  (Mark.12v30-31):- 

1. Now - to become a TC and finally then,  to be given The Priesthood  (in The Millennium)  by Yahweh. 
2. Or later  “believing”  for the remainder  (virtually all of us  [irrespective of personal religion,  or atheist or agnostic now]  not of [1] above)  

of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium through righteous works in a perfected fleshly body and not sinning at Satan’s final 3.5 year 
thrust at the end of The Millennium -  where we read this occurs at Rev.20v7-12  (likewise given at Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20). 

In this way Yahweh is thus,  legitimately  (against His Law on Sin)  to be righteously seen  (before all other entities within the Universe)  to step in  (to 
balance His Righteous Law)  for  only  those people who ultimately behave (= by demonstrable works)  in this righteous manner over  their 2 part life  as 
described  (to follow precisely JCg’s requirements for us).  This shall occur when we  all  have been educated in both types of society  (6000 years of 
misery for most people,  and then 1000 years of bliss for most people)  know what to do  (having been taught by the  kings/ priests = the 144000 former 
TCs – 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.).   Noting the 1000 years of misery for some people shall be those people who enjoyed self-indulging to their 
neighbour’s hurt in the 1st part of our life – shall find this new  “life of equality”  especially painful! 
Very important Note:- 

It is The New Creature being our  new “synapse construction”  built only upon The Word of God (= JC)  that becomes acceptable to Yahweh.   
It is  not  just simply  “The Knowing”  of The New Creature (= JC)  that makes us acceptable to Yahweh –  but potentially a hypocrite! 
It is rather  becoming that new Creature  that makes us acceptable to Yahweh.  It is  “The Early Adopters”  (= The 144000 TCs)  making the 
jump in the 1st part of their physical life that are to show the members of  “The Resurrected World”  how it is done in the 2nd part of their 
physical life for the successful people to become “The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology. 

 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
22nd Good News – JCg comes to those people presently far away from Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  operating 
within TCs endeavouring to imitate JC’s ministry working under affliction from the religious leaders  of The World. 
22nd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to imitate JC and the apostles become TCs in their own right,  so they 
personally,  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to their  neighbours/strangers  who are presently far from Yahweh. 
23rd Good News – It is through imitating JC and the apostles  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  we become TCs and then gain this entry 
to Yahweh through the broken-down wall  by being the one  spirit/personality/desire/traits  with JCg and Yahweh. 
12th Warning – Clearly  if  there are some 37,000 different Christian sects around The World today (2009 CE)  all having 
different  doctrine and customs,  then  they are  not of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits.   
We are told  there is only  one  HS  (this is how Yahweh thinks)  –  thus,  obviously all these schisms of  “Christianity”   do   
not  represent Yahweh nor His Son JCg who  are  the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits! 
Thus,  if we belong to any one of these  worldly Christians sects,  by probable logical deduction,  then it is almost a 
certainty our worldly Christian leader is operating under Eph.2v2,  being under the  one/same  spirit of self-indulgence  
delivering the legion  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  of which we witness within The Environment! 
Precisely  use  “The Word of God”  as our auditing tool –  that means the  whole  Bible and  not  what our leader tells us! 
Remember what JC taught  – it is people resolutely searching for themselves who find  –  “no search,  then do not find”! 
Being spoon-fed what our “Professional Leaders of Religion” want to tell us is  NOT “personally searching”, Acts.17v11! 
Eph.   2v17 og also  (the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming    
Eph.   2v17 og (he) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel}  (the) peace/prosperity/rest   
Eph.   2v17 og {to yourselves}  to the (persons [worldly])  {from a distance/afar}/{afar off}/{from far}   
Eph.   2v17 og also  to the  (persons [The Brethren becoming TCs])  squeezed/throttled/restricted/{near at hand}/ready; 
Eph.   2v17 = And   accompanying/coming    (in the  presence/parousia  as The Word of God taught by TCs) 

he (JC)  {announced the good news}/{preached the gospel}  (of)  the  peace/prosperity/rest  {to yourselves},   
the  people  {from far}/{afar off}    (people who are either physically or spiritually afar) 
also  the people  {near at hand};     (people who are either physically or spiritually near); 

 

And coming,  he (JC)  announced the good news  (of)  the  peace/rest  to yourselves   (through TCs  [imitating JC]) 
(being)  the people from afar   (people who are either physically,  or spiritually [heathen/non-Christians]  afar from  “The Knowledge”) 
also the people near at hand   (people who are either physically,  or spiritually [Jews/Christians]  near to  “The Knowledge”)  
 

Not much to add here,  except to make a very clear point. 
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JCg has his  presence/parousia  within us,  by  us individually  operating  upon  his  “Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  which then translates into our  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  becoming the  one/same  with him and Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/blameless/{separate 
from The World}  =  the HS.   Thus,  we become as  “one minded of purpose”  with Yahweh and JCg  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  to think and  act as one,  
which is to  “Righteously”  bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  (something that  “Religion”  is wholly incapable of doing – but the opposite)! 

Clearly if we do  not  individually operate upon his  “Word of God”  then quite clearly we do  not  have his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
and we are  not  the  one/same  with Yahweh  (this is righteously correct,  irrespective of what  any  worldly Christian leader might state to 
the contrary  [and most do,  ignoring James.1v6-8 and hence Rev.22v18-19]). 

Where:  “Not individually operating upon His Word of God”  means we are  not  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   
Quite simply,  virtually all members of The Christian Nation do  not  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus,   logically/obviously/righteously  
they do  not  have JC's  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (else they would imitate JC),  and are thus,   not  the  one/same  with Yahweh and 
consequently we cannot be presently accepted  (beloved by Yahweh).  We are told in Mal.1v3, Rom.9v13,  Esau was hated,  and in my commentary at 
Gal.4v22 we understand that Esau  spiritually  represents the worldly Christian leaders,  and his descendants the  worldly  Christian Nation at large. 
At present JCg as  “The Intercessor”  is offering a future union between humans and Yahweh,  where mutual  {edifying love}/agapao  flows delivering  
{charity love}/agape  in the form of charity works,  but that is in the future and is only shown earlier by  “The Prophets and TCs”  as  “The Early 
Adopters”   during Satan’s present regime of some 6000 years. 

All other aspects of the verse are explained in previous verses. 
Noting:  Jacob aspiring for The Birthright and thus,  represents the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age,  who is ultimately reunited with his brother Esau  –  
being representative of what is to occur in The Millennium.  But all this is explained in my long commentary to Gal.4v22. 
Eph.   2v18 og because  through (reason of)   (of the) him  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  the  admission/entry/access   
Eph.   2v18 og the [plural]  both/{(compound of) around}/duality  in  one/singular  (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Eph.   2v18 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Father/Forebear. 
Eph.   2v18 = because through reason of  the him  (JC now as JCg)   we  (TCs)   the both  (originally far and near groupings)   

have/possess  the  admission/entry  in one  spirit/personality/desires/traits  towards  the Father  (Yahweh). 
 

Because through reason of him (JC [now as JCg])    
we (TCs from)  the both   (groupings originally spiritually [1] afar and  [2] near to  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally given by JC])   
have the admission in one  spirit/personality/desires/traits  towards The Father  (Yahweh) 
              (Yahweh  now  [after our entire mind reform]  phileo the TCs,  and  shall  [after an entire mind reform]  phileo worldly people) 
 

Worldly Christian leaders seem to miss the point when they blithely state for  consumer  satisfaction of their enthralled, paying audiences:  
    “We are all in the one HS that operates within our grouping”  –  and the entire congregation loving this quoted soundbite all go ... “amen”! 

This is only given out by the leader “to please”,  and sound “endearing”  (2Tim.4v3-4, by leaders with a worldly role to fulfil)  –  but the 
receivers are  not  understanding what has just been stated by their leader -  being what it  really  means  (see also commentary at Eph.4v4)! 

It does not quite say that – firstly because it does  not  mention the  “HS”  but just  “spirit/personality/desires/traits”. 
So immediately we see  worldly Christian leaders very competently adding  (Rev.22v18-19)  a  “nice appendage”  to what The Bible states! 
Just as Paul tells us in Galatians (Gal.3v1) these pretenders sneak-in a message  “near/alongside”  to what “1st Century Christianity” really teaches us!  
As equally Peter tells us at 2Pet.2v1. 
Therefore,  we must return to The Bible context to understand what is really being said here. 
Paul is speaking about  {specifically yourselves}  being the elders of The Ephesian ecclesia who are the individual people taking upon themselves The 
Responsibility of making  “Yahweh’s Methodology work within their ecclesia”.  
Clearly the letter becomes filtered down and all within the congregation are encouraged to become leaders in their own right,  if  the elders are truly 
doing their  “job”  correctly  (Matt.20v1-12). 
Paul goes on to speak of what drives humans who desire to become Christlike and it was JC who made reconciliation possible between us “humans” and 
Yahweh depending on what we personally did about  “The Knowledge”  working within us  (to bring forth the new creature within us)  to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire so that we  (as TCs),  might too become like JCg for  “The Promise  of/over  The Inheritance”  (as  “Sons of God”).    

In this manner we fulfil Yahweh’s desire for us to personally  “grab at The Birthright”  as did Jacob to his elder twin, Esau (Gen.25v26)  for 
Jacob to later become Israel (Gen.32v28)  because of what he did in his life,  and thus representative of the TCs. 
There are perhaps a 100 prophetic allegories in Jacob’s life and associations that represent what is to later occur throughout the ages,  
wholly unknown to our  worldly Christian Scholars/Theologians  -  because quite simply,  they are not interested  in God’s Plan! 

For us to grasp at The Birthright  -  then our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  need to be  reformed/readjusted  based upon  “The Word of God”,  thus,  
having this  one/same  Prime Standard upon which JC used.  We must use  the whole  of The Bible particularly  The New Testament to direct us in how 
we might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  JC and Paul knew The Tanakh like the back of their hand and could quote it to substantiate  “1st Century 
Christianity”  (JC taught, how The Tanakh was fulfilled and to be fulfilled).  These people had this understanding of The Tanakh,  together with the full 
understanding of  “The Mystery”  so very clearly explained by JC’s ministry  (for there now to be,  no mystery – irrespective of what  worldly Christian 
leaders might state to the contrary).  Because we fully understand Yahweh’s Plan  then we become in the perfect position to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by 
now being the  one/same  with it,  because we know and understand what Yahweh's Plan means and thus,  able to accurately apply it  (in the manner 
Yahweh requires “us” to fulfil His Plan)  within our life. 
Therefore, through JC  (being what he has done)  TCs throughout The World  (initially either far or near  [physically/spiritually])  gain  admission/entry  
to The Promise to become  “The Heirs over The Inheritance”  as  “Sons of God”,  all operating in the  one/same  spirit that is very  naturally  at the  
one/same  with Yahweh’s HS.  That is how  The  Link/Bond  (being “The Word of God”)  becomes formed between the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
originally within us  (when originally wayward and disobedient to Yahweh's Desire)  that becomes built upon  “The Word of God”  (= JC as The 
Intercessor).   God’s Word becomes as the spiritual RNA to form the new creature within us that Yahweh then takes as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  to be 
used in our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (= resurrection)  to become physically “Born Again”  -  as JC tried to explain to Nicodemus  (John.3v1-
14)  when aiming for  “The Goal of Sonship”.   Noting  “Born Again”  requires  “the new mind working within a new body”. 

With  “The Early Adopters”  the new mind comes first,  while in  “The Late Adopters “ the new body comes first. 
Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 

 
45th Reasoning – The people thoroughly searching the scriptures being  “The Word of God”  to gain  “The Knowledge”  
then rigorously assay the knowledge to gain  assurance/competence/authority.  Being motivated to search  “The 
Scriptures”  for  “The Absolute Truth”  means they are also likely to be motivated to reproduce this Knowledge with 
Fidelity to other humans who are far away,  and therefore,  through this “occupational effort”  these committed workers 
become accepted by Yahweh as TCs. 
24th Good News – Thus,  by doing the above,  we ourselves as TCs do not remain far away from Yahweh as strangers,  but 
rather become accepted by Yahweh as being close –  just as His son JC became so close to Yahweh during his ministry. 
Allegory – repeat - foreigners/strangers = The people not part of the prevailing system,  nor intimately know of it. 
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Inasmuch the mind is worldly thinking and requires  “The Word of God”  to change how we think to be like Yahweh and 
thus become part of His  family/land  of The Millennium,  ideally now to be part of  “The Early Adopters”  by having 
Yahweh’s Methodology ruling our mind  (Luke.17v21). 
30th Allegory – sojourners = People  {living in}/{knowing of}  the prevailing system but choose not to put roots down in it. 
Godly sojourners maintain their high standards and uphold The Law of The Land to remain innocent of any charges. 
31st Allegory – fellow citizens = People  {living in} and {having input}  in the prevailing system  (often as administrators). 
32nd Allegory – town = Grouping of people abiding by common laws, protocols,  and procedures. 
33rd Allegory – domestics = People  {living in}  the prevailing system according to its protocols  (having no input into it). 
14th Prophecy – By becoming accepted by Yahweh as TCs then we become part of Yahweh’s close-knit family to become 
fellow citizens of  “The New Jerusalem” being “The Lord’s Encompassing Organisation” to bring peace upon The Earth. 
46th Reasoning – TCs imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  are building upon the foundation laid earlier by the prophets and 
earlier apostles.  JC (now as JCg)  made this possible by being  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to enable these worthy people to 
become resurrected as  “The Leaders of The Millennium” to then teach “The Resurrected World” “Righteousness”  in 
The Millennium.   Note, – all people will be covered by JC's Ransom sacrifice in  “The 2nd Resurrection”.  
34th Allegory – Cornerstone = This is the fundamental part of the building that is laid first to ensure the remaining part of 
the building hold true in all dimensions.  JC is specifically this for The New Spiritual Temple comprising of 144000 TCs. 
35th Allegory – building = This is the coming together of Yahweh’s Plan being the fulfilment of  “The Acceptable Year of 
The Lord”.  Yahweh is drawing out  “The Two Flocks”  (John.10v3,16)  of the TCs post JC’s ministry and The Prophets 
pre-JC’s ministry coming together in The Millennium under JCg to administer  “The Resurrected World” over 1000 years  
and then partake in  “The Harvest”  thereof at the end,  where the  grain/grapes  are harvested,  and the weeds destroyed. 
36th Allegory – temple = This specifically represents the 144000 TCs being the white stones thereof  (see glossary on  all  
these terms).  A temple is where people come to learn about Yahweh and how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
47th Reasoning – The temple  (1Cor.3v13-16)  is “The Centre of Jerusalem”  thus, the TCs become the centre of Yahweh’s 
future global organisational power to ensure  “Righteousness”  is taught and maintained during The Millennium. 
48th Reasoning – The temple is presently growing during The Gospel Age and almost has its full quota of 144000 white (= 
purified)  stones (= everlasting/steadfast) – but because JCg has not yet come at his 1st 2nd C then there is still a few more 
stones  from any nation  to be placed in the temple wall –  there is room in the wall yet for The Reader to personally fill! 
23rd Instruction – We are told to become part of this all wonderful construction to then be the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that can only come from  “The Word of God” –  and  not  minced through a  worldly 
Christian leader’s mouth,  or worse a  charlatan Christian leader pretending to have all manifestations of  “the spirit”  by 
feigned acts living off the back of Yahweh’s Word  (= the most heinous crime imaginable from Yahweh’s point of view). 
Eph.   2v19 og Therefore/Thus,   therefore/then  {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  {you are/belong}   
Eph.   2v19 og (the) foreigners/hosts/entertainers/guests/strangers/aliens   also  
Eph.   2v19 og (the) {alongside dwellings}/{home near}/{alien residents}/sojourners/tenants,   
Eph.   2v19 og but  (the) {natives of same town}/{fellow-citizens}/{close-knit groupings}   
Eph.   2v19 og of the  blameless/{holy persons}  also  (the) domestics/relatives/adherents/households  of the  God. 
Eph.   2v19 = Therefore then  {you are}  {no longer}  the  foreigners/strangers     (as you were under The 1st Covenant with The Jews) 

also  the  {alien residents}/sojourners/tenants,    (not having a place within Yahweh’s Methodology) 
but  {natives of the same town}/{fellow citizens}  of the  {holy people}/TCs     (able to share the  one/same  uniting methodology) 
also the  domestics/relatives/adherents  of  the God.     (potentially able to become an adopted future “Son of God”). 

 

Therefore,  then you (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  are no longer the foreigners   (as worldly people existing to  “The 1st Covenant”) 
also  (not)  the alien residents   (and thus,   not  being citizens  “outside  Yahweh's intimate family as Sons of God”  [of Spiritual Israel]) 
but natives of the same town of the holy people   (TCs,  able to share the  one/same  Methodology of   “The Family”  of Yahweh) 
also the relatives of the God   (Yahweh,  to  potentially  become “The Adopted Sons of God”,  provided we remain faithful,  and not as Balaam/Judas) 
 

These Ephesians had entered The Brethren as a response to Paul’s teaching during his missionary journeys  –  they had  accurate  knowledge  (from 
Paul)  and upon this they grew with assurance, competence, and authority.  Those  specific  Brethren with  the correctly directed  motivation would 
positively respond to become active Brethren as the elders and thus,  nearing to become TCs in their own right.  Consequently,  “{specifically 
yourselves}”  elders of The Brethren were demonstrating  Real/True  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  and demonstrated themselves as  not  being 
part of The World formally as  foreigners/strangers to Yahweh’s Methodology  (and thus,   not  like Esau to Yahweh). 
And yet now:- 

The Ephesian Brethren had become  {natives of the same town}/{fellow citizens}  of the  {holy people}/TCs  as  “The Household of God!  (to 
become future  adopted  “Sons of God”,  because they had now adopted Yahweh’s Methodology to replace worldly methodology. 

This might cause howls of consternation amongst those people of  “the Christian Nation”  being:- 
How can I suggest what I have just proposed above! –   
Surely this verse means non-Christians coming into Christianity to become Christians! 

Perhaps self-righteous  “Christians”  might well state this  (along with their spiritual siblings of John.8v32-58)! 
But we must put this verse into context with the whole Bible,  and when we do this, then we can see that Yahweh  only  phileo (= attractively loves)   
“The Remnant”  that comes out of “Israel” (= “persevere with subjector” – either  positively [= The Remnant]  or negatively [= everyone else]),  being 
precisely as I thoroughly explain elsewhere,  comprises of  The 3 Epochs of Israel  (being = [1] Jews, [2] Christians, [3] Resurrected World).   
Furthermore,  many references both The Old and New Testaments where The Lord states: You spend your time praising Me but I close My ears to you  
(being “The Rest” [= everyone else]  of  The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel)!   Thus,  we realise it is what Yahweh determines of us,  and  not  us judging 
our future position,  or that of our  brethren/neighbour  (noting the two respective contexts Christian/{non-Christian}). 
However,  it seems our  worldly Christian leaders have already made  “The Judgement”  about themselves and their congregational members to be 
placed in “heaven”  –  counter to what The Bible tells us in several different aspects on this subject!   Do our leaders know where they are located? 
I fully cover all the aspects of this line of reasoning elsewhere and do not wish to add many more pages of commentary with repeat Bible contextual 
quotations just on this one verse,  else this whole section becomes too unwieldy!   
All I am doing is  “opening the shutters”  to  “The Light of God’s Word”  to the presently closed  “ windows to our mind”  to reach the reasoning 
centres of our brain -  so that we together might see The Vista through the  “darkened glass”  (1Cor.13v12),  please see my translation and commentary 
located at that citation. 
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Hence the next two verses in context. 
Eph.   2v20 og (the having been) {constructed over}/{built upon}  over/upon/concerning   
Eph.   2v20 og to the  {something put down}/substruction/foundation   
Eph.   2v20 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell} (TCs)   [of post-JC’s ministry] 
Eph.   2v20 og also  (of the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  [of pre-JC’s ministry],   
Eph.   2v20 og being/having  (of the) {extreme corner}/{uttermost quarter}/{chief corner}  (of the) him [= himself] 
Eph.   2v20 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Eph.   2v20 = having been  {constructed over}/{built upon}  over/upon  the  substructure/foundation  of the  apostles/{appointees to tell}   

also  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers},     ( the prophets giving The Word of God – which yielded The Word of God = JC, Rev.19v13) 
(with)   Jesus of the  Christ/Anointed  (as JCg)   himself  being  of the  {uttermost quarter}/{chief corner}.     (JC supports everything) 

 

        (Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”) 
having been built upon the foundation of the apostles   (requiring the apostles to generate the next generation of TCs,  to achieve 144000 TCs) 
also of the prophets   (as  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  giving  “The Word of God”  to deliver  “The Word of God”  [= JC]), 
(with)  the Anointed Jesus   (JCg as The Premier “Son of God”  setting  “The Goal”  for a further 144000 sons of God elected out of The Gospel Age) 
himself being the chief corner    (the whole building is constructed from the corner = Yahweh's Plan built  from/upon  JC's actions). 
 

Being built upon The Foundation ........... 
The Foundation is required for the future requirement,  as we are told in context of v18, v19, v21 and v22,  being The Temple as I explain,  is the 144000 
TCs, which as I show they are to be  “The Sons of God”  fulfilling  “The Promise of The Birthright to gain The Inheritance”.  We are told in The Bible,  
as I very carefully delineate in my commentaries  “The Inheritance”  is  “The Resurrected World”  that is to learn  “Righteousness”  before its 
members’ final assay (of 3.5 years)  at the end of The Millennium.  Where it is  “The Responsibility”  of  “The New Leaders”  of The Millennium to have 
a flawless mindset to correctly teach “Righteousness”. 

What makes this possible is JC who through his  (1) Ministry and  (2) Ransom Sacrifice enables a resurrection for all humans to occur,  else  
The Millennium  could  not  righteously occur  - and it is The Millennium  (made possible by JC’s intervention)  that becomes the next part of  
Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”.  Without the Millennium,  then Mankind would ultimately bring about  self-induced  annihilation 
through the  self-indulgence  of The World’s leaders throughout society taken  beyond  a sustainable limit for the species’ survival.   
All precisely as JC tells us in numerous places  (Mark.13v20, Rev.6v16, Luke.21v26,  where  “for the sake of the elect”  means:  “The Trigger 
Threshold of 144000  has been achieved”  for Yahweh to righteously  step-in  as  “extra-terrestrial intervention”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
to then,  3.5 years later,  bring forth The Millennium). 

Furthermore,  as this website profusely states: 
JC has two flocks  (“other” John.10v16 represents  the prophets;  and the “small” Luke.12v32,  “own” John.10v3 represent  the TCs)  being the  two 
remnants  beloved by Yahweh  taken out of  The 2 Epochs of Israel,  pre and post JC’s ministry hence as this verse tells us,  JC becomes the corner stone 
of both.  It is essential for the reader to read my commentary at John.10v16,  because it is not quite as our  worldly bible translations errantly tell us! 

The context now tells us  why  this is to occur  –  see next verse. 
Eph.   2v21 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  all/whole/every   
Eph.   2v21 og the  structuring/building/confirmation/edification/emboldening   
Eph.   2v21 og (the being) {rendered close-jointed together}/{organised compactly}/{fitted together harmoniously}   
Eph.   2v21 og (it) grows/enlarges/{gives increase}  into/unto  (the) {to dwell}/shrine/temple   
Eph.   2v21 og (the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master, 
Eph.   2v21 = within whom  (JCg)   the whole  structuring/building  being  {closely connected together}/{fitted together harmoniously},  

it  grows/enlarges  into/unto  the  holy/{separate from this world of sin}  {dwelling place}/temple  within  the  Lord/Master, 
 

within whom (JCg)  the whole building being  closely/harmoniously  connected together   (by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/etc.), 
it grows enlarges into the  pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  temple   (being where people learn how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
within the  lord/master   (where JC is The Word of God controlling our mind – to give the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  between all TCs) 
 

The holy temple  (spoken of in Eze. Chapter 40-48 is metaphoric, within The City at Rev. chapter 21)  coming down to Earth at beginning of The 
Millennium to teach  “Righteousness”  to the then to be: “Resurrected World”.   
This is where  (as I stated above)  people from all the nations  (prophesies from The Old Testament prophets)  come to find the  accurate  knowledge of 
God/Yahweh   (being how to fulfil His Desire)  from His temple comprising of 144000 TCs  (then to be  kings/priests)   spread all around The Earth.  
Thus,  we are now  (during the 1st part of our physical life)  to work hard to become TCs, and thus,  like miniature personal temples  (1Cor.3v16, 
1Pet.2v5)  in the 1st part of our physical life,  that metaphorically  become the white stones  (by allegory: “white” = “perfected/purified”,  and “stone” = 
“everlasting/steadfast/immoveable”)  of  the final Temple  (physical  Kings/Priests,  to be The Spiritual Leaders to reform the minds of resurrected 
people)  in The Millennium,  as Paul goes on to say in v22.   
The Lord JCg by spiritual metaphor becomes  “The Foundation of The Temple”  upon which the  apostles/TCs  have built their faithful ministry during 
The Gospel Age of some 2000 years. 
Notice the important words here:  “{closely connected together}/{fitted together harmoniously}”  of which I hardly see in some 42,000 schisms of 
worldly Christianity evident today,  and therefore Paul is  not  speaking about them!   Paul is only speaking of  The Small  (Luke.12v32)  flock (TCs)  that 
positively  hears/responds  to The Shepherd  (JC,  John.10v4)  and precisely emulates what he has shown them by  ministry/lifestyle  as determined by 
Yahweh! 
Eph.   2v22 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  also  {specifically yourselves}   
Eph.   2v22 og (yourselves are being) {constructed/built together}/{building in unison}/{fellow builders}  into/unto   
Eph.   2v22 og (the) {dwelling-place}/habitation/home  of the  God  in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits.  
Eph.   2v22 = also  within  whom  {specifically yourselves}  are being  {built together}/{fellow builders} 

unto  the  {dwelling place}/habitation  of the  God  (Yahweh)   within  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
 

Also within which  (The Goal of Sonship)  specifically yourselves are being built together   (honing together our mind to become Christlike) 
unto the habitation of the God (Yahweh)  within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of unity built upon “The Word of God”). 
 

As I have stated in numerous places Paul switches to the Greek term  {specifically yourselves}  as a direct pointer to the subject of his reasoning.  In this 
instance it is to The Elders of these congregations showing promise to become TCs.  They are starting to work together to build  [middle voice]  God’s 
Temple within themselves  (1Cor.3v13-16)  to metaphorically become a  “white (= pure/perfected)  stone (= eternal/steadfast)”  (two allegories)  as part 
of  “The New Spiritual Temple”  in  “The Middle of Jerusalem”  (all these words are prophetic  allegories,  as I explain elsewhere)  that shall occur at  
“The 1st Resurrection”  as the future  “Sons of God”.  TCs grow in number through The Gospel Age with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
built upon  “The Foundation Stone”  of  “The Word of God”  to be creating  “The New Creature”  within us hearkening to  “The Knowledge”,  
operating within those specific people becoming Yahweh’s 144000 Apostles/TCs  proving themselves as  “The Body of Christ”  to be  “The Vanguard”  
making Yahweh's Plan an ultimate success over  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”. 
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These people are the  “{specific ones}”  who make The Grade,  being the people of The Race who personally  win  The Prize  (because only one person 
of each race  (in  time/location)  win  “The Prize”  (of Sonship)  as Paul very carefully tells us 1Cor.9v23-25) -  but also,  we must  not  cheat/defraud – 
but run  according to The Rules  [to precisely imitate JC]  2Tim.2v5,  hence the rejection at Matt.22v11-13). 
Thus,  Yahweh God will not physically be here on Earth,  but  only  His active capability operating directly to express His HS through JCg and his Bride 
of 144000 TCs who are then to be  kings/priests   (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.)  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in righteousness during The 
Millennium. 
 
 
24th Instruction – TCs are certainly prisoners to “The Knowledge” they administer.  As custodians of integrity,  they must 
teach it with fidelity both in words and deeds to interested  people.  Yahweh is  only  desirous of people strongly motivated 
to become TCs in their own right ready for the next stage of His Plan triggered into operation when 144000 TCs occur.  
37th Allegory – administration of the household = Specifically taking upon ourselves of the  ownership,  accountability,  
and responsibility of  “The Word of God”  to bring unto Yahweh the next generation of TCs to make replete 144000 TCs. 
38th ‘Allegory’ – Gift/favour/benefit = Of the Gospel taught is two part. Though much deeper, the high level is covered by: 

1. The Word of God bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects 
worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 

2. Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 
It is the composite operation of these two things that yields to a perfected society in The Culmination. 
25th Good News – Sincerely motivated people endeavouring to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire personally discover  “The Secret to 
The Mystery”,  by personally becoming  “The Solution to The Mystery”  themselves!  
Allegory – repeat - The Mystery = How a member of The Creation of JCg can become like him = A “Son of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - To personally solve The Mystery,  is to exactly imitate JC;  and Yahweh as The 3rd Party Adjudicator 
“makes it become so”  as His sons,  in the 2nd part of our physical life  if  we have purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
25th Instruction – It is through people inculcating  “The Word of God”  into their very  being/existence  by using JC (“The 
Word of God”)  as  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  upon which to emulate,  is  “The Mystery”  disclosed within 
themselves to be made evident at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1st 2nd C of JCg)  for JCg to collect his bride  (of 144000 TCs). 
49th Reasoning – People understanding  “The Word of God”  and motivated to practice it with fidelity towards strangers 
presently far from Yahweh, exhibit themselves as enablers for other people to personally solve The Mystery to become TCs 
50th Reasoning – It is because the prophets did  not  have  “The Word of God”  being JC to set  “The Golden Standard”  
of Sonship meant they personally could not  “see/understand”  “The Solution to The Mystery”  prior to JC’s ministry. 
Eph.   3v1 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout   
Eph.   3v1 og {(through) favour of}/{on account of}/{for  sake/cause  of}  (emphatic) I/me  (the) Paul,   
Eph.   3v1 og the  {a captive}/{bound person}/prisoner/{in bonds}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus   
Eph.   3v1 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}   
Eph.   3v1 og of the  gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples, 
Eph.   3v1 = {Concerning this}  {through favour of}/{for sake/cause of}   emphatic I,  Paul,   

the  captive/prisoner  of the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of you}  nations/peoples. 
 

Concerning for this cause   (to bring 144000 TCs unto Yahweh as His future Sons of God … … ) 
(emphatic) I,  the Paul,   (being what  “The Word of God”  demands from those people assiduously aiming to become TCs) 
the captive of the Anointed Jesus for the  sake/behalf  of you nations   (where the TCs offer their life in sacrifice to bring The Goal to people). 
 

Just a simple question to all the Christians within The World today:- 
Would you know  “What is Paul’s Cause”  had it not been for the  commentaries/parenthesis  given in Futurelife.Org? 

Furthermore,  
If not,  then  why not? 
What have our leaders of Christendom been doing for the last some 1700+ years  (except feathering their own nest)? 

Pauls’ Cause is to personally make possible the future expectation of  “The Promise requiring The Responsibility to be exercised over The Inheritance”  
for the future “Sons of God”.  It is for this cause Paul  fervently occupies  himself to  accurately  promote  “The Word of God”  through duress  
(1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v21-28)  always knowing how he is strident to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  
For him to do this successfully then he becomes  the prisoner  to  “The Required Specifications”  “of the job”  being the  “occupational effort”  a TC 
will put in  “The Ministry Work”  of  “total self-sacrifice”  to edify  his/her  neighbour to understand  why/how  they too shall fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
The question we can ask of ourselves:–  

Are we a prisoner in the definition of  “the prisoner  to The Specification of the job”  being   “the credentials for apostleship”? 
Also ask:  “How many people around them behave as though they are  the prisoner  to the  ministry/lifestyle  of that given to us by JC?” 

Again,  this  must be  simply/freely  given  –  absolutely  not  to receive any worldly return  (nor soliciting for donations)! 
If any person feels  “of the job”  is the wrong terminology then please contact this website with your concerns and then I will use The Bible with  copious 
of examples from Bible text teaching us,  that it should become our  “employment”  and  “the wages”  are freely given from Yahweh in the 2nd part of our 
physical life  (Matt.20v1-12,  see my local commentaries),  rather than from The World during the 1st part of our physical life. 
Please also read my commentaries to 1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18. 
Eph.   3v2 og {if indeed}/{seeing that}/unless/otherwise/{if so be that/yet} 
Eph.   3v2 og (you have) heard/listened/understood/responded   
Eph.   3v2 og the  {administrator of a household}/stewardship/dispensation   
Eph.   3v2 og of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God   
Eph.   3v2 og of the [grace]  given/bestowed/granted  {to me}/mine  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}, 
Eph.   3v2 = {if indeed}/{seeing that}  you have  heard/responded  of the  {administration of the household}/stewardship 

of the  God’s   gift/favour/benefit  given/bestowed  {to me}  unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
 

If indeed you have heard of the administration of the household   (taking upon ourselves  “The Responsibility”  of what belongs to Yahweh)  
                 (by accurately sowing  “God’s Word”  to gain the next generation of TCs for Yahweh’s intimate household) 
of the God's (Yahweh’s)  gift/favour/benefit   (that comes with taking upon ourselves  “The Responsibility”  of behaving precisely as did JC) 
given to me  (Paul who imitated JC,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  unto specifically yourselves   (who are to learn to imitate me [1Cor.11v1]). 
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Several important things here: 
1. These  {specifically yourselves}  (elders)  have responded by imitating Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  else Paul would not have stated what he has  

–  he might have spoken to them as he did to The Galatians  (Gal.1v6-10,  3v1-4 for example). 
2. Furthermore,  we understand Paul,  as an  apostle/TC,  has been given  {administration of the household}  only because Yahweh considers 

him  sufficiently competent  to fulfil this appointed role.   Sadly the vast majority of Christian leaders through The Gospel Age presume to 
fulfil this role and are given the authority by The World to do so, –  but Yahweh is  not  operating through them,  but they are merely being  
allowed  this position to fully expose their deviancy  (Rom.1v16-32).  All of this will be shouted out across the  roof-tops  in The Millennium  –  
precisely as JC told us  (Luke.12v2-3). 
Most importantly,  Christian leaders provide  “a continuum”  out of which Yahweh is able to extract “The Few” (144000 TCs).   

“Many people are  invited/called  (some 3 billion Christians)  but few (144000 TCs) are  elected/chosen  (to be Sons of God)”  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
Eph.   3v3 og because  down/according/intensely/against (to)   (the) disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation   
Eph.   3v3 og (it was) {made known}/declared/publicised/{given to understand}  {to me}/mine  the  secret/mystery   
Eph.   3v3 og just/as/that/how/when  (I have) {written previously}/{before ordained}/{evidently set forth}   
Eph.   3v3 og in  (to the [= within]) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}/brief, 
Eph.   3v3 = because  according to  the  disclosure/revelation,   it was  {made known}/declared  to me  the  mystery/secret 

just/as  I have  {written previously}/{evidently set forth}  in brief, 
 

because according to the disclosure,  it was made known to me the mystery   (being how to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”) 
just/as  I have written previously in brief   (so obviously “the mystery”  was known and understood by Paul –  and he  taught  it), 
            (moreover,  it is quite simple because it could be covered briefly; – as I show,  The Mystery can be written clearly in a few sentences!) 

 

Thus,  we understand Paul had been made fully aware of what  “The  Mystery/Secret”  was  -  and he personally  answered  it! 
Furthermore,  he had told people about  “The Mystery”  on his missionary journeys and briefly in his letters.  Clearly,  we do not have all his letters,  but 
Yahweh would allow enough of the relevant letters to be retained in The Cannon to tell us  “The Solution”  to this  “Mystery/Secret”  so that:- 

If  we search,  then  it shall  no longer remain a mystery!   
Thus,  those people who  (see v 5 in context)  are  “appointed to tell”  will have The Solution  to  “The  Mystery”  just like Paul,  so they too might  
practice  and also teach The World  the solution  to this mystery  by both words and deeds to display  “The Wisdom of God”.   
By obvious and logical deduction,  those religious leaders who are  not  “appointed by Yahweh to tell”  –  then to them,  it shall  remain as a mystery  
and they shall keep repeating it is still a mystery to them by both by deed and word.  Thus,  they shall remain quiet in their sermons as to what this 
mystery is,  and how it might be explained  (Matt.13v11-13 and the warning Matt.15v14). 

I ask the reader to now look around them and use their mind to reason upon this logic. 
Those persons who are  not  appointed to tell by Yahweh still quote it is a mystery to them  =  worldly Christian leaders. 

This website  clearly explains  through its Bible based exegesis precisely:  “What is The Mystery”  and what we  personally  must do  to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire so that we might  partake within  the solution  to what is no longer a mystery  (please see glossary and read this website  [also given at Eph.3v6]). 

It is obviously senseless to go to any person for  “The Solution”  to  “Mystery”  when they state:  “It is a mystery to them”! 
Please read on into the next verse:- 

Eph.   3v4 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  whom/which/that  
Eph.   3v4 og (you are) able/possible/capable  (the) {knowing again}/reading   
Eph.   3v4 og (to) {exercise the mind (through observation)}/comprehend/heed/consider/perceive/think/understand   
Eph.   3v4 og the  {assembling mentally}/intelligence/knowledge/understanding  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  
Eph.   3v4 og in  to the [= within]  secret/mystery  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Eph.   3v4 = towards which   (those epistles/letters)   reading,    (being an instruction to read my epistles) 

you are able to  {exercise the mind}/comprehend  my  {mentally assembling}/knowledge    (for you to gain my understanding) 
within the  mystery/secret  of the  Christ/Anointed    (of The Office of Appointment to be “Anointed” by Yahweh – as shown by JC) 

 

towards which  (those epistles you be)  reading, 
you can comprehend my knowledge   (for you to gain my understanding of  “The Subject Matter”  being of Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation) 
within the mystery of the Anointed   (being of  “The Office of The Appointment”  to be  “Anointed”  by Yahweh for Sonship  -  as shown by JC). 
 

Paul says something very easy to understand:- 
(Stating the very obvious)  “Read my letters to understand  The  Secret/Mystery  of the  Christ/Anointed.”  

From this we can succinctly reason:- 
There is  no  mystery/secret  of the  “Christ/Anointed” -  of which Paul tells us so very clearly in  Eph.3v6 as I explain in my commentary. 

Therefore,  the immediate question comes into our minds:- 
 Why  do our  (now obviously very demonstrable  worldly)  Christian  leaders/theologians/’scholars’  still keep claiming it is a mystery  and  
why  do they keep very quiet on explaining this mystery when clearly tells us what this  secret/mystery  is? 

The two-level answer is just so obvious! 
1. They do  not  read Paul’s letters  (inasmuch “their bibles” must have huge blank pages within them = ignored,  [Rev.22v18-19])! 
2. What they read –  does not agree with them  (as Paul tells us [1Cor.2v4]  -  they  prefer  worldly methodology) = ignored!   

Thus,  we are able to comprehend,  our  worldly religious leaders,  for worldly reasons,  must  “{choose to be ignorant}”  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM 50), 
because they rather choose  not  to  “seek/search”  The Scriptures “to find”  the solution –  when by contrast,  JC taught us to search  and it shall be 
found as we are told at Matt.7v7-8!    Therefore,  we can conclude,  they have absolutely no intention of fulfilling  “The Word of God”  and thus become 
reneges and delinquents to Yahweh,  meaning we should turn our backs upon them and search for Yahweh ourselves!   Further supported by The Bible! 
Please read this website,  throughout which  screams out to The World precisely what  “The Mystery of  Christ/Anointed”  means,  and  how  it becomes 
“The Ideal Goal”  towards which each one of us is to personally strive -  so that we might personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Moreover,  why  it fulfils  
“Satan’s desire”  (please see glossary)  for this  “mystery”  to  remain a mystery to The World –  that becomes precisely why,  while following the 
methodology of this world,  our  “Professional Religious Leaders”  keep so very silent upon this subject! 
Eph.   3v5 og whom/which/that  in  (to the [= within]) other/different/altered  (to the) generations/ages/nations/times   
Eph.   3v5 og no/not/none  (it was) {made known}/declared/publicised/{given to understand}   
Eph.   3v5 og to the  sons  of the  countenances/{human-beings}/men,   
Eph.   3v5 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  now/present/immediate   (it was) {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed   
Eph.   3v5 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  holy/pure/blameless//innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   
Eph.   3v5 og (to the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  (of the) him  also   
Eph.   3v5 og (to the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  in  (to the [= within])  spirit/personality/desires/traits; 
Eph.   3v5 = which  was not  {made known}/{given to understand}  to the  sons  of the  men  within  other  generations/ages/time 
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{in that manner}/as   (it is)   now/presently  revealed/disclosed  to  His  (Yahweh’s)   pure/{separate from this world of sin}/holy  
apostles/TCs  also  to the  prophets  within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (being the  one/same  with Yahweh). 

 

Which this understanding was not given to the sons of the men within other generations 
in that manner as  (it is)  now disclosed to His (Yahweh's)    
pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  apostles  (TCs under the 2nd Covenant  [Christian Nation])   
          (The TCs understood how to personally implement God’s Word because they had  “The Pattern”  to personally imitate to make the future possible) 
also to the prophets  (Prophets under the 1st Covenant  [Jewish Nation]) 
          (The Prophets did not understand God’s Word – but faithfully wrote down what was to occur regarding the coming of JC and The Millennium) 
within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (being the common bond built upon God's Word that unites all Early Adopters within JC and Yahweh). 
 

Paul tells us:- 
So this mystery is  now  known  (post JC’s ministry)  and is written down for  all  people to read and understand in Paul’s letters! 
(1)  The prophets faithfully wrote down what they did not understand,  and   (2)  the TCs faithfully answered it by copying their mentor,  JC. 

We are told by JC that  “the prophets searched for it,  and could not  see/achieve/understand”,   (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10),   we are also told 
those specific people after JC’s ministry who  are  “appointed  by Yahweh  to tell”  now clearly understand  “The Solution to this Mystery”. 
This is provided these specific individuals have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of Yahweh  -  rather than the  
spirit/personalities/desires/traits  of the air (Eph.2v2)  -  being the methodology of the present worldly system operating under Satan’s methodology. 
So the  “Mystery”  that most religious leaders claim  not  to understand,  is now being explained to us in the Bible in verses 6-7 -  that is assuming:- 

If  they care to read it  (and in many other places as given in the local commentaries that  all explain the same thing):- 
 
Allegory – repeat - The Mystery = How a member of The Creation of JCg can become like him = A “Son of God”. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
Reasoning – repeat - To personally solve The Mystery,  is to exactly imitate JC;  and Yahweh as The 3rd Party Adjudicator 
“makes it become so”  as His sons,  in the 2nd part of our physical life  if  we have purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Heirs = The 144000 TCs to become  kings/priests  and rule over “The Resurrected World” (Rev.1v6) 
Prophecy – repeat - “The Promise”  is to be  “Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance”  given by Yahweh to the  “Sons of God”,  
that runs through  “The Birthright”  line as originally promised to Abraham (principally The New Spiritual Jerusalem). 
Allegory – repeat - The Inheritance = operates at two levels.  The 1st level would be of Canaan becoming Israel filled with 
Israelites under “worldly Jerusalem”.  The 2nd level occurs in The Millennium being  The World becoming “Israel” by 
name  filled with all resurrected humans  (new “fleshly Israelites”)  to learn  “Righteousness”  from JCg and his bride of 
144000 TCs then to be  kings/priests  being part of the ruling  “New Spiritual Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v2). 
15th Prophecy – There will be  {co-heirs}  ruling  alongside  JCg over  “The Inheritance”  (these are the 144000 TCs). 
51st Reasoning – People imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  based upon  “The Word of God”  being practised with fidelity 
will yield a resurrection to become “Sons of God” having  “The Inheritance of The Promise”,  to administer  “The 3rd 
Epoch of Israel”  (“The Resurrected World”)  see 2Cor.12v1-3 indicating by prophecy the promise given to Paul. 
It was this  understanding  of how God’s “Plan for Human Salvation” would occur that became “The Motivator” for Paul 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
52nd Reasoning – “Within Christ/Anointed”  means  “The Office of Appointment to be Kings/Priests”  (Rev.1v6, etc.)  is 
available by  what JC made possible  as “The First of The Firstfruit”  (Barley waved after Passover, 50 days before The 
Wheat starting at Pentecost for The Gospel Age)  thereby yielding “The Early Adopters” to become The Tools for Yahweh 
to use to perfect “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium being “The Great Sabbath Day” covered by JC in his death 
Eph.   3v6 og {to be/exist}  the  gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples   
Eph.   3v6 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {co-heirs}/{joint-heirs}/{participants in common}/{heirs together}   
Eph.   3v6 og also  (the) {joint body}/{fellow member of (the active) ecclesia}    
Eph.   3v6 og also  (the) {co-participants}/partakers/{joint sharers}  
Eph.   3v6 og of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  (of the) Him [Yahweh]  
Eph.   3v6 og in  to the [= within]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Eph.   3v6 og through (reason of)  of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}, 
Eph.   3v6 = (The Mystery is … ... )   

The  gentiles/nations    (and thus:  not only Jews, but also Gentiles have been invited  [Rom.1v16, etc.])   
(are)  to be  the  {joint heirs}/{co-hereditary owners}     (to be future owners  [as kings/priests]  of what Yahweh presently owns) 
also  the  {joint body}/{fellow member of The Ecclesia}     (the 144000 TCs =  “The New Spiritual Israel”  =  “The Bride of JC”) 
also  the  {co-participants}/{joint partakers}    (equal position of being the  “Sons of God”  -  as to JCg) 
of  His (Yahweh’s)  Promise  (given to Abraham)   within the  Christ/Anointed    (The Promise fulfilled within the position of “Anointed”) 
through reason of  the  {good news}/gospel.    (The Gospel tells us what is possible,  and how to personally achieve it!) 

 

         (“The Mystery”  [our “Leaders of Religion” demonstrably do not understand,  because they never teach of it nor act to personally achieve it] is:-) 
The nations  (both Jew and Gentile)   are  (invited)  to be joint heirs   (to be future owners  [as kings/priests]  of what Yahweh owns) 
also the joint body   (of JC's physical body comprising of 144000 parts over The Gospel Age,  to be joined to The Head  [JCg]  in The Millennium) 
also the  co-participants   (of equal position of being the Sons of God -  alongside JCg to teach “Righteousness” to the resurrected people) 
of His (Yahweh's)  Promise  (given to Abraham)  within the Anointed   (Yahweh's Promise involves The Anointed people) 
through reason of the Gospel   (telling us  what is to occur,  what is possible,  what is required,  and  how to become  “The Early Adopters”). 
 

First thing to state:- 
It cannot be written more simply than that given above in that one verse! 

If something has been so simply stated  –  being  “The Goal”  for  “Christians”  –  then we might ask:- 
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How often has the reader heard this message:- 
1. Told to them by their  worldly Christian  “supposed ministers”? 
2. To have it  carefully explained  to them during their sermons by their  worldly Christian “supposed ministers”? 

This is all utterly key to knowing and understanding what   “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  truly means! 
It is precisely about this,   JC came to teach us  (Luke.4v16-19, Mark.1v38),  being  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  (of 
which we  never  hear taught today)  and instructed those people who apparently come in his (JC’s)  name/character/authority  to do likewise 
–  which immediately begs the obvious question:- 

What  “on Earth”  have our  worldly Christian leaders been doing for the last 1700+ years? 
Now  “The Mystery”  has been stated  -  then perhaps  worldly Christian leaders now know where to look  –  and this is  not  the only place within The 
Bible where this  “supposed mystery”  is very clearly stated   –  then  perhaps they might  start teaching  God’s Word to their congregations  -  and what 
God’s Word  personally  means! 
However – based upon the past performance of the last 1700 years,  then they are unlikely to change now in the next few decades before the Gospel Age 
closes to yield The Millennium!   So best we ignore them and leave their presence  (Rev.18v4). 
So please let me explain what it means here  (to give them a head start,  if a few of them may choose to become like Nicodemus):- 

Any  member of  any  nation  (irrespective of  who/what  they are,  or might have done)  has  the possibility  of being  “grafted into The Vine”  
of JCg,  being himself:  The Rootstock  (John.15v1-6). 
But  to be in the position where Yahweh  might  choose to graft in this person  -  then  the individual  must  imbue  accurate  knowledge  so 
that  he/she  might inculcate this knowledge which is to be vigorously  assayed/proven/tested  within the mind to personally gain  assurance.  
from which  he/she  might gain competence and authority of their subject matter. 
If  the individual has the correct motivation,  then  he/she  will  practice  fidelity  to  “The Accurate Knowledge”  gained by precisely 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become  “The Wisdom of God” –  just as Paul and the other faithful  apostles/TCs  who followed after JC.   
Where everything that JC and the apostles did,  was done freely and simply  (nothing was taken for  “The Accurate Ministry”  they gave). 
Gain  “The Responsibility”  to act with sane and wholesome mind with  “The Word of God”  –  to be a respected,  lowly-seeking  person,  
who demonstrably shows no desire to  “Control People”  with this knowledge  (noting “Knowledge is power”),  and thus,  is  demonstrably 
not  self-seeking when having  “The Power”  that  “Knowledge”  brings,  thus,  proven to be of  contrite/humble  mind.  
Do wholly this -  and we,  as individuals,  will be assured to become part of The Promise being: “The Heir” (see glossary)  as  kings/priests  
of  “The Inheritance” (see glossary)  being  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.  

That is what Paul is telling us here. 
But I also write  “The Mystery”  in a slightly different manner  –  but it condenses into precisely the same thing above:-  

“The Mystery of God”  is so very simply stated:- 
How is it possible for members within  “The Creation”  to become  precisely like  its  “Creator”? 

The Solution to The Mystery is equally simply stated:- 
For the members of The Creation to  precisely  imitate  their Creator! 

Irrespective of the copious contrary nonsense taught by our demonstrably  worldly Christian leaders:-  
The Bible tells us:- 

JCg created us  “humans”  as  The Culmination of His Creative powers. 
We are taught to  precisely imitate  JC. 
We are taught that Yahweh  (as  The 3rd Party Assessor)  will make  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  upon those members 
of JCg’s creation who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (driven by agapao  [to edify our neighbour to our own hurt]  to yield agape 
[charity works in  ministry/deportment  for absolutely no  worldly return,   except abuse from “Leaders of Religion” shown to be hypocrites]). 

“Yahweh”  means  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”.   
Yahweh shall  awaken/rouse/resuscitate  those very specific members of JCg’s Creation who  “imitated their creator/saviour”  to become 
precisely like His premier son JCg in the 2nd part of their physical life  (1Cor.15v35-55)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, 
Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, etc.). 
There shall be the 144000 Firstfruits  (Rev.14v1-4)  elected/selected  out of The Christian nation  -  who shall personally make this grade 
during the Gospel Age of some 2000 –  all precisely as The Bible tells us  (as my commentaries explain throughout). 

Sadly,  by contrast to what I have stated above  (being only what The Bible  tells us  and I have invented nothing)   –  we have: 
Worldly Christian leaders stating:-   

“It does not mean this here”,  and  “it does not mean this there”,  – and so,  they progressively  “chip away at The Word of God”  and leave 
nothing remaining  (within their mind) –  the consequence means they become personally vacuous to “The Word of God”  and are only left to  
“talk about and cite from The World”  in their sermons,  Their action effectively endorses  worldly methodology!    
They are taught in their seminaries to  “contest Yahweh”,  rather than be  “truly humble to Yahweh”. 

Now clearly it is easy to say the right words  “we are humble”  for public show  - but  “their actions speak otherwise”! 
Thus,  we reason  (and further,  confirmed by what we witness in their sermons):   

They preach about Satan’s  present worldly system  –  (rather than about  “Yahweh’s Acceptable Year”  being  “The Vista of The 
Future Millennium”  under JCg’s righteous Rule  with  “The Anointed”  144000 alongside him)! 

What an abomination!   That is precisely what Yahweh thinks about them! 
However,  in the meantime -  perpetuating “Religion”,  they teach wonderful  “loving things”  “alongside  The (Real) Gospel”  (Gal.1v8)  –  
being made to appear as  “their gospel”  for the wonderful worldly returns this brings to them!    How despicable! 

Returning to the verse after my justified righteous rant:- 
We understand these members being as  “The Joint-Heirs  of/over  The Inheritance”,  then their duties will be teaching  “Righteousness”  and judging 
alongside with JCg the perfected DNA fleshly resurrected humans in The Millennium  (Matt.19v28, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Cor.6v2 as a few examples).   
Those specific 144000 humans who personally “win the Race”  (1Cor.9v23-24, in their generation and place within The World during The Gospel Age – 
considered as a ‘race heat’)  shall receive their Prize to become  “Sons of God”  by having the  one/same  Name/Character  (being of  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits),  to be “anointed” alongside with Jesus  (Matt.20v23).  They shall be given the full  Authority  of Yahweh working 
through them, and thus,  fully express His HS to use  Yahweh's Capability/Authority  as they personally deem fit  (which will obviously be the  one/same  
with His Desire [spirit/personality/traits-character],  else Yahweh would not make them His Sons)  to edify the resurrected fleshly humans so they too 
might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of imitating JC’s lifestyle. 
Clearly there will be a spread of humans  (of differing  spirit/personality/desires/traits),  many of whom shall reform within this perfected environment 
kept as such by The Capability  of JCg  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  -  but there shall be rebellious persons  (Rev.22v10-15)  where  Yahweh expressing His 
HS shall use His Capability to subdue JCg’s enemies to be his footstool  (many references but the original quoted in prophecy is at Ps.110v1-2). 
As a warning,  we are shown in 2Kings.19v35 -  one angel subdued 185,000 men in one night  –  JCg and the 144000 can call upon many  legions  of 
angels  (Matt.26v53) – so  “The Contest”  will be somewhat one-sided at Armageddon at  the end  of The Millennium.  

Finally stating the obvious  –  but I make it known now:   
1. This  “Mystery”  could only be made known  after  JC’s ministry and ransom sacrifice through JC because his  works/sacrifice  has  now  

made all this possible. 
2. Also Yahweh could  not  reveal this earlier because logically  it had  not  yet occurred  –  but had to be  proved/demonstrated  by JCg first  – 

so there was a  pattern/template  for receptive people to emulate,  being those very special people  who personally desire  to precisely imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become  “The Righteous Heirs  of/over  The Inheritance”  to follow  The  First/Chief  (and presently “Only”)  
Begotten (see glossary)  “Son of God”! 
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Cautionary Note:  Yahweh is in ultimate control of  all  proceedings to ensure everything  righteously operates  throughout His Environment  (= The 
Universe).  Yahweh makes The Final Decisions  –  and He is not to be mocked  (Gal.6v7)  and we shall reap what we sow.  
Therefore we are only given our positions in the 2nd part of our physical life commensurate to the purity of our  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
(1Sam.16v7-13 in the context for future kingship)  and how it has been correctly built upon  “The Word of God”.    
Charlatan Christian leaders should beware and reform  (Luke chapter 15)  while they still  “have a conscious existence”  within which to do so! 
Quite simply we will  not  personally make The Grade to become a future “Son of God” if we like to  “Control People”  (for  any  form of worldly gain – 
being anything The World can source  –  glory/honour/money/power/prestige/pension/{debilitating habits}/sex/leverage/etc.),  because our mind will be 
of  “The Wrong Type”!    Yahweh requires  contriteness/humility  for future Sonship that cannot be found in today’s worldly leaders of Politics, Religion 
and Commerce  throughout the strata of present day society as JC clearly tells us in numerous places  (but removed out of these leaders’  bible  -  if they 
ever had one)! 
 
26th Instruction – TCs are as  {runners for errands}  with The Gospel in The World to bring more, new TCs as their 
sacrificial offering to Yahweh during The Gospel Age to bring ever nearer that goal of 144000 TCs for the next stage. 
26th Good News – Yahweh will operate through these TCs to ensure His Desire is fulfilled at the correct rate, so His Plan 
comes to fruition at the pace given by His prophecy earlier,  to demonstrate His utter Omnipotence to all entities. 
53rd Reasoning – Yahweh will assist these TCs by expressing His infinite Capability to express His HS,  access to which is 
made possible  by JCg as  “The Word of God”  being inculcated in those people whom he ‘fancies’  (Rev.3v20)  as being 
possible members (of The Bride).  Yahweh decides if a person  is a worthy 5 or 2 talent  and rejects the 1 talent person. 
54th Reasoning – Yahweh will assist these TCs by expressing His HS yielded by JCg  (as  “The Word of God”  accurately 
imbued,  assayed and operated upon with fidelity)  by efficiently working through the TCs in the environment around them 
and in the intellectual exegesis to ensure that His Word is most efficiently and accurately dispersed throughout The World. 
13th Warning – Yahweh obviously does  not  work with  worldly (or worse  charlatan)  Christian leaders who twist and 
mince Yahweh’s Word to suit their own personal ambitions running on the back of Yahweh’s Word. 
5th Comment – Those TCs who feel deeply saddened for the things they did during the 1st part of their (spiritual) life often 
work with much vigour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire because they desire to make amends  (= true repentance)  for what they 
previously did  (“blasphemed in error” - 1Tim.1v13)  and thus,  consider themselves lower than all  “Christians”. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
27th Instruction – All TCs have different gifts which they must use to “The Fullest of their capability”.  TCs use their 
specific attributes to jointly form all the body parts of 'The Body of Christ' in the overall ministry work in The Gospel Age. 
39th ‘Allegory’ – Unsearchable = How all the unfolding intricacies of  “The Office of Appointment”  made possible by 
Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests  to yield  “The Redeemed Mankind”  cannot be fully discerned by us today. 
40th ‘Allegory’ – Riches = Being  “The Benefits”   “The Word of God” (JC, Rev.19v13)  personally brings  (1) within The 
Mind for our purification to then be  (2) physically delivered in our lifestyle –  (3) repaid at  “The 1st Resurrection”  for  
(4) “The Greater Responsibility in The Millennium”  as a future “Son of God” . 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Reasoning – repeat - “Within Christ/Anointed”  means  “The Office of Appointment to be Kings/Priests”  (Rev.1v6, etc.)  
is available by what JC made possible as “The First of The Firstfruit”  (Barley waved after Passover, 50 days before The 
Wheat starting at Pentecost for The Gospel Age)  thereby yielding “The Early Adopters” to become The Tools for Yahweh 
to use to perfect “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium being “The Great Sabbath Day” covered by JC in his death. 
Eph.   3v7 og {of whom/which}  (I) {became to be}   
Eph.   3v7 og (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant   
Eph.   3v7 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)}   
Eph.   3v7 og of the  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  of the  God [Yahweh]  the  given/bestowed/granted  {to me}/mine   
Eph.   3v7 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  {efficiency (of energy)}/operation/strong/{effectual working}   
Eph.   3v7 og of the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  (of the) Him. 
Eph.   3v7 = (the gospel as given in v6)  {of which}  I  {became to be}  the  {runner for errands}/minister 

according to  the  gratuity/{gift of sacrifice}   (apostleship v8)   of the  gift/favour/benefit   (to be “anointed”)   of the  God  (Yahweh),   
given/bestowed  {to me}  according to  the  efficiency/{effectual working}  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   {miraculous power}/{mighty work}. 

 

(The gospel of v6)   of which I (Paul)  became to be the runner for errands   (to be teaching on behalf of Yahweh to hearkening recipients) 
according to the sacrificial gift   (of apostleship of v8 that requires a TC to edify their neighbour to the TC's own hurt) 
of the  gift/flavour/benefit  (that comes with being an apostle  [when having “real faith”])   of the God  (Yahweh), 
given to me according to the effectual working of His (Yahweh's)  mighty work   (within The Mind,  and in The Environment). 
 

Thus,  this mystery is now explained in v6 and shown how to achieve it in v7 by us imitating Paul,  as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12). 
We are also told here,  this  “Good News”  must be told to other people by a runner for errands in a sacrificial mission! 

The question to ask ourselves:   Is this  “good news”  being  taught/explained  within The Environment by sacrificial slaves? 
All I keep hearing is:  “God loves us”  –  which presently as it stands  (without clarification)  is a half-truth,  and thus,   a deceptive lie! 
Yahweh phileo  (attractively loves)  “The Remnant”  of  “Israel”  that returns to The Lord  (being those people who fulfil His Desire, Isa.10v20-22).   
Moreover,  to be part of that  “Remnant”  in The Gospel Age,  we need to precisely imitate JC  –   then  Yahweh  “attractively loves”  us!   
Furthermore,  to be part of that remnant by imitating JC -  we must do what Paul does in v6 by  accurately  teaching The World precisely what Yahweh’s 
Desire is that must be fulfilled -  so  all  humans have the opportunity to personally  “solve that mystery for themselves”  to ideally become one of the 
144000 TCs.  Noting that under the term  “agapao/{edifying love}”  Yahweh can  “love Mankind”  now,  to yield  “The Three Remnants”  that return to 
Him,  for Him  then  to  phileo/{attractively love}  and  storge/{family love}  in and beyond The Millennium! 

All other  humans,  Yahweh detests! 
Now the reader can see the shambolic mess of present  worldly Christian preaching,  being how utterly twisted and distorted it is,  in what is taught, 
where it  cannot  be The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire!   Because what  worldly Christian leaders preach leads to passivity,  delinquency and deviancy 
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within part of the nation imitating Esau rather than The Nation of Jacob  (personally grasping for  “The Birthright to The Promise”  to become  “The 
Heirs  of/over  The Inheritance”,  and back to v5 again)! 
The reason why our  worldly Christian leaders just  “Do not get it” –  is because they are yearning to gain the large crowd,  so they can indulge  “The 
Large Crowd”  to gain  more  worldly return from  “The Large Crowd”!   By contrast to  “quantity” gained during The Gospel Age  (being what drives 
our  worldly Christian leaders  [by examination of their fruit – Matt.7v17-21]),  Yahweh is desirous of  “quality”  -  being  “The Quality of The 
Individual”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium!    Where  “The Quality”  of  “The New Leaders”  is:  humility/contriteness/self-
abasing  who actively go out in self-sacrifice to edify their neighbour!   All these qualities do  not  sit well with leaders of the present age in  politics, 
religion and commerce! 

Thus,  Yahweh cannot obtain TCs from out of our  worldly Christian leaders’ efforts,  without serious personal reform,  because they just have 
the  wrong  mindset,  being that of  “People control”  for a fleshly living – hence  “professional”. 

 JC taught precisely the same thing to the people by both word and deed,  and that is exactly why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  detested him!    
Quite simply what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  demonstrably showed the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  NOT  required in 
Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”,  they being merely a continuum out of which Yahweh could righteously extract  “The Remnant that returned to 
The Lord”  from out of the respective  “Epochs of Israel”!   Effectively JC showed these leaders to be parasites to the community because they could not  
endorse/underwrite/validate  what they taught  -  they personally offered absolutely  nothing  to the community regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”!    
That is precisely why  “1st Century Christianity”  had to morph into a sub-set of “Religion”  after the 1st and 2nd generations of TCs died out  -  for the 
new religious leaders to gain worldly income out of their minions (Acts.20v29)!   It occurred then,  and has occurred ever since,  hence the apostles 
warned their readers to beware of this human trait within leaders of the then  new  worldly Christianity  (2Cor.11v4, surreptitiously sliding-in new 
methodology, 2Pet.2v1),  this warning was given in virtually all of their epistles  (Rom.1v16-32, 2Cor.4v2, Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6, 2Tim.3v5, 
Titus.1v16, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3 3John.v9-10,  given straight from my memory).  Then,  as soon as  “The 1st Century Christian Apostles”   died,  then 
the brakes were off for  “1st Century Christianity”  to morph into  worldly Christianity,  ratified as such in 325 CE at Nicea!   We now have  “worldly 
Christianity”  taught all over The World within religious institutions that need to perpetuate  “Their Worldly Existence”  –  using Yahweh's Word  as a 
tool to extract tithes  out of  “The Deluded Devotees”!   In no manner can this  “Subset of Religion”  directly generate TCs to fulfil  “The Prophesied 
Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs that brings forth JCg's 2nd Advent of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= JC's 1st 2nd C [Coming])  to then inaugurate The 
Millennium some 3.5 years later  (brought-in  by JCg's 2nd 2nd C  at  Rev.19v16-21). 
It is  only  “The Early Adopters”  breaking themselves away  from  the trappings  (mindset)  of “Religion”  (Rev.18v4)  in  “self-sacrifice”,  as did 
William Tyndale,  who become placed  upon  “The Short List”  for possible election by Yahweh to become a future “Son of God”.   Certainly not  the 
people high-up in these worldly institutions,  progressively taking themselves further away from Yahweh,  the higher they climb within the worldly 
religious edifice of whatever  religion/schism! 

Just carefully reasoning through it,  becomes so easy when recognising and understanding  “1st Century Christianity”! 
Eph.   3v8 og {to me} [= I being]  to the  {far less}/{less than the least}  (of the) all   
Eph.   3v8 og of the  blameless/{holy persons}  (it was) given/bestowed/granted   
Eph.   3v8 og the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  this/that (specifically),   
Eph.   3v8 og in  to the [= within]  gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples   
Eph.   3v8 og (to) {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel}   
Eph.   3v8 og the  {unable to be tracked}/untraceable/unsearchable   
Eph.   3v8 og (the) wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Eph.   3v8 = {I being}  the  {far less}/{less  than the lowest}  of the  {holy people}/TCs   

it was  given/granted  this specific  gift/favour/benefit  to  {announce the good news}/{preach the gospel}   
(being of)  the  untraceable/unsearchable   wealth/abundance/riches  of the  Christ/Anointed   (to the Gentiles – Gal.2v2). 

 

I (Paul)  being the less than lowest of the holy people   (TCs,  being initially the original eleven disciples  [Judas is the removed twelfth]) 
it was given this specific  gift/favour/benefit  to announce the good news   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  never  taught today in “Religion”) 
               (By studying Paul’s background, we understand his gifts were  [1] being multi-lingual also  [2] highly skilled in “The Art of Debate”) 
(being of)  the untraceable abundance of the Anointed   (being presently many things not known that come with  “The Office of The Anointed”) 

               (Paul is doing his best to teach unto the limits of his knowledge to an audience knowing  absolutely nothing  about  “The Goal of Sonship”) 
 

Paul considered himself to be the  “lowest of the low”  because he persecuted the early Christians and he felt an overwhelming guilt  (1Tim.1v15-16, 
Gal.1v11-16)  ever since he came to fully understand  the grandness of Yahweh’s Plan.   Paul was able to call upon his vast knowledge of The Tanakh of 
which he personally knew as a son of a foremost Pharisee family,  and through his high class education under arguably the best rabbinic school in 
Jerusalem taught by indisputably the best teacher Gamaliel  (Acts.22v3, 26v3-6) in “The Art of Debate”. 
Paul could use this knowledge together with the additional knowledge of JC from  “The Original Disciples”  to knit all this information together 
enabling him to explain it for us to understand in his letters. 
Thus,  using his verbal skills honed by the practising religious exegesis with Gamaliel,  then he used this gift to  accurately  teach The Gospel of this new 
found knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”  to The Nations of The World  –  being of a  “complete reverse turn”  to what he originally espoused 
when spiritually blinded by the world’s methodology  (as practised within the  worldly seminaries –  Matt.23v15 –  hence his  incorrect  direction). 
“Untraceable/Unsearchable”  operates  at several levels: 

1. The roots of this knowledge are so profound and wonderful;  being  so interactive throughout the all of the TCs  who are becoming part of  JC's 
body  for  “The Anointing”  -  that it is difficult to track through what is occurring as The Plan given in v5 unfolds throughout The Gospel Age to 
come into fruition within the forthcoming Millennium. 
2. The unsearchable understanding of other things planned for the 144000 TCs as the future “Sons of God” in The Millennium and beyond.  
Paul speaks of this as  “a darkened window”  (as the correct translation  at 1Cor.13v12),  being difficult to see of other responsibilities awaiting the 
Sons of God.  
3. Paul knows vastly more than the recipients of his teaching that becomes the reason why he is so enthusiastic in teaching everything he knows to 
the limit of the recipients’ absorption.   

 
28th Instruction – TCs are  (without prejudice)  to shine very clearly  “The Solution to The Mystery”  to  all  people who 
might desire to become co-partners within  “The Mystery”  which has been hidden to all people prior to JC’s ministry. 
55th Reasoning – We must clearly understand –  because  worldly Christian leaders completely  “miss The Point”. 
     1.  Yahweh created all  “The Laws of Nature”  to form The Universe and all is physical component parts. 
     2.  JCg was tasked to create “Life”  on this planet  (DNA from [1] above)  – and thus,   became  Responsible  for it. 
     3.  Yahweh’s Methodology imbued,  purifies us from the cesspit of Satan’s worldly methodology,  and thus,  creates 
          our new spiritual mind reformed in what is to be a perfected physical body in the 2nd part of our physical life. 
Allegory – repeat - The Mystery = How a member of The Creation of JCg can become like him = A “Son of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - To personally solve The Mystery,  is to exactly imitate JC;  and Yahweh as The 3rd Party Adjudicator 
“makes it become so”  as His sons,  in the 2nd part of our physical life  if  we have purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
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41st ‘Allegory’ – Concealed = Yahweh is steadily unfurling His Plan through  The Ages/Epochs  to yield  “The Solution”  
- being  “The Righteous Method”  of how individuals within Mankind are to be reformed away from Satan’s methodology. 
56th Reasoning – “The Solution”  needed to be rolled out in its specific manner because Yahweh had to righteously yield  
“The Remnants (1) and (2)  of Epochs  (1) and (2) of Israel that returned to The Lord”  because He required  “The Early 
Adopters” demonstrably proven in hardship to be of  “The Correct Mindset”  to  accurately  teach  The Resurrected 
World.  These ruling  “Early Adopters”,  as future  kings/priests  under JCg  (Rev.19v16),  shall  bring-forth  “The Main 
Harvest”  at  “The End of The Millennium”  of  “The 3rd Remnant of  The 3rd Epoch of Israel that returns to The Lord”  in 
the 2nd part of their life –  all made possible by JCg  firstly  giving his ministry and ransom sacrifice. 
Reasoning – repeat - People imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  based upon  “The Word of God”  being practised with 
fidelity will yield a resurrection to become “Sons of God” having  “The Inheritance of The Promise”,  to administer  “The 
3rd Epoch of Israel”  (“The Resurrected World”)  see 2Cor.12v1-3 indicating by prophecy the promise given to Paul. 
It was this  understanding  of how God’s “Plan for Human Salvation” would occur that became “The Motivator” for Paul 
Reasoning – repeat - Having Real Faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  then Yahweh also makes the 
ultimate gift of giving TCs immortality as  “Sons of God”  being something that we  cannot  give to ourselves because it is: 

1. Yahweh’s Capability to express His HS to make this event possible  (as demonstrated with JC to become JCg) 
2. JC’s perfection and ransom sacrifice enabled Yahweh to righteously operate as stated in (1),  for all TCs. 
3. (Note: because of (1) and then (2),  thus enables  all  people a resurrection and then to be taught righteousness.) 

27th Good News – Yahweh has now made it known to all celestial entities pertaining to this planet how  through  JC 
becoming  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  and providing  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”,  He can righteously save those people 
who ultimately choose  (over their 2 part life to imitate JC’s lifestyle). –  “The Early Adopters”  become Sons of God! 
28th Good News – Yahweh’s much variegated wisdom is demonstrated by  “The Ecclesia  (The Calling Out)”  His Word 
showing how Yahweh can  righteously  rescue “The Situation of The World”  from an appalling  “start position”. 
6th Comment – Yahweh together with JCg discussed all this prior to the creation of the superhuman species knowing sin 
would occur and thus, “was JCg willing to go through the  ministry/sacrifice  to redeem members of his creation choosing 
to ultimately imitate his righteous  spirit/personality/desirers/traits”.  JCg clearly said: “Yes”; and thus, we were created! 
57th Reasoning – Because of all this history,  TCs will go boldly out into The World and speak  frankly/boldly  against all 
forms of opposition knowing they have entry to Sonship by relying entirely upon what JCg has done for us in his  “Real 
Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  during his  ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Eph.   3v9 og Also  (to) {cast rays}/{shed light}/brighten/enlighten/illuminate  (the) all (persons)  
Eph.   3v9 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
Eph.   3v9 og the  partnership/association/participation/communicate/intercourse  of the  secret/mystery,   
Eph.   3v9 og of the (one [mystery])   (having been) {concealed away}/{fully hidden}/{kept secret}   
Eph.   3v9 og off/away/separated/from  of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}  in  to the [= within]  God   
Eph.   3v9 og to the (one)  the (things)  all   (the having) {proprietor-ship of the manufacturer}/fabricated/formed/created   
Eph.   3v9 og through (reason of)   (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Eph.   3v9 = Also  to  {cast rays}/{clearly shine}/illuminate/enlighten  all  the  people    (to educate the recipients) 

which  (is)  the  partnership/participation/communication  of the  secret/mystery,    (being the unity of growth for The Anointing) 
the having been  {concealed away}/{fully hidden}  off/away/from  of the  ages  within  the  God  (Yahweh)   
having  {proprietorship of the manufacturer}/fabricated/created  all things  through reason  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Also to  illuminate/enlighten  all the people   (to educate hearkening recipients to  “1st Century Christianity”) 
which is the  partnership/intercourse  of the mystery   (being “The Body of Christ” coming together for “The Anointing” under The Head  [JCg]) 
having been fully hidden   (up to 30-33 CE,  when JC then carefully explained,  and demonstrated what  “The Mystery”   meant)   
from of the ages  (since  Adam/Eve)   within The God   (Yahweh,  slowly and methodically unfurling His Plan through The Ages) 
having fabricated all things   (within The Environment to make possible this  “Plan for Human Salvation”)   
through reason of The Anointed Jesus   (becoming  “The Means”  to righteously make Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation” occur). 
 

This needs to be  carefully  explained to untangle  (deconvolute  –  see glossary)  “The Absolute Truth”  from the gross distortions created by those  
leaders/theologians/scholars  beholden to  worldly-based  Christianity  (hiding  “1st Century Christianity”  from public knowledge, –  hardly Christlike)! 
Firstly,  we should know what The Mystery,  as it was up to JC’s 1st Advent:- 
It is:- 

(1) The explanation  and  (2) the solution of  “The Promise”  made available to all TCs aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
We are told here,  that all people knowing about this  (and thus,  is no longer a)  mystery  to these specific people are forming a partnership together to 
teach The World about this  (that is no longer a)  mystery,  so enabling Yahweh to achieve His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  selected out of those 
specific people desiring to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for the future responsibility of Sonship over  “The Resurrected World”. 
“The Knowledge”  pertaining to this  (which is no longer a)  mystery is the light of  “Knowledge correctly inculcated”  enlightening all those people who 
have chosen to take upon themselves this responsibility of  “The Partnership”  to make this future event an  ever-closer  reality. 
As we are told this  (is no longer a)  mystery,  was  a mystery to all the nations in time up to JC’s ministry,  whereupon,  JC made  “The Mystery”  known 
by explaining  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  to The World by both word and deed.  Yahweh ensured that this knowledge was hidden until the time 
was correct for it to be revealed by the one  (JC)  who was to make it occur at his 1st Advent some 2000 years ago. 
Level one (physical):- 
Although JCg created The World  (= all life)  upon a barren planet, –  all things are assigned to Yahweh because all intrinsically  good/ideal  things are 
initiated by Yahweh –  hence He has  “{proprietorship of the manufacturer}”  where all things specifically pertaining to this planet  are through JCg –   
the direct creator.  Inasmuch Yahweh assigned authority, ownership, accountability,  and responsibility to JCg regarding JCg’s  own creation. 

(Please see explanation at the end of this commentary) 
However,  this is absolutely  not   the point Paul is making in this verse  –  the context tells us,  he is speaking at level  (2, - Spiritual)  now following. 
Level two (spiritual):- 
Paul is assigning Yahweh's Methodology that makes possible  “The Required Reform”  within our minds to become “Christlike” -  to mean,  we become 
suitable for  “The Appointment of The Anointing”  by Yahweh.  This is made possible by JCg who came as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and thus,  
our reform can only come through JC  –  by both his ministry and ultimately his ransom sacrifice. 
Thus,  Yahweh has  created  The Reform of our mind into  “The New Creature”  built upon  “The Word of God”  so kindly given to us by JC. 
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Furthermore,  it is Yahweh spiritually working within  “The Early Adopters” (as The Word sourced by God)  and physically within The Environment 
around   “The Early Adopters”  (of The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”)  to bring His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  into fruition for  “The 3rd Epoch of 
Israel”  of  The Millennium.  
It is this level (2) of which Paul speaks here within this verse. 
Let me give an example of the Level one (physical) means,  by the use of distributed product designed in industry. 
Companies almost never make everything in a product that is eventually sold into the marketplace,  - gone are those days!   
However,  companies use  designed/manufactured  sub-parts  that are then  designed/manufactured  into final commodities sold on to the end user. 

Let me liken this to Yahweh, JCg and the celestial angels (extra-terrestrial assistants). 
Yahweh designs and fabricates the component parts  (Laws of Physics, Chemistry and Maths)  to create The Universe,  and lets these Laws run. 
JCg uses these component parts (as DNA)  likened to a designer creating end-product  “Life”  to  adorn/decorate  what was a barren world  (Earth). 
Celestial Angels may have assisted  “the assembly”  of  “Created Kinds”   that could  self-mutate  to create variety throughout some 4 billion years. 
Stepped creation  precisely as the fossil records show  would have been  periodic extra-terrestrial  intervention  as described above. 
This is certainly a most viable alternative to  “the Non-God” hypothesis of which atheists equally hold dear as an alternative “religion”  (inasmuch 
there is  “blind faith”  as to how the steps between “kinds” have occurred,  based upon Man’s assumptions  [no different to “hearsay” in Religion])! 
There is absolutely nothing in  “The Records”  to counter both possible scenarios,  except atheists irrationally disregard  half  of  “The Evidence”! 
Perhaps to be charitable,  (1) they are truly trying to be objective when  (2) they witness the absolute nonsense given in “Religion”. 
The point is this,  they have  never  been exposed to  “1st Century Christianity”  because it was  hunted/persecuted  into almost non-existence by 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  throughout the last some 2000 years! 

When combining the two together, then many present-day atheists could become TCs! 
This is what “FutureLife.Org”  seeks to address  -  to make possible! 

Eph.   3v10 og that  (it may/should be) {made known}/declared/publicised/{given to understand}  now/presently/immediate   
Eph.   3v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/ 

/originally/wholly/chief/power/principality/rule   
Eph.   3v10 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  privileges/competencies/freedoms/capacities/authorities/powers   
Eph.   3v10 og in  to the [= within]  {outer skies}/celestials/extra-terrestrials/heavenlies  through (reason of) 
Eph.   3v10 og of the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   
Eph.   3v10 og the  {much variegated}/multifarious/manifold/{plenty of variety}   
Eph.   3v10 og (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  of the  God [Yahweh], 
Eph.   3v10 = (so)  that  now/presently  it  may/should  be  {made known}/declared/{given to understand} 

to the  commencements/chiefs/rulers  also  to the  privileges/authorities/powers  within  the  heavenlies/celestials/extra-terrestrials   
through reason  of the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  God’s  {much variegated}/multifarious  wisdom/{accurate application of wisdom}, 

 

(so)  that presently it might be  {made known}/{given to understand} 
to the  commencements/chiefs/rulers  also to the  privileges/authorities/powers  within the  extra-terrestrial  
               (extra-terrestrial entities in positions of power will reason upon what Yahweh has made  righteously  possible  [either applaud or fear Him]) 
through reason of the Ecclesia   (the 144000 TCs,  accurately expressing  “The Word of God”  in their life to personally bring forth The Millennium)   
of God's (Yahweh's)  multifarious wisdom   (the many  aspects/resultants  of the  “accurate  application of Knowledge”  within JC’s body). 
 

Paul tells us,  even the heavenly host did not fully understand how Yahweh could extract JCg’s creation from  “certain annihilation”  –  being how to 
righteously   “correct the problem”  at the start of the superhuman species some 6000 years ago  (as prophesied at Gen.3v15 speaking of the futures of 
JC and  Satan  [bruising the heel is a setback, but bruising the head is terminal]).  
But now after JC’s successful 1st Advent,  then the solution can be readily seen by all those  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}  entities pertaining to this planet,  
in how JCg coming to The Earth,  as JC,  was able to create a restoration process to enable humans a personal route to salvation. 
However,  in the process,  Yahweh has righteously gained  another  144000 “Sons of God”  out of what seemed to start off as  “a disaster situation”.   

Yahweh has been able to completely  “turn the tables”  on Satan and shall righteously gain more than with what He started  -  without 
undermining His Law on Sin in the process! 

What complete Omnipotence! 
What complete Capability! 

In conclusion all reasoning entities can see how  “The Problem”  is to be corrected  -  because those doubting entities within the celestial host have now  
seen  the method of salvation actually works with JC righteously resurrected as JCg  –  it has been proved;  and now we are awaiting the last part:- 

The works of JC  now  have  righteously balanced  “the scales of sin”  and  now for  the works of TCs  to become  “Sons of God”  likewise. 
Where,  TCs’ work is the outward manifestation of what is occurring in their mind,  so  “The Judging World”  can have no doubt about their 
worthiness to become future  “Sons of God”  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

That is the first part of  “The Goal”  of which Yahweh desires  –  becoming  “The Means”  to extract those people becoming worthy by reform from out 
of  “The Resurrected World”  after they have learnt  “Righteousness”  within a perfect society over the next 1000 years being  “The Great Sabbath Day”  
– where JCg is  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  and  “The Sabbath was made to purify man”  (Mark.2v27-28). 
I have noticed in my 3rd Revision;  it would be prudent to explore the term: “Through the Ecclesia”  (being applicable to the 144000 TCs). 
It is the 144000 TCs  who  “Magnify Yahweh”  within the reasoning faculties of watching entities,  inasmuch it is through  “The Early Adopters”  
placing their  “life on the line”  to publicly show Yahweh means something  “very special”  to these individuals that they should want to do this.    
This example of agape within “The Early Adopters”  on this  “apparently insignificant”  planet moving around an  “apparently insignificant”  
mainstream star called  “The Sun”  becomes an  “infectious”  agapao that spreads throughout intelligent lifeforms in The Universe to consolidate their  
respect/honour/glory  for Yahweh. 
A 4th revision addition. 
In this commentary,  I seem to have forgotten Satan  (and support entities [supposed “demons”]).  Obviously,  he/(it)  is hardly likely to applaud Yahweh,  
inasmuch his supports struts are progressively being pulled away leading to his forthcoming confinement and ultimate nemesis (Rev.20v1-3, 10). 
Consequently,  at the beginning of the 21st Century with  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4) becoming demonstrably 
fulfilled,  ready for  “The 1st Resurrection”  to occur,  then 3.5 years later begins Satan’s incarceration  -  of which,  he becomes distinctly worried  
(Rev.12v12). 
Therefore while  “the Goodies”  in the celestial host will be applauding at what is occurring,  by contrast,  “the Baddies”  will be distinctly worried and 
intensely fear the future  (as initially shown at Mark.1v24, hence JC’s comment at Luke.10v18).  As I explain in detail elsewhere,  Satan’s last prop to 
escape confinement is to use Yahweh’s Word against Yahweh,  relying upon Yahweh’s perfect righteousness to save Satan for extermination.   Satan’s 
last prop is to stop the 144000 Trigger Threshold from occurring  -  inasmuch Mankind destroys itself as a species before the 144000 TCs threshold 
occurs.   If Mankind destroys itself before Yahweh can achieve 144000 future  “Sons of God”  out of Mankind,  then Satan is reprieved!   That sadly,  is 
why Mankind must almost annihilate itself,  so the outspoken pundits are shown to be errant in their reasoning when we hear them today saying:- 

“Things are not so bad today; it is just technology enabling over reporting … … …” 
To which I would reply:- 
Never in human history has:- 

1% of the human population been forcibly ejected from their locality (displaced). 
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More people have died in wars  (of all types)  in the last 100 or so years than throughout the last 6000 years! 
When I was young  -  the people around me could leave their doors unlocked – but now in the same locality doors must be locked! 
Cyberspace hacking and trolling infiltrating our homes from the other side of the world. 
Big company and governmental surveillance into our private lives. 

As the retired people say –  “Life was simple then”  in those days! 
It is  just for  and  only because  of  “the Die-hards”  within this world supporting its present system that Yahweh must stand back for even longer for The 
World to further plummet into “The Abyss”  (Matt.24v20-22, etc.,)  to show everyone,  Mankind cannot exist without Extra-terrestrial intervention”,  
moreover Mankind can only exist under Yahweh’s Methodology,  as will be shown in The Millennium. 
In Yahweh’s Righteousness He is giving these Die-hards every opportunity in The Millennium to reform,  by learning from their foolhardiness of thought! 

Stiff-necked humans can only learn from their mistakes operating with hindsight,  and the more foolish cannot even learn from their mistakes! 
Eph.   3v11 og down/according/intensely/against (to)   (the) {setting forth}/purpose/{proposal of intention}   
Eph.   3v11 og of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}  whom/which/that   
Eph.   3v11 og (he) did/worked/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised   
Eph.   3v11 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (to the) Jesus  to the  lord/master  {of/from us}, 
Eph.   3v11 = according to  the  {setting forth}/purpose  of the  ages  which   

He (Yahweh)  made/produced/performed/yielded  within  our  lord/master  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus, 
 

according to the eternal purpose that He (Yahweh)  did/performed   (Yahweh had  “The Plan Organised”  since the beginning of time) 
within our  lord/master  (controlling the TC's mind)  the Anointed Jesus   (JCg made This Plan  work within the minds of repentant people). 
                (JC became  “The Means/Lynchpin”  to  righteously  make possible Mankind’s Salvation requiring  “The Firstfruits  to be Anointed”) 

 

As I explained in the previous verse,  Yahweh had planned  “The Solution”  through discussion with JCg over what They might do together  before  
humans were created –  to extract from annihilation,  those people desirous of personal reform  to imitate  their creator and saviour over their 2 part life. 
Eph.   3v12 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
Eph.   3v12 og the  {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicly/plainly/clearly   
Eph.   3v12 og also  the  admission/entry/access  in  (to the [= within]) reliance/confidence/trust  through (reason of)  
Eph.   3v12 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (of the) him [JCg]. 
Eph.   3v12 = within  whom  (JC who returned to become JCg)   we  (TCs)   have/possess  {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness   

also  the  admission/entry  within  the  reliance/confidence/trust   (of what is available to future TCs = The Anointing) 
through reason of  his (= JC)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (to his Father = Yahweh = The Almighty God;  to become Anointed). 

 

Within whom (JC resurrected back to become JCg)  we (TCs)  have all out speaking   (This Knowledge causes us  to publicise  The Goal) 
also  (this knowledge is)  the entry into the  reliance/confidence/trust   (of what is available to future TCs,  “The Anointing”  to reform The World) 
through reason of his (JC's)  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    (because of what JC did,  likewise, drives us, TCs to copy). 
           (JC, like humans, had not directly seen God after his fleshly birth,  but had to rely upon what he had learnt from The Tanakh [hence like humans]) 

 

Paul has so much “ Real  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}”.   
Paul has The Accurate  Knowledge  and is full of  assurance  based upon the confidence he personally has upon  “The Real Knowledge”  (being  “The 
Word of God”)  vigorously  assayed/tested.  With all this behind him –  then he,  with fidelity to what he knows,  speaks out frankly and boldly,  fully 
assured that he has  admission/entry  to Sonship  (being of what he spoke of earlier – v5)  through the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
developed from the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  being the same upon what JC had relied during his ministry. 
An interesting observation upon which Trinitarians might like to reason and then send me an answer. 
If:- 
     JC had to rely upon “Real Faith”  noting what Paul states of “Faith” at Heb.11v1,  then how is it that JC is “God” as stated by Trinitarians? 

Because if JC was Yahweh,  then he would have no need of faith because the future was absolutely known without the need of “faith”! 
Noting specifically what JC said at Matt.20v23 and hence Matt.24v36  –  all of which seems to escape the whit of our theologians! 
Furthermore,  read of what Paul said about Yahweh at Heb.6v13 – never was this said of JC,  see also JC’s comment at Luke.18v19. 

Quite an interesting conundrum for them to explain! 
But if as The Bible tells us, – They are  two separate Entities   with One  (Yahweh)  having all Authority and certainly knowing the future  (as we have 
just been told earlier),  but the subordinate one  (JC)  relying upon The Other to carry him through death unto  “The 3rd Day”  on  “Real Faith”  then 
that suggests to me  “two separate Entities”  having  one purpose  which is to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 

Can I have replies from the Trinity advocates,  so that I may publicly expose their fallacious reasoning  by quoting The Bible  in context! 
The reason why  worldly Christian leaders do not understand  (Matt.15v14, Luke.9v36)  is quite simply,   

“They have no care for precision”!      “They just do not care for Righteousness!”     
Though obviously,  as did the Pharisees,  they will say all the nice things about Yahweh,  themselves and of their supporters  -  but their illogical and 
unrighteous output  (Matt.23v3)  actually shames Yahweh in the minds of  sane/reasoning  atheists,  thereby making these religious leaders “hypocrites” 
(Luke.12v1, etc.),  to what they supposedly espouse!   I explain this in much greater depth with copious examples elsewhere in my commentaries. 
 
29th Instruction – TCs will exhort The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs to keep working to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire even through the witnessed  pain/suffering  in fellow TCs -  because this chastising by The World glorifies Yahweh 
before all entities to have more TCs sacrificing their lives  (away from The World)  for His service  (1Cor.3v13-16).  
58th Reasoning – We must clearly understand this is not masochism!   TCs wish there were no pain in what they  did/do! 
However,  they sacrifice their spiritual life away from The World to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  that naturally brings the 
wrath upon them from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  having their “hypocrisy” exposed!   These leaders prefer not 
to reform,  so they physically retaliate,  resulting in TCs’ physical martyrdom  (as we read at John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, etc.). 
29th Good News – Ultimately not only does our worth as ideally a TC glorify Yahweh,  but by return Yahweh will glorify 
us by electing us as an accepted member of  “The Body of Christ”,  thus,  acknowledged as a TC to become a future “Son 
of God”  to co-reign with JCg in the heaven [singular] over  “The Resurrected World” upon the Earth in The Millennium. 
30th Instruction – TCs will also take the most  lowly/humble  position to exhort The Brethren to become new TCs, 
especially before The Father (Yahweh)  Who Himself decides who is named to become part of His exclusive family. 
30th Good News – Yahweh will give through JCg according to  worth/capability  of the TCs,  some are 5 talent,  others 2 
talent,  as required to what we are capable of faithfully using,  to fulfil His Desire  (Matt.25v15-22). 
16th Prophecy – Yahweh will give through JCg according to  worth/capability  of the TCs,  some will take upon themselves 
the weight of responsibility,  5 talents,  others 2 talents, to the limit of what we are capable of faithfully doing. 
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59th Reasoning – When certain people of Mankind personally imitate JC  (having inculcated God’s Word)  to yield the HS 
within them,  then Yahweh reciprocates to express His HS around these people to further His Aims through His compliant 
tools to gain more TCs thereby steadily fulfilling the 144000 Prophesied Trigger Threshold.  Notice  no  personage of the 
HS in this verse – but rather Yahweh’s Desire is mightily fulfilled in those specific people fervently working to fulfil His 
Desire when having  “The Word of God”  accurately directing the mind to  “personally gain the HS”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus,  singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our many useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 
seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Riches = Being  “The Benefits”   “The Word of God” (JC, Rev.19v13)  personally brings  (1) within 
The Mind for our purification to then be  (2) physically delivered in our lifestyle –  (3) repaid at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
for  (4) “The Greater Responsibility in The Millennium”  as a future “Son of God” . 
60th Reasoning – As Paul explains:  God’s Word delvers “Understanding”  and the “Riches” occur in our life when we 
put this understanding to “Good Use”  within our deportment imitating JC to become a dependable trustworthy person. 
This nurtures agapao in our mind to physically agape our neighbour yielding  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh within a 
recipient’s mind.  This is  “The Power of The Word of God”  making the required transformation within a hearkening 
recipient worthy of eternal life who formally had a  cold/callus/seared  mind originally built upon worldly methodology in 
the 1st part of our physical life. 
Eph.   3v13 og Therefore/Consequently  (I) ask/beg/crave/desire/require/request  [yourselves]  not   
Eph.   3v13 og (to) {feel weak}/{fail in heart/motivation}/faint/{be weary}   
Eph.   3v13 og in  to the [= within]  compressions/afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Eph.   3v13 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}   
Eph.   3v13 og who/which  (it) is  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  {of yourselves}. 
Eph.   3v13 = Consequently  I request   (that)   not  you  (brethren aiming to become TCs)   to  {feel weak}/{fail in motivation}/{be weary}   

within  my  afflictions/pressures/persecutions  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of yourselves}   (in preaching The Gospel),   
which  it is  your  glory/honour/dignity. 

 

Consequently,  I request  (that)  you   (brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs)    
not to fail in motivation   (to become TCs like Paul, because … … ) 
within my afflictions   (generated/crafted/orchestrated  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)   
(caused)  for the  sake/behalf  of yourselves   (where Paul exposes himself as:  “a counter to Religion”  by his  “all out public teaching”) 
which is to your  glory/honour/dignity   (“The Word of God”  yields the required personal reform that  may  result in your Anointing by Yahweh). 
 

Normal bible translations go for the weak translation and infer that The Brethren should not be  “sad”  for the  affliction/persecution  suffered by Paul 
on their behalf. 

“Sadly”  for the translators,  they have missed the deeper meaning of Paul’s message  (because they do  not  understand the nuances)!  
Paul’s principal drive is to bring more TCs to Yahweh  (as Paul’s personal sacrifice in The Environment)  –  that is key to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
What Paul does  not  want is:  “The Brethren aiming to become like him”  to  “{feel weak}/{fail in motivation}”  to the very certain  
affliction/persecution  to befall a TC orchestrated by the religious authorities working alongside the secular authorities  (as they do  –  John.19v12-15). 
Thus,  Paul assures them,  they will receive  glory/honour  if they persevere till the end of the 1st part of their physical life imitating JC.   
If  The Brethren imbue this knowledge given by Paul so they might become TCs through works like his,  then  they too,  could  become  kings/priests  of 
The Millennium  –  and thus,  gain the  honour/glory/dignity  given to them by  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

Just as we are told in the promise to Abraham regarding The Birthright,  “Through your seed shall be blessed by the nations” 
Now a warning for any person who is desirous to feign  “humility”  today,  so as to  “Control People”  for a return  (of whatever)  in the future: 
If this becomes a  self-indulgent  desire of any member within The Brethren  –  then they shall  not  be of the correct material for Sonship by Yahweh. 
Eph.   3v14 og {From/concerning this}/{Such manner of}/Thereabout   
Eph.   3v14 og {(through) favour of}/{on account of}/{for  sake/cause  of}  (I) bend/bow  the knees   
Eph.   3v14 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  Father/Forebear  [Yahweh]   
Eph.   3v14 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Eph.   3v14 = {From/Concerning this}   (gospel)   {through favour of}/{on account of}   (you – brethren aiming to become TCs),   

I  bend/bow  my knees  towards  the Father,   of  our  lord/master  the Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

From this  (“Gospel of understanding”  “1st Century Christianity”)   on account of   (you – brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 
I (Paul)  bend my knees towards the Father  (Yahweh)   (Paul does this in true humility,  and  not feigned humility as we witness by the millions),   
of our  lord/master  (God's Word controlling our mind)   the Anointed Jesus   (JCg led  “The Way to The Goal”,  for hearkening people to follow). 
 

Some translations might give a more accurate, but  “dumbed-down”:- 
“On account of concerning this”  [to merely imply a  “nebulous Gospel”] 

I make no apologies for my preferred  “contrived translation”  as given,  thereby enabling me to expand with my parenthesis! 
Paul quite rightfully acknowledges,  all intrinsically  good/ideal  things come from Yahweh through our Lord JCg  –  being the ultimate salvation of all 
those people who over their 2 part life prove themselves worthy.   Therefore,  Paul is so thankful to Yahweh there are people within The Nations who are 
genuinely interested to becoming like him,  as he precisely imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle  and be aiming towards  “The Goal”  of The Anointing  –  
thereby fulfilling Yahweh's Desire.   Moreover,  it personally makes Paul’s arduous life more worthwhile,  he feels more connected to Yahweh. 
Eph.   3v15 og {From/Out of}  {of whom/which} [Yahweh]    (the) every   
Eph.   3v15 og (the) {paternal descent}/family/{(whole) race/nation}/lineage  in  (to the [= within]) heavens [plural]   
Eph.   3v15 og also  over/upon/concerning  (the) Earth/land/province/country/region  
Eph.   3v15 og (he/it is) {assigned an appellation}/uttered/professed/called/named,  
Eph.   3v15 = {From out of}  {of whom}  (Yahweh)   every  {parental descent}/lineage  within  the  heavens  (plural) 

also  ({parental descent}/lineage)  upon/concerning  the Earth  is  being  {assigned an appellation}/named. 
 

From out of whom (Yahweh)  every lineage within the heavens   (plural,  and thus,  refers to “The Universe”) 
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also  (the lineage  [within the human species])   upon the Earth is being  named   (“Sons of God”  [through JC]  are being assigned by Yahweh). 
 

An import verse in context 
So,  what does this verse mean? 

1. It states  Yahweh is The Father to everything that exists in The Universe  (from the plural heavens  -  never stated as such in standard worldly 
translated bibles). 

2. It states  those entities concerning The Earth are being named. 
The (1) is self-explanatory. 
Let us move onto (2). 
“Entities”  refers to both the celestial  (= angels/demons)  domain and the human  (TCs and those people of The World). 
We are told Yahweh is naming them. 

This means Yahweh is decreeing who shall fit into the future places assigned according to their worth  (1Cor.15v35-55, Gal.6v7, etc.). 
The angels and demons pertaining to this planet have been now assessed  –  they know their places and what the future holds  (Mark.1v24)  knowing that 
Yahweh will give JCg the power and authority to subdue his enemies to make them as his footstool  (Psm,110v1, Matt.22v44, etc.). 
Regarding the humans: 

Yahweh is making  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  only  upon people declaring themselves: “Christians”,  by The Judgement that has  
one  of a possible  three  outcomes for any specific “Christian”  is now explained:-  

Yahweh is:- 
(1)  endorsing the names to His future  “Sons of God”  during The Gospel Age   (as listed in “The Scroll of [guaranteed] Life”, Rev.5v2-9)  and   
(2)  marking out those  iniquitous charlatan Christian leaders  (having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as did Judas Iscariot)  to 
absolute annihilation –  whereupon their forthcoming death,  they shall  never  be resurrected –  I explain precisely  why  this is to righteously 
occur in so many places on this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 
(3)  The remaining people  (including  worldly Christians)  shall be given the 2nd part of their physical life for them to individually demonstrate 
their  reform/readjustment  to “The Knowledge”  gained from  “The Teaching Program”  given by The 144000  “Sons of God”  administrating 
“The Resurrected World”  during The Millennium. 

Just to be perfectly clear:- 
ALL  humans who are  not “Christians” over the last 6000 years shall be resurrected in The Millennium to learn “Righteousness”  and how to apply 
“Righteousness”  within their life to precisely imitate JC as  “The Word of God”  being  accurately  taught during the 1000 year Millennium,  hence of 
JC’s teaching at  Mark.2v27-28.   
Please see my exhaustive commentary comprising of some 17,000 words explaining  why  the first sentence in Rev.20v5 is an  obvious  Copyist Addition 
and thus,  must be removed out of The Bible –  being by far,  many orders of magnitude,  the  worst  “copyist addition”  in The Whole Bible. 
Incidentally,  the second worst copyist addition is located at 1John.5v7-8 inclusive,  being  “a confusing distraction away from The Truth”,   ALL  other 
copyists’ additions can either be in, or out, of The Bible,  because they make not a jot of difference to understanding Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for 
Human Salvation.  I naturally highlight all The New Testament copyist additions and explain in detail  why  they are copyist additions. 
Eph.   3v16 og that  (he [Yahweh] may) give/bestow/grant  {to yourselves},  down/according/intensely/against (to)   
Eph.   3v16 og the  wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) him,   
Eph.   3v16 og (to the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
Eph.   3v16 og (to be [= in/with/by/on]) empowered/{increased in vigour}/{be strengthened}/{become strong}   
Eph.   3v16 og through (reason of)  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) him [Yahweh] 
Eph.   3v16 og into/unto  the  {from inside}/inner  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man. 
Eph.   3v16 = that  He (Yahweh)  may/should  give/grant  {to yourselves}  

according to  the  wealth/abundances/riches  of His  (Yahweh’s)   glory/honour/dignity 
within  the  {miraculous force}/{mighty work}  to be  empowered/strengthened  unto  the  {from inside}/inner  man 
through reason  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

That He (Yahweh)  might give to yourselves   (The Brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   
according to the abundances of His  glory/honour/dignity   (to His future Sons of God,  proven to be fully trustworthy) 
within the mighty work   (of  “The Word of God”  reforming the hearkening contrite mind)   
to be empowered unto the inner man   (being “The Word of God” redirects and strengthens the “synapse construction mapping” to be Christlike) 
through reason of His (Yahweh's)  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment) 
       (= [1] Yahweh desires “Sons of God”,  [2] He supplies “The Word of God” via JC,  [3] 144000 hearkening TCs actively respond to be Sons of God) 
 

Thus,  Paul is instilling confidence within The Brethren that Sonship to Yahweh  is  possible,  and that Yahweh  will  empower them through the 
miraculous power  of  “The Word of God”  (sourced by Yahweh)  to yield His  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within them. 
Precisely as Paul states here  –  “The Inner Man”  is to be transformed,  being  The Internal  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of us,  as individuals,  
which must be transformed to be entirely Christlike  –  thereby having JC's presence/parousia  within us to yield  “The New Creature”  within us. 
This Sonship comes from  “Real  Faith”,  being the all-important equation:- 

Real faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   
Where,  the TC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  become the  one/same  with Yahweh’s having become based upon  “The Knowledge”  which is  “The 
Word of God”  imbued and then inculcated within our  being/existence. 
As it becomes very clear to the reader from reading this verse,  the HS  (see glossary)  is  not  a separate personage (of God),  but rather  “the expression 
of God’s Will/Desire to get something done within the environment”  (a note to the reader - this was the verse when it began to dawn on me what the HS 
really was,  that has now become to be my composite definition  –  hence I leave the text unedited in the subsequent revisions).   
In this instance,  Yahweh will not force His Desire upon those people whom He is  selecting/electing  to become His future sons  –  He only desires they 
come in  free will –  being fully trustworthy to handle His Capability/Authority  to express His HS within The Millennium as the future “Sons of God”. 

Else Satan could claim  (as he did of Job in Job.1v8-11, 2v3-5)  these future  “Sons of God”  were only good because You  (Yahweh)  
protected them and gave them good things! 

That is  precisely why  TCs will  always  be persecuted during The Gospel Age  –  because  it can  never  be said of them,  what Satan said about Job,  
and thus,  the likewise shall occur to them as it did to Job  (both during  –  and also the greater glory at the end). 
Because  TC’s will be assayed like Job as being righteous and trustworthy  then  they  will  be able to exercise the  full power of God’s Authority  to 
accurately and faithfully express His HS  in The Millennium  –  just as was JC able upon The Earth during his ministry.  
As the Bible teaches us by inference,  TCs resurrected as Sons of God,  will be given  all power  to use as to their discretion  –  precisely as was entrusted 
within JC on this earth during his ministry.  In their personal affliction  (within the 1st part of their physical life)  they remained  completely loyal  to 
Yahweh irrespective of what Satan threw at them from The World  (just as did Job  –  that is  why  his example was placed in The Bible).  
They (the TCs),  as the Bible says,  “Were faithful in small things,  and now they will be given responsibility over larger things”  (being the preaching 
work to billions of humans in The Millennium)  Luke.19v16-19.  With this responsibility,  they will be given all power to accurately express  HS to use as 
they deem necessary  (and summon 12 legions of angels if they required that type of assistance  –  Matt.26v52).  And we know that just one angel had the  
authority/capability  to kill 185,000 men in one night  (2Kings 19v35)! 
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Finally notice,  it is Yahweh who sources His HS within Mankind through JC as  “The Word of God”  to reform our minds so we then operate according 
to Yahweh's HS to personally perform all manner of mighty works  supported by Yahweh. 
It must be clearly understood,  Yahweh works through JC as  “The Word of God”  and thus,  His HS spreads out into The Environment through His 
faithful stewards,  consequently,  Yahweh works within wholly reformed people –  who then imitate JC, –  where Yahweh then operates immediately 
outside them to open doors around them to make them more effective to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (counter to  worldly Christian leaders, 
James.1v6-8 of split mind). 
I pose this question to the Trinitarians:  

“Can they point to where  “the personage”  of the HS lies within this verse?”  
Or is it just a figment of their imagination?   Perhaps they are not given to know?   It is still a mystery to them? 

I do not desire to make fun of their demonstrably very limited and unsupported  “supposed reasoning” –  but rather it is a call to:  “Just wake-up from 
their spiritual slumbers!” – “Get Real!”   Just read  all  the scriptures and join them all together in a holistic manner to start  understanding  “The Word 
of God”  given to us in a  good (= faithful)  English translation of The Bible.  

Quite simply:  What makes the most sense?   Especially when it is about the most important thing in life,  being of  “our Life”! 
Furthermore,  please read my commentaries at Mark.3v28-29 and Matt.12v31 to explain the HS in relation to JC. 
I must finally clarify for both camps  Trinitarians  and  non-Trinitarians,  the HS  can  become personalised within an  “intelligent reasoning entity”  
provided  “the recipient entity”  to  “The Word of God”  fully builds  his/her  own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  upon  “The Word of God”  (as the 
metaphoric DNA built upon The RNA of  “The Word of God”)  resulting in the  compliant/hearkening  recipient to completely fulfil Yahweh's Desire.   
Sadly,  worldly Christian leaders have demonstrably not yet achieved that condition by definition  (hence their flawed understanding of HS,  by  
“agnoeo” StrongsTM=50  [“choosing not to know”,  “preferring to be ignorant”])! 
 
Reasoning – repeat - “love” (as blandly written in worldly translated bibles)  needs to be explained:- 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

31st Instruction – The Brethren by learning  “The Word of God”  and imbuing it in their  being/existence  as laid upon 
their  hearts/{seats of motivation},  will  have the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  changed  so JCg’s  presence/parousia  
will be operating within them,  rooted in  {charity love}  expressed through works to their  brothers/neighbours/strangers. 
42nd Allegory – Heart = Always means  “Seat of motivation”  being  “The Driver”  of our body often  “by emotion”  
inasmuch the heart beats faster when driven by emotion.   That explains the various links within the sentence and why The 
Prophet Jeremiah warns us at Jer.17v9 about the treacherous heart requiring The Brain to lead it in the correct direction. 
32nd Instruction – We are to gain an  “Authoritative Understanding of The Word of God” (we must first learn it, assay it 
and practise it with fidelity),  this makes us stable, steadfast, stoic, and reliable vessels for Yahweh to work with to gain 
more TCs.  These attributes and procedure followed truly brings  honour/glory/majesty  to Yahweh within the minds of 
people witnessing our ministry  of/and  deportment that becomes  “The Invitation”  for them to imitate us for “The Goal”. 
61st Reasoning – By following The Instruction above will yield the  one/same  Brethren in the  one/same  flock of JC and 
thus, all  think/reason/operate  in the  one/same  manner on worldly stimuli.  The fact  worldly Christians being of some 
37,000+ schisms/sects  show themselves to be anything other than  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to that 
sourced by Yahweh through His son JCg,  demonstrably showing “The Word of God” has not made a unifying impression! 
62nd Reasoning – Because the Brethren  are  striving to become TCs through the above process then they will have the full 
strength of being united as companions under the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  dispensed by JCg as  “The 
Word of God”  with all TCs knowing both the  {charity love}/agape  and knowledge that extends beyond all limits. 
31st Good News – In understanding and exercising both JCg’s  {charity love}/agape  and authoritative knowledge will 
make The Brethren become fully complete in all things  of God/Yahweh,  thus fulfilling His Desire to become TCs for “The 
Anointing”  as future Sons of God,  worthy to become  “The Rulers”  over “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Eph.   3v17 og (To) {house permanently}/{firmly inhabit}/{persistently dwell}  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Eph.   3v17 og through (reason of)  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Eph.   3v17 og in  to the [= within]  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of yourselves},   
Eph.   3v17 og in  (to the [= within])  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love 
Eph.   3v17 og (the having been) rooted/{become stable}/{firmly fixed} 
Eph.   3v17 og also  (the having been) {laid the base}/erected/consolidated/{become founded}, 
Eph.   3v17 = (that)  through reason  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  the  Christ/Anointed   

to  {persistently dwell}   (by  his/JC’s  presence/parousia  as The Word of God)   within  your  hearts/{seats of motivation},   
the having been  rooted/{become stable}  within  {charity love}/agape   
also  the having been  {laid the base}/{become founded}/consolidated, 

 

that through reason of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    (operating within your hearkening minds) 
the  (Goal of the)  Anointed to persistently dwell   (made possible by  “The Word of God” given by JC operating as a  presence/parousia … … ) 
within your  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (where it is  “The Word of God”  that drives our motivation  in the correct direction), 
having been rooted within  agape/charity   (our motivation driven in the correct direction yields agape to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
also having become consolidated   (where,  our actions of agape become the  demonstrable  fidelity to  “The Word of God”). 
 

Errant  worldly Christian leaders may quote  only  the 1st part of this verse,  and then apply Rev.22v18-19,  by readily ignoring the 2nd part altogether 
with the context of the other verses along the lines:  “If you have faith then you will have JC permanently dwelling within you.” 
Or perhaps a spin on this:  “If you have faith then you will have the HS permanently dwelling within you.” 

As the reader can see this opens the flood gates to all forms of deviancy in understanding! 
Being a gospel  (of worldly Christian leaders)  near/alongside  The Real Gospel  of  “1st Century Christianity”  (2Pet.2v1, etc.)! 
Because sadly The Fruitage from such preaching cannot become part of the 144000 TCs,  being The Goal that best fulfils Yahweh's Desire. 
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The rest of the verses states  The Real Faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  must be operating within our  “seat of motivation”  for us 
with fidelity to operate according to our knowledge which should be only based upon  “The Word of God”   (being JC’s presence dwelling within us). 

Moreover:- 
Works of  {charity love}/agape  should be demonstrated by the  freely  “giving of time”  to  accurately  teach The World  (Heb.5v12-14,  Matt.24v14) 
about  “The Word of God”  which has been founded as  “The Base”  of our future  being/existence  working as  {agapao love}  operate as the  one/same   
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that shown by JC during his  ministry/lifestyle. 
Without these qualities then quite simply JC will  not  be permanently dwelling within us as a  parousia/presence,  and thus,  what these  worldly 
Christian leaders are preaching forms  a most  deviant lie  -  on par with how Satan operates as we read in The Bible's several examples! 
Eph.   3v18 og that  (you may/should) {have full strength}/{be fully capable}/{entirely competent}   
Eph.   3v18 og (to) {take eagerly}/seize/apprehend/grab/grasp  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Eph.   3v18 og (to the) all  to the [= in/with/by/on]  blameless/{holy persons},   
Eph.   3v18 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  the  width/breadth   
Eph.   3v18 og also  (the) length/extent  also  (the) profundity/extent/depth  also  (the) elevation/altitude/height, 
Eph.   3v18 = that  you  (Brethren)   may/should  {have full strength}/{be entirely competent}   

to  {take eagerly}/seize/grasp  {united as companions}/{in union together}/with  all  the  {holy people}/TCs,   
wherefore  the  width/breadth,   also  the  length/extent,   also  the  profundity/depth,   also  the  elevation/height, 

 

that you   (brethren/sisters  assiduously aiming to become TCs,  by imitating Paul as he imitated JC [1Cor.11v1, etc.]) 
might be entirely competent   (Note:  This must be demonstrated within our occupational effort!   Can this be said of us as individuals?) 
to eagerly grasp together with all the holy people   (TCs,  and thus,  become like the TCs to grasp the  one/same  opportunity for  “The Goal”)  
wherefore the width,  also length,  also depth  also height   (of what  “The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh really means to you as individuals) 
 

Paul is continually  urging  The Brethren to  seize/grasp  the opportunity of Sonship to Yahweh,  to become in union with the  apostles/TCs  having the 
full strength that will come from whatever amount of HS that they might have to fully express it in the absolute  magnitude/vastness  of God’s Work. 
Sadly this is hardly what we see within the divisions of Christendom operating with some 42,000 different  spirit/personalities/desires/traits  and thus,  
are logically  not  operating with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operate(d/s) with the Apostles,  JC or Yahweh! 
Because  if  the most fundamental thing  (of The Goal)  is not taught,  nor how to achieve it but a load of frivolous  customs/hearsay/waffle  pertinent to 
whatever Christian schism  then  what does this say about these schisms and of their leaders (Matt.23v23,  hence Luke.12v46-48)!  

These leaders of Christendom will have such a wretched time  (Matt.8v12, etc.),  if fortunate enough to be resurrected! 
Eph.   3v19 og (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  both   
Eph.   3v19 og the  {throwing beyond the usual}/surpassing/exceedingly/excelling/passing   
Eph.   3v19 og of the  knowledge/science/enlightenment   
Eph.   3v19 og (the)  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Eph.   3v19 og that  (you may/should be) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled  into/unto  (the) all   
Eph.   3v19 og the  {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Eph.   3v19 = to  {absolutely know/understand}  both  (1) the  {throwing beyond}/surpassing  of the  knowledge/enlightenment,  

(2)  the  {charity love}/agape  of the  Christ/Anointed,     (being the requirements for  “The Office”  of  “The Anointed”) 
that  you  may/should  be  {made replete}/fulfilled  into/unto  all/whole  {brimming fullness}  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

To absolutely  know/understand  both:- 
   (1)  the surpassing knowledge   (“The Knowledge”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that far surpasses anything that  “Religion”  can  offer/deliver) 
   (2)  the  agape/charity  of the Anointed   (The example of  “sacrifice”  freely given by JC that yields  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointed”), 
that you   (brethren/sisters  who are assiduously aiming to become TCs by copying me, Paul as I copy JC  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 
might be fulfilled into all brimming fullness of the God   (Yahweh will supply all knowledge via  “The Word of God”  fully inculcated). 
         (So, there are no mysteries within an informed and educated mind  [as is  not  the case for religious leaders full of mysteries in spiritual blindness])  

 

Paul is telling us,  what is on offer  (1) goes beyond all our knowledge and experience,  and that  (2) JC has so much  {charity love}/agape  in what he 
has given to us through his  (1) Ministry and  (2) Ransom Sacrifice  -  being of what he forsook in the heavens  to enter a corruptible body,  whereupon if 
he failed then  (1) he and  (2) his creation would be destined for annihilation under Yahweh’s Universal Edict on  “The Consequences of Sin”  within  
His  environment. 
However,  as we are told here,  Paul is still urging those active people within The Brethren to  “be  {made replete}/fulfilled  in  all/whole  {brimming 
fullness}  of God”  that means to  “become a Son of God” –  where,  Yahweh is only too pleased to fully operate through an adopted son. 
Yet to be in this position,  then we must personally absolutely renounce all forms of  worldly methodology –  and utterly imbue Yahweh's Methodology  
(to gain “Real Faith”  by the mandatory 3 stage process and be precisely imitating JC);  only then,  do we become placed upon the  short list  of 
becoming a future “Son of God”  –  from which Yahweh might  just/maybe/perhaps  deem us worthy to physically become a future “Son of God”. 
 
7th Comment – Yahweh is Omnipotent and will work in the environment alongside any truly hearkening individual 
personally working to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  based upon the Word of God operating within us to ultimately yield 
the HS becoming uniquely personalised within us. 
14th Warning – This does not mean we ask for things to fuel our worldly self-indulgent desires.  It is a travesty for  any  
worldly Christian leader to propose we ask for things to  “fulfil our worldly desires”  –  this is an abomination teaching. 
Yahweh will close His ears to such deviant teaching and to those people practising such nonsense  (James.4v2-4)! 
63rd Reasoning – Yahweh listens to those  Brethren/TCs  active in  {charity love}  to assist  brethren/neighbours/strangers  
to come closer to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire, He will respond to make this occur, often through the person making the petition. 
This forms a virtuous loop where the petitioner is asking for assistance so  he/she  might through  {charity love}/agape  
aid another person,  and in doing so –  reinforces the agapao love within the “synapse construction”.  Clearly the 
petitioner might ask for Yahweh to assist in  reducing/removing  a personal  impediment,  or suchlike,  to which Yahweh 
may or may not respond depending how virtuous the outcome might be (see 2Cor.12v7)  to further His Goal for new TCs. 
8th Comment – Today we witness the many  charlatan Christian Leaders spinning this verse around onto material things 
for worldly self-gain,  being practice that demonstrates absolutely  no  understanding on how to please Yahweh! 
15th Warning – We must realise,  Yahweh is working to fulfil His Plan to bring about Human Salvation –  it is absolutely  
not  to fulfil  “The Immediacy”  of some self-indulgent desire,  or for us to be abdicating our responsibility of imitating 
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JC’s ministry/lifestyle!   For example:  (1) Give me fleshly advantage or  (2) I pray for You Yahweh to help other people!   
Both examples are an abomination to how Yahweh is to bring forth  “The Reform in Society” through future leaders! 
In no manner do these two exampled prayers yield stoic, trustworthy, dependable world leaders for The Millennium! 
16th Warning – Get away from  “Christian leaders”  promising wonderful things for the  “here and now”  they are only 
operating according to worldly methodology under the cloak of pretending to represent “God”.  At present this is Satan’s 
worldly system  (1John.2v2)  and thus,  they  only  represent Satan –  being of his methodology operating in their mind for 
worldly gain of the  “1001 things”  this might bring to them  (money, power, leverage, glory, prestige, honour, etc.). 
What they do,  does  not  bring-on “The Internal Reform” required to ultimately yield a perfected society!  (Matt.7v16-20) 
Eph.   3v20 og to the  (One [Yahweh])  And  (being) able/possible/capable [middle voice] 
Eph.   3v20 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (the) all (things)   
Eph.   3v20 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   
Eph.   3v20 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {from/out of}   
Eph.   3v20 og (of the) {super-abundant}/superior/pre-eminence/{very highly}/{beyond measure}/vehemently   
Eph.   3v20 og {of whom/which}  (we) ask/beg/crave/desire/require  or/than/either/rather   
Eph.   3v20 og (we) {exercise the mind (through observation)}/comprehend/heed/consider/perceive/think/understand,   
Eph.   3v20 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
Eph.   3v20 og the  {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing}  in  {to [= within] us}, 
Eph.   3v20 = And  to the  One  (Yahweh)   personally  able/capable  over/beyond  the  all  things,   

to  produce/perform/yield  over/beyond  {from out of}  {super abundantly}/{beyond measure}   
{of which}  we  ask/request  or  we  {exercise the mind}/comprehend   
according to  the  {miraculous force}/{mighty work}    (“The Word of God”  driving our minds)   
the  {fervently working}/{actively doing}  within  us  (TCs).    (To be yielding agape in the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire) 

 

And to the One (Yahweh)  capable over all things   (Yahweh's Authority extends over all things in The Universe) 
to produce over from out of beyond measure   (Yahweh can produce whatever is possible to fulfil His Desire within compliant entities) 
              (“Yahweh”  means  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”) 
of which we ask   (to make  His Desire  [and  not  worldly desires if requested by a leader of “Religion”]  manifest within The Environment) 
or comprehend   (being our understanding built solely upon  “The Word of God”   [= we  know  why/how  to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle])  
according to the mighty work   (being what occurs within our mind having been built upon  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued) 
fervently working within us   (TCs who are yielding agape to bring forth the next generation of TCs on to Yahweh in  personal sacrifice). 
 

Thus,   if  we have  “The Real Faith”,  where we  truly  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as with fellow TCs,  JC and Yahweh  -  then  
we have Yahweh’s HS from JC’s  presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God”  operating within us  -  all as I have explained earlier. 
However when I look around me today amongst those people claiming to represent Yahweh and JC then that is a rather large  “if”  –  because while they 
might claim to come in His Name –  they certainly do  not  have His Character  (of  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  and thus,   not  His Authority. 
However,  within TCs who  are  demonstrably humble  and  take the lowly position in their ministry work for  no  worldly based self-gratification,  but 
only receive abuse and persecution for their efforts of precisely  imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  then they  will  have Yahweh’s HS operating within 
and around them  (by the definition of a TC).  The reason Yahweh is prepared to work with them is to help them  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word 
of God”,  that will deliver them to Sonship upon their resurrection.  Everything  is conditional. 
All this reasoning is in direct context with what Paul has been saying in this chapter –  but the real  “understanding”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is  
never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders for  several  obvious reasons,  that should be obvious to ascertain! 
 
64th Reasoning – Because Yahweh  is  Omnipotent and moreover  is  Righteous,  then all entities of The Universe feel 
secure within the protection Yahweh is able to provide for the wellbeing of all entities who freely choose to fulfil His 
Desire throughout all Time. 
9th Comment – From the above statement and within the verse notice it is  only  The Ecclesia  (TCs)  who are presently in 
the position to glorify Yahweh through their  ministry/lifestyle  that precisely imitates JC  (“in/with JC” [as God’s Word]). 
Eph.   3v21 og (to the) him [Yahweh]  the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   
Eph.   3v21 og in  to the [= within]  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   
Eph.   3v21 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus   
Eph.   3v21 og into/unto   the) all [plural]   the  generations/ages/nations/times   
Eph.   3v21 og of the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}  of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}.   
Eph.   3v21 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
Eph.   3v21 = To the Him (Yahweh)   (be)   the  glory/honour/dignity  within the  {calling out}/ecclesia 

within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus  unto  all the  generations/ages/nations/times  of the  age  of the  ages   (= forever).   
Amen! 

 

To Him (Yahweh)   (be)  the  glory/honour/dignity  within the  {calling out}/ecclesia 
within the Anointed Jesus unto all the  generations/nations/ages  of the age of the ages. 
          (“Within JC”  means  [1] thoroughly knowing,  [2] wholly understanding,  [3] operating with fidelity to what  “The Word of God”  instructs of us) 

 

Some clarification is required here! 
Just because  “ecclesia”  is used  -  to be later substituted with  “church”  in our translations  (and thus,  losing the original meaning of “a 
calling out”),  to be even further extended to be called  “Christian”  and thus,  a member of  “The Christian Nation”  then that does  not  
mean we,  as individuals,  are being driven by  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally  taught/given  by JC and The Apostles in their 
ministries! 

Where today we can witness all manner of people calling themselves:  “Christian”,  but many  “Christians”  behave in the most abominable manner,  far 
worse than the heathen of today,  or the times of the early Christians  (where 1Cor.5v1 was considered bad)  but now to be far worse than Sodom and 
Gomorrah  (and they had  no  “Word of God”  to direct them)!    

What sort of hypocrites does it make us when we do have  “The Word of God”  and wholly ignore it in our  every-day  activity? 
Moreover,  the worst culprits  -  are some of our supposed  leaders  of the presumed faith!   (Noting Rom.1v31-32)! 
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So obviously as The Bible tells us  –  we are  not  known by our name,  being what we call ourselves  –  but rather by metaphorically  “what we wear”  
(being our character so readily seen by The World)  or metaphorically  “by the name stamped on our forehead”   (meaning our character so readily seen 
by The World). 

These are two very common metaphoric terms used in The Bible.  Where it is  “The Clothes”  we wear  –  or  “The Name on our Forehead”  
that can either present us positively or negatively to The World,  but most importantly to Yahweh carrying out a much deeper 
inspection/examination  (1Sam.16v7 for the anointing of future kingship  [= to be “Son of God”, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6]). 

Thus,  we realise it is absolutely  not  “The Spin”  so deftly presented by our  worldly Christian leaders that we only need  (1) call ourselves  
“Christians” –  or  (2) belong to our group to be saved  (two likely errors of interpretation there alone)  –  but rather the point is this:- 

Is our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  that is  
pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment  (the HS). 

Thus,  we realise,  if our  worldly Christian leaders demonstrably lie in one thing  –  then where do they stop  (James.3v11-12)?     
Demonstrably showing us,  they do  not  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh!    
It is all so very logical based upon what we precisely witness! 

So clearly it is  not  as we are taught by our errant  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  that Paul would be speaking of  “The Christian 
Nation”  generally,  but we must bring this down to be referring to only those very specific people who  work hard  (as we are specifically told 
throughout The New Testament)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by working at imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  over ultimately their 2 part physical life. 
In which case this verse becomes  “True to Specifically Them”  -  being those people who ultimately choose salvation instead of  “The 2nd Death”  of 
Annihilation as this website so very carefully explains.   

Clearly it would be much better to do this now  (during the 1st part of our physical life)  to become a TC! 
What we must realise is,  worldly  Christianity  nurtures  “non-reform”  (to remain worldly with supposedly  “mitigating excuses”  -  “we are only 
human”!  That is precisely  why  they are rejected by Yahweh) –  but hidden under a meaningless  “worldly love” (eros)   to  “do what you want to make 
people happy in self-indulgence”,  yields a euphoria into which we can pump whatever  (possibly depraved)  worldly activity! 

But  “1st Century Christianity”  version of  “love” = “agapao” = “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt” –  instils a requirement to reform  
away  from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology. 

This shows in just one aspect how  insidious  is the  worldly Christian  “gospel”  when   “slid-in  alongside”  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and the Apostles  (and urged not to forsake).   It is those many quotes of  “not forsaking (1st Century) 
Christianity”  that become fraudulently used by  worldly Christian leaders to reinforce an adherence to the now  distorted  form of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  that has become  “worldly Christianity”  (2Cor.11v4);  -  what an  “impressive”  further distortion of  “The Real Truth”! 

Political spin doctors would be most impressed with that type of spin on what was The Truth,  having now been twisted to become a lie! 
 
 
43rd ‘Allegory’ – Prisoner = Constrained by Yahweh's Methodology based upon  “The Word of God”.  This is absolutely 
not  forced upon us,  but rather it is  “the righteous logic contained within The Exegesis of God’s Word to ultimately yield 
a perfected society”  that we find agreeable and wish to freely submit ourselves as a prisoner to this Methodology. 
33rd Instruction – TCs are delighted to become prisoners to the limits The Knowledge imposes upon a human because 
ultimately it provides protection from the fallout that occurs by operating to The Norms of The World.  Moreover, because 
TCs are also chastised by The World because of their non-hypocritical behaviour, they gain a mindset worthy of Sonship. 
44th ‘Allegory’ – called/invited = We have come in from out of  “The Cold”   (being of  “no future”)   to learn  of a 
wonderful future that is more than just  “everlasting life” -  but is ideally a possibility of becoming a “Son of God”. 
It does  not  mean we have an automatic entry to become a “Son of God”,  we could be rejected “bastards” (Heb.12v8)! 
10th Comment – All Brethren striving to become elected TCs are ultimately assigned but need to demonstrate their 
worthiness  to The World  by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (else they would  not  have been chosen in the first instance). 
34th Instruction – Brethren aiming to become TCs must operate in  humility/modesty/gentleness/meekness  showing 
extreme  self-control  they will invariably need to  “stand staunch”  against the affliction sourced by  worldly religious 
leaders feeling threatened by a  ministry/lifestyle  that imitates JC’s example  (as occurred to JC and the apostles). 
Reasoning – repeat - “love” (as blandly written in worldly translated bibles)  needs to be explained:- 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

35th Instruction – Brethren aiming to become TCs must also be patient as they await JCg’s 1st 2nd C that will herald in The 
Millennium,  and in doing so,  support each other’s pains and sufferings within this world while operating as model 
secular citizens,  obeying all the country’s laws provided they do not contravene Yahweh’s Laws. 
Eph.   4v1 og (I) {call near}/{invoke by imploration}/beseech/exhort/entreat  Therefore/then  {specifically yourselves}   
Eph.   4v1 og (emphatic) I/me,  the  captive/{bound person}/prisoner/{in bonds}  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master   
Eph.   4v1 og appropriately/{as of godly sort}/worthily   
Eph.   4v1 og (to) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}  of the  invitation/calling/appointment   
Eph.   4v1 og {of whom/which}  (you were) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned, 
Eph.   4v1 = Emphatic I  (Paul),   as  the  prisoner/captive  (TC)  within  the  lord/master,     (JC as  “The Word of God”  driving Paul), 

therefore/then  I  beseech/urge/exhort  {specifically yourselves}  to  {deport yourself}/{occupy your life}   
appropriately/{as of godly sort}/worthily  of the  invitation/calling  {of which}  you  (brethren)   were  summoned/assigned. 

 

Emphatic I (Paul),   as the captive  (hence a TC)  within the  lord/master   (JC as “The Word of God” absolutely controlling Paul's mind), 
therefore,  I urge specifically yourselves to deport yourselves  appropriately/worthily   (as befits a person calling themselves a  “Christian”) 
of the  invitation/calling   (for  “The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh)  
of which you (Brethren/Christians)  were  summoned/assigned   (by  “The Word of God”  to be  habitually working  within your mind), 
 

Paul as The Example of a prisoner held captive to  “The Requirements of The Knowledge”  –  then exhorts  “{specifically yourselves}”,  The Brethren  
(Christians actively aiming to become TCs),  “to occupy our life  appropriately/worthily  of the appointment unto which we were assigned.” 
The question the reader must ask of  him/herself:   

What have I been assigned to do?    
What are my capabilities?   
How can I fulfil Yahweh’s Desire?   
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How is what I can do,  be positioned to best promote  “The Cause of True Christianity”  within this  decaying and very corrupt world? 
And then ask of themselves: 

Am I doing this to the very best of my capabilities? 
Am I prepared to carry upon my shoulders the full weight of personal responsibility with God’s Word to educate my fellow neighbour? 
The appropriate references would be Matt.13v17-23, 25v14-22  (and many more could be cited). 

Speaking about myself – having constructed “FutureLife.Org” then I keep pushing myself likewise:- 
What ownership, responsibility and ultimately the accountability do I have with “The Word of God”? 

I have shown my knowledge of God’s Word written in some 4,000,000+ words on FutureLife.Org righteously irrefutable,  plus another 
1,000,000+ words of support documentation created over some 50,000 hrs of personal time,  then I take upon myself the position of making 
an audit of Christendom according to  The Prime Standard of The Original Greek Scriptures. 
Furthermore,  it is my duty to give recommendations and assistance for the general improvement throughout -  else I become condemned as 
failing in my duty by Yahweh as given by allegory at Eze.33v1-12,  and I certainly fear Yahweh more than I do of Man (Luke.12v4-5).   

I have noticed in my life,  those people welcoming an audit are those people actively trying to follow the given procedures as stated in  “The Quality 
Manual”  (=  “The Bible”)  and desire instruction to improve  “the process to fulfilment”.   
By contrast:  
Those people who dislike audits are those individuals who feel threatened by the results that show delinquency,  incompetence and rebellion.  

The people of the former grouping thank The Auditor,  and by contrast,  the people of the latter grouping curse  “The Auditor”  who is only 
trying to offer improvement!   The negative response being precisely as did  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  in the day of JC  –  and  
why  should it be any different now?   Because  precisely the same  mindset of person takes the same places,  generation after generation,  
while The World is under Satan's System. 

How very sad that people should behave like that –  when someone is trying to help while they  are  in a position to reform,  rather than allowing the 
situation to drift,  so they become dismissed by Yahweh from their position to teach in The Millennium  (Luke.12v46, 16v1-10,  20v16, etc.)! 
Moreover,  the people representing Yahweh trying to help people to achieve everlasting life into The Eternity must sacrifice themselves to the abuse as 
might a whistle-blower calling time on decrepit and hypocritical practices within  “a worldly organisation”  made  “just so”  by its worldly reasoning 
leaders! 
So we are  all  capable of doing something to varying levels  -  but we must push ourselves to the limits of what we are capable of doing,  that will lead to 
much discomfort through affliction and persecution of varying degrees as  “The Runner”  strives to get past the finishing post 1st – for “The Prize”  
(1Cor.9v24-26).  But first  we must have  “The Accurate Knowledge”  – else we shall have  “blind faith”  and go off in the  wrong  direction! 
This is all as The Bible so  very clearly tells  us  and if any  worldly Christian leader tells you differently,  then this demonstrates a rebellious 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  that  “chooses not to know”  (StrongsTM = 50)  the Bible for their personal  worldly  comfort/return,  and we are then 
back to the auditor situation as explained above! 
Eph.   4v2 og {amid/together/with (meta)}   (of the) all   
Eph.   4v2 og (of the) {humiliation of mind}/modesty/{humbleness/humility/loneliness of the mind}  
Eph.   4v2 og also  (of the) gentleness/humility/meekness/kindness/forbearance,   
Eph.   4v2 og {amid/together/with (meta)}   (of the) forbearance/{long-suffering}/patience   
Eph.   4v2 og (the) {holding oneself up against}/{bearing with}/enduring/forbearing/suffering [middle voice]  
Eph.   4v2 og (of the) {one another}/mutual/together (persons)  in  (to the [= within])  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love. 
Eph.   4v2 = together/with  of the  all  humility/modesty/humbleness  also  of the  gentleness/meekness,  

the  personally  {holding yourself up against}/enduring  together/with  forbearance/patience  of the  {one another}/together   
within  {charity love}/agape. 

 

Together/with  of all  humility/humbleness  also of  gentleness/meekness   (taking the  last/least  position within The World), 
the personally enduring with patience of one another within  agape/charity   (physically help and support one another within The Brethren) 
 

Thus,  as we read here TCs will be attacked from outside for merely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and by consequence,  they must:- 
1. Remain humble – so The World  (in the form of those people who feel threatened)  has no excuse for it attacking the TCs. 
2. Endure –.by not becoming blemished through involvement with worldly politics as we wait for the return of our King JCg who shall bring in 

his form of righteous politics to cover  the whole Earth. 
3. Remain forbearing - so we bring  no cause  for retaliation from those people of The World who feel threatened by only  “the blameless 

lifestyle”  that in itself casts a bright light to expose  “hypocrisy”  within  “The Ranks of  Religion”. 
We are to provide  {charity love}/agape  in works between The Brethren to assist each other as we are told in Gal.6v1-10,  and numerous other places – 
to make most effective the transmission of  “The Word of God”  to The World  –  precisely as instructed by Paul and JC  (Matt.24v14). 
 
36th Instruction – The Brethren are to  {guard over loss}/{hold fast}  into the unity of the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  that leads to  peace/rest  (something that clearly does not occur with fractious  worldly 
Christians,  with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Eph.2v2 operating within their mind). 
37th Instruction – Aim to become part of the one body of Christ as TCs  all  working harmoniously together with the 
common desire to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in  one/same   spirit/personality/desires/traits  to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire.  Specific Brethren are invited to be TCs ideally in  anticipation/expectancy  of their election to future Sonship. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - called/invited = We have come in from out of  “The Cold”   (being of  “no future”)   to learn  of a 
wonderful future that is more than just  “everlasting life” -  but is ideally a possibility of becoming a “Son of God”. 
It does  not  mean we have an automatic entry to become a “Son of God”,  we could be rejected “bastards” (Heb.12v8)! 
65th Reasoning – There is  one/singular  Lord (JCg),  yet  first/one  faith sourced by  “The Word of God” (JCg),  
furthermore,  one/singular baptism to enter into The Bilateral Covenant with Yahweh though JC  (as “The Word of God”) 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “The Specific God” = “Ho Theos” = “the specific god”  of The Context  which is either JCg when 
the context is relative to humans,  or Yahweh when the context is relative to JC or TCs  (or The Prophets). 
Reasoning – repeat - “the specific god”  is contextual.  If relative to JC or TCs  (as adopted sons)  then points to Yahweh,  
if relative to The World of sinful humans then it points to JCg as The Intercessor  (being their god and creator). 
Note:  we are told, Yahweh who  creates/{makes possible}  “The New Creation” = Sons of God  (but  in/with  JCg). 
66th Reasoning – There is one Specific God  (Yahweh)  being The Father to all things,  The One over all,  works through 
entities and also works through all you Brethren  (if  you be the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with Him). 
This means thoroughly absorbing and then outputting “1st Century Christianity”  (this is not the “Christianity” of today)! 
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38th Instruction – We as Brethren gaining  “The Word of God”  and  “The Real Faith”   (by the 3 stage process)  will 
amplify our abilities for  “The Lord’s Work”  being:  “The Furtherance of Yahweh's Pure Desire to be made manifest in 
The Environment”  (“HS”)  and thus,  we demonstrably have the HS operating within us.  It does  not  work the other way 
around  (supposedly the HS comes before knowing/{operating in fidelity} The Word of God)  as said by: “You know who!”      
‘Allegory’ – repeat -  Gift/favour/benefit =  Of the Gospel taught is two part.  The high level is covered by: 

1. “The Word of God”  bringing personal reform into our mind to give us protection from the damaging effects 
worldly methodology would bring upon ourselves and to our neighbour. 

2. Explaining how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate over a 2 part life. 
It is the composite operation of these two things that yields a perfected society in The Culmination. 
45th ‘Allegory’ – Sacrificial gift = Being what yielded the  gift/favour/benefit  above where JC gave us:-  

1. The Word of God in his sacrifice away from worldly methodology for 3.5 years during his assay  (after baptism). 
2. His body in excruciating pain when murdered to show Yahweh's Methodology surpassed worldly methodology. 

It is the composite operation of these two things that makes possible  “The Redemption of Mankind”,  noting the important 
fact of  “The Mind (Yahweh’s Methodology)  leading the Body  (JC as the compliant physical servant)”. 
39th Instruction – This example established by JC is exactly how we should behave,  by making JC our master first  by 
fulfilling his commands of us  (so we must learn what they are)  thereby enabling us speak to our  then listening  Father. 
Irrespective of what our  errant  worldly Christian leaders preach,  it does  not  righteously work the other way around! 
Eph.   4v3 og (The being) {to use speed}/{make effort}/earnest/diligently/endeavouring/labouring/studying/eager   
Eph.   4v3 og (to) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}    
Eph.   4v3 og the  oneness/unanimity/unity  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Eph.   4v3 og in  to the [= within]  {joint tie}/ligament/{uniting principle}/control/band/bond   
Eph.   4v3 og of the  peace/prosperity/rest. 
Eph.   4v3 = The being  {make effort}/diligent/earnest  to  {guard over loss}/{hold fast}  the  oneness/unity   

of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within  the  {tied together}/{uniting principle}/bond  of the  peace/prosperity/rest.  
 

The being  diligent/earnest  to hold fast the unity   (within all the TCs,  and The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs) 
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (all having precisely  “The One/Same Thought”  being built upon a common source = “The Word of God”) 
             (Hardly stacks-up when analysing the approximately 43,000 Christian schisms  –  of all different thought  –  reminds me of  “Hinduism”!) 
within the uniting bond of the one  peace/rest   (that comes from  “The Word of God”  wholly  imbued/inculcated  with absolute integrity). 
             (When analysing  worldly Christian leaders' sermons having passed via  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19 –  we understand  why all the schisms!) 
 

Paul instructs us:- 
The Brethren (Christians)  are  “The being  earnest/diligent  to  {guard over loss}/{hold fast}  to the  oneness/unity  of the 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  tied together with  peace/rest!” 

I wrote it again for the reader to contemplate what they witness around them –  when they see some  “Christians”  participating in entertainment that 
involves violence  –  and moreover they pay worldly money for the  “privilege”  to provide this worldly sourced entertainment! 
Furthermore,  this has also spread into certain Christian schisms where there is discord between members over some worldly issue! 

From where does the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  come within this behaviour to be the  one/same  as that within Yahweh? 
As we should agree what is internally driven should be sourced by Yahweh. 

Thus,  we have a dichotomy between of what we are instructed by The Bible and what we witness within some  “Christian”  communities! 
The  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that within Yahweh is sourced through  “The Word of God”  being of JC’s ministry.   
JC as JCg was The Witness to his Father and having seen Him  (through His word being JC)  then we have seen  “The Father Yahweh”  (John.14v4-17). 
Curiously we start off with the  one/same  Word  (being  “The Original Greek Scriptures”  and  not  some of the English abominations now available),  
but today we now end up with some 37,000 ‘Christian’ schisms  (2007 CE, perhaps 42,000 in 2015 CE)  all believing different things  -  else surely they 
would be in  “the unity of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  in  one/same  schism. 
Obviously,  they are  not  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as instructed and are thus,  logically  not  of  The  One/Same 
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits   as sourced by Yahweh through His Word being through JC that  is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separated from this 
world of sin}  being the HS.   
The logical upshot of this means  none  of them have  The  One/Same  HS operating within them  –  even though the leaders of  each  schism would 
expressly state their congregation is full of the  “supposed HS”! 
But  “The Truth”  of what they state is through the fruitage of their work as JC taught us:  “A good tree produces good fruit,  and a diseased tree 
produces diseased fruit”  (and interestingly, the diseased fruit will consider the good fruit as being diseased)!  (Matt.7v16-20, 12v33, Luke.6v43-44). 
“The fruit”  Yahweh desires is His future  “Sons of God”  and these are those specific people who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  and I only 
ask the reader to examine the fruitage to determine how many fruit they witness precisely imitating JC  (1Pet.2v19-22)  to the very best they are able? 
The answer to that rhetorical question tells us  “The Truth”,  and  “the lack of it” –  being the visible apostles that imitate JC within their congregations! 
Stating the obvious –  being at  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  then there will be  peace/prosperity/rest.   

This  will  occur in The Millennium because  there will be the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating through the 144000 TCs 
resurrected as  kings/priests  to rule the resurrected humans.  Obviously,  there  cannot  be any disagreement in  The Heaven/Authority  of 
“The New/Spiritual Jerusalem”  in The Millennium –  else fleshly resurrected people will  “play one  king/priest  off against another”  –  just 
like fleshly children do of their parents! 

This Organisation will be the metaphoric Jerusalem  (covering the whole planet),  meaning “ City/Organisation of Peace”  because it is Yahweh’s 
Organisation covering The Earth to ensure peace is maintained and thus,  prosperity will ensue within  The World  (as the old prophets tell us in their 
individual visions of The Vista of The Promise). 
Eph.   4v4 og In  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  also  one/singular  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
Eph.   4v4 og just/as/that/how/when  also  (you were) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned   
Eph.   4v4 og in  first/certain/one  (to the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
Eph.   4v4 og of the  invitation/calling/appointment  {of yourselves}; 
Eph.   4v4 = In the  {whole/sound body}  also  the  one/singular  spirit/personality/desires/traits  just/as 

also  you were  called/summoned/assigned  within  the  first/one  anticipation/expectation/confidence  of your  invitation/appointment; 
 

In the whole body  (of JC comprising of 144000 TCs)   also the one  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
just/as  yourselves were  summoned/assigned   (to have  “The Word of God”  habitually operating within your mind) 
within the  anticipation/expectation  of your first  invitation/calling   (for  “The Goal”  to  possibly/maybe,  become future Sons of God). 
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Carefully look at the wording in this verse: 
What does it tell us,  and what does it infer? 

Remember this was written during  “1st Century Christianity”  –  being what  JC faithfully taught to The World  –  but as we now witness,  it has been 
lost over the last 1900 years,  where possibly within the first 100 years  “The Knowledge”  became utterly deviant to that originally taught  (hence Paul’s 
and John's  continual warnings)  –  and especially when we analyse the Gnostic Myths whose writings are at a much inferior level to that contained 
within The Bible and thus,  were  not  Divinely sourced.   They have no guidance about achieving “The Goal”  but are in some instances partial copies 
or interpretations of what is in The Bible  and/or  Man’s  ruminations/muses  delivering  “Religion”  that  intrinsically  opposes Yahweh by stealth! 

Let us analyse the above verse. 
We have discussed:  “In whole body,  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  in the previous verses  –  where I show  “The Whole Body”  is  “The 
Body of Christ”  accepted as such by Yahweh  during His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  upon Christians to become the 144000 TCs.   
Also shown by reasoned argument  worldly Christian schisms do  not  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and thus,  logically cannot 
have the  one  HS –  and the chances of the reader being within the correct  one  group out of the other some 37,000 other schisms is most remote! 

Let me now explain the next section. 
“Just as you were  summoned/assigned  within the  anticipation/expectation/confidence  of your  first  invitation/appointment.” 

What does this tell us?  –  Because there are some key words given here! 
Firstly - let me ask the reader:- 

What does  he/she  understand from the above verse –  being perhaps what we have been told by our  worldly Christian leaders? 
Do you feel as though you have been “summoned”,  have  “expectation”  and an  “appointment”?   -  As Paul is stating to The Brethren? 
And  why  would he be stating this to The Brethren in his letter? 

When:- 
Perhaps as we are told by our  worldly leaders:   

Assigned  as being a  “supposed minister”  for  “the church”  preaching to us as being  “below”  within the congregation.” 
But is it? 

Are these leaders as blind as their message? 
Look at what  “The Words”  tell us,  and to whom it is directed then,  and now  –  as we  (are instructed to?)  read it  (by our worldly leaders –  or not?)! 

The Bible is written  to us  personally  –  not  to the leaders to be minced,  filtered down and then finally poisoned  (being of The Expectation)  
before it is given to us  (Matt.23v13)! 

Firstly,  let me  categorically  state:  
It is  NOT  the assignment of an appointment to become a  worldly Christian leader of a  worldly  Christian grouping! 
It is  The Appointment to what Yahweh has foreknown  –  “previously ordained before the creation of humans by JCg”. 

It is open to  all  humans on this planet,  being  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so,  upon resurrection  he/she  can  become a “Son of God”. 
It is  “The Responsibility”  of The Apostles (TCs)  to bring more humans into this grouping to become elected as  The Accepted  (by Yahweh)  to be  “The 
Body of Christ”  from  out of  the much larger Christian Nation during The Gospel Age   (Matt.20v16, 22v14).   
Please see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan’s Desire”  in Glossary. 
Thus,  “The Body of Christ”  (the  fleshly  part acting on this planet now)  is  spiritually  driven by  “The Head”  being JCg in the Heavens  having his  
presence/parousia  within  “The Body”  as  “The Word of God”  that correctly imbued will yield the HS  -  likened to the electrical stimuli from  “The 
Brain”  to the different members of  “The Body”.  Those members  not  operating with the  one/same  HS stimuli from The Brain,  shall be severed  (as 
JC  and Paul taught us by allegory John.15v1-6, Rom.11v15-25)  so the whole body of Christ might be preserved and those parts severed shall be starved 
of  “The Word of God”  (destroying the HS to be operating within these individuals).  This occurs,  because  they  personally  chose to cut themselves 
away from The Body,  but moreover from  “The Brain”  (as  “The Word of God”  driving/controlling  our thoughts  away  from worldly methodology). 
These people are not  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and are thus,  not  worthy of Sonship and reject themselves because they are  not  prepared to put 
in the fervent energy commensurate to winning The Race for that Prize (of Sonship) –  or be running according to  “The Rules”   (2Tim.2v5)  which 
means  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (else Matt.22v11-14). 

Clearly those people satisfied with the present worldly ministry,  have what they desire and  no-longer  can the invitation be yielding 
“anticipation/expectation/confidence”  but Paul still speaks of it himself  –  thus,  it must still be for something in The Future  –  being what 
occurs when a TC becomes physically,  fully  “Born Again”  as a “Son of God”  (after having  demonstrably perfected  “The Mind”  upon  
“the Wheat seed”  of  “The Word of God”  during the 1st part of their physical life.  

So returning to the original questions in this commentary. 
Do you feel part of this?  And if not  –  Why not?   
What is stopping you? 

Because it is  “The Duty”  of those people accepted by Yahweh as TCs to  accurately  teach to their congregations -   they too can be part of this. 
However:  If  the Christian leaders do not imitate Paul to be exhorting the individual members within the congregations to do this,  then  they too cannot 
be accepted as being worthy by Yahweh!   And thus,  they and their fruitage of likewise spiritual DNA,  are rejected by Yahweh! 

It all makes for a very sobering and salutary read!    
That is  why  there will be only 144000 TCs elected! 

Because that is about all Yahweh can find out of  “The Christian Nation”  worthy enough during The Gospel Age.   
However,  because He knew beforehand this would be true –  then He was able in His Omnipotence to choose the  correct  numbers long beforehand to 
bring out all these allegories in prophecy as this website so very clearly shows to the reader. 
Finally notice Paul’s  switch between  “one/singularly”  to  “first/certain/one”  which as usual with many examples  -  is lost at critical doctrinal areas 
in standard  worldly translations of the bible  (equally at the critical verse of  John.10v16) 

He does this because he is  emphasising the difference  between  “what was out there”  contrasted with  “what is required”  for The Future. 
Paul does it in this verse and equally in the next verse - v5.  
Thus,  there are many worldly  “hopes”  and many worldly  “faiths”  (of v5)  and  all  are “built on sand”,  worldly knowledge (Matt.7v26-27),  but now 
having  “The Accurate Knowledge”  from  “The Word of God”  then this becomes the first occasion humans actually have access to  “The Absolute 
Truth”  carefully reasoned through on  “FutureLife.Org”! 
Eph.   4v5 og one/singularly  (the) lord/master,  first/certain/one  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
Eph.   4v5 og one/singular  (the) baptism/{water immersion},  
Eph.   4v5 = one/singular  Lord,  first/one  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  one/singular  baptism, 
 

one/singular  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind to output charity with the utmost fidelity to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire),    
first/one  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity  [being the first  “Faith”  underwritten by Yahweh  to enter this world]) 
one/singular  baptism   (one public display that we have made ourselves dead to our old life,  and are entering the 2nd part of our life) 
 

Let us carefully go through this short verse: 
“One Lord” =  JC on Earth and gives us  “The Knowledge”  upon which we can build,  and thus,  becomes  “The Anchor”  in our knowledge base. 
“First/one  Faith” = Accurate Knowledge  from  “The Word of God”  delivering  Assurance  from which those people with suitable motivation  (being  
“not of this world” – John.15v19)  will  operate with  Fidelity  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  This becomes The Gospel  accurately  taught by TCs. 
This was the first faith that fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire having righteously answered, “God’s Word part 1”, thereby entirely separating it from “Religion”. 
“One/singular  baptism” = The publicly given display,  where we enter  “The Bilateral Agreement”  between Yahweh and  “The Individual”  to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for ideally  “The Goal”  of Sonship.  If the individual fails this exceptionally high standard during the 1st part of  his/her  physical 
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life,  then  he/she  will join with the vast majority of Christians to become  “an acceptance that JC is to lead our life”  –  but the time frame shifts to 
become over our2 part life where more training is required in The Millennium  (or perhaps a position of rulership is not right for them). 
Note: 
Those people becoming baptised and then over a period of time utterly reject JC  (= “The Word of God”)  to control their mind,  while pretending to 
represent Yahweh as a leader,  to then distort  “The Word of God” unto  “their flock”  to  (1) extort money from their deluded devotees (John.12v6)  and  
(2) excuse all forms of deviant activity,  then they shall  never  be resurrected as The Bible  very clearly tells us!    I  very carefully explain  specifically 
why and will give references in my electronic  “Concordance of Topics” where this will be one item of many!   Because quite simply they have chosen to 
hand-in  JC’s gift early to Yahweh and are living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life.  During which,  if having thrown back JC’s Ransom Sacrifice 
metaphorically as the 30 pieces of silver  (Zech.11v12-13, Matt.26v15, 27v3-5)  to  the temple  (representing the TCs of The Gospel Age to become  “The 
New Spiritual Temple”  of The Millennium)  is equivalent to the rebellious individuals during The Millennium,  being “The 2nd Death” of annihilation. 
Eph.   4v6 og one/singular  (the) {specific god}  also  (the) Father/Forebear  (of the) all (things/entities),   
Eph.   4v6 og the (One [Yahweh])  over/upon/concerning  (of the) all (things/entities),   
Eph.   4v6 og also  (works)  through (reason of)  (of the) all (things/entities),   
Eph.   4v6 og also  in  (to the [= within]) all  {of yourselves}. 
Eph.   4v6 = one  “the specific god”,  also the  Father  (Yahweh = God)   of all  (things/entities),   

the  (One [Yahweh])  over/upon  of the  all  (things/entities),   
also  (works)   through reason of  all  (entities/things)  also  within  all  {of yourselves}.   (with the Word of God yielding the HS). 

 

Also  one/singular  “The Specific God”  The Father of all   (things/{extra-terrestrial entities}) 
The One (Yahweh)  over all   (things/{extra-terrestrial entities}) 
also  (works)  through reason of all   (things/{extra-terrestrial entities}) 
also  (works)  within all of yourselves   (with  “The Word of God”  yielding the HS to fulfil Yahweh's Desire within The Environment). 
 

Analysing this verse:- 
“one  the specific god” =  because in context,  this is referenced to JC and the TCs,  then it naturally points directly to Yahweh. 
“Father” =  Yahweh being  “The Source”  of all intrinsically  ideal/good  things. 
We read Yahweh can work through all  entities/things  as He deems fit –  to fulfil His Desire to complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” – please 
see my glossary on FutureLife.Org. 
Eph.   4v7 og one/singular  And  (to the) each/any/every (person)  {of/from us}  (it was) given/bestowed/granted   
Eph.   4v7 og the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  down/according/intensely/against (to)  
Eph.   4v7 og  the  measure/metered/{limited portion}   
Eph.   4v7 og of the  {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Eph.   4v7 = And  to each  one  person  {of us}   (as to our abilities)   

was  given/bestowed  gift/favour/benefit  according to  {measured out}/metered  of the  Christ's/Anointer’s  gratuity/{sacrificial gift}. 
 

And to each one person of us   (being our specific abilities having naturally developed during the 1st part of our physical life) 
was given  gift/favour/benefit  according to measure of the sacrificial gift of the Anointed   (being what “The Goal” means within our mind). 
 

Thus,  it is JCg’s  presence/parousia  within us through  “The Word of God”  that shall yield Yahweh’s HS  according/proportioned/measured  to our 
abilities,  where  “The Word of God”  controls our natural DNA abilities,  and we personally carry  “The Weight of Responsibility”  of accurately 
imitating JC in the service of Yahweh,  as explained in the parables of the Talents and Minas  –  Matt.25v14-24, Luke.19v12-26.  
We must recognise  “The Word of God”  should work within our mind to fully utilise our specific DNA capabilities to maximum effect in furthering 
Yahweh's Desire within The Environment.  For example,  Paul was  (1) an exceptional conversationalist  (2) able to speak a number of different 
languages  and  (3) could clearly reason through exegesis  -  all of which meant he was best placed to be in The Vanguard to push through  “The Word 
of God”  unto The Nations.   Thus,  God's Word used Paul's natural capabilities to further Yahweh's Desire into The Environment to yield “The 
Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000  TCs.    Hence,  Paul was a specific part of the body of Christ 1Cor.12v12-22 requiring other body parts to 
support him. 
We must understand,  we will only increasingly establish the HS within us if we use our gifts profitably in accurately publicising  “The Word of God”  
without receiving anything for this by return  (except religious abuse)  –  rather than renege on our responsibility as did the 1 talent man  (of the 
talent/minas  as cited above). 
In this manner we are giving a  “measured sacrificial gift”  for  “The Goal of Anointing”  when we give our life to fulfil Yahweh's Desire within The 
Environment. 

Expressing Yahweh’s HS profitably means imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to be of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC. 
 
17th Prophecy – King David prototypic of JC,  living 1000 years before JC’s ministry wrote in Psalm 68 about JC,  he 
prophesied of JCg ascending high to capture “captivity”  and to give gifts to Mankind. 
46th Allegory – King David = archetypical of JC.  See glossary for full list of amazing allegories between the two entities. 
47th ‘Allegory’ – ascended = JCg's resurrection and ascension into the heavens  (John.20v19-21, 1Cor.15v4-8, Acts.1v9) 
48th ‘Allegory’ – captures “captivity” = JCg's Ministry and Ransom Sacrifice has broken Satan's automatic hold over us  
“of annihilation”  and now it becomes a  personal  decision over  a 2 part life  if we  (1) live or  (2) become annihilated. 
67th Reasoning – JCg being assayed perfect by Yahweh,  accepted JC’s ransom sacrifice on our behalf for each individual 
to have an opportunity of a 2nd part of our life to learn how to imitate his lifestyle.  Because JCg  was  able to do this on 
our behalf,  then he  was  able to capture our  “captivity to The Curse of Satan”  being  “The Death”  (= annihilation)   
dictated upon us by our ancestors  (Adam and Eve)  to now become “The 1st Death” = “Asleep”.   
JCg has now enabled that to become a  personal  decision of  (1) Life or  (2) Death (= annihilation)  after experiencing 
both  bad/good  regimes  of the 1st / 2nd part of our single life that can stretch for an eternity by imitating JC. 
49th ‘Allegory’– descended = JC's sacrificial murder and subsequent burial (in death to righteously capture it by balance)  
noting JC had to  fully cover  “The Great Sabbath Day”  in his death to righteously cover  “The Millennium in his death”  
thereby allowing time for every possible human the opportunity to reform and start imitating him for “Life”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus,  singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
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All this information is lost in our many useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 
seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
68th Reasoning – Paul explains this prophecy –  If JCg has ascended high,  then first he must have descended to the lower 
parts of the Earth.  Having ascended high then he has ascended higher than all things of the heavens,  that he might make 
fully complete all things  (to be given all Authority by Yahweh to take full command of The World in The Millennium). 
Eph.   4v8 og Therefore/Consequently  (he [Yahweh through King David]) states/exclaims: 
Eph.   4v8 og [Prophecy, Psa.68v18:]   (The having) {gone up}/arisen/ascended/climbed  into/unto   
Eph.   4v8 og (the) elevation/altitude/height  (he [JCg]) {lead captive}/imprisoned  (the) captivity/imprisonment,   
Eph.   4v8 og also  (he [JCg]) gave/bestowed/granted  (the) presents/gifts  to the  countenances/{human-beings}/men. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psm.68v18  
Eph.   4v8 = Consequently   He (Yahweh)  states:- 

Having  {gone up}/ascended  high/elevation    (JCg awakening/rousing from the dead corpses),   
he  (JCg)   captures/imprisons  captivity/imprisonment    (JC removes Mankind’s automatic death sentence of annihilation)   
also  he  (JCg)   gave/bestowed  presents/gifts   (opened up the manifestations of God’s HS through the TCs)   to Mankind.   

 

Consequently He (Yahweh)  states   (through King David by prophecy some 1000 years earlier):- 
Having ascended high   (as JCg  awakening/rousing  from the  {dead people}/corpses), 
he (JC as JCg)  captures captivity   (JC removes  “Mankind”  from an automatic death sentence of  annihilation) 
also he (JC as JCg)  gave gifts   (opened up our mind upon God's Word  accurately  inculcated,  to yield agape through our DNA capabilities) 
to Mankind   (the TCs imitating JC use their own DNA gifts to best effect,  to exclusively edify Mankind to yield a total of 144000 TCs for Yahweh). 
 

In prophecy,  Yahweh tells us about JC being  awakened/roused  from death,  because he demonstrated perfection during his  “assay period”  of 3.5 
years.  In doing so,  prepared himself to be the perfect sacrifice  (as Paul explains in Heb. chapters 6 to 10)  to then become The Sacrifice – not requiring 
a pre-sacrifice for himself  (as Paul further tells us in Heb.7v27),  but rather JC can thus,  become The Sacrifice for all people irrespective of what they 
have done (see Heb. chapters 9-10).   JC’s Ransom Sacrifice atones for all people,  because JC  was/is  not a respecter of people  (Matt.22v16)  and no  
differentiator/caveat  was ever applied to  “being saved” (1John.2v2, 4v14  from the  immediate  death that has been now translated to become “asleep”, 
John.11v11-15). 
In this manner JCg  was  able to remove  “The Curse of Satan”  that would have been annihilation for all humans,  into a situation where all humans 
shall have an opportunity to become  “awakened/roused”  (resurrected)  into a RESET state so they all might have an opportunity to reform their mind  
(spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to  “become the  one/same  with JCg”.   Consequently,  all resurrected people shall be placed into a position to  
‘believe upon what they will then know’  based upon the  accurate  knowledge as given in The Millennium by the demonstrable  “Early Adopters”  of  
“The 144000 TCs and The Prophets”. 

Those people doing this will receive blessings and gifts from JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling their mind  (and thus output). 
Eph.   4v9 og the (person [JCg])  And  (he [JCg]) {went up}/raised/ascend/climbed,   
Eph.   4v9 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (he/it) is,   if  not [= except]  because  also   
Eph.   4v9 og (he [JCg]) descended/{went down}/fell  (the) firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  into/unto   
Eph.   4v9 og the (parts)  {inferior to lower}/lowest  apportions/divisions/sections/shares/pieces/parts   
Eph.   4v9 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region? 
Eph.   4v9 = (Paul explaining the previous prophecy)  

And  the  (one/person [JC])   {went up}/ascended,     (awakened/roused as JCg fully  conscious/alive  into the heavens),   
who he  (JCg)  is,     (is presently existing and he is fully conscious) 
because  {if not}/except  also  firstly,    (and yet before he was fully  conscious/alive  and going to the heavens) 
he  (JC)   {went down}/descended  into  the lower  apportion/parts  of the  Earth/land,     (JC was dead and buried) 

 

        (Paul explaining the prophecy:) 
And the person (JC as JCg)  ascended   (awakened/roused  as JCg,  fully  conscious/alive  into the heavens  [Acts.1v9-11])  
who he is   (JCg is presently existing and fully conscious alongside Yahweh  [= The Father of all intrinsically  good/ideal  things]) 
because except,  also firstly   (but before JCg's righteous  awakening/rousing  into the heavens,  JC first had to die  [painfully murdered])  
he (JC)  descended into the lower parts of the  Earth/land   (meaning no more than,  “JC was dead and buried in the ground”). 
 

Paul just clarifies,  before JC could be highly elevated according to The Prophecy to be in the position to  “lead captive  (our present) captivity” – then 
he must obviously first be low in the lowest parts of the Earth  where he was captive  within the  grave/tomb/hell/hades/sheol/{hole in the ground}  (they 
all point to  precisely the same meaning  (but different languages)  –  irrespective of what our  worldly leaders errantly tell us)! 
But continuing,  because JC as JCg rose to the highest levels  by fulfilling prophecy,  then clearly he broke  “the bounds of captivity”  to  “make captive 
captivity”  and thereby JC now as JCg  become  “The Righteous Enabler”  to  righteously make possible  our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (= 
resurrection)  by Yahweh who demonstrably showed what was possible being a resurrection for us  “humans”.   But absolutely more important than this 
was  “The Possibility”  for a fleshly DNA framed person to become resurrected into something entirely different to a perfected DNA fleshly body  –  but 
rather a perfected incorruptible body  not  built upon fleshly DNA  –  but rather a physical platform created by Yahweh being the like of which we cannot 
even barely dream of its capability.  This is what “First/Chief/Only  Begotten “Son of God””  really means,  as I so very carefully explain in the glossary 
by citation  – and it is  absolutely not  the nonsense we are presently taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  (2007 CE when this website first became 
live to The World).   All the knowledge is in The Bible  –  if we  only  care to  correctly  examine at it  (Matt.7v7-8)! 
Eph.   4v10 og The (person [JC])  descending/{going down}/falling  he  (he) is  also  the (entity [JCg])   
Eph.   4v10 og (the) {going up}/arising/ascending/climbing   
Eph.   4v10 og {above upward}/{greatly higher (in place or rank)}/{far above}  (of the) all  of the  heavens [plural],   
Eph.   4v10 og that  (he may/should) {make replete}/imbue/{filled up}fulfil  the (things)  all. 
Eph.   4v10 The person  (JC)   {going down}/descending,    (after his murder into the grave to cover us over The Great Sabbath Day) 

he is  also  the entity  (JCg)  { going up}/ascending  {greatly higher}/{far above}    (setting The Standard of what was possible) 
of  all  the things  of the  heavens (plural)    (spiritual/physically to be alongside his Father just as are able the 144000 TCs) 
that  he may/should  {make replete}/fulfil  the  all  things   (what has been prophesied and to reset The Decision of Life to be personal) 

 

The person (JC)  descending   (after his voluntary sacrifice to  [1] redeem his creation  [2] cover us over The Millennium of The Great Sabbath Day) 
he is  also the entity (JCg)  ascending   (thereby setting  “The Goal”  for a future 144000 TCs who precisely imitate JC during The Gospel Age) 
far above of all things of the heavens   (spiritually/physically  to be alongside Yahweh/Father,  and  “above the following 144000 TCs”) 
that he might fulfil all things   ([1] what was prophesied,  [2] to reset  “The Decision of Life”  to be personal,  [3] Covering over The Millennium) 
 

JC died in fleshly body,  was  awakened/roused  (resurrected)  into a  heavenly/spiritual/heavenly  body as “JCg”  (the premier “Son of God”).  
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This cannot be Yahweh or a  “bit of Him”  but a  separate  entity.  
That he  “might  {make replete}/{fulfil all}”  only means:- 

JCg  as full circle:  First created humans,  they sinned,  JCg then came upon The Earth as JC in a fleshly body,  carried out his ministry to  
preach/demonstrate  concerning The Millennium  (being the culmination of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  Luke.4v19 see glossary) 
then while perfect,  sacrificed himself in death  (to balance his Father’s Universal Edict)  so  those humans who ultimately  desire  to live 
righteously  may do so  as originally designed  (when created).  Then he was raised back into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (as JCg)  
by Yahweh’s capability expressed  (= the HS,  noting its composite definition)  having returned alongside his Father’s side in the heavens  
[plural]  so that  “he should complete all”  by what he has done with his creation.   In doing so,  JC becomes  “The Lead”  Firstfruit  (as The 
Waved Barley)  for the 144000 Firstfruits to follow  (as The Waved Wheat  [Lev.23v5-25]  –  starting 50 days later at  “The Feast of The 
Ingathering”  as Peter tells us in Acts.2v1+)  prior to  “The Main Harvest”  of wheat at the end of The Millennium after being covered during  
“The Training Period”  of 1000 years  (Rev.20v3-7).  An utterly logical sequence,  as fully prophesied  (also by allegory)  right back in The 
Tanakh  (The Old Testament)  –  being precisely what JC and Paul thoroughly knew and taught  (but is  never  taught today demonstrating  
the  utter delinquency  of our  worldly Christian leaders to correctly represent Yahweh and magnify His  exploits/capability)! 

Thus,  to ultimately produce fully assayed humans who all freely  desire  to live by Yahweh’s universal and righteous rules. 
It absolutely does  not  mean to complete  “the Trinity”  because the whole context is speaking about JCg’s relationship with Mankind! 
Needless to say  none  of this is taught by  worldly Christian leaders because they do  not  believe it  –  because they do  not  understand it  –  but this is 
precisely what JC and the apostles taught during their ministries as  “1st Century Christianity”,  and we  are  commanded to teach it likewise! 

Of which our leaders of Christendom wholly ignore – as by witness of their output for the last  1700 years! 
 
69th Reasoning – JCg  (context v10)  as  “The Word of God”  amplifies/directs/compounds  our natural DNA gifts to be  
apostles/evangelists/pastors/teachers,  and if  correctly/fervently  used,  then we can become elected by Yahweh to be TCs. 
It is  not  a  “given certainty”  because as humans we may errantly think we are suitable,  and yet Yahweh does not agree!  
50th Allegory – body of Christ =  The 144000 TCs to be “elected” out of The Gospel Age for The Anointing  (Sons of God)  
These are the component parts – each have different functions to make the whole body work (1Cor.12v12-22, etc.). 
51st Allegory – Mature man =  A Brethren having achieved the required standard to become a TC  as determined by God. 
70th Reasoning – The mature TCs are to  “service The World in occupational effort”  to bring forth what is to become The 
Next Generation of TCs so  “The Body of Christ might”  become strengthened in numbers throughout The Gospel Age. 
52nd Allegory – Brim fullness of Christ =  TCs having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which 
operate(d/s) within JC(g)  ensuring them to be worthy  (as Anointed)  to sit alongside JCg to rule  The Resurrected World. 
40th Instruction – The HS comes through “The Word of God” (JCg)  correctly imbued to  complete/perfect  people if they 
choose to  accurately  inculcate this knowledge within themselves to  “service The World”  through the fidelity of 
“occupational effort” that structures the whole body of Christ  (comprising of 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age). 
71st Reasoning – The above occurs until the end of the 1st part of our life so that we ideally as TCs of The Body of Christ:- 

1. Attain unity of  one/same  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (much worse now,  than in Paul’s time). 
2. Publicly recognised as being a “Son of God” as a  complete/perfected  person  (fully “Born Again” at 1st 2nd C). 
3. From (2) been accepted by Yahweh as having met  “The Golden Standard”  as set by The Premier Son (JCg). 

72nd Reasoning – The above occurs as the TCs enter The Millennium  –  with the  one faith of unity  as demonstrated in 
the 1st part of their physical life to have  precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by unfeigned agapao  –  they 
enter The Millennium as The Bride ready to teach this  unity  of how to imitate JC’s lifestyle to  “The Resurrected World”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Eph.   4v11 og Also  he [JCg]  gave/bestowed/granted   
Eph.   4v11 og the (persons)  truly/indeed  (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell},   
Eph.   4v11 og the (persons)  and  (the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers   
Eph.   4v11 og the (persons)  and  (the) {preachers (of the Gospel)}/evangelists,   
Eph.   4v11 og the (persons)  and  (the) shepherds/pastors,   
Eph.   4v11 og also  (the) instructors/doctors/masters/teachers, 
Eph.   4v11 = Also  he  (JC as The Word of God)   gave/bestowed   (to  amplify  people's capabilities to fulfil Yahweh's Desire - to be either)  

the people  truly /indeed  apostles/{appointees to tell}/TCs,   
the people  prophets/{inspired teachers}/TCs 
the people  {teachers of the (Real)  gospel}/evangelists/TCs,   
the people  shepherds/pastors/TCs,   
the people  instructors/teachers/TCs. 

 

Also he (JC as  “The Word of God”)  gave   (the “Knowledge”  to  direct/amplify  hearkening recipients’ capability to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as:-) 
truly the  {appointees to tell}/TCs   (appointed by Yahweh to tell  [and  not  by The World to tell The World what The World wants to hear]) 
the  {inspired teachers}/TCs   (truly motivated by  “The Word of God”  to accurate forecast the next stage in Yahweh’s Plan) 
the  {teachers of The (real) Gospel (of “1st Century Christianity”)}/TCs    (teaching “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  worldly Christianity) 
the  {leaders to tend/nurture the flock}/TCs   (people having empathy to assist weaker members of The Brethren through difficulties) 
the  {guides to understanding}/TCs   (to righteously explain the details of how  “1st Century Christianity”  yields Mankind’s Salvation). 
 

Notice that as  “The Master”  of his creation,  it is JCg who gives out  “The Word of God”  to be  concordant  with his Father's  
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The 
Environment (= the HS)  as appropriate.   All done according to the abilities of those very specific people prepared to carry “The Weight of 
Responsibility” (Matt.25v15),  thereby correctly  stimulating/amplifying/directing  these capabilities that spread by degree and type as we read here. 
But notice the common denominator between these groupings  –  it is  “TCs”,  where these specific individuals are internally driven to fervently desire to 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as they best see fit  according to their abilities  –  being the 5 and 2 talent type of individuals  as we are specifically told in 
the next verse.  There are  no  1 talent individuals  (worldly Christian leaders)  in this grouping,  as selected by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater  (1st)  
Judgement”  made  only  upon  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age,  whose judgement can go  one  of  THREE  ways as I very carefully explain elsewhere!   
Just calling ourselves  “a minister of Christianity”  is absolutely no free ticket to ultimate salvation,  but rather to a more difficult judgement  
(James.3v1)  where we have been given much in this position of responsibility,  and much is proportionately expected  (Luke.12v46-48).   
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It is an enormous responsibility to be  correctly  guiding JCg’s Creation to Yahweh’s Requirements,  and sadly,  virtually  no-one  (except 144000 
people)  out of the some 3 billion “Christians” of the Gospel Age fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  varying from sincere individuals but blinded by doctrine given 
by seminaries (Matt.23v15)  at one extreme,  to outright fraudsters  (charlatans)  at the other extreme!   Hardly a situation that endears Yahweh to them 
all!   That is what we are taught at Matt.20v16, 22v14 and in perhaps more than half of JC’s parables  (please see my exhaustive inter-verse 
commentaries to the four Gospels inclusively of almost 2,000,000 words over four revisions as I iterated to  “The Absolute Truth”,  Matt.7v7-8). 
Eph.   4v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Eph.   4v12 og the  {perfectly adjusted adaption}/{complete furnishing/qualification (for a specific purpose)}/perfecting    
Eph.   4v12 og of the  blameless/{holy persons}  into/unto  (the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
Eph.   4v12 og (of the) attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world},   
Eph.   4v12 og into/unto  (the) structuring/building/confirmation/edifying/emboldening   
Eph.   4v12 og of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Eph.   4v12 = towards  the  {complete furnishing}/perfecting  of the  {holy people}/TCs   

into/unto  the  attendance/{servicing in the world}  of  {occupational effort}/work/labour;   
into/unto  the  structuring/edifying/emboldening   (on-going work)   of the  {whole/sound body}  of the  Christ/Anointed, 

 

towards the perfecting of the holy people (TCs)    (inasmuch it is a continual process to be perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life) 
unto the servicing in The World   (it is an on-going occupation,  inasmuch we use all our available time to edify our neighbour to our own hurt) 
the occupational effort   (contrary to what  worldly Christian leaders  naturally  teach us  –  works are required  -  that must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire); 
unto the structuring  (as the on-going work)   of the whole body of Christ   (to yield the next generation of TCs so Yahweh gains His 144000 TCs) 
 

Thus,  continuing from v11 these dedicated people who desire to precisely imitate JC in their particular capabilities being profitably  (for Yahweh only)  
enhanced by  “The Word of God”,  are being perfected ready for their next assignment  (v4 all in context)  as being the  greater responsibility  over 10 
and 5 cities  (Luke.19v12-26)  as the future  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4,  Rev.1v6, etc.).   
As I have mentioned elsewhere,  I sometimes think when Paul leaves out  “Jesus”  and only retains “Christ/Anointed”  –  he is telling us more behind the 
words – particularly here to become  “The Appointment of Office”.  Where The Body becomes equally  “Anointed”,  as was Jesus, – to become the future  
“Sons of God”  in their own right upon their awakening/rousing (= resurrection)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6, being JCg’s 1st 2nd C  “coming 
as  a thief in the night” –  unknown  to the recipient)  especially with the contents of the next verse. 
(Note:  A conclusion I reached on my 2nd Revision as documented here,  of which I fully endorse on my  3rd/4th  Revision of The New Testament). 
Eph.   4v13 og {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}  (we [as TCs] may/should) {meet against}/{arrive at}/attain/come   
Eph.   4v13 og the (persons [TC])   all (persons)   into/unto  the  oneness/unanimity/unity   
Eph.   4v13 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Eph.   4v13 og also  of the  recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation  of the  son [JCg]   
Eph.   4v13 og of the  God [Yahweh],  into/unto  (the) man/husband/fellow  (the) complete/perfect/mature/{fully grown}   
Eph.   4v13 og into/unto  (the) measure/metered/{limited portion}  (of the) {maturity (in years or size)}/age/stature    
Eph.   4v13 og of the  {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Eph.   4v13 =  (to be edifying The Brethren to become TCs)  {till the end}/{up to the finish}   (of the 1st part of our physical life),   

(that)  we  (TCs)   may/should  {meet against}/attain/reach  all  the  people    (ideally The Whole World = hence publicising The Gospel) 
into/unto  the  oneness/unity  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}    (same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built on God’s Word) 
also  of the  recognition/discernment/realization  of the  Son  of the  God    (only by being  “sons of God”  of like/same  mind see above)   
into/unto  the  complete/perfect/mature  man    (finished growing spiritually,  resurrected within a celestial physical body)   
into/unto  the  measure/metered  of the  maturity/stature/age  of the  brimming/fullness  of the  Christ/Anointed.    (The Bride of JCg) 

 

        (The  “service to The World”  which is:  To be  edifying/exhorting  The  Brethren/Christians  to become TCs … … )   
Till the end   (of the 1st part of our physical life)   
(that)  we (TCs)  might reach all the people   (as appropriate to our capability  -  ideally to The Whole World at the Gospel Age close  [Matt.24v14]) 
             (having a propensity to repent,  then hearken to wholly inculcate God’s Word and then operate with fidelity to God’s Word and become a TC.) 
unto the unity of the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  based on God’s Word  [not via The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19]) 
             (= We must remain faithful to  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC,  and utterly reject  worldly Christianity that  has  been  minced) 
also of the discernment of the  “Son of God”   (only possible if we become TCs –  inasmuch we  precisely emulate  him  [and  appear identical])   
unto a perfect man   (a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is identical to JC,  to attain  “The Goal”  of Sonship to Yahweh) 
             (Inasmuch an atheist can judge us as being wholly different to [worldly] Christians,  because we truly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
unto the measure of the maturity of the fullness of The Anointed   (a TC = The Golden Standard as laid down by JC to become a “Son of God”). 

             (This becomes “The Goal”  for TCs to become spiritually mature inasmuch not just  “talk the talk”,  but  “walk the walk”  to imitate JC!) 
 

Not quite as written in our worldly translated bibles!   
But I am trying to be provocative and utterly transparent to The Original Greek  –  to draw out every nuance in The Greek Scriptures! 

This  “attain/reach  the  unity of The Faith also  recognition/realisation  of the “Son of God” unto complete maturity”  -  this recognition will only be  
realised with certainty  at the  “rapture”,  being “The 1st Resurrection”  –  or what I call the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (at 1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 
1Cor.15v35-55, Rev.11v11-13,  see glossary  –  to separate it from the 2nd 2nd C of JCg some 3.5 years later at Rev.19v16-21). 
Where,  JCg comes at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect his Bride being the  physical  “The Anointing”  as  “The Seal of Approval”  by Yahweh upon 
His  selected/elected  “Sons of God”  (Matt.20v16, 22v14, Rev.19v6-9, etc.,)  that shall occur at some time near the middle of the 21st Century CE. 
At this specific point in personal time,  the individual has become  fully  “Born Again”  to be metaphorically delivered by  “The Midwife”  Yahweh,  and 
thus,   physically  accepted by Yahweh as having perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  to become a TC during the 1st 
part of their physical life.   This person has become a demonstrable  active  member of  “The Body of Christ”  (1Cor.12v12-22)  worthy to be  
awaken/roused  to become  not  “as one flesh”  in our physical marriage to procreate  fleshly  –  but  “as one  heavenly/celestial  body”  spiritually in 
unity as metaphoric  Husband (JCg)  and  Wife (144000 TCs).   To become part of the required union to  spiritually  procreate  “The Resurrected 
World”  back unto Yahweh’s Methodology  –  all precisely as the Bible shows us by allegory  (Gen.2v24, and warning at 1Cor.6v16, etc.).   

Sadly,  all this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  –  because they  never  preach of it –  but this is the  core  Gospel! 
Sadly,  we have to ask the question:   Do they  really  represent Yahweh?   And sadly,  the refrain that  repeatedly returns:  “Obviously Not!” 
They merely represent “Religion”  as demonstrably sourced by The World and of its methodology  (and thus,  ultimately sourced by Satan),  inasmuch 
“Religion”  as taught and practised in its entirety is  demonstrably counter  to what JC gave as  “1st Century Christianity”. 

Hence the next verse in context:- 
 
41st Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must not remain as infants in  “The Knowledge”  (of  “The Word of God”)  
being blown about by every deviant  worldly Christian Leader’s doctrine  (of the some 42,000 schisms/sects at 2015 CE)! 
It is essential to become wholly mature in “The Word of God” rigorously assay it to fully understand its righteousness. 
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In this manner we can directly fend off “Religion”,  especially  chameleon  Religion/Christianity  (Eph.6v13-17). 
53rd Allegory – breath/wind =  The new gusts of supposed knowledge that come and then disappear,  being the muses of 
some erroneous religious mind.  A practice started within 30 years of JC’s resurrection and become fully developed over 
the last some 2000 years – should we wish to carefully examine the output of our supposed  sages/gurus  over that time! 
17th Warning – Worldly (and worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders are very skilful in  deceit/delusion/error,  and when 
operating in  adroitness/trickery/subtly,  they are metaphorically  “lying in wait”  to grab people into  their  flock!   As we 
are told elsewhere,  they  “pander and play”  to the sensibilities of their flock,  to then milk them for a  worldly return. 
Precisely as JC warned us in John.10v2-9,  being The Robbers taking people into their own  “worldly Christian schisms”! 
73rd Reasoning – Worldly Christian leaders,  like political leaders,  need to make a living out of their devotees to survive 
in  this world  thus,  they use “Religion” and all its customs to make an income of whatever.  It is  my opinion  that a good 
indicator of a TC would be a lay-preacher and  not  a professional  (hence worldly)  preacher,  see what the Bible says at 
Matt.22v21, Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.,  are good examples to support this conjecture – but I give this as a guide only 
Thus,  worldly Christian spin God’s Word to be used as a tool to extract goodies from The World  (Matt.7v15, 23v23, etc.). 
Eph.   4v14 og That  {no longer/further}/{not any more}  (we) might/may/can/should/be    
Eph.   4v14 og (the) infants/{simple minded}/{immature Christians}/children   
Eph.   4v14 og (the being) {surged/fluctuated}/{blown about}/{tossed to and fro} [middle voice]   
Eph.   4v14 og also  (the being) {conveyed around}/{transported hither and thither}/{borne/carried about}   
Eph.   4v14 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) every  (to the) wind/blowing   
Eph.   4v14 og of the  {instruction/teaching  of  information/function  doctrine},   
Eph.   4v14 og in  to the [= within]  cube/{dice (for playing)}/gambling/artifice/fraud/sleight/deftness  
Eph.   4v14 og of the  countenances/{human-beings}/men,   
Eph.   4v14 og in  (to the [= within]) adroitness/trickery/sophistry/cunning/craftiness/subtlety   
Eph.   4v14 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  {travelling amid/over}/travesty/trickery/wile/{lie in wait}   
Eph.   4v14 og of the  fraudulence/deceit/deception/delusion/error. 
Eph.   4v14 = That  we (TCs)  might/be  {no longer}/{not any more}  the  infants/children/{immature Christians}   

being  personally  {blown about}/{tossed to and fro}  by every  breath/wind/blowing   (the ebb and flow of  worldly Christian doctrine) 
of the  {instruction/teaching of  (“Religion”)  information/doctrine}  within  the  skilfulness/fraudulence/deftness  of  men  (leaders),   
in the  adroitness/trickery/craftiness/subtly    (we can easily be won over by their  “sweetness”  unless we  thoroughly know  The Bible) 
the  nearness/{accession to}  {travelling over}/wile/{lying in wait for}   (being inwardly driven to  self-indulge  to their neighbour’s hurt) 
of the  fraudulence/deceit/delusion/error.    (To gain a worldly return from their congregations on the back of  “The Word of God”). 

 

That we (TCs)  might no longer be infants   ([infants] having very little spiritual knowledge in how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
being personally blown about by every  breath/wind   (the ebb and flow of  worldly Christian doctrine from the leaders’ mouths) 
of the  instruction of  (worldly)  doctrine  (“Religion”)   within the deftness of men   (wordsmiths creating an aura of self-indulgent satisfaction) 
in  adroitness/trickery   (Christian congregations  “won over”  by the  “comfort pleasing”  of an animalistic mind,  rather than be pleasing Yahweh) 
the nearness to wile   (lying in wait to ensnare the mind of the innocent people,  who themselves  are sincerely  trying to come to Yahweh,  Matt.23v13) 
of the fraudulence   (by misappropriating  “The Word of God”,  as a tool to sequestrate what belongs to Yahweh,  behaving like  “Rogue Traders”) 
                (The leaders’ motive  is for worldly  gain  out of their deluded devotees,  perhaps leaving their mind at the door when entering “the church”) 
 

I make the statement “Religion”  only because the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  all have the same denominators,  one of which is to make a 
worldly living  (of whatever driver to deliver the worldly return) - it is absolutely  not  to their devotees best interests,  else they would teach  “1st Century 
Christianity”  by both word  and deed!   They demonstrably do not! 

However,  my righteous wrath is against  “The Chameleon”  –  being the  “teaching of doctrine”  of  worldly Christianity! 
As Paul said in Galatians:  “Laying-in alongside” (as did Peter 2Pet.2v1)  “1st Century Christianity”  false doctrine,  of which  only  a skilled auditor,  
thoroughly knowing and understanding the subject matter can distinguish between the two,  noting JC’s warning at Matt.24v24.  Where we can reason 
that:  If  “The Elect (TCs)  could almost  be deceived”  by the sweet sales spiel,  being  “The Practiced Craft”  of these false Christs  (pandemic today),  
then the average Christian has  no chance  and  will be completely deceived!   That is why Yahweh and JC have graciously given us The Millennium –  
where these false Christs have been annihilated,  and shall  never  mislead by giving false instruction again in  “The Name”  of Jesus  but  out of 
character  and having  no authority! 
Therefore,  we understand the  worldly Christin leader  (rather than the extreme charlatan Christian leader exampled above)  is false to Yahweh. 

Because they have  “The Disclosing Truth”  –  and yet they hide it  (Matt. 25v25,  or toss out soundbite lures, Luke.16v21),  in preference for 
a worldly return!   That is why they give the wonderful façade of sweetness –  because they want something back from their devotees.   
The  worldly Christian leader  cannot be objective  in what they teach,  if their sole income for  “The Flesh”  is from what they teach  –  
noting my detailed commentaries given at Matt.6v24, 22v21.  It is an absolute impossibility –  and witnessed  throughout The World. 
This is precisely what JC said of  “The Pharisees”  who are  “The Spiritual Fathers”  of  worldly Christian leaders we have today!   
The same mindset of person takes  his/her  respective position within “Religion”  throughout the succeeding generations,  because they have 
the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World  (Eph.2v2)  operating upon  “blind faith”!  Consequently,  they all think:  “we 
might as well get something out of  “Religion”  for the here and now” –  irrespective of what  “The Religion”  might espouse  (being perhaps 
based upon:  “Fairies at the bottom of the garden”)!    

Perhaps  “Christians”  might state against my observations:- 
Surely, I should not be aiming my “supposed guns” at  “worldly Christianity”,  but to all the other religions of The World, including atheism? 

That is precisely what  worldly Christian leaders would like the reader to think -  to cover their  (“supposed innocent”  but still)  fraudulent  (before 
Yahweh)  behaviour –  being precisely what this verse states. 
Where,  I would immediately counter that:- 

If  “1st Century Christianity”  was  correctly  taught,  as did  “The Faithful Stewards”  JC and The Apostles  (before worldly Christian 
leaders  “got their fingers in the pie”)   
then  there would be  no  world  “Religion” (John.11v48)  –  just as there will be  no  “Religion” within The Millennium  (nor after  The 1st 
Resurrection,  3.5 years  before  the close of The Gospel Age  –  because everyone will be educated to the fraudulent nature of  “Religion” 
globally,  Matt.24v14, 40-44,  Rev.11v7-14).   “Religion”  shall be demonstrably shown to be an embarrassment to the  sane/educated  mind! 

But to thoroughly answer these questions and suggestions we must carefully reason upon  “The Big Picture”. 
All  humans have been given 2 part life by Yahweh through JC  (1John.2v2, 4v14). 
The people beholden to   other  religious doctrines have absolutely  no  part to play in the 1st part of God’s plan  (to gain  “The Early Adopters”  to 
become the demonstrably worthy teachers for The Millennium)  because  every single  non-Christian  (without any  exceptions)  shall be resurrected into 
the 2nd part of their physical life to learn how to  truly  “believe in JC”  (= imitate JC).   Consequently,  they automatically have  access  to everlasting 
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life within a perfected society  –  being no more,  or no less,  than what was promised to  Adam/Eve  (hence absolutely  “Righteous”  -  as appropriately 
sourced by  “The Righteous Yahweh”). 

However,  with Christianity – it is a  very different picture  (with  “more given and thus,  more expected”  to quote the Bible,  Luke.12v48). 
Upon the public baptism,  the Christian individual can go any  one  of  three  ways as I very carefully explain elsewhere  –  but for completeness I only 
give the statements of the  three  outcomes for  “Christians”  at  the end  of their  present  existence  (= 1st part of our physical life):- 

(1)  Ideally,  to become a  “Son of God”  in an  incorruptible (= cannot die)  heavenly/celestial  body,  or the less ideal:- 
(2)  Resurrection in a perfected DNA genome  (given  in trust)  but potentially corruptible fleshly body to continue the 2nd part of their 
spiritual life to learn “Righteous”  along with the rest of  “The Resurrect World”  (being  the vast majority  of Christians);  or sadly:- 
(3)  No  resurrection  –  but utter annihilation upon their forthcoming death  –  because they have nothing perfect to offer Yahweh upon their 
death  (Heb.6v4-6, 20v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22) –  for it has already been  handed-in  at baptism  –  and they spun  “The Word of God” (JC, 
Rev.19v13)  around to make  “a nice little earner”  by  abusing what  God's Word  really means  (John.12v6)  -  being  The Power  to reform 
our  cold/callus/hardened  minds,  to ultimately become Christlike. 

Thus,   the key  to  “The Plan for Human Salvation”  now  (during The Gospel Age)  rests entirely upon  “The Christian Nation”,  but no!   Rather and 
most importantly,  being  what is drawn out of it! 
Just as it was for  “The 1st Epoch Israel” = The Jews  –  where Yahweh drew out  “The Ancient Worthies and The Prophets”. 
We read in the context of the previous ten or so verses,  Yahweh is  drawing out by election  “Sons of God”  from the  worldly Christian congregations – 
being those  very few and specific  humans who are  not  beguiled by these errant  self-indulgent  worldly Christian Leaders throughout The Gospel Age 
–  all precisely as JC’s parables tell us!   Please read all my local commentaries telling us exactly what he was  really  teaching us in his parables! 
Because much of what JC meant within his parables is most certainly  NOT  what our  worldly Christian leaders and theologians errantly preach to us,  
which is quite an obvious outcome –  because most of JC’s parables  are specifically about  our  worldly Christian leaders  (and a human trait is to  
blame/excuse/deny  anything that exposes personal defects)! 
 
42nd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to become as TCs,  being truthful in our output  (to accurately teach 
God’s Word)  where we,  aiming to become TCs must give our time  freely without any worldly return,  except perhaps 
abuse from those people offended by displayed righteousness to  “The Word of God”  in our fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire. 
Reasoning – repeat - “love” (as blandly written in worldly translated bibles)  needs to be explained:- 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

74th Reasoning – By being truthful in what we do – we add more members (TCs) to The Body of Christ being of  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  one Head of this body being JCg.  JCg is not the head of some 37,000 Christian 
(2007) sects around The World having the spirit of the existing  breath/air  (Eph.2v2)  of  self-indulgent  disunity! 
54th Allegory – The Head = JC as  “The Word of God”  entirely controls our mind  to  precisely imitate him  in ministry 
and  lifestyle/deportment –  else quite simply he is  not  our master,  we are “hypocrites” and are  cut out  (John.15v1-6). 
Allegory – repeat - body of Christ =  The 144000 TCs to be “elected” out of The Gospel Age for The Anointing  (Sons of 
God).  These are the component parts – each have different functions to make the whole-body work (1Cor.12v12-22, etc.). 
43rd Instruction – Where,  The Brethren (Christians)  become TCs working closely together and mutually driving for the 
same goal in co-operative assistance to be effectually working according to the given DNA capabilities to produce the  
one/same  unified body  of Christ operating in Charity to edify The World by  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  like JC. 
18th Warning – Being members of  worldly Christian sects from 5 years to 1700 years in the making –  does  not  make us 
part of  The  One/Same  Body of Christ  as that taught in  “1st Century Christianity”  as given by JC and The Apostles.   
44th Instruction – It is  not  The Group,  but rather it is those very specific individuals who are internally driven like The 
Apostles to  boldly/fervently/fearlessly  speak out  “God’s Word”  for absolutely no worldly return of whatever – because 
what else is their driver?  Having sacrificed themselves away from whatever The World can  physically/spiritually deliver! 
Eph.   4v15 og (the) {being true (in doctrine and profession)}/{speaking the truth}  And   
Eph.   4v15 og in  (to the [= within])  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love   
Eph.   4v15 og (we may/should) {to grow}/enlarge/{give increase}/wax  into/unto  (the) Him [Yahweh]  the (things)   [neut. plur.] 
Eph.   4v15 og (the) all  who/which/that  (it) is  the  head  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Eph.   4v15 = And  the  {being truthful in doctrine/profession}/{speak the truth}  within  the  {charity love}/agape,  

(that)  we  (TCs by preaching)   may/should  grow/{give increase}/enlarge    (increase the number of Brethren aiming to become TCs) 
all  the things   (being everything pertaining to the TCs to achieve the 144000 TCs)   unto  the  Him  (Yahweh),   
(where it is the TCs of Christ’s body of)   which  the  Christ/Anointed  is  the  head   (of his body comprising of the 144000 TCs), 

 

And being truthful in  doctrine/profession  within agape   (do not be hypocritical in physical works,  we must be genuine in our  “agape”) 
(that)  we  (TCs accurately imitating JC)  might enlarge   (increase the number of TCs so Yahweh shall achieve the 144000 Trigger Threshold) 
all things   (to become the component parts of  “The Body of Christ”  all working under the  precise instruction  of  “The Word of God”)   
unto Him  (Yahweh)    (Enabling Yahweh to ultimately gain The Tools to increment Mankind to the next stage of its Salvation  [The Millennium]) 
(where it is Christ’s body of TCs,  of)   which the Anointed is The Head   (JCg  presently  anointed  “The Premier Son of God”  leads his body). 
             (JCg is  “The Anointed Head”  of  “what is to become Anointed”,  being that of  “his body upon its transfiguration”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 

 

I give the background in parenthesis to where Paul is going with this verse. 
“The”  is neuter and plural and is thus referring to “The Body” being of its  component parts  = the 144000 TCs  [plural]). 
The responsibility of the  Apostles/TCs  is to bring forth the next generation of TCs from their teaching program so Yahweh might gain more Sons of God 
to fully complete  “The Body of Christ”  as we were told earlier at the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (= “The 1st Resurrection”,  Rev.20v6)  to collect his Bride of 
144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age.   

This is  “The Core Gospel”  which should be taught during The Gospel Age  –  but has been hidden for the last some 1700+ years! 
That is why The Apostles were warning of  “The Anti-Christ”  occurring in in their day – so  “Anti-Anointing of the TCs”  had started early! 
Hence,  we can deduce that already  “The Religious Leaders”  were teaching a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to  “Remain Human”  (Jude.v4). 

Importantly,  Yahweh deliberately allowed this to occur because it makes for a useful filter,  enabling Yahweh to  draw out by election  his 144000 TCs 
who  actively searched in the meantime  (Matt.7v7-8),  and personally brought out  “The Word of God”  in due season progressively  -  appropriate to 
The Age through their pains,  demonstrably showing their worthiness for  “The Ideal Goal”  of  Sonship! 
Eph.   4v16 og {from/out of}  {of whom/which}  (the) all  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
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Eph.   4v16 og (the being) {rendered close-jointed together}/{organised compactly}/{fitted together harmoniously}  also   
Eph.   4v16 og (the being) {driven together}/united/inferred/shown/teach/compacted/entrusted/gathered  through (reason of)  
Eph.   4v16 og (of the) every  (of the) ligament/fastening/joint/bond  of the  contribution/supplying/assistance,    
Eph.   4v16 og down/according/intensely/against (to)   (the) {efficiency (of energy)}/operation/strong/{effectual working}   
Eph.   4v16 og in  (to the [= within]) measure/metered/{limited portion}  one/singularly  (of the) each/any/every (person) 
Eph.   4v16 og (of the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part   [= metaphorically the 144000 TCs],   
Eph.   4v16 og the  growth/increase  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily   [= metaphorically comprising of the 144000 TCs] 
Eph.   4v16 og (he/she/it) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising [middle voice]  
Eph.   4v16 og into/unto  (the) structuring/building/confirmation/edifying/emboldening   
Eph.   4v16 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= itself]  in  (to the [= within]) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love. 
Eph.   4v16 = {from out of}  {of whom}  all  the  {whole/sound  body}    (of TCs fulfilling the express Desire of Yahweh)   

the being  {closely jointed together}/{fitted together harmoniously}    (as stated,  driven by God’s Word for one common  objective) 
also  the being  {driven together}/united/compacted    (together in purpose to  accurately  teach within worldly adversity)   
through reason  of the  contribution/assistance  of every  bond/joint    (the TCs operating together as The One Body of Christ),   
according  to  the  {efficiency of operation}/{effectual working}   
within  the  {measured portion}  of the  one/singular  every person’s  apportion/capability/part,   
he/she  personally  making/producing/yielding  the  growth/increase  of the   {whole/sound  body}   
unto  the  structuring/edifying/emboldening  of  itself  within  the  agape/{charity love}. 

 

From out of whom   (JCg as  “The Word of God”  to be  “The Head”  issuing  “The Commands”  [Mark.12v30-31]  throughout … … ) 
all the whole body   (ultimately comprising of the 144000 TCs  drawn out during The Gospel Age  [each person]  wholly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) 
the being closely jointed together   (having the  one/sole  objective to further Yahweh’s Plan for “Human Salvation”  [sadly, to their own hurt]) 
also the being driving together   (in purpose to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to The World,  while persecuted by  “Leaders of Religion”) 
through reason of the assistance of every  bond/joint   (each having a specific function working together driven by  unadulterated  “God’s Word”) 
according to the efficiency of operation   (freely driven internally to  maximise their sacrificial offering,  having  no  worldly driver as the motive) 
within the measured portion of every singular person’s apportion   (TCs maximise whatever DNA given capability – driven by God’s Word) 
he/she  personally making the growth of the whole body unto the structuring itself within  agape/charity  
         (The personal sacrificial charity of TCs is selfless,  and this will grow the numbers of TCs every generation until Yahweh achieves 144000 TCs.) 
 

I ask the reader to read again the commentary given at  Eph.4v4 – for it is directly applicable here,  for precisely the same reason  –  it is all contextual! 
 
45th Instruction – Paul explains to The Brethren (Christians),  based upon his experience as the witness,  those people 
who aim to become TCs must no longer behave as worldly people who themselves occupy their life in the vanity of The 
World,  being the intellect striving for self-indulgence and self-gratification,  often to the harm of one’s neighbour. 
55th ‘Allegory’ – vanity = Being directed within  The  Animalistic/Carnal  Mind  to chase after  “Satisfaction of The 
Immediacy”  which produces a mind that will  not  yield a perfected society, but the self-indulgent society we have now. 
75th Reasoning – A self-indulgent mind is a selfish and leads to the hurt of our neighbour.  This is worldly methodology,  
and not Yahweh’s Methodology that is  only to produce a perfected society  in The Millennium.  The Prophets, and 144000 
TCs have reformed their mind so it is  not  worldly,  has  no  desire for worldly return – and are thus,  suitable candidates 
as  “The Future Leaders of The Millennium”  to make it a physical reality in the 2nd part of our physical life,  all made 
righteously possible by JC!   Our worldly leaders  today  are demonstrably  not  suitable candidates! 
Allegory – repeat - Heart = Always means  “Seat of motivation”  being  “The Driver”  of our body often  “by emotion”  
inasmuch the heart beats faster when driven by emotion.   That explains the various links within the sentence and why The 
Prophet Jeremiah warns us at Jer.17v9 about the treacherous heart requiring The Brain to lead it in the correct direction. 
19th Warning – Worldly humans are distracted by worldly things.  Their mind is obscured and become alienated from 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  because they rather be ignorant through the hardness of their  heart/{seat of motivation} 
desiring to be self-indulgent  - being,  the  animalistic/carnal  mind craves for the satisfaction of  “The Immediacy”. 
20th Warning – Do not  become/remain  as  worldly Christians who have become apathetic,  having yielded to self-
indulgent acts,  in fraudulence  (of God’s Word),  becoming impure (to The Golden Standard)  in all things as part of their 
normal life.  It does require absolute reform and not  part of a reform (JC as The Word of God being our stumbling stone). 
56th Allegory – darkness = Worldly knowledge ultimately sourced by Satan to confuse and confound peoples’ “reason” 
Representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
76th Reasoning – Paul can only be speaking to people called Christians,  because it is a warning  not  to become like this,  
and he uses words “obscure”, “being alienated” and “rather be ignorant”,  this terminology  applies to “knowledge”, but 
is a  “turning away at some time in the future”  thus,  knowing  of “The Knowledge”  but choosing to have a  parallel  life! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
46th Instruction – Paul teaches The Brethren (Christians)  in context they were  not  taught to become worldly by choosing 
the things that seem attractive within The World to  “crowd out”  a  ministry/lifestyle  that precisely imitates that of JC. 
77th Reasoning – Paul emphasises to  The Brethren (Christians),  {specifically yourselves}  have heard and understood 
“The Knowledge”  being  “The Word of God”  and intellectually reasoned that JC is  “The (Absolute) Truth”! 
Eph.   4v17 og that/this/there/here  Therefore/Consequently  (I) exclaim/state  also   
Eph.   4v17 og (I) {what is given}/{adduce as a witness}/obtest/testify/asseverate/{make a solemn appeal} [middle voice]   
Eph.   4v17 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master:    
Eph.   4v17 og {No longer/further}/{Not any more}  {specifically yourselves}   
Eph.   4v17 og (to) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life},  
Eph.   4v17 og just/as/that/how/when  also  the (peoples)  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  
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Eph.   4v17 og (the) gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples  (it) treads all about}/walks/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}   
Eph.   4v17 og in  (to the [= within]) worthless/transientness/depravity/vanity   
Eph.   4v17 og of the  intellect/mind/understanding  {of them}, 
Eph.   4v17 = Consequently this I also state  personally  {adduce as a witness}  within the  lord/master   (JC as The Word of God): 

{specifically yourselves}  {no longer}  {deport yourself}/{occupy your life}  just/as  also  the  remaining/rest  the  gentiles/nations   
{deport themselves}/{occupy their life}  within  the  worthless/vanity  of  their  intellect/mind/understanding, 

 

Consequently,  this I (Paul)  also personally state as the witness within the  lord/master   (“The Word of God”  controlling my mind): 
Specifically yourselves no longer deport yourself  just/as  also the remaining nations   (turn away from following worldly methodology) 
deport themselves within the worthless of their intellect   (they have worldly methodology driving their works,  lusting for “The Immediacy”). 
 

Paul personally  “brings forward  {the argument}/{to cite}/{to become the evidence}  as the witness”  within the  lord/master.  
To mean,  The Brethren are to learn from Paul’s mistakes of which he had made in the past,  and now to start imitating what he does now so that:- 

{Specifically yourselves}  as future TCs must no longer have a lifestyle in that manner as worldly people carnally enjoy  (for The Immediacy)  
by occupying themselves in the things of The World for the  self-gratification/indulgence  that comes from this selfish practice which shows 
the long term  emptiness/worthlessness  of this  intellect/mind/understanding. 

Sadly,  it needs to be proved to The World  (middle voice = within itself)  the present self-indulgent attitude of those humans in the position  (wherever in 
society)  to exercise indulgence upon others will lead The World into a disastrous implosion that would kill off the superhuman species were it not for 
“Extra-terrestrial intervention”.   This can be the only option to ultimately show even to the committed Die-hards to this present world,  the  
corrupt/worthless/doomed  nature of this specific type of reasoning  (worldly methodology)  that imitates the methodology of Satan and thus,  makes 
Satan our present god  (if our demonstrated practices are worldly)  even if we  are  an atheist! 
I repeat again “The Real Gospel”,  Yahweh shall ultimately intervene when all worldly (vain) hope is extinguished, -  by fulfilling The Expectation of the 
TCs of bringing forth  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then 3.5 years later,  The Millennium within which  “The Main Resurrection”  will commence – 
perhaps in stages  (Isa.65v20, and the cryptic  “week of sabbaths”  would suggest by allegoric prophecy). 
Just a quick note on  “lord/master”. 

JC is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and speaks directly to us as “The Faithful Ambassador”  (as the Mouthpiece)  of his Father Yahweh.   
Obviously  if  JC precisely speaks in accord with his Father – then  he will be operating with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
Therefore,   if  we imbue “The Word of God” within ourselves  then  we make JC as The Word of God directly our  lord/master to imitate him 
However, because we have absolutely imbued The Word of God to have JC as our  lord/master – then we have his  presence/parousia  in us. 
By having JC as a presence/parousia  within us – then we have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within us as given to us by JC. 
By having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC – then we have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh. 

Thereby we together (as TCs) with JC would obviously have  “Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/{separate 
from this world of sin}  to make His Desire manifest within The Environment” (the “HS”),  as given at John.14v20, 17v21-26. 

Therefore, by inductive extension then  “Yahweh”  becomes likewise our  “Lord/Master”  through our immediate “lord/master”  “JCg”. 
Obviously if we say:  ‘We love our lord’ -  but do  not  precisely imitate him,  then we have  not  made him our  lord/master,  we do  not  have 
his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within us and thus,  we do  not  have the “HS” within us – and we are simply “hypocrites”! 

“Hard is this word – who can do it?”   (John.6v60).  
Yes, it is!  –  That is why  only  144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  are  able to do it in about 2000 years to become future Sons of God!    
However,  there are an awfully larger number of  “hypocrites”  pro-rata  (Heb.12v8)! 

I do not say this to be nasty – but it is given as a kindly prod,  to personally motivate us into auditing ourselves against  what  “The Word of God” 
specifically commands of us (John.14v21, 15v10)  –  so that we can reform and grow towards Yahweh – and ideally become future Sons of God. 
If we call ourselves “Christians”  then we should know what JC’s commandments are. 

Noting,  it is  not  to love (eros) our neighbour (or enemy) -  in a self-indulgent emotional manner  (as taught in worldly Christianity). 
It is to love (agapao) our neighbour and enemy in a manner where we edify our  neighbour/enemy  to our own personal hurt! 

Where the very best way to edify any person  (and ultimately, The World)  is to aid them into becoming a future  “Son of God”. 
As we can deduce from the last sentence  (that entirely fulfils Mark.12v30-31)  we can understand why  worldly Christianity promotes  “eros love”  
under the disguise of “Love”  (thereby slandering “agapao”)  -  for which the leaders of Christendom have so much to answer within The Millennium! 
Only when we thoroughly understand  “The Goal” of “1st Century Christianity”  can we unmask Christendom in its “Anti-anointing” and hence it being 
generally “Anti-Christ”,  being “anti-anointing of the 144000 TCs”  to become “The Bride of Christ”  that brings a close to Satan’s regime! 
Therefore by deduction,  “Christendom supports Satan”,  because it supports the present regime (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  by making no attempt to 
remove it within its teaching  (by remaining silent upon how to personally achieve The Goal)  and therefore becomes complicit by coalescing alongside it 
as my commentaries in Revelations from chapter 6 to chapter 19 inclusive,  clearly explain. 
Eph.   4v18 og (the having been) obscured/darkened/dimmed   
Eph.   4v18 og to the  [= in/with/by/on]   {through deep thought}/{faculty of the mind working}/ 

/imagination/understanding,    
Eph.   4v18 og (the) being/have  (the) {estranged away}/{been non-participant}/alienated/{become alien}   
Eph.   4v18 og of the  life/existence  of the  God [Yahweh]  
Eph.   4v18 og through (reason of)  the  {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}   
Eph.   4v18 og the  being/have  in  {to [= within] them}  through (reason of)  the  stupidity/callousness/hardness/blindness   
Eph.   4v18 og of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  {of them}, 
Eph.   4v18 = (all worldly people of 2nd part of v17)  have their  {faculty of the mind}/understanding/reasoning  obscured/darkened,   

being  estranged/alienated/{non-participant}  of the  life/existence  of the  God  (Yahweh) 
through reason of  them  being  within,  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant},   
through reason of  the  stupidity/callousness/hardness  of their  heart/{seat of motivation}, 

 

       (all worldly people of 2nd part of previous verse)   
have their faculty of the mind obscured   (they  choose not  to understand the information, hence, “excusing The Knowledge away” from their mind) 
being alienated of the  life/existence  of the God  (Yahweh)    (they prefer a life of self-indulgence to the [ultimate] hurt of their neighbour) 
through reason of them being {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}  (because being irresponsible to Yahweh's requirements seems better) 
through reason of the stupidity of their  heart/{seat of motivation}   (they block-out  “reason”,  fearing the results from correctly  “reasoning”) 
 

Worldly people  –  Yes it applies to them! 
But what grouping is it? 

Paul is including  worldly Christians  –  in fact,  based upon the context  he is directly pointing to worldly Christians  more  than atheists. 
Why? 

The key is in the Greek word that means:  “obscure/darkened”. 
We reason from this word,  the person can partially see,  but the vista is only partially seen,  being obscured (misty)  or darkened (at dusk). 
Thus,  the person  can see  –  but  not  clearly  –  which infers to me something about the environment  is known  to the individual!  
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The environment in this instance is  “The Word of God”  being seen,  but  not  clearly  –  it is  “obscured/darkened”. 
So, this verse can  only be referring to “Christians” because they are the  only people who can see at all  (to then have their vision darkened)! 

Those people of The World who are  (1) atheists or in  (2) worldly religions can  see  nothing  –  they are  totally blind  to  “The Word of God”  during 
this present worldly system – hopefully upon their resurrection they will imbue  “The Knowledge”  of JC upon themselves in a perfected society  (and the 
majority will)  to live for an eternity within the most wonderful society  –  a  “park/paradise”. 
Thus,  we can reason  worldly Christians  do know something  but they see  obscurely/darkly  by reason they  “{choose to not to know}/{rather be 
ignorant}”  because the seat of their motivation is for The World  (being themselves)  rather than precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as did the 
apostles/TCs  (see the continuation of this reasoning in v19  –  all in context). 

Let me repeat this again with a different set of words – because this is just so important – this needs to be known,  or else how can personal  
reform/readjustment  begin? 

This form of words is often used in the Bible.   
Having their  “understanding darkened”  can only mean  they  did have some  understanding to begin with  –  in their minds.   
These verses  are not  just speaking of non-Christians.  Non-Christians as far as JCg is concerned,  are  “totally in the dark”  –  already  –  they have no 
knowledge upon which to start the reasoning process!   
Therefore,  these verses are only referring to  worldly Christians,  quote:  

“having some form of godly knowledge”  who  become worldly  (2Tim.3v5)  and likewise repeated at Titus.1v16! 
Furthermore,  at 1John.2v18-19  “being part of us [TCs] and having left us to do their own thing” [to set-up  “worldly Christianity”]). 
Likewise,  Paul at 2Cor.11v4,  speaking of  “a new Jesus”  being that of  “worldly Christianity”  (defined as anything different to what Paul 
taught as  “1st Century Christianity”). 

These are people who are attracted to worldly things in life  “choked by the weeds”  (Matt.13v22)  as JC tells us,  and sadly as Eph.6v11 tells us  “to the 
deception of Satan”.  This only occurs because they dedicate more of their time into worldly pursuits of a mirid of things within which to  self-indulge  (it 
was holidays, the car/cinema, but now computer games and surfing the Internet),  and less time on  “The Requirements”  given to us by JC during his 
ministry and also demonstrated by the  disciples/apostles/TCs  by both word  and deed. 
Eph.   4v19 og who/which (persons)   (the having) {grieved out}/{become apathetic}/{be past feeling},   
Eph.   4v19 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   (they) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}    
Eph.   4v19 og to the  licentiousness/{lustful acts}/wantonness/{lacking moral discipline}/lewd  into/unto   
Eph.   4v19 og (the) {(from) occupation}/pain/profit/diligence/craft/work  (of the) impurity/blemished/uncleanness   
Eph.   4v19 og (of the) all  in  (to the [= within]) avarice/fraudulence/extortion/{covetous practices}/greediness. 
Eph.   4v19 = (all worldly people of 2nd part of v17)  who having  {become apathetic}/{past feeling},   

they  {yielded up}/betrayed/{cast over}  themselves  to the  {lustful acts}/{lacking in moral discipline},   
into the  (deliverables of)  occupation/profit/craft/work  of all  impurity/uncleanliness  within the  fraudulence/extortion/greediness. 

 

       (all worldly people of the 2nd part of v17  [referring specifically to “Christians”]) 
who having become apathetic   (to the fulfilling of Yahweh's Desire – preferring the worldly option,  as endorsed by  worldly Christian leaders), 
they cast over themselves to the lustful acts   (not necessarily sexual,  but  anything  that pleases our  physical/emotional  senses [Jude.v4]) 
into all impure occupation   (for the deliverables of  anything  that counters what Yahweh ideally desires from us  [being that of  “Sonship”]) 
within the fraudulence   (to what is  outwardly portrayed  for public consumption). 
             (The bottom line of this activity  is “fraud”,  devaluing/sequestrating  what  “The Word of God” really means in our deportment) 
 

The verse saying: “becoming unclean”  does  not  equal  “was unclean”,  so again these people being spoken of here,  started as being relatively clean 
with The Gospel,  to then be in the position to:  “become unclean”.   Consequently,  Paul must be speaking again of  worldly Christians  –  he  cannot  be 
speaking of non-Christians – because they could  not  be clean  (to God’s Word)  in the beginning! 

All this demonstrates  “The Real Gospel”  is to extract  by  selection/election  in Yahweh's  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of  individuals 
from out of the general Christian Congregation through personal works of unfeigned  agape/charity  driven by agapao,  to then become these  
{holy people}/TCs.   

The Gospel message is directed to  all  Christians:   This is “The Goal” towards which we  all  should be aiming  –  do not become passive and  
sink/slink  back into  worldly  ways as part of our daily life,  and hence become our lifestyle  (see Rev.3v15-17). 
This is  “The Warning”  of which The Bible keeps teaching us,  in just so many places. 

Why? 
Because  all  worldly religions are  so far away  from  “The Requirement”  (to ultimately yield a perfected society)  and thus,  they have no need for 
regular shake-ups within the reader’s mind.  However,  God’s Word contained within The Bible  is  perfect/absolute  and thus,  it becomes so easy to fall 
away from  “perfection” – being “The Ideal”  because whichever way we turn from The Ideal,  becomes imperfection!   Thus, regular personal audits  
are required  to keep guiding the individual person back to “The Goal of perfection”  of  “The Prime Reference Standard”  as contained in The Bible.   
This is just another of  many indicators  that separates The Bible from  “The Corrupted World”  (being what “Religion” delivers  –  inasmuch secular 
leaders realise  “Religion”  is rubbish  to provide “Salvation”),  all of which shows us,  The Bible's Source is extra-terrestrial (from the heavens)  rather 
than terrestrial  (singular heaven  =  The World and thus ultimately sourced by Satan,  being the present god of this world,  2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 
Eph.   4v20 og {specifically yourselves}  And  no/not/none  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
Eph.   4v20 og (you were) learned/understood/taught  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed! 
Eph.   4v20 = And  not  {in this manner}/as  {specifically yourselves}  were  taught  the  Christ/Anointed!   
 

And  not  in this manner specifically yourselves were taught the Anointed!   (The Goal to become Anointed alongside JC,  means “imitate JC”) 
              (= “1st Century Christianity” to ideally yield future Sons of God,  does not teach us to behave in a worldly manner,  but to imitate JC) 
 

Thus,  we understand that careful,  repeated personal audits against an  accurate  Bible translation are essential to know whether we are drifting away 
from  “The Pinnacle/Perfection”  of JC’s teaching of  “The Word of God”  by both word and deed. 
To be effective  –  then  we  must  know and understand  a good quality Bible translation,  else  we  will  be deceived  (it being inevitable). 

Do  NOT  rely on what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us!   (They most often have  worldly  reasons as to  why  they operate as they do).  
Very many  worldly Christian leaders  (by definition)  are  very far away  from  “The Disclosing Truth”  and many use very  inaccurate worldly bible 
translations  (NIV being a clear example)  being merely interpretations in  key places  given to indulge The World rather than to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Therefore,  we must be constantly aware!  –   If we passionately desire Sonship to Yahweh. 
Like any good auditor who  intimately knows their Quality Manual,  I too personally know The Bible so well that I can almost spot deviancy within the 
first few words that a  worldly Christian leader starts to utter  –  and you,  the reader can be in precisely the same position  –  if you  learn and 
understand The Bible  –  so please use the tools  freely given  on this website;  “FutureLife.Org”  to help you! 
Furthermore,  I can instantly spot a  charlatan Christian leader with  his/her  mouth still closed  -  by simply observing the environment, their demeanour 
and deportment,  to be confirmed as soon as the mouth is opened  -  because The Bible tells us about the clues given off by this type of person. 
Eph.   4v21 og {If indeed}/{Seeing that}/Unless/Otherwise/{if so be that/yet}  (the) him   
Eph.   4v21 og (you) heard/listened/understood/responded   
Eph.   4v21 og also  in  (to the [= within]) him  (you were) {caused to learn}/taught,   
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Eph.   4v21 og just/as/that/how/when  (he/it) is  (the) truth/verity  in  to the [= within]   [the truth]   (of the) Jesus. 
Eph.   4v21 = {if indeed}/{if so be that}  you  heard/understood  the  him  (JC),   

also  you were  {caused to learn}/taught  within  the him  (JC),   
just/as  within the  Jesus  he is  The  Truth/Verity. 

 

If indeed you  heard/understood  him   (JC as  “The Word of God”  being  correctly  taught  [very rarely, if at all,  it is done today at 2015/20 CE]), 
also you were taught within him   (inasmuch the TCs  accurately  teach God's Word,  so the recipients  understand  why/how  to  apply  God's Word)  
just/as  The Truth is within Jesus   (JC  taught/practised  “The Word of God”  with perfect fidelity,  to be  “The Wisdom of God”). 
 

Paul is simply saying:- 
1. Surely you must have heard and understood JC’s truthful message   (to [1] yield genuine personal reform  [2] and of The Millennium). 
2. And you were also accurately taught by JC’s truthful message   (we, as Yahweh’s Ambassadors, did  not  teach  “Religion”). 
3. Being just how  accurate/sensible  was The Truth of what you  heard/understood/learnt  within JC   (you knew how to precisely imitate him). 

Paul constantly had these problems in all the ecclesia becoming jittery in  “The Real Faith”  –  because there were  worldly  people desiring prestige,  
power, leverage,  money and influence over these new congregations who then  “weasel their way”,  being like snakes worming their way into the 
congregations speaking poisonous words to drag people back into The World  (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, 3John.9-10, etc.).   
But today it is so much worse,  with  all  forms of beguiling deception  –  being given in  “the most wonderful manner”  and in expressed  “love”  that for 
most Christians just simply,  “excuses what they do”,  against  “what they are supposed to do”  if  they were  truly  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by being 
driven through  agapao/{edifying love}! 
I will let the reader into a secret  (that should not be a secret –  if  leaders of Christendom were doing “Their Paid Job” correctly):-. 

Yahweh does not want any human to survive into the eternity! 
He shall only allow reformed people who imitate JC’s deportment to exist beyond The Millennium! 

 
57th Allegory – Old man = we operate according to worldly methodology – learnt since a physical baby!   This is what 
“FutureLife.Org” terms the 1st part of our spiritual life –  and exhorts us to enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
47th Instruction – Paul teaches The Brethren (Christians)  they  must put off  their former behaviour/lifestyle  being the 
corrupted old man  self-indulging  upon  seduction/delusion/deceit  sourced within The World –  if  they are to be TCs. 
78th Reasoning – Clearly these Ephesians were fairly  good Christians  (compared with some of the recipients of his other 
letters),  but they were still  not  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle -  else Paul would  not  have told them to do just this!   
21st Warning – This is solid  reading/reasoning  for us who are equally  not  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  of which 
virtually no Christians are following this instruction from Paul  (because The World wants us to indulge upon The World)! 
48th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to use  “The Word of God”  (in its entirety – else it would not be there)  
to modify our behaviour by  readjusting/reforming  the  “synapse construction”  of our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
working within our  intellect/mind/understanding.  We must  think deeply about everything we do,  and that  is difficult! 
We must consider all our actions and  during the transition  use JC as The Reference to how we should think about things! 
79th Reasoning – By sinking into this new garment to become a new man  then  we are becoming fabricated by  “The 
Word of God”  operating within us as we display  righteousness/equality  also in  the correctness  of Truth. 
80th Reasoning – Thus,  if we desire to move from a  worldly Christian  (operating to worldly methodology)  to become a 
TC  (operating under Yahweh’s Methodology)  then we  must  put off hypocrisy and falsehoods to what we claim to believe 
and start living what we have learnt from “The Whole Word of God”  (and not just a bit of it that suits our interpretation)! 
81st Reasoning – By removing this  hypocrisy/falsehood  (first  by opening our eyes to it in ourselves),  then we can start 
speaking the truth to our Brethren and thus,  start guiding them to  “The Absolute Truth”  sourced via a TC from Yahweh. 
49th Instruction – We must never lie.  We must always speak the truth.  This means do not tell half-truths which are worse 
than a whole lie,  because the recipient must thoroughly know the subject matter to differentiate between the lie and truth. 
In this manner  worldly Christian leaders fail dismally,  most of their religious output is in half-truths  as  my audits verify! 
That is what invalidates their position for teaching in The Millennium – Yahweh has rejected them, – their mind is wrong! 
Eph.   4v22 og (To) {To put away}/{Cast off}/{Lay apart} [middle voice]   
Eph.   4v22 og {specifically yourselves}  down/according/intensely/against (to) 
Eph.   4v22 og the  prior/previous/former  (the) behaviour/lifestyle/conversation/{busying one’s self},   
Eph.   4v22 og the  antique/{warn out}/{not recent}/old  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man,   
Eph.   4v22 og the (person [man])  (having been) pined/wasted/shrivelled/withered/spoiled/ruined/depraved/corrupted/defiled   
Eph.   4v22 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}/concupiscence   
Eph.   4v22 og of the  delusion/deceit/deceiving/seduction; 
Eph.   4v22 = {specifically yourselves}  personally  {put off}/{cast off}  against to  the  previous/former  behaviour/lifestyle,   

the  antique/old  man  (meaning “worldly methodology”)   the having been  wasted/corrupted/defiled   
according to  the  lusts/{forbidden desires}  of the  seduction/delusion/deceit; 

 

Specifically yourselves personally put off against the previous behaviour   
           (Meaning,  do not behave as your former self,  there  must be a distinct difference  between the old you and the new you!) 
the old man   (worldly methodology operating in our mind that must be replaced by Yahweh's Methodology to achieve ultimate Salvation)   
having been  wasted/defiled   (The Mind operating to worldly methodology  has no future,  if reform is not forthcoming over our 2 part life) 
according to the lusts of the  seduction/delusion/deceit   (worldly methodology seeking  “The Immediacy”  upon which to self-indulge [eros love]). 
 

This verse is just so clear about what we must do to fulfil Yahweh’s desire: 
                 We must not be lured unto worldly pleasures to consume our valuable time, thereby putting Yahweh second in our schedule of  “things to do”! 
The Bible then tells us what we should be doing.  The Epistles are so very clear as we read through them,  provided we are aiming to become a TC for 
the promised prize of becoming part of  “The Body of Christ” (2Cor.12v12-22),  to become “The Bride of Christ” (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9).  
Note,  only  those people with the  correct  motivation  (driven solely by agapao to deliver agape)  will be accepted by Yahweh. 
Clearly if we do not wish to run that race of which Paul speaks,  for The Prize  (preferring to be apathetic in  “competing within this race’),  then we 
should stand on the  race-track  edge with the rest of The World – watching  (as Paul said to Timothy (1Tim.1v20).  This absolutely does  not  make the 
reader “evil”,  nor become everlastingly damned for doing that,  but only telling everyone they have no interest in becoming part of  “The Bride of 
Christ”,  because it is considered as not being important to them.  Moreover,  Yahweh shall judge them positively for not being hypocritical! 
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Most people will  not  become part of  “The Bride of Christ”  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)  because The Bible tells us this number will be less than 
about 0.01% of the total human population  (144000 / 9,000,000,000) * 100  over the some 2000 years! 

(An approximation only – to be giving an order of magnitude.) 
Thus,  the  vast  majority of humans will become resurrected into a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given in trust)  as part of  “The General Resurrection”  
that will occur within The Millennium so they might  all  have an opportunity to learn  “Righteousness”  from  “The Early Adopters”  proved successful 
in Paul’s metaphoric race given above (1Cor.9v23-24).  Furthermore, they also ran according to The Rules (2Tim.2v5) by copying JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
It is  this essential fact  that separates  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught above  -  far away from the  worldly Christianity generally preached  (full of 
unrighteous inconsistencies),  equally  “1st Century Christianity”  is far away from  all  other unrighteous and illogical  worldly  based religions! 
Contrary to what we are taught – these good  Brethren must be near to becoming TCs  (as compared with The Galatians)  and yet they were still  not 
sufficiently perfected to become TCs  –  because Paul is still instructing them to  “remove their old personalities”  (and to imitate him). 
Consequently,  they must still have somewhat worldly personalities,  and not yet perfectly imitated JC’s lifestyle - who was most certainly  not  worldly!  
Likewise, today!   It is absolutely ridiculous for  “Born Again”  Christians to claim they are actually  “born again” –  this can only be accepted as a fact 
by Yahweh at Sonship  (Matt.20v23), – else it could be a  “stillbirth”  to  “annihilation”.  This is what occurred to Judas Iscariot and many,  many  
charlatan Christian leaders falling into that same grouping during The Gospel Age  (exponentially increasing at the closing of The Gospel Age today)!    
These “Christians” have only  entered a  process/germination/procreation  of being  “Born Again”  being  “The Generation”  after the  
impregnation/conception  of  “The Word of God”  as  “The Seed”  into  “the metaphoric womb”  of the individual.  It is only Yahweh Who decides 
whether we,  as individuals,  are fully “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection” or never resurrected.  Furthermore, it is JCg and the 144000 TCs  (who 
Yahweh chose as being “Born Again” at   “The 1st Resurrection”),  shall then decide who out of  “The Resurrected World”  is truly  “Born Again”  at 
the close  of The Millennium.    
             No manner in this accurate scenario of what will occur – is  “The Judgement”  in the hands of the people stating they have been:  “Born Again”! 
Thus,  they should  carefully  reason upon the full implications of this verse! 
Positively,  they are required to  “grow The New Creature”  upon the metaphoric  “spiritual RNA”  of  “The Word of God”  –  then it is up to Yahweh to 
decide upon the outcome of this growth ready for  “The 1st Resurrection” being the most imminent milestone  –  certainly not us to presume we have 
made The Grade like indulgent children  (noting the important warning at Heb.12v8). 
Eph.   4v23 og (to be) renovated/reformed/renewed  And  to the [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Eph.   4v23 og of the  intellect/mind/understanding  {of yourselves}, 
Eph.   4v23 = and  to be  renovated/renewed  (from our self-audit using accurate knowledge)   

in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {of your}  intellect/mind/understanding, 
 

and to be renovated   (our mind must be built upon Yahweh's Word;  we must throw away worldly methodology) 
in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (our reasoning processes must change from The World,  to be exactly like that of JC) 
of your  intellect/understanding   (we must leave the 1st part of our spiritual life,  and must purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life) 
 

Paul is telling us to use our  intellect/mind/understanding  of The Scriptures,  being  “The Word of God”  and start  reforming/readjusting  ourselves 
away from  self–indulgence/gratification  to become an entirely new person having a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  away from that of The World.  
Consequently, becoming the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/{separate from this sinful World}  (the HS). 
As the reader can see  -  this is utterly different message from Paul  when compared to the message taught in  worldly  Charismatic/Pentecostal  
groupings that are  very deviant  from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire as we witness in their  self-indulgent  practices,  that bear  no  resemblance to what The 
Bible teaches us.  I fervently welcome those advocates to write to me by email to substantiate their practices with Bible quotations  (in context)  so I 
might publicly expose their deficient reasoning on this website through exhaustive exegesis using The Bible  in context!    
Please would they read 1 Corinthians first,  together with my inter-verse commentaries  -  particularly at 1Cor.14v23 before they write to me! 
Eph.   4v24 og also  (to) {sink into a garment}/endue/{have put on}   
Eph.   4v24 og the  new/freshness  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man,   
Eph.   4v24 og the (person [man])  down/according/intensely/against (to)  (the) God [Yahweh] 
Eph.   4v24 og (the) {proprietor-ship of the manufacturer}/fabricated/formed/created   
Eph.   4v24 og in  (to the [= within]) righteousness/equality/justification   
Eph.   4v24 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {correctness to God}/piety/holiness  of the  truth/verity. 
Eph.   4v24 = also  to  {sink into a garment}/endue  the  new/fresh  man    (unworldly and driven by Yahweh/s Methodology 2v15)   

(being)  the  person  (new man)  according to  God (Yahweh),   fabricated/created  within  the  righteousness/equality/justification,   
also  in the  correctness/piety  of the  truth/verity. 

 

also to endue the new man   (a mind built only upon  “The Word of God”  driven by Yahweh's Methodology to yield the HS) 
(being)  the  (new)  person according to the God   (Yahweh,  makes  “The Decision on The Quality of The New Man”  as an individual) 
fabricated within the  righteous/equality   (to be judged against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”,  as laid down by JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
also in the  correctness/piety  of the Truth   (the quality of our reform is expressed within the unfeigned charity we deliver to our neighbour). 
 

The Bible is adamant:  
We  must  change our lifestyle  -  it starts in the mind  based upon  “The Knowledge”  given by JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13). 

As the Bible teaches us by illustration  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  we are to grow a new  (spiritual)  creature within us  –  being built upon  “The Word of 
God”  as The RNA,  – where our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is to  latch-onto and then grow on the seeded spiritual RNA  (of  “The Word of God”)  
to become that new DNA creature that Yahweh then stores as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33,  please see my local 
commentaries)  for use in our resurrection as metaphorically shown at Eze.37v1-20,  to create a spiritual clone of us,  but within a perfected physical 
body ready for the 2nd part of our physical life. 
Become selfless and through  {edifying love}/agapao  driving works that deliver  {charity love}/agape  with our time and efforts to teach our neighbour 
how they too might understand  why/how  they should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
In this manner by putting ourselves out  (away from self-indulgence)  in this mission  (by being dead to the influences of The World)  then we are 
becoming the new  unworldly  man  (2v15)  that becomes at the  one/same  with JCg  –  as that with Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Eph.   4v25 og Therefore/Consequently  (the having) {put away}/{cast off}/{lay apart}  the  falsehood/lie/lying,   
Eph.   4v25 og (you) speak/utter/say  (the) truth/verity  (the) each (person)  {amid/together/with (meta)}   
Eph.   4v25 og of the  {close by}/neighbour/friend/countryman  (of the) him,   
Eph.   4v25 og because  {we are/being}  (of the) {one another}/mutual/together  (the) members/{body parts}. 
Eph.   4v25 = Consequently  the having  {put/cast off}/{lay apart}  the  falsehood/lying   (to others,  and to ourselves),   

(also)  you  speak/say  the  truth/verity,  every person  together/with  his/(her)  neighbour/countryman,   
because  {we are}  members/{body parts}  of  {one another}. 

 

Consequently,  the having cast off the falsehood   (of lying to other people,  and to ourselves), 
(also)  you speak the truth,  every person  together/with  his/(her)  neighbour   (this is “self-explanatory and mandatory”),  
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because we are body parts of one another   (we support each other to become an effective force to further Yahweh's Desire). 
 

Thus,  we must not be false in anything we do.   
Sadly,  most humans are actually liars  to themselves  by  denying they did it,  excusing themselves,  or blaming other people. 
Humans will genuinely refuse to accept any criticism of their lifestyle –  it is either someone else’s fault,  or those people outside  (of our own belief)  just 
do not understand.  However,  the truth is more likely that we personally are at fault and the person outside does very clearly understand by looking at 
our “clothing” –  being what The Bible terms our  “deportment”  controlled by our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that in this instance would be 
worldly.  JC spoke about this in his parable being the splinter in our neighbour’s eye and the plank in our own eye  (Matt.7v3-4, Luke.6v41-42). 
We must  always  speak  “The Absolute Truth”  to our Brethren.  That statement may insinuate,  we have no need to speak the truth to those people  not  
being of The Brethren (= those of The World).   
However,  we should aim to speak the truth  –  but it is not absolute to people outside The Brethren,  where The Truth would hurt a brethren. 
Perhaps as example.  

During ethnic cleansing within a civil war and we might be hiding a member of The Brethren who is being hunted,  only because his ethnic 
background is contrary to those people outside desiring his death.  
There is a knock on the door,  and when asked:  Do you have any ethnic  “supposed undesirables”  within your house.   
You would  not  reply Yes,  but rather state:  “You only have your brother here and he is of my family”. 
The people outside would then go away and leave your “spiritual brother” alone. 

In this manner we have not answered directly the question posed –  but rather  “The Truth”  from another angle. 
 
50th Instruction – TCs will  not  sin  if they have become  exasperated/angry  especially over worldly matters –  but in all 
things we  (aiming to be TCs)  are to be patient and operate within the instruction of  “The Word of God”. 
82nd Reasoning – Noting, JC was  righteously  angered by  “The Hypocrisy”  demonstrated by  “Leaders of Religion” 
spinning  “The Word of God”  to make  “a nice little earner” –  but he did not sin when he throw them out of The Temple 
–  because righteously they should  not  have been there in the first instance!   He was merely ejecting them out of his 
Father’s House,  he did not personally sin against them  as individuals –  but only attacked their wares and operations. 
51st Instruction – Solve contentious issues quickly,  else the  “worldly (unrighteous) anger”  between the different parties 
may grow and thus,  become ever more difficult to resolve later. 
83rd Reasoning – There is enough pain and suffering within The World today without adding to it,  so this advice is to 
reduce these problems from arising.  But also,  The World is being taught by witnessing the patience expressed within a 
TC and consequently,  the members of The World witnessing this might later come to ask:  ‘What is The Methodology 
practised’  by a TC?    In this manner the TC can then teach  “The Word of God”  to a  receptive  listener.   
Eph.   4v26 og (You) {Become exasperated}/{Be angry}  also  not  (you) sin/fault/offence!   
Eph.   4v26 og The  sun  not  (let it) {to set fully}/{go down}  over/upon/concerning   
Eph.   4v26 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  rage/anger/wrath  {of yourselves}. 
Eph.   4v26 = You  {become exasperated/angry}  (as does any person),  (then)  not you  sin/offend!    (Do not sin when becoming angry) 

Let not the sun  {set fully}/{go down}  upon your  rage/anger/wrath.    (Calm yourself down before evening comes at the close of day) 
 

You become exasperated  (as does any person,  but)   also not you  sin/offend!   (Do not hurt your neighbour in any manner) 
Let not the sun set fully upon your rage   (calm yourself down and try to make reconciliation before the close of day). 
 

Two important things here. 
1. All humans can become angry  (over anything),  but while angry we must  not  cause  sin/offence  to our neighbour -  we must act rationally. 
2. Clear matters up quickly,  else time brooding about the issue may make things fester between all the parties.  

Sort it out quickly so a peaceful mind can result for all parties as soon as possible.   “Lance the boil quickly before septicaemia occurs!” 
Hence Paul’s next verse as a continuation:- 
 
52nd Instruction – “Do not”  allow The World to see yourselves,  The Brethren,  slander/{false accuse}  Yahweh through  
any  “hypocritical actions”  when being assessed by members of The World.  This is  absolutely prerequisite  for a TC. 
Where “do not” does not mean publicly hide our actions in “darkness” – but we must never even think in this manner! 
84th Reasoning – Yahweh does not  mix-in  with this present worldly system,  else He will be accused of its mess!   Thus,  
He stands back and allows people of The World to fully expose themselves,  He only operates via those specific people 
who demonstrate themselves to be TCs,  being of  one  spirit/personality/desires/traits  separate from this world = the HS. 
Yahweh is presently allowing people to follow The Methodology of Satan and thus,  by default -  make Satan their god! 
53rd Instruction – Do not participate in any of the  “1001 different methods”  of stealing from our  neighbour/stranger. 
Most often this is through underhand  “fraud and deception”  and not in the manner we would consider “stealing” means! 
54th Instruction – All people are to put in a fair day’s work for a fair day’s pay!   This does not occur in many instances 
right through “the spectrum”  of examples that could be given  (particularly including The Religious institutions being  the 
quality of what certain members deliver, thus,  they receive  no  remuneration as  “Treasure in Heaven”  from Yahweh)! 
85th Reasoning – We must become motivated to work hard,  and TCs will do their best working hard to assist other people.  
As the adage states  “If you want something done – then go to a busy person and ask them to get it done!” 
55th Instruction – The Brethren must not speak worthless  gossip/{snide remarks},  but instead we must speak  
{intrinsically good}/ideal  things to edify the recipient.   
22nd Warning – Saying good things to edify the listener should be in the manner Yahweh Desires the listener to be edified 
(that is not to lead to self-gratification of whatever emotion)!   Emotion is a good servant, but a bad master (as is ‘fire’)! 
Charlatan Christian leaders know this well,  use it through  music/ambience  and  showman-like  acts of amazing  illusion! 
23rd Warning – The worst form of stealing is that of  “hypocritical fraud”  given by “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
They fraudulently teach us,  they are required to save us and expect payment for stating that,  and yet  (1) only JC did that 
to get us into the 2nd part of our life and  (2) we can only personally save ourselves by imitating JC over our 2 part life!   
Worst still,  they are  “The Antichrist”  by blocking us from becoming future  “Sons of God”  (Matt.23v13). 
Noting,  we must  first  have 144000 TCs prove themselves worthy,  before this evil society can move into The Millennium. 
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Eph.   4v27 og {not too/even}/neither  (you) give/bestow/grant   
Eph.   4v27 og (the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room   
Eph.   4v27 og to the  traducer/{false accuser}/devil/slanderer. 
Eph.   4v27 = Neither you  give/bestow  the  space/{place of occupancy}/room   (within yourself)   to the  {false accuser}/devil/slanderer. 
 

Neither you give the space  (within yourself)  to the false accuser   (the devil will delight in falsely accusing  what  a TC  represents) 
                (The TC must always be  holy/innocent/blameless  because there are many “Religious Leaders”  desirous to throw muck – as they did to JC) 
 

We are to solve the problem quickly in truth and then the worries have gone and cannot multiply within the mind of all individuals involved. 
Furthermore,  it is not just solving personal issues that might occur through  sideslips/{unintentional errors}  –  but also,  we must  never  intentionally 
disadvantage our neighbour to our gain  –  else we make Satan our god because we follow his methodology of  self-indulgence/gratification  often to the 
hurt of our  neighbour/stranger  somewhere  “down the line”  (even perhaps in  another/{“supposedly lesser”  country)! 
Interestingly,  Paul uses  “The Devil”  and not  “Satan”  because  “devil”  means  “{false accuser}/slanderer”  and we are not to be imitating him – by 
how we appear to other people evaluating our behaviour with respect to what we claim to represent.  Inasmuch,  do we demonstrate ourselves to be a 
hypocrite to Yahweh and for what He stands by being worldly in any form of our behaviour - in the midst of worldly humans judging us.   
Perhaps the reader might cast their eyes upon other people who claim to represent Yahweh but are up to their necks within worldly activities and 
politics!   What Yahweh represents,  and what occurs within The World  -  are just  not  compatible! 
Eph.   4v28 og The (person)  filching/stealing  {no longer/further}/{not any more}  (let him/her) filch/steal;   
Eph.   4v28 og {more than}/better/rather  and  (let him/her) {feel fatigued}/{hard work}/toil/labour   
Eph.   4v28 og (the) {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{being engaged with}/{labouring for} [middle voice]  
Eph.   4v28 og the  goodness/virtue/beneficence  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {hollowness for grasping}/hands,   
Eph.   4v28 og that  (he/she may/should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (to) {giving over}/sharing/imparting  to the (person)   
Eph.   4v28 og (the) affairs/needs/demands/requirements/necessities/wants   
Eph.   4v28 og (to the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having. 
Eph.   4v28 = The person  filching/stealing  -  (must)  {not any more}  filch/steal; 

And rather let  him/her  {feel fatigued}/labour/toil,   
personally {toil in occupation}/{be engaged for}/{usefully employed for}  the  goodness/virtue/benefit  by the  (his/her)  hands,   
that  he/she  may/should  have/possess  to  give/share  to the person  having/possessing  the  needs/necessities/wants. 

 

The person stealing  -  (must)  not steal any more   (see commentary reasoning below); 
and rather,  let  him/her  labour   (for an honest living,  see commentary reasoning below), 
personally toil in occupation for the goodness by the  (his/her)  hands 
that  he/she  might have  (something)  to  give/share  to the person having  needs/wants.   (Clearly this can be at the physical level,  but … … ) 
              (Yahweh’s Driver is  not “The Physical”  but Spiritual,  thus we must aim to be TCs by working our mind,  to bring more,  new TCs to Yahweh) 
              (Humans are most needy in  “The Spiritual” combined with Yahweh wanting “Sons of God” to bring forth The Millennium,  explains this verse.) 
, 

Stating the obvious from a  righteous/equitable  viewpoint. 
Those people stealing must stop stealing!  –  This means throughout society  –  putting in a hard day’s work for the payment agreed beforehand for the  
service/transaction  provided.  Certainly not to  “cream-off”  transactions  (of whatever)  by placing a  “book-keeping”  role  (or “some1001” 
equivalent scams)  in between,  to become The Means to extract unrighteous money from any type transaction  (physical  or spiritual)!   
The World always looks at  “The Physical”  and ignores “The Goal”  of which Yahweh requires for Mankind’s Salvation.   Mankind’s Salvation is not 
presently in  “the fleshly body”  (because Yahweh will give us a new physical body upon our resurrection),  therefore we should not be ultimately looking 
there!   We should be gaining a mind like Yahweh’s Mind and learn now in our present decaying fleshly body how to change our mind to become like 
Yahweh’s,  thereby fulfilling His Desire to give such a person future Sonship to then bring forth The Millennium,  thereby enabling all people of Mankind 
(for the last 6000 years)  to be resurrected when there are 144000 proven rulers to rule over them in The Millennium. 
Naturally once we have that proven mind that imitates JC,  then our agapao of The Mind then spills out in agape of our works that are truly honourable 
(not feigned/hypocritical works for public show)  to physically help should “perchance”  we be positioned to do so while we are primarily working in 
“The Real Ministry”  freely giving to those people in spiritual need.  Please see my commentary to  “The Good Samaritan”  (Luke.10v25-27)  because 
there is more to it than what we are told by our leaders of Christendom –  hence of its linkage to this verse at the spiritual level. 
This is what we are taught at Matt.6v1-8 and closes the virtuous loop of what The Bible is really teaching us at the spiritual and physical levels. 
The physical and spiritual operating hand in hand is graphically illustrated by an electro-magnetic wave  (for example “visible light” occupying a small 
section of the electromagnetic spectrum), both need each other to propagate forward  (likewise our spiritual works leading the physical – of which The 
World sees and helps to yield the spiritual within new recipients  [TCs]  who respond with the physical).   This ultimately yields Yahweh’s  “Prophesied 
Target Threshold”  to then bring forth  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then The Millennium. 

As the above shows,  this naturally applies to people providing a religious service  –  need I say much more?   But I will. 
Except on the contrary  -  if  no  gifts/favours/inducements/gratitude  or the suchlike ever occurred,  then one could sensibly presume  “The Knowledge”  
given  would be trustworthy  –  simply because there would be  no  reason/motivator  to prejudicially give  “The Knowledge”  unless the person  was 
committed  to  “The Exterior Cause”  (especially if persecuted during the process,  instead of gaining positive benefits)!   
That is why The Bible teaches us to separate  “1st Century Christianity”  to first correctly steer The Mind in our  “spiritual living”,  away from  being 
compromised  by the requirements to earn a  “fleshly living”  for survival  (Matt.6v24, 22v21, Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.,)  and why JC states what 
he does at Luke.16v3  (please see all my cited commentaries).  From this exegesis and scriptural support,  then we can reason Yahweh is looking towards 
the  unprofessional  “Lay-Preachers”  using all their time in The Ministry Work  outside their secular work,  rather than  “worldly professional”  
Christian leaders  –  who are  “by type”  most likely to be rejected by Yahweh as being His representatives.  
Before we should leave this verse,  it would be prudent to consider the  very worst offence  in  “stealing”! 

We know it is painful to have material things stolen. 
It is even more painful to have beloved  people/animals  stolen through kidnap or by murder. 

But there is one thing worse than  all  of this! 
Would the reader know what it might be? 

Because material things are useless when we die, –  and upon our resurrection,  we will have enough material things to keep us comfortable. 
This is precisely what The Prophets (of the 1st Epoch Israel)  told us regarding of what life would be like in The Millennium. 
Because if our beloved ones die,  we will be re-united in The Millennium. 

However,  what is so bad  -  is  “the thing”  that becomes  unrecoverable for an eternity? 
Quite simply:- 

Stealing our mind  -  away from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 
Where,  during The Gospel Age,  we have a  one-shot  opportunity at becoming a  “future “Son of God””  to fulfil  “The Ideal Goal”  of  Yahweh's 
Desire. 
It is of this specific opportunity,  that leaders of “Religion”  consciously  steal  from us. 

Why  “consciously”? 
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Because being  “intelligent people”,  most of our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  intrinsically know  that what they teach is  “a load of bunkum”  
regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”  yet they perpetuate  “bunkum”  because it is the  easiest means  of bringing in a worldly income!    
They consciously use “Religion”  to  “sequestrate a living”,  and thus,  become parasitic to society –  because intrinsically,  they cannot offer  
“Salvation”  themselves – neither can their religion!   Thus,  they are demonstrably “Rogue Traders”  to what they purport to represent,  consciously 
acting as  “Spiritual Paedophiles”  stealing  “The Mind”  from  “their groomed  spiritual children”! 

That is how Yahweh considers them! 
We must understand  “Yahweh”:- 

Has the infinite capability to:  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”   (being the definition of  “Yahweh”) 
We must also understand that it was JCg: 

1.   Who offered himself as  “The Ransom Sacrifice” to get us into the 2nd part of  our  “physical life”. 
2.   Who gave us The Ministry to perfect  “The Mind”  in the 2nd part of  our  “spiritual life”. 

Where those  two  aspects  operating together,  yield our: “soul”   
(Ignore what  “Leaders of Religion”  preach on this subject of  “soul”  - they do  not  take the time to understand it). 

We must finally understand that it is  “us”,  as individuals:- 
Who over our 2 part life,  must make  “The Jump”  from  “The Old Man”  to  “The New Man”  (see earlier verse)  by the personal reform of 
our  “synapse construction”, –  this is called “learning” and “hearkening”  to “The Word of God”  (JC,  Rev.19v13)  to gain “The Real 
Faith”.  Where the 2nd part of our physical life occurs for all of us in The Millennium freely made available to us by JC. 

So I ask the question again:- 
What good are  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  with regard to:  “Human Salvation”? 
Because in those two itemised lines above,  I cannot see the words  “Religious Leader”! 

That is precisely what JC taught as:  “1st Century Christianity”,  and the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  detested it  (John.11v47-53)! 
That is what The Apostles taught and likewise the early Christian Ecclesia taught,  and again,  the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  detested it  (and 
by consequence,  these leaders organised the 1st Century Christians’ physical martyrdom)! 
Moreover,  this is what “FutureLife.Org”  teaches,  and the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will detest it! 
That is precisely why people operating according to worldly methodology entered into  “1st Century Christianity” and changed it  (1John.2v18-19)  to 
make it become the  “worldly Christianity”   (a subset of “Religion”)  of which we have today,  something  “worldly  palatable”,  out of which  
“Profession  (by definition)  Leaders of Religion”  could make an immediate worldly return  (ignoring the long-term interests for themselves or their 
deluded devotees),  that has been like this for at least the last 1700+ years. 
Fortunately soon,  around some time in the middle of  “The 21st Century”  there shall be  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  of the future Sons of God,  
and further on,  some 3.5 years later  (Dan.12v11-12, Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-7,  please see my local commentaries),  will be the introduction and 
consolidation of The Millennium,  where  “The Resurrected World”  will take place – perhaps over stages.   

It is this message that  “FutureLife.Org”  screams-out  to The World  (Matt.24v14).   Amen! 
Eph.   4v29 og (The) Every  (the) word/saying/topic/reasoning  (the) rotten/worthless/bad/corrupt  {from/out of}    
Eph.   4v29 og of the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  {of yourselves}  not   
Eph.   4v29 og (let it) {to depart}/{be discharged}/proceed/project/{come/go forth}/come/go out of}/issue,   
Eph.   4v29 og but  if  {any/some/certain  thing/person}   
Eph.   4v29 og (the) {intrinsically good}/{well being}/ideal  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Eph.   4v29 og (the) structuring/building/confirmation/edifying/emboldening   
Eph.   4v29 og of the  affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want  that   (it/he/she  may/should) give/bestow/grant   
Eph.   4v29 og (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  to the (persons)  hearing/listening/understanding/responding. 
Eph.   4v29 = Let not  rotten/worthless/corrupt  word/saying/reasoning  (gossip/{snide remarks}/scandal/whispers/titbits/etc. )   

depart/{come forth}/proceed  {from out of}  your mouth, 
but  if  {any/some/certain thing}  the  {intrinsically good}/ideal  (thing/action)   
toward  the  edifying/{building up}  of the  need/necessity/requirement,   (TCs will freely give spiritual food to starving people) 
that  it/he/she  may  give/bestow  the  gifts/favour/benefits  to the people  hearing/responding,   (so the recipient becomes edified). 

 

Let  no  worthless word   (gossip,  snide comments,  whisperings,  speaking behind a person’s back,  “organising a coup”  upon someone disliked)  
          (All regularly done to gain “the upper-hand”  to fulfil worldly desires – all being organised by The Mind operating to worldly methodology) 
depart from out of your mouth   (being an instrument used for personal gain out of “unrest” –  James.3v1-10,   see also  “blaspheme”  in glossary)    
but if something is intrinsically  ideal/good  (then use that)  towards the edifying the  need/requirement   (of a recipient in the occasion) 
that  it/he/she  (“it” as the works,  “he/she” being the giver)   might give the  gifts/favour  to the people  hearkening/responding. 
          (Simply a TC’s deportment is an educational tool to the carefully judging World -  to then ask us “what makes us tick”,  then we can teach “why”!) 

 

This runs at two levels. 
1. Yahweh desires  “Righteousness”  to flourish throughout all society,  by contrast,  malicious/harmful  words will fracture society to 

destruction  (as we now witness to its conclusion in Mankind at the present closure of The Gospel Age). 
2. Yahweh desires  His  “Sons of God”  who,  along with JCg,  shall rule the future  “Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.  Thus,  

these special humans (TCs)  must  not  have a mindset that operates under a  hurtful/malicious/harmful  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
-  because quite simply,  if they had this  worldly  type of mindset,  then they will  not  be at the  one/same  with JCg or Yahweh  to be 
sufficiently responsible to be  given  this future position! 

Therefore we are instructed to  edify/{build up}  all people,  because this process then edifies society – being what  will  occur in The Millennium – after 
learning what it is like  “taking from society”,   as so many humans within that position  (wherever in society)  perform  without any hesitation  today! 
Clearly the members within The Brethren edifying each other will help grow  “The Body of Christ”  out into The Nations over the future years so that 
Yahweh will pluck-out  by election His future Sons of God during The Gospel Age to  fulfil  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs who 
shall precipitate  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then the Millennium shall occur some 3.5 years later. 
Thus,  it becomes  “The Fulfilment of Prophecy”  by 144000 people  (Firstfruits, wheat)  that yields “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  for His 2nd 
Advent, in very much the  one/same  manner as it was “The Giving of prophecies by The Prophets that enabled JC to come in his 1st Advent to personally 
fulfil these prophecies as “the First, Firstfruit barley”  (Lev.23v5-25). 

Can the reader see the righteousness of Yahweh’s Plan enfolding? 
This is an  infinitesimal  number of allegories and prophecies as given in The Bible,  most of which have been fulfilled,  just a few more to go! 

And yet our  worldly Christian leaders are as  “spiritually blind”,  as “deaf bats” -  they just fumble their way to  “supposedly see”  a couple of 
prophecies and then just stop (because that is all they need to earn a worldly living),  but refuse to continue and imbue the  many thousands  of them!  
Evidential,  because they have  never  taught these many of thousands of allegoric prophecies up to the time of 2015 CE,  and yet it is these that show  
“The Magnificence and Omnipotence”  of Yahweh within our  sane/reasoning  mind  to give Him  “The Place of Respect and Awe”  within our minds!    
Moreover this would be one means to drag  worldly Christianity out from “Religion”  (because “Religion”  has none of this stupendous bedrock)! 

All this brings  real  Glory/Honour/Dignity  to Yahweh within  sane/reasoning  minds  (not worthless song and meaningless sermons that can 
be said about anything either real or imaginary  –  just delusionary hearsay feeding a vain emotional mind seeking hype and entertainment!) 
How delinquent are they  –  not  interested in Yahweh’s Grandeur,  but of their own;  “plastered on the back”  of Yahweh’s Wonderful Word! 
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Importantly,  many of their innocent congregational members would be enthralled to know and understand  “The Magnificence of Yahweh”   being 
underwritten by these many of thousands of unfurling prophecies to yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
However they will in The Millennium – under the teaching regime of those very specific individuals have seen  “The Vista”  of  “The Kingdom of God”  
operating within their own mind  (Luke.17v21)  during the 1st part of their physical life,  enabling Yahweh to pay them accordingly  (Matt.20v1-12). 
 
56th Instruction – Do not  offend/stress/grieve  Yahweh’s Desire of what we are to personally achieve. 
Yahweh’s primary aim for The Gospel Age is to gather in His 144000 TCs  -  having proved themselves to have copied JC. 
86th Reasoning – Yahweh Desires us to become the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with Him through  “The 
Word of God”  (JCg).  If we  stress/offend/grieve  this relationship by pulling away from Yahweh to form our self-
indulgent  spirit/personality/desires/traits  then we grieve Yahweh  (just as JC taught in his parable of the 100 sheep and 
one of these became lost – but fortunately was then found – particularly relevant here and can be located at Luke 15v3-8). 
87th Reasoning – By extension, as The Bible tells us –  if  we really have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as 
that operating within Yahweh,  we  (1) grieve/stress/offend  Yahweh  and we  grieve/stress  JC and his body  equally of the 
one/same  mind  (spirit/personality/desires/traits) –  then likewise we will  grieve/stress/offend  ourselves and break apart 
that bond of mind,  unity of purpose that would have otherwise been strong between Yahweh, JC,  his body and ourselves. 
58th ‘Allegory’ – HS = The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  where 
Yahweh’s Desire is  expressed/{made manifest}  within The Environment by whatever means He deems fit. 
It is  not  a separate personage –  irrespective of what  any  worldly Christian  leader/theologian  might  errantly  tell you! 
Note:  The HS can be “personalised” within an intelligent,  reasoning entity having built the mind on “The Word of God” 
88th Reasoning – The HS operates  within  Yahweh,  and it operates  within  us  if  we have  “The Intercessor” (JC)  as 
“The Word of God” operating within in us as a  presence/parousia.  This can  only  occur if we  personally  fully imbue  
“The Word of God”,  then thoroughly  assay/test  it to  personally  gain  assurance/competence/authority  and then to  
personally  operate with fidelity upon it to ensure we  personally  make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment. 
As the reader can see – this is the  only  way the HS becomes  “personalised”  – as The Word of God operating within us.  
89th Reasoning – Being  attested/sealed  is very relevant to the lost sheep parable,  because the parable is  only  speaking 
of errant  (charlatan)  Christian leaders who  will  face annihilation if they do not return to the fold before their death – 
because they are living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life as I very carefully explain elsewhere  (and they have no more 
parts of their life upon which to call  –  JC  only  died  “The Once”,  Heb.6v4-6, 1-v26-28, 2Pet,2v18-22). 
90th Reasoning – Paul also speaks of this person attested unto The Day  (= The Millennium of 1000 years)  of  {The 
Ransom in full}/{full Redemption}  thus,  being the time when TCs are fully exposed as having been  fully  “Born Again”  
to teach  “The Resurrected World” righteousness.  It must be understood,  only  TCs can be  “fully redeemed” (proven)  
at the beginning of The Millennium,  all  other people need the full Millennium and then become assayed at the end,  
during Satan’s release for a short while  (Rev,10v7-12)  being for 3.5 years to  righteously copy a  like-for-like  of JC’s 
ministry where  if  he proved himself worthy,  then  so must we  (that is  true  righteousness/equality  as is Yahweh)! 
57th Instruction – A person can only become  “fully redeemed”  when  “the outcome fully matches the original”. 
We have the old mind and the old body.  Only when we have a new mind and new body do we become fully redeemed! 
The Early Adopters become fully redeemed at “The 1st Resurrection”  (new body matches their proven perfect mind). 
The Late Adopters become fully redeemed at The End of The Millennium in the last 3.5 year assay/proving  when the new 
mind matches the new body originally given in trust.  This is when The Early/Late Adopters become fully “Born Again”. 
It is not when we first gain “The Word of God” as our errant “Born Again” leaders tell us in their  unrighteous nonsense! 
24th Warning – Beware of  worldly Christian leaders spinning The Word of God to insinuate the HS is a third personage 
ignoring huge swaths of The New Testament mentioning Yahweh, JC  (and sometimes ourselves – John.14v20, 17v21-26) 
but the HS is  nowhere  to be mentioned in the text – that clearly would be mentioned if it was a  third/(fourth)  personage.    
25th Warning – The reason why this  is  a teaching of Satan,  because it takes our mind off  “The Real Goal”  to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire which is to gain the 144000 TCs!  The Trinity myth stops Yahweh from gaining His future “Sons of God”  
(having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment),  thus,   
The Trigger Threshold is not fulfilled because “the Goal”  has been removed inasmuch the HS must be personalised 
within us.  Consequently,  Satan cannot be restrained (Rev.20v1-3).  Therefore,  we realise  worldly Christian leaders are 
merely pawns in Satan's game – but they do not  acknowledge/realise  this,  and yet they operate to his methodology! 
Satan can only protect his future existence by using Yahweh's Righteous Word back against Yahweh –  as we precisely 
read in The Bible –  that is why he does not want  “The 144000 Trigger Threshold”  to occur –  being his nemesis!  
Eph.   4v30 og Also  not  (you) distress/offend/grieve/sorrow/stress  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Eph.   4v30 og the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin} [the HS]  of the  God [Yahweh],   
Eph.   4v30 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (yourselves were) stamped/attested/{sealed up}/{made private/final}   
Eph.   4v30 og into/unto  (the) day/{period of time}  (of the) salvation/{ransom in full}/deliverance/redemption. 
Eph.   4v30 = Also  not  you  offend/stress/pressure  God’s  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits   

    (do not  distress/offend  The New Creature defining us as  “the new man”  operating as the  one/same  HS as that operating within Yahweh) 
within which you were  sealed/marked/attested/finalised  unto  The Day of the  {ransom in full}/redemption. 

 

Also not you  distress/offend/grieve  (what is)  of the God   (“The Operating  Methodology”  as  only sourced  by Yahweh,  being … … ) 
the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   (“The Methodology”  presently  alien  to worldly methodology) 
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (being  “The Operating Methodology”  that defines  “The Individual Character”  of  “The Entity”)  
within which you were  sealed/marked/attested/finalised   (The Christian actively aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  to be termed a “TC”) 
unto The Day of The Full Redemption   (The Period of Time when a human is fully deemed as being like JC,  and thus,  has no fear of  “death”). 
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Before the reader delves into my commentary given below,   perhaps  he/she  may like to read the verse again to see if there is something that is 
inconsistent to what The Bible teaches us elsewhere  –  especially if  he/she  is a  worldly Christian leader befuddled by  “worldly Christianity”  as  
“drummed into the brain”  at worldly seminaries,  “teaching people  not  to think”,  -  else be classed a  “heretic from Satan”  and thus,  “dangerous”! 
Which is a rather strange concept,  because it is really the other way around  –  I liken it to Aesop’s fable entitled:  “The Emperor’s New Clothes”! 
Rather than being dangerous to the siblings around,  this “supposed heretic”  is really dangerous  to the leaders  (which is why they want this person 
removed)  because it will seriously affect their position and dues extorted from the presently deluded people under the leaders being taught how to think! 

***** 
When accepting there is nothing inconsistent in the verse and thus,  entirely concordant to what The Bible teaches us  –  then please read on,  because my 
exegesis is based upon the above translation! 

***** 
This is a good verse upon which to reason,  especially so,  when certain  worldly Christian leaders hijack what the verse is  principally teaching us within 
context  (the  “rule of context”  is always ignored by  worldly Christian leaders in their sales spiel for a worldly return  -  else why do they do it,  because 
the content of what they teach is  “demonstrably  unrighteous”  and thus,   cannot  be sourced from  “The Righteous Yahweh”). 
Perhaps we better look at the context first! 

We are taught to become “The New Man/Woman”,  and then we are taught what  “The New Man/Woman”  should  (1) be doing,  and  (2) not 
be doing,  if this person is to be fulfilling The Desire of Yahweh,  namely, to grow into maturity to be  precisely imitating  JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle.   If this person is able to do so,  then Yahweh is in the pleasurable position to offer the  position/office  of Sonship to this 
person at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Matt.20v23, Rom.8v17, 23, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.),  thereby enabling Yahweh to 
incrementally gain His Tools for  “The Greater Responsibility”   (Luke.19v16-19, etc.)  in The Millennium for  “The Righteous Teaching 
Program”  over  “The Resurrected World”.    

Hopefully  worldly Christian leaders will not disagree with that short paragraph  –  but they will,  because they do  not  expect for any of it to occur,  and 
thus,  they fall back on a  “blind hope”  of perhaps some possible salvation may occur,  but being a  (vain)  “hope”  (as they keep teaching us with that 
specific word).  By consequence of this foolish position,  they have not  “The Expectancy”  to personally make it a reality and thus,  have  not  the 
commitment to really “believe”  (= imitate JC who led this concept for The Reality)  –  but at least it keeps the worldly return flowing into the coffers –  
for their  present fleshly existence! 

So after that rather bold introduction  (only given:  “To cause a rumpus within The Mind”,  to shake up the dust and remove a few cobwebs)  
then let us enter into reasoning upon this verse! 

We are instructed  not  to damage our relationship with Yahweh through stressing the  “connective ties”  we personally have with the  one/same  
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of Yahweh  operating within us   “operating”  because we  (as TCs)  have truly built our new  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  upon  “The Word of God”  to yield this  “New Person”.  If this has not occurred,  then obviously we would be still  “The 
Old Person”  or a person with two minds  (= a worldly Christian)  noting specifically what James tells us at James 1v6-8 and John at Rev.3v15-17,  or 
perhaps Paul at 1Cor.6v16,  as a few references straight from memory as I write on the fly,  of several hundred that perhaps I could give. 
The point is this.    
By definition,  a TC has completely built their mind upon  “The Word of God”  to solely  “think and reason”  precisely like  JC and Yahweh in absolutely  
all  matters,  there is  “absolute unicity”  between all three Entities  Yahweh, JCg and JC’s body  (comprising of the 144000 TCs – John.14v20, 17v21-
26),  and of course we realise that what binds all three together is the HS having the composite definition:- 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

All of which makes complete and righteous sense,  and more importantly,  it is  precisely what The Bible tells us. 
Now let us go to the precise opposite to what has been stated here: 

The  opposite  to “complete and righteous sense”,  and furthermore is  “not  in The Bible”  - is the Trinity myth rolled out by humans! 
“Sages”  of the early  worldly Christian church,  beloved by their peers, then and now,  but had not much scriptural idea about what they 
were thinking –  at least their ramblings  “passed/{vainly consumed} their time”  (not  to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and gave much 
material for  worldly Christian scholars to feast upon,  to the exclusion of  “The Bible”!   How bizarre to be preferring men,  rather than 
Yahweh  (because  “The Content”  was more pleasurable for  “The Immediacy”  of an unreformed animalistic mind  [2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16])! 
Noting what The Apostles say in many of their epistles about this,  naturally ignored by our theological scholars operating Rev.22v18-19. 

I had to get that off my chest – being  my driver  to write the contents for  “FutureLife.Org”  to  “The Glory of Yahweh”  and not for men’s ego! 
Now we have some further background of how Mankind thinks,  especially of its leaders,  then we can further reason  (of which I must repeat the obvious 
again because it is never taught by:  “You know who”):- 

Paul is only speaking about TCs truly having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh,  because 
the TC thinks and reasons precisely like JC   (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  who is the very image of Yahweh  (John.14v5-15)  so that we know how 
to please Yahweh  (hence Yahweh’s response to JC at  3v17, 17v5  which is precisely the same position we should aim to take ourselves). 

The reader might state: 
Where are we going with this commentary? 

To answer,  I would like to state:   It is necessary to consider the background behind what The Bible teaches us,  and by contrast (hence satanic),  what 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  teach us  –  self-purporting to represent Yahweh. 
Repeating the essential understanding: 

The TC having  truly  built  his/her  own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  precisely upon  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  –  which is the 
only way to Yahweh  (John.14v5-15)  through the tight gate (Matt.7v12-14)  shall be demonstrably  (publicly witnessed)  having the  one/same  
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  as that which operates within Yahweh. 

So what does this really mean? 
It means that Yahweh and the TC operate  “as one”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  and whatever the TC asks in the same mind as Yahweh,  then Yahweh will  
naturally  respond positively  (1John.5v14-15),  with again the counter given at James.4v2-4 because of James.1v6-8. 
Again,  we might ask: 

Where are we going with this reasoning? 
I am giving the evidential support to show the  “extremely close coupling”  between Yahweh and the TC,  being that both think in precisely the  one/same  
manner in  “every single aspect”  that occurs within this world  (of the collective aim to further Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation”). 

Understanding that background,  then we are in the educated position to reason upon this verse. 
Paul,  as a TC,   has a mind that is  “extremely closely coupled”  to Yahweh and has an intense empathy with both how Yahweh views things and also 
how the weaker brethren think and reason upon worldly things  (having personally been there)!   Thus,  Paul is writing this verse with  “a foot in each 
camp”  to help guide The Brethren to understand how Yahweh views things,  and thus,  motivate them to self-audit themselves to behave responsibly with  
“The Word of God”  that should ideally be operating within them in the  one/same  manner as it does within Paul  to yield this  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
The reason for this somewhat tedious introduction is to lay down both the background and what was in Paul's mind writing this verse.  

Many people have interpreted the original Greek word  “lupeo”  StrongsTM = 3076  (= “distress/offend/grieve”)  incorrectly within this 
specific context to supposedly create a main supporting brace to prop-up the Trinity myth.  

The argument put forward by Trinitarians is:   
Because the text states “grieve the HS”  then  “it”  is a person  –  being the 3rd person of The Trinity! 

However,  this is an exceedingly  poor  argument  –  demonstrating the  utter lack  of their comprehension to what The Bible is holistically teaching us. 
As this website makes perfectly clear  (being only what The Bible teaches us):- 
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Yahweh requires a perfected society  –  to be achieved in The Millennium. 
To achieve a perfect society in The Millennium  –  then we need perfect minded people/ 
To achieve perfected minded people  –  then we need people who  think/reason  like Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
To  think/reason  like Yahweh  -  then we require  “The Word of God”  to  teach/train/educate  our mind  away from  worldly methodology. 
JC is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  to  teach/train/educate  our minds to become wholly like him,  so that we are ultimately like Yahweh. 
Moreover, the whole process must be  seen  to be entirely “Righteous”  else an accusing finger could be pointed at Yahweh and a claim be 
made  “a certain individual had been unfairly treated”,  thereby lay the seeds for unsettling weaker minded entities within The Universe. 
This is all inductively reasoned upon precisely  what The Bible teaches us  –  and I could give 100's of supportive citations. 

So where does this collective inductive reasoning take us? 
The Resultant of this reasoning means that we have the HS  operating within us  according to the correct composite definition of  “HS”. 

Where for The Record  (and I make no apologies for repeating it again in the same commentary,  because the HS is  never  taught correctly by those 
person falsely claiming  “to know”,  and obviously they  “do not know”  because of the unrighteous nonsense they teach about the subject matter,  so I 
need to readdress the balance in some repetitive manner)   the composite definition of the HS =  

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

The reader can now understand that: 
If  we are gaining the HS within us,  built upon  “The Word of God”  being  “The Intercessor”  (1Tim.2v5)  personified by  “JC”  
(Rev.19v13)  to become  “The Means”  to get us to Yahweh  (by perfecting our minds)  for  “The Future Perfected Society in Paradise”   
Then  we are  distressing/offending/grieving/sorrowing  ourselves  who are being personally built  (as a gestation, 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  
upon the spiritual RNA of “The Word of God”  to yield the HS  within  us  so that we  are  the  one/same  as Yahweh in methodology. 

In this manner just as the HS was personalised within JC to become The Wisdom of God by JC’s deportment,  then likewise 
building our new mind upon  “The Word of God” (JC),  then the HS likewise becomes personalised within us to yield  “The 
Wisdom of God”  within our deportment 

None of this is “rocket science”  to righteously understand,  the problem is that the leaders of Christendom  “got completely the wrong idea” 
about 1700 years ago,  developed a worldly creed and have had no inclination to become  “shamed faced”  about admitting  “they got it 
wrong!   Quite simply their  gurus/sages  of old  (seemingly contemplating their navel)  preferred ruminating in a worldly manner rather than 
truly understanding  “The Mind of Yahweh”  (regarding this planet and Mankind  -  as carefully explained on FutureLife.Org).  Our leaders 
of Christendom prefer to waste their time studying this faulty output and have no inclination to truly study The Bible consisting of  “God’s 
Word part 1 and 2”,  as again stated  –  all carefully explained on FutureLife.Org.   

The HS operates  within  The Source  “Yahweh”  –  being that Yahweh sources His Methodology,  and it operates  within  us  if  we have  “The 
Intercessor”  (= JC)  as  “The Word of God”  operating within us as a  presence/parousia.  This can  only  occur if we  personally  fully imbue   “The 
Word of God”,  personally  thoroughly  assay/test  it to  personally  gain  assurance/competence/authority  and then to  personally  operate with fidelity 
upon  “The Proven Knowledge”  to ensure we  personally  make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment. 
If we do not wholly go through this wholesome process -  then it is impossible for us to gain the  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  and thus,  we 
would  not  know that we were  “distressing the HS as sourced and operating in Yahweh,  unless someone outside told us [like Paul]). 
Therefore the HS now being remote to us  (because we have put aside God’s Word as The Master controlling our mind),  clearly requires a TC to tell us 
what it personally feels like should the HS  (operating in a TC)  is distressed,  being how we personally think and reason as a TC,  thinking and 
reasoning in precisely the same manner as does Yahweh. 

As the reader can see  –  this is the  only  way the HS becomes  “personalised”  –  as  The Word of God  operating within  us.  
Thus,  the personal element that is being  “grieved”  is ourselves  being told of  “what we  could  become”  if  we had built ourselves to have the HS. 
Consequently,  the very point Trinitarians have missed is  The Personal Element  that must be transformed to become Christlike,  of which Trinitarians 
miss by pushing the understanding of HS to be something else  outside them  –  which nullifies “The Requirement”  of  internal  personal reform! 
The HS is merely perceived to be an  entity/object/thing  outside – about which we can say nice things  –  but can be  {excluded away from}/{no part of}  
ourselves  -  thereby resulting in ourselves  not  imitating  “the Anointed”  JC,  because we have excused ourselves away from that requirement so we 
have now personally forfeited ourselves from being “Anointed” by Yahweh as part of JC’s Body of the 144000 TCs!    Hence grieving the collective 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  operating within the body of TCs when one of the 
potential branches could be cut off  (John.15v1-5)  or becomes the lost  sheep/brother  (Luke chapter 15).  Please see my commentaries given at these 
citations because there is vastly more contained within them than of what we are taught by  “You know who!” 
Returning after that slight digression. 

Reiterating,  because this concept is just so important to understand,  people advocating the Trinity hypothesis have pushed that requirement 
of  personal reform  (to have the HS operating within us)  away from  themselves  –  being  “The Very Requirement”  that  is  required to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire  (as stated above)! 

Can the reader see how  insidiously deceptive  Satan’s methodology is,  to spin  “The Truth”  so that Yahweh does  not  achieve His 144000 TCs! 
Trinitarians are naïvely fulfilling Satan's desire by reasoning as they do,  and by consequence,  cannot  have the HS  (by the  real  definition above)! 
I leave the reader with the core of an earlier revision:- 
The HS is  not  a separate personage of the Trinity myth  (an academic note for the reader  -  this is where I  first  defined the HS  [to the yield my 
universal subsequent composite definition]  in my previous revision and thus,  leave it unedited to explain the beginnings of my ultimate derivation  –  
being an extension of what we read below).   

HS = “The Power of Yahweh to ensure His expressed Desire occurs.” 
The definition is a composite of two Greek words given as:- 

1. Holy = Unblemished/unspotted/unpolluted with sin  (thus,   not  originating from this world). 
2. Spirit = breath / wind => causes things to occur without us seeing  “the mechanism that make these things occur”.  

Thus,  we reason,  it is Yahweh’s perfect  (= not sinful)  Desire to cause things to occur by using The Laws that He knows  (because He created them) 
and that we do not know of them  (because we cannot detect them  –  I explain this elsewhere in precise detail elsewhere  “What is spirit”,  also in my 
glossary that gives much understanding). 
Now to explain the next section of this verse. 
Those people who work hard to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire shall become  sealed/marked/attested/finalised  to become Sons of God ready for their next 
assignment upon resurrection after they have proved themselves by assay  (during Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”)  they have the 
experience of behaving correctly during the 1st part of their physical life.  Once having been proved,  then they become marked until it is fully displayed 
as Sonship to The World  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then into  “The Day of The Millennium”. 
Note:  It is amazing how  worldly Christian leaders go through almost every form of gymnastics with the original Greek to try and force  “a personage”  
into the verse in some vain attempt to give some credence to the Trinity myth!   As the reader can clearly see,  Paul is speaking about  stressing/offending  
Yahweh’s Desire  of us individually  (that becomes collective in The Body of 144000 component parts)  that is expressed as the HS through  “The Word 
of God”.  Where the HS is His  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (blameless/{separate from the world} = the HS)  ideally being at the  one/same  with The 
Brethren actively aiming to become TCs.  This is precisely what Paul is teaching us in context with the other verses! 
I make an apology  –  I do not write to be rude for the sake of being rude,  I write like this because I am ardent,  strident and have righteous anger 
welling up within me because I thoroughly care for Mankind  (driven by agapao)  and utterly respect Yahweh and JCg being what They have both done 
for me and all of Mankind. 
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I cannot allow  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  a free pass to run amok with  “The Word of God”  and leave it in tatters upon the ground to the gaze 
of innocently ignorant watchers  -  I need to be  “The Whistle-Blower”  and call  “Time”  (delivering agape)  to expose the nonsense of worldly  “rogue 
traders”  and  “spiritual paedophiles”  sullying and defiling  “The Word of God”  within  sane/reasoning  minds. 

We  personally  need to think responsibly about this  –  because it is our future,  and effects all of us! 
 
58th Instruction – Do not become bitter,  nor fierce,  nor  {passionately violent},  nor clamour  (in 
rebellion/demonstrations),  nor vilify –  where all these things are  {united as companions}  in badness. 
59th Instruction – The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs should be useful, kind, sympathetic to one another,  and 
yourselves grant favour to others,  just as  “The Specific God”  Yahweh within JC has forgiven you  (aiming to be TCs). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus,  singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our many useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 
seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
Allegory – repeat - Heart = Always means  “Seat of motivation”  being  “The Driver”  of our body often  “by emotion”  
inasmuch the heart beats faster when driven by emotion.   That explains the various links within the sentence and why The 
Prophet Jeremiah warns us at Jer.17v9 about the treacherous heart requiring The Brain to lead it in the correct direction. 
91st Reasoning – We must understand,  Yahweh has  not  forgiven The World generally,  nor even  worldly Christians who 
have entered by covenant through baptism to be covered by JC,  but  Yahweh forgives those  TCs ardently trying to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become adopted as future Sons of God –  made visible to all resurrected people in The 
Millennium.  The World will be taught how to imitate JC,  then individuals will become loved by Yahweh  if  successful. 
Eph.   4v31 og (the) All  (the) {acridity (poison)}/bitterness   
Eph.   4v31 og also  (the) {passion (as if breathing hard)}/fierceness/indignation/wrath 
Eph.   4v31 og also  (the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance 
Eph.   4v31 og also  (the) {an outcry (in notification, tumult or grief)}/clamour   
Eph.   4v31 og also  (the) vilification/{evil speaking}/railing   
Eph.   4v31 og (let it be) {lifted/taken  up/away}/carried/taken  off/away/separated/from  {of yourselves}   
Eph.   4v31 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}/with  (to the) all  
Eph.   4v31 og (to the) badness/depravity/malice/evil/trouble/naughtiness; 
Eph.   4v31 = The  every  acridity/bitterness,   

also  the  fierceness/indignation,   
also  the  {violent passion}/anger/wrath,   
also  the  clamour/outcry  (in tumult/grief),   
also  the  vilification/{evil speaking}  let it be  {taken away}/carried  away/from  of yourselves,   
(together)  with  all  the  badness/malice/evil. 

 

Let all  acridity/bitterness, 
also the  fierceness/indignation, 
also the  anger/wrath 
also the  clamour/outcry  (in tumult/grief) 
also the  vilification/{evil speaking} 
be taken away from of yourselves,   
(together)  with all  badness/malice/evil.    
 

An obvious statement,  if we are actively aiming for  “The Goal of Sonship”  to best fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
Eph.   4v32 og (you) {become to be}  And  into/unto  (the) {one another}/mutual/together   
Eph.   4v32 og (the) {employment of manner/morals}/useful/better/easy/goodness/gracious/kind,   
Eph.   4v32 og (the) {goodly compassionate}/sympathetic/pitiful/{tender-hearted},   
Eph.   4v32 og (the having) {granted favour}/{gratuitously in kindness}/forgiven/rescued   
Eph.   4v32 og {my/our/your/it them self} (= yourselves),   
Eph.   4v32 og just/as/that/how/when  also  the  {specific god} (Yahweh)  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Eph.   4v32 og (he) {granted favour}/{gratuitously in kindness}/forgave/rescued [middle voice]  {to yourselves}. 
Eph.   4v32 = and  you  {become to be}  the  useful/better/kind  (in the employment of manners/morals)   unto  {one another}/together, 

the  compassionate/{tender hearted},    (to be having sympathy for each other within The Brethren) 
the  {granting favour}/forgiving  yourselves   (The Brethren),    (to be mutually forgiving  within  The Brethren) 
just/as  also  the  {Specific God}  (Yahweh)   within the  Christ/Anointed   
He  (Yahweh)   personally  {granted favour}/forgave  to yourselves   (The Brethren). 

 

And you become to be  useful/better/kind  (in employment of manner/morals)   unto one another, 
(you to be)   the  compassionate/{tender hearted}   (to one another within The Brethren) 
(you to be)   the  {granting favour}/forgiving  yourselves   (The Brethren)   
just/as  also  “The Specific God” (Yahweh)  within the Anointed   (being of what is required,  to achieve The Goal as shown by The Exemplar, JC) 
He (Yahweh)  personally  {granted favour}/forgave  yourselves   (The Brethren so that you  may/perhaps  achieve The Goal of Anointing/Sonship)  
             (The caveat being,  Yahweh has forgiven them now  while imitating JC,  but will they all personally remain imitating JC for the rest of their life?) 

 

This verse needs explaining,  else the wrong idea is conveyed  (especially when I make the point of  “The Brethren”  above).  
This website categorically states:   

Yahweh does  not  forgive us,  because we are sinful –  but yet it  is  JC that forgives us  (Matt.9v6, etc.), –  being our  intercessor  (Gal.3v20, 
1Tim.2v5)  to  “The Father”.  The logical reason is,  “The Perfect Entity”  cannot  phileo  (attractively love)  sinful entities that have  not  the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as  “The Perfect Entity”  –  else  “The Perfect Entity”  cannot remain perfect because that 
behaviour endorses continual sinful behaviour!   It is unrighteous for  “The Perfect Righteous Entity”  to condone sin by allowing the sin to 
continue by  “means of excuse”  operating within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of those entities having a  different  
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spirit/personality/desires/traits  to Yahweh.   This  “worldly spirit”  operating within humans is precisely  “the methodology”  Yahweh is 
trying to remove through JC as  “The Word of God”  to yield an everlasting perfect society!   

This common sense , inductively reasoned,  seems to elude our  worldly Christian leaders and theologians! 
Furthermore,  we witness this with examples throughout The Bible – because rebellious deviants to Yahweh’s Desire are killed or detested by 
Yahweh and  we are told  Yahweh does  not  change  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17)! 

This is directly opposed to what the  worldly proponents state within the illogical  worldly Christian Doctrine,  that it is God (Yahweh)  who forgives us  
(to be imply  “us”  in our present sinful state, noting by contrast what JC states at Matt.9v6, and elsewhere).  And thus,  shows these  worldly Christian 
leaders are  malignly wrong  (regarding Yahweh)  in their  “unreasoned exegesis”.   Where their reasoning  endorses  precisely what Satan desires,  for 
us  to remain sinful  because  “we”  have  no  internal driver to purify ourselves upon  “The Word of God”  to become phileo  (attractively loved)  by 
Yahweh!  The consequence of our worldly Christian illogical and unrighteous reasoning means Yahweh  cannot  attain His 144000 TCs and thus,  Satan 
cannot become constrained  (Rev.20v1-3)  because Yahweh has not reached  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs.   

Can the reader see the subtle  deviant nature  of  worldly Christianity “slid-in alongside”  (2Pet.2v1),  where Yahweh’s wonderful qualities 
have been twisted,  so He cannot fulfil His Desire to bring about  “Human Salvation”  through the route as taught by The Bible and yet so 
proficiently covered up by  “Worldly Christianity”?    

And we might ask: 
Therefore,  who really loves who,  regarding our  worldly Christian leaders in the multiplicity of conflicting reasoning?    

Yahweh,  JC, and The Apostles giving  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World to bring  “Salvation to The World”  and  worldly Christian leaders have 
covered over it for the last some 1700+ years,  –  and  “FutureLife.Org”  is now exposing all this knowledge to The World of  “The Disclosing Truth”  to 
thus end of The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14)   and  The Millennium  can commence. 
However,  in stating all of the above,  it is very important to note:- 

It is Yahweh,  Who  is  prepared to forgive  His adopted sons  for their  (genuine)  sideslips/transgressions/accidents  -  because  (in context)  
they are being driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which is operating within Yahweh.   Because personal reform 
has  occurred –  being continuously built upon  “The Word of God”  (JC)  operating as a  presence/parousia  within  these-to-be  adopted 
future sons of God.   All common sense  –  but all this perfect understanding is sadly spun out of recognition by our  worldly Christian leaders 
in their  “near to useless”  sermons regarding Mankind’s Salvation! 

Let me explain this from a different angle  (as given in one of my earlier revisions when I was starting to comprehend the subtleties, by breaking away 
from the nonsense taught by  worldly Christianity,  when I followed JC's advice at Matt.7v7-8):- 

So what does The Bible really mean in this verse? 
Using my proposed concept of “ho theos” being relative to the context,  then  “The Specific God”  is referenced here to JC,  and therefore points to 
Yahweh,  so based upon that interpretation then it would appear Yahweh is forgiving humans! 

Which indeed He is! 
Therefore,  have I just contradicted myself? 

“No!” –  Because all through this piece Paul is exhorting the Brethren to  “become like him”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1),  a TC,  being an entity with the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JCg  (as  “The Word of God”)  who is of the  one/same   in mind  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits)  as 
Yahweh,  so that he  (and the brethren  actively  aiming to be TCs)  might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   As such they become worthy,  according to  “The 
Golden/Kingly Standard”  set by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (and thus,   equally beloved  by Yahweh,  Matt.3v17, 17v5)  to be placed on “the short list”  of 
adopted future Sons of God.  If they continue this for the remaining part of the 1st part of their physical life  –  then they  shall  be adopted as Sons of God 
and resurrected as such at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= JCg’s 1st 2nd C)  where JCg comes to collect his bride.  Thus,  while in this state  “Yahweh within 
JCg has forgiven them”  which is precisely what The Verse states and what this website states  (naturally there is this concord). 

The Bible now makes  “perfect sense”  and gives us  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”  for which to aim  (hence  the next verse in context). 
More importantly it is logical and righteous  -  and specifically what The Bible teaches! 
It is  not  as we are errantly told by  worldly Christian Leaders pushing out  unrighteous sound-bites  to  ‘please the ears’  of their duped audiences that 
leads to confusion  within God’s Word  –  for which they will need to answer,  upon their resurrection  (if fortunate to be resurrected)! 

Why is this a problem? 
Because it does  not  set the correct mindset for  “Reform”  but a mindset to stay  “Unreformed”,  always to be excusing ourselves! 
But Yahweh is desirous for  “The Perfect Society”  into The Eternity,  and yet our  worldly Christian leaders  excuse/endorse  the present society 
operating according  worldly methodology supporting the present god of this world,  Satan  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  under the pretence,  “we become 
good”  by belonging to  “our group”  and  (supposedly)  “believing in JC”,  but actually this endorses  “the belief that Judas Iscariot had”  (John.6v64).  

All this is done to protect  “Religious Leaders’ Worldly Assets” to bring in a worldly return for the present age. 
As I regularly state,  they live with their head buried within this world,  rather than living as  sojourners/aliens  within this world  but having  The Vista 
of The Millennium operating  within their minds  (Luke.17v21). 

Yahweh  demands  “Personal Improvement”  if we are to survive into The Future,   
By contrast worldly Christian leaders  endorse  “business as usual”. 

Because quite simply,  if we do  not  have the correct mindset for reform,  then we remain as Esau  –  hated by Yahweh  (Mal.1v3, Rom.9v13  because we 
are Rom.3v23)  where the progeny of Esau,  as I explain in Galatians (4v22),  represents worldly Christians  (under “Esau” being  worldly Christian 
leaders).  We are to aim to become like Jacob whom Yahweh loves,  because Jacob represents  “The New Spiritual Israel”  of 144000 TCs to be elected 
from out of The (fleshly) Christian Nation during The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).  Yahweh must have this number first,  before He will move 
through JCg to constrain Satan  (Rev.20v1-3).    Obviously,  Satan desires the converse – and will use all forms of  “deviant ministry”  (in some 42,000 
Christian schisms)  through his cohorts  (Leaders of Religion”,  2Cor.11v13-15)  to stop the correct mindset from occurring.   By natural consequence,  
worldly Christian leaders personally  fulfil Satan’s desire  to hold back the onset of 144000 TCs occurring through  their deviant teaching.   
However,  Yahweh is espying those very specific people who personally break out from the  “malaise of delinquency”  to become TCs in their own right,  
internally fired by  “The Word of God”  actively operating within themselves to incrementally move forward  “Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation”. 
I regularly use the example of William Tyndale as being a notable example of how we should personally move forward Yahweh’s Plan  (please search the 
internet  –  to discover  why  this individual would be on the short list to become a  possible  candidate for Sonship,  noting it was  “The Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  who murdered him – as they did to JC). 

Thus,  repeating:- 
It is JC as “the god of us” (as JCg)  while we were still in our sinful state  (and as we are told  “alienated from Yahweh”),  who through his actions on 
this Earth some 2000 years ago  is  able to forgive  those members of his creation  provided  they  accept him  by their  actions/works.  This is either 
done at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (= “The 1st Resurrection”,  Rev.20v6)  to collect his  “forgiven and remained perfect Bride”,  or later,  to all other humans 
resurrected into The Millennium who wholly reform and become righteous after their training period  (Rev.20v7-12, Mark.2v27-28,  being the assay of 
people after their training).   Remember,  Yahweh as  “The Supreme God”  does not usurp His son’s status within The Universe before all other Entities 
of The Universe.  
JCg will ultimately destroy humans who do  not  reconcile themselves to himself in the midst of Yahweh  (we are told this alongside the 144000 TCs – 
Matt.18v28, 1Cor.6v2, etc.).  These fleshly rebellious people would have been given  every opportunity  to learn  “Righteousness”  within The 
Millennium and they shall have still refused to subordinate their life to JCg  (= to imitate JC).  There will then be no option other than to remove these  
“then-to-be”  iniquitous  humans into annihilation.   
This though,  will be done through Yahweh’s Capability being expressed in The Environment to fulfil His Desire  (the HS). 

Can the reader now see the righteous symbiotic relationship between all parties? 
As the reader can see: 
1. This exegesis makes  perfect sense  and righteous to all parties that ultimately yields a perfected society (being what Yahweh Desires). 
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2. Worldly Christian theology  is utterly useless  by having  no  common sense and unrighteous to all parties,  also  adversarial to Yahweh. 
Therefore,  what should the reader believe?   

“The Word of God”  explained to make  “righteous sense”  as given on this website  or  “The Word of God”  distorted and mashed  through 
Rev.22v18-19,  by  worldly Christian leaders into an  “illogical and unrighteous mess”  -  lost in a mystery of their  own  creation? 

Please read more of The New Testament with all my inter-verse commentaries to fully understand how all the text gives so much more support to this 
statement.  Where most of JC's parables teach,  by warning,  of what  worldly Christian leaders will do to  “God's Word”  hence Luke.20v16! 
Sadly,  these commentaries must become so long,  because I am forced to methodically and thoroughly unpick the damage the advocates  to worldly 
Christianity have done to the reasoning centres within our brain over the last some 1700+ years!   It is so much easier to teach  “1st Century 
Christianity”  to  non-Christians,  because these people have none of  “the distorted mental baggage”  that comes with  “worldly Christianity”,  being 
precisely what JC said at Luke.5v35-39.  
 
 
60th Instruction – Paul exhorts The Brethren (Christians)  to become TCs –  adopted by The Father as “beloved children”  
have taken on His Characteristics  by being the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (thus,  “imitators of God”). 
“Beloved”  to mean  “agapao/phileo/storge”,  meaning  “edifying/attractively/family  loved”. 
59th Allegory – Children to  God/Abraham  = The people  actively  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of them personally. 
Reasoning – repeat - “love” (as blandly written in worldly translated bibles)  needs to be explained:- 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

61st Instruction – TCs are to occupy their life in the charity giving of time to  accurately  educate  neighbours/strangers 
how they too are to imitate JC to become TCs in their own right.  Just as JC was driven by  {agapao love}  of the mind to 
yield up himself for the sake of  “us” (TCs)  an  oblation/offering  to Yahweh of sweet fragrance. 
92nd Reasoning – JC offered himself up for every human on this planet – but his offering only led to a successful 
conclusion in those people  who appreciated this offering and thus,  they copied JC’s lifestyle – hence  “us”  aiming to be 
TCs at the time of writing.  However, in The Millennium when most of The Resurrected World imitates JC’s lifestyle – then 
the “us”  shall include all people who proved themselves by imitating JC’s lifestyle when understanding The Knowledge!   
Seems logical;  we cannot include people who  presently reject  JC’s lifestyle to be with “us”,  we, copying JC’s lifestyle! 
60th Allegory – oblation = The giving to Yahweh a gift of new TCs from the effort of our own charity teaching work –  this 
is  real  worship to Yahweh; –  but saying empty words every week without delivering is  not  worship  but “hypocrisy”! 
61st Allegory – sweet fragrance = An offering of our lives that is accepted by Yahweh  (being pleasing to His metaphoric 
senses) – thus,  these  new/next  generation TCs presented in our personal offering  are  acceptable as future Sons of God. 
Noting:  We,  copying JC,  are offering our lives as a self-sacrifice – just as did JC – for the same personal goal! 
Eph.   5v1 og (you) {become to be}  Therefore/Then  (the) imitators/followers/emulators/copiers  of the  God [Yahweh],   
Eph.   5v1 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) children/daughters/sons   (the) {dearly/well/edifying loved}/beloved, 
Eph.   5v1 = Therefore/Then  you  {become to be}    (so these brethren are  not  yet achieving  “The Goal of Sonship”)   

{in that manner}/as  {dearly edified/loved}/beloved  children  imitators/followers/copiers  of the  God,    (of Yahweh's Methodology) 
 

Therefore,  you became to be the imitators of The God   (have His Methodology operating within your mind  [to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle]) 
in that manner as dearly beloved children   (inasmuch we become beloved  because we  precisely fulfil  The Parent's Desire). 
                 (It must be clearly understood from the previous commentary,  we can only do this by:  “Perfecting our mind”  to imitate JC) 
 

I state the obvious, – the brethren have  not  yet  “become to be”  -  and thus,  are  not  quite accepted as future Sons of God. 
Hence the exhortation by Paul for them to reach this required goal to fulfil Yahweh's Desire 

Does any of this contradict what I stated at the beginning of my commentary of the previous verse? 
No! -   Because the careful reader will notice  “they are only placed upon The Short List”  and as such,  because  they are presently,  ardently  trying to 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then  “Yahweh working through JCg”  will forgive them because they  are  trying to imitate JC.   

It is a virtuous circle of  “Righteousness”. 
However,  if they turn away and rebel  -  then they become like Judas Iscariot and hated by Yahweh.   
That is  why  worldly Christian leaders must be very careful in the manner they behave with Yahweh’s Word,  else they  could  become  iniquitous  and 
thus,  become righteously rejected by Yahweh for an eternity,  being annihilation upon their present physical death  (having  no  resurrection)! 
I must repeat  (because it is so important to understand),  we are to  “become the children learning upon Yahweh's Methodology”  (being  “The Word of 
God”)  -  then we become  imitators/followers/copiers  of what Yahweh desires to occur within ideally His  “to be adopted”  children. 

This  is  a very serious matter – and it is  my duty  as an authoritative auditor to carefully warn of the serious consequences by people not 
following instruction as given within  “The Quality Manual” – else I become culpable by not performing my assigned task correctly  
(Eze.33v1-20)  and I certainly fear Yahweh more than I do Man  (Luke.12v4-5)! 

Moreover,  this is what makes Yahweh entirely “Righteous”. 
He operates in the manner of this following sequence:- 

1. He guides us into the correct direction. 
2. He warns us of the consequences if we should sin. 
3. He gives us time within which to reform. 
4. He acts to remove the rebellion. 

This is exactly what The Bible teaches us  - and precisely what makes  charlatan Christian leaders “iniquitous”  and shall be annihilated! 
Likewise for the rebellious people in The Millennium,  they know by experience of a perfect  society/environment,  they have been given time to reform 
during The Millennium while under  “The Cover”  of JC’s death over “The Great Sabbath Day”,  after which if reform is not forthcoming they shall be 
annihilated  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15).   It is so  “Righteously Obvious”  and precisely what The Bible  “righteously tells us”! 

That is why it is my mission to tell The World,  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (Matt.24v14)  and then bring forth The Millennium.  Amen. 
Eph.   5v2 og also  (you) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}   
Eph.   5v2 og in  (to the [= within])  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,   just/as/that/how/when   
Eph.   5v2 og also  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (he [JC]) {loved by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  
Eph.   5v2 og us/our/we,  also  (he [JC]) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}   
Eph.   5v2 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
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Eph.   5v2 og {of/from us}  (the) presentation/oblation/sacrifice/offering  also  (the) {sacrifice (the act or the victim)}  
Eph.   5v2 og to the  God  into/unto  (the) fragrance/odour/savour  (of the) {good-scentedness}/fragrance/{sweet smell}. 
Eph.   5v2 = also  you  {deport yourself}/{occupy your life}  within  the  {charity love}/agape,   

just/as  also  the  Christ/Anointed  he  {loves by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  us   (TCs and brethren actively aiming to become TCs),   
also  he (JC)  {yielded up}/{cast over}  himself  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of us},   
the  presentation/oblation/offering  also  the  sacrifice  (as the act and victim)  to the  God   (Yahweh)   
unto  of the  {good-scentedness}/{sweet smelling}  the  scent/fragrance/odour. 

 

Also you deport yourself within the  agape/charity   (use your capabilities,  expressed in time,  to edify your neighbour to become Christlike) 
just/as  also the Anointed   (JC wants to give The Appointment of Sonship to compliant slaves fulfilling The Commands)   
agapao/{edifying loves}  us   (the TCs,  and the brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs) 
                 (Noting that JCg and Yahweh shall  phileo/storge  The Resultant,  but presently agapao Mankind  to deliver The Resultant  =  “Remnant”) 
                 (This subtlety is  unintelligible  to  worldly Christian leaders and theologians  –  because they  never  teach the  important  difference) 
also yielded up himself for the  sake/behalf  of us   ([1] TCs  [2] Brethren actively aiming to be TCs  [3] The Remnant from the 3rd Epoch Israel) 
the  oblation/offering  (JC providing his existence)  also the  (physical) sacrifice  (as the act and victim)  to the God  (Yahweh) 
unto of the  sweet-smelling  scent   (“The Ambience”  where TCs are offering  their life  in sacrifice  to improve the situation for their neighbour). 
 

Notice it is TCs who offer the  {charity love}/agape  through the demonstrable  (to be judged by the watching World)  personal  sacrificial  works of  
ministry/lifestyle  that imitate JC for no worldly gain/return  (except persecution only from “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because they are the  
only  people with a motive to hurt TCs).   It is only they who are exposed as  “hypocrites”  and shall loose a worldly income if a TC shows up on their 
patch publicly showing by contrast what Yahweh truly wants to occur within The Environment by both word and deed! 
That is why a TC must remain  (1) worldly neutral  and  (2) pure/blameless/innocent  in everything,  to expose “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
This activity is driven by  {principled love}/agapao  operating within the mind  (being The Mindset)  that is alien to the mindset that generally operates 
within The World today –  especially by those persons who climb  “to the top of the pile within this present worldly system”  to become our leaders  –  
else they would not otherwise succeed!   We do not become a  political/commercial/religious  leaders by being  humble/contrite  –  but rather,  the very 
opposite  -  by driving ourselves to the top of the pile  using what  (worldly)  tools   (being driven by worldly methodology)  are available to us! 
Thus,  JC offered himself in sacrifice by cutting himself away from the  “climbing to the top in the present worldly system”  – because:  “I am not part of 
the world”  (John.17v15-16)  –  his world is different,  being  “The World”  of the very  soon-to-arrive  Millennium  (about the middle of 21st Century)  of 
which he will righteously rule (Rev.19v16).  
Because JC offered himself in sacrifice away from this world:- 

1. By a 3.5 year ministry period to  accurately  teach The Word of God and to demonstrate  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v19). 
2. To become The Ransom Sacrifice,  enabling Yahweh to resurrect all humans against His Decree on Sin effectively stated at  Gen.2v17. 

While we as humans are  not  asked to perform (2) for its specific reason  (because we personally cannot, Rom.3v23),  but we  are  instructed to perform 
(1) to the very best we are able  (which will involve [2]  because of the present world we inhabit)  to bring more TCs into  “The Body of Christ”. 
The result of this action of TCs will enable Yahweh to achieve His full quota of 144000 only just before The World finally collapses in a heap of  “self-
induced annihilation”  thereby allowing The Millennium to become installed and ruled by  ideal new world leaders  –  the 144000 TCs,  having infinite 
authority and capability to do whatever they so choose – unopposed! 
Thus,  we see how the  self-sacrifice  of TCs away from this world of  self-indulgence  to use all their available time to fervently and accurately teach 
“The Word of God”  to their  neighbours/strangers  to  ever-increase  the number of next generation TCs to achieve this trigger threshold of 144000. 
Consequently,  as we read in Rev.5v8,  it is the sweet scent from the TCs’ deportment/lifestyle,  being of works that  genuinely  imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle,  where “The Offering”  of our  sacrificial lifestyle   (away from this world of self-indulgence to imitate JC's ministry)  is the number of 
TCs we offer  (freely and simply for  no  worldly return).  This is given in our sacred service  (absolutely not religious  works/customs  detested  by 
Yahweh, Matt.23v23),  to become the future Sons of God to Yahweh.  This is precisely what The Bible tells us!   The reason why I need to generate a four 
million plus word website is because I must most enthusiastically teach almost  the opposite  to what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach to us  - 
in particular  worldly  Christian leaders who are supposedly entrusted with  “The Word of God”  of which they apparently are so competently able to tie 
up in  unrighteous  knots! 

If I was able to speak to a person with a clean mind  (Luke.5v35-39)  –  then the whole of Yahweh’s plan could be given in a paragraph with 
perhaps ten pages of support citations from both The Old and New Testament to fully endorse the single paragraph outline!  

However,  that one paragraph needs to be expanded to about four million words by carefully reasoned exegesis to untangle the utter nonsense coming 
out of “Christendom” – what an absolute farce!   However,  JC taught by example after example,  this would occur during the next some 2000 years 
while Yahweh extracts His 144000  “Early Adopters”  to become  “The Tools”  for the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
The problem with “Religion” is that it  excuses  “Human”  violation to Yahweh’s Desire,  and in the meantime interjects  “customs”  that are 
fraudulently given to  “supposedly to save”   the devotees  -  when actually  “religious customs”  are an  anathema  to Yahweh  (Matt.23v23). 
We are told of the one  and only  custom given by  “The Word of God”  (= JC,  Rev.19v13)  is  “The Once a Year”  (and most Christian leaders get that 
wrong holding it weekly)  “Remembrance Meal”  (on The Eve of The Passover, Jewish Nissan 14))  that replaces  “The Passover”  at Jewish Nissan 15. 
(Noting the most important 6 hour overlap between  Jewish Day Nissan 15 [Passover meal],  and  European Day effectively is still Nissan 14  [sacrifice 
and meal],  this is not recognise by  virtually all  Christians today – including myself for many years!) 

And how many “Christians” observe that requirement? 
The problem lies squarely at the door of the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  not caring  for  any form of precision  in what they do  (just outputting 
a load of unrighteous waffle,  demonstrating themselves to have no authority  [compared with Mark.1v22, Acts.13v42-44, etc.]),  -  because their mindset 
is  demonstrably firmly rooted in The World! 
This is precisely what The Bible tells us again,  and again,  and again,  … … …   almost to  “infinitum throughout most of its pages”!  
 
62nd Instruction – Paul exhorts The Brethren (Christians)  not partake in worldly prostitution  (seeking self-indulgence),  
or greed  –  because none of these characteristics are to be found in TCs as determined by Yahweh. 
62nd Allegory – prostitution = the giving of your life to The World in self-indulgence,  rather than in purity to Yahweh. 
26th Warning – Do not be adulterous –  but  worldly Christian leaders can be adulterers  (both  physical/spiritual)! 
63rd Allegory – Adultery = Lack of fidelity to a public declaration = Christian Leaders after baptism to Yahweh  (by 
contract)  then return to the self-indulgence of The World  –  while still pretending to represent Yahweh’s interests. 
63rd Instruction – We must not be fraudsters in anything that we do – it creates the wrong mindset to rule The Resurrected 
World.  Yet that is just what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do regarding their representation of The Almighty God! 
64th Instruction – Paul exhorts The Brethren (Christians)  not to partake in shamefulness  (when compared with JC’s 
example),  buffoonery,  jesting  –  but rather in  {acts of gratitude}/{grateful language}. 
27th Warning – Absolutely know this,  people behaving as spiritual prostitutes  (with the world),  impure  (in thoughts),  
covetous  (to fuel self-indulgence),  {image worshippers}  (of anything in this world),  none  of these people will  inherit   
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“The Responsibility of The Kingdom of God”  that becomes JCg’s kingdom  (when he rules in The Millennium – 
Rev.19v16).  Noting they can become  “part of The Inheritance”  to be taught  “Righteousness”. 
28th Warning – Do not be an idoliser –  but many worldly Christian leaders are idolisers  (both  physical/spiritual), spun 
by combining the first two of  “The Ten Commandments”  to excuse their  (RCC)  practice of  making/selling  idols! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Heirs = The 144000 TCs to become  kings/priests  and rule over “The Resurrected World” (Rev.1v6) 
Allegory – repeat - The Inheritance = operates at two levels.  The 1st level would be of Canaan becoming Israel filled with 
Israelites under “worldly Jerusalem”.  The 2nd level is occurs in The Millennium being  The World becoming “Israel” by 
name  filled with all resurrected humans  (new “fleshly Israelites”)  to learn  “Righteousness”  from JCg and his bride of 
144000 TCs then to be  kings/priests  being part of the ruling  “New Spiritual Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v2). 
64th Allegory – The kingdom of God = a society that operates under  (and thus,  fulfils)  Yahweh’s Desire.  
93rd Reasoning – People presently performing worldly things  (including “closet” worldly Christians)  though not 
inheriting The Kingdom of God,  they will be resurrected to  be part of it  -  to learn righteousness and then to be assayed. 
94th Reasoning – Quite simply – if our mind operates upon worldly methodology –  then we are  not  capable to rule other 
people in The Millennium  (being not capable of ruling ourselves to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire)!   Yahweh shall not 
bring in The Millennium until He has His 144000  demonstrably proven worthy individuals  from out of The Gospel Age. 
Eph.   5v3 og (the) harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication  And  also  (the) impurity/blemished/uncleanness  
Eph.   5v3 og or/than/either/rather  (the) avarice/fraudulency/extortion/{covetous practices}/greediness   
Eph.   5v3 og {and/but not}/neither/nor  (let it be) {assigned an appellation}/uttered/professed/called/named   
Eph.   5v3 og in  {to [= within] yourselves},   
Eph.   5v3 og just/as/that/how/when   (it is) {tower up}/{be conspicuous}/suitable/proper/fitting/becoming   
Eph.   5v3 og (to the) blameless/{holy persons}/saints; 
Eph.   5v3 = And  the  harlotry/prostitution/adultery/fornication,    

also  the  impurity/blemish/uncleanness  or  the  avarice/fraud/extortion/{covetous practices}/greed   
neither  let it be  professed/named  within  yourselves,   
just/as   (it is to be spiritually  clean/undefiled)   it is  suitable/proper/befitting  to the  {holy people}/TCs. 

 

And the adultery   (taking upon ourselves  “worldly methodology”  instead of  remaining entirely faithful  to JC as “The Word of God”) 
also impurity   (being where  “worldly methodology”  takes our thinking,  to  dirty/sully  “The Purity”  of Yahweh’s Methodology) 
or fraudulence   (being  “the distortion”  made upon  “The Word of God”  to  supposedly excuse  our worldly practices  [Jude.v4]) 
neither let it be named within yourselves   (let not The World,  and more importantly Yahweh,  recognise the above operating within yourselves) 
just/as  (being “spiritually  clean/undefiled”)  it is  suitably/befitting  (to be named)  to the holy people  (TCs). 
 

All forms of  “prostitution”  have this secondary meaning at the spiritual level.  It means  “false worship”  of anything that is sourced by The World  
(away from Yahweh)  which is effectively directed towards Satan.  Where our mind has become contaminated by worldly inducements to consume our 
time away from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire which is to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  (to yield the next generation of TCs)  for absolutely  no  
worldly return except abuse from  “Leaders of Religion”  publicly shown to be hypocrites to what they espouse – by the righteous works of a TC! 
“Uncleanness”  means operating within The World,  driven by worldly methodology to practise sin and thus,  being alienated from Yahweh. 
“Fraud”  is driven by “Selfishness”  being a  “base desire”  that uses  “greed”  to feed this self-indulgence.    
Interestingly,  “selfishness”  spawns  “hate”  when  “selfishness” is externally restrained.  Thus, “hate” is a  by-product  of  “selfishness”. 
Consequently,  it is  “selfishness”  that is  the real opposite  to “Love”,  especially when we know that  real  “love”  being  {principle love}/agapao  is 
directed to edify our neighbour  (Yahweh’s Methodology)  rather than to be self-indulging ourselves to our neighbour’s hurt (worldly methodology). 
Hopefully,  the reader can understand how all these terms inter-relate –  and likewise,  absolutely  not  as we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders. 
Thus,  Paul is telling us these negative qualities must  not  be found amongst those people desiring election by Yahweh to become accepted as TCs. 
Eph.   5v4 og Also  (the) shamefulness/obscenity/filthiness/vileness   
Eph.   5v4 og also  (the) {silly talk}/buffoonery/{foolish utterances}   
Eph.   5v4 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {well turned}/{ready a repartee}/{(vulgar) witticism}/ribaldry/jesting,   
Eph.   5v4 og the (things)  no/not/none  (the) attaining/{being fit/proper}/convenient/becoming,   
Eph.   5v4 og but  {more than}/better/rather  (the) {act of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}. 
Eph.   5v4 = Also  not  {be fit/proper}/convenient   (are)   the things   (of)  the  shamefulness/filthiness/vileness, 

also  the  {silly talk}/buffoonery/{foolish utterances}  or  the  {ready a repartee}/jesting/ribaldry,      
but  rather  the  {acts of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}. 

 

Also not be  fit/proper  the things of:- 
the  shamefulness/filthiness/vileness   (these things degrade  “The Vista of Yahweh”  within the minds of external observers) 
also the  {silly talk}/buffoonery/{foolish utterances}   (as above) 
or the  {ready at repartee}/jesting/ribaldry   (as above), 
but rather the  {acts of gratitude}/grateful language}/{giving thanks}   (gives the correct attitude of what Yahweh likes to see in people). 
                (Because the latter magnifies Yahweh within the mind of the outside observer judging the deportment of a TC.) 

 

Good instruction on:- 
1. What we must  not  do within our life,  and  
2. What we must be doing within our life. 

However,  it is a good verse that  gives insight  on  the  internal  attitude of a TC.  
The things in this verse are very worldly – and seen throughout all of society – as a joke for a laugh. 
But the point is this,  it is self–indulgent for the perpetrator and those participants around enjoying the joke,  but there is always a victim being the 
neighbour/stranger  at the end of the joke.  And it is  this  that demonstrates the worldly nature in action,  working within the mind of the participants 
leading to an incorrect  spirit/personality/desires/traits  not  worthy of The Millennium, – hence  reform  must take place ideally now to become a TC or 
later during The Millennium when taught  “Righteousness”  on how  not  to behave like this! 
Eph.   5v5 og that/this/there/here  For  {you are/belong/be}  (the) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding},   
Eph.   5v5 og because  (the) every  (the [person]) prostitute/debauchee/libertine/whore-monger/fornicator   
Eph.   5v5 og or/than/either/rather  (the [person]) impure/unclean/foul   
Eph.   5v5 og or/than/either/rather  (the [person]) {desiring/eager to hold/gain  more}/avaricious/covetous   
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Eph.   5v5 og who/which/that  (he/she) is  (the [person]) {image servant/worshipper}/idolater,   
Eph.   5v5 og no/not/none  (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has  (the) heirship/patrimony/possession/inheritance   
Eph.   5v5 og in  to the [= within]  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  also  (of the) God [Yahweh]. 
Eph.   5v5 = For  this  {you are}  {absolutely  knowing/understanding},   

because  every  prostitute/fornicator,   
or the  (person)   impure/unclean   (in thoughts),   
or the  (person)   {desiring to gain more}/covetous,   
who  he/she is  the  {image worshipper}/idolater,   
not  he/she  possess/has  heirship/inheritance/possession  within  the kingdom  of the  Christ/Anointed –  also  of the  God’s  (kingdom). 

 

For this you are absolutely  knowing/understanding, 
because every fornicator   (being  “The Physical”  directing our mind to consider  “The Spiritual”  –  as being  “The Driver”) 
                 (It is The Mind desiring to have intimate intercourse with worldly Methodology,  while outwardly pretending to have Yahweh’s Methodology) 
or the person  impure/unclean   (in thoughts,  that operate according to worldly methodology) 
or the person  {desiring to gain more}/covetous   (being any person  “taking control over The Environment”  to gain more  [= “leader”]) 
who  he/she  is the  {image worshiper}/idolater   (consuming time to a fantasy creation in our mind,  to personally titivate our senses)  
not  he/she  has the  heirship/inheritance   (will  not  be placed as a  king/priest  over  “The Resurrected World”) 
within The Kingdom   (during The Millennium –  operating under Yahweh’s Methodology as  “The  Singular/Local  Heaven/Authority”)   
of the Anointed   (144000 anointed Sons of God,  operating under The Head,  Premier “Son of God”  [JCg]  are ruling The World) 
also of God’s Kingdom   (Yahweh’s Methodology is being accurate represented and taught to  “The Resurrected World”). 
 

Paul clearly states,  people practicing unclean things driven by unclean thoughts within The Mind  (being unclean  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  will  
not  inherit  “The Kingdom of God” (Yahweh)  administered by JCg (Rev.19v16). 
Where,  as I explain  “The Kingdom of God”  means  “a society that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire”  and this can come early as JC instructs us within his 
ministry  (Luke.17v21)  being those individuals who  “inherit  (= rule/administer)  The Kingdom of God”  must first  demonstrably  have  “the kingdom 
of God operating within their mind” (repeating Luke.17v21)  during the 1st part of their physical life  (TCs.   

This must occur first,  to have  proven themselves worthy  with small amounts of  “Responsibility”  (with “The Word of God”)  to rule as  
future  kings/priests  in the 2nd part of their physical life.  See the advice Paul gives to Timothy and Titus in his letters to them regarding the 
appointment of a new  Overseer/Elder  to an ecclesia. 

Reiterating the obvious reason for this:- 
The rulers must  demonstrate their capability first  –  before  they are  given more  authority/responsibility  over  more people! 
Now it may be over 100 people,  but in The Millennium,  it may be over 100,000 people  (assuming 14 billion / 144000) 

As I said earlier –  it is all obvious!   Moreover,  precisely what The Bible tells us  (Matt.25v15-24, Luke.19v16-19). 
However,  this  “obvious reasoning”  seems to have escaped our  worldly Christian leaders in their  “supposed reasoning”  (perhaps by them not 
reading the two citations,  they tend to demonstrate very selective minds, Rev.22v18-19)! 
They tell us  (if anything about Yahweh’s Plan)  that,  all people are the heirs  (actually they teach: all  “Christians”  are the heirs,  and non-Christians 
“are to burn in hell”')  being  absolutely contrary  to everything we are told in The Original Greek  (but perhaps not contrary to what some of our  errant  
English bible translations give after being passed through  –  Rev.22v18-19 by the translators  –  the first notable example would be The NIV)! 

My commentaries must become so long to unpick the  unrighteous  ramblings/waffle  of  worldly Christian theologians.   
It is so much easier to talk to atheists or people of other world religions because they do  not  have all the  unrighteous  baggage  cluttering 
up the mind  of  “Christians”  (Luke.5v37-39)! 

Thus,  we understand,  Paul is exhorting them to become The New Rulers,  to become  The Heirs  over/of  what is to be  “The Resurrected World”.   
Quite simply stated,  they will  not  be given that position by Yahweh if they have any form of worldly methodology languishing within their mind!   
Yahweh is  only  desirous for wholly perfected minded people having wholly built  “The New Creature/Creation”  being  “of their mind”  upon  “The 
Word of God”  and practice this “Knowledge”  with utmost fidelity  – to become His proven Tools to then perfect  “The Resurrected World”. 

Yahweh wants His Early Adopters  now  so He can bring in The Millennium and get on with perfecting  “The Resurrected World”. 
Sadly,  like The Pharisees  (of The 1st Epoch Israel),  our  worldly Christian leaders  (of the 2nd Epoch Israel)  are getting in the way  (Matt.23v13)  to 
stop this from occurring,  by diluting what  “The Word of God”  truly means  (2Cor.11v4, Jude.v4)  with nuances of worldly methodology thrown in as  
“The Whim”  takes them – so they and their customers might  self-indulge  in their own respective manner on the worldly proceeds! 

Thus,  returning to this verse:- 
This means a TC has the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within them  now  (spiritually within  his/her  mind) -  as there  will be  
operating within  “The Physical Kingdom of God”  operating under the  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of Yahweh,  being the HS made manifest 
within The Environment. 

This will start to occur within The Millennium as JCg and his bride  (his 144000 proven loyal assistants/TCs)  continuously work upon  “The 
Resurrected Society”  to  “pull it into shape”  during the individuals'  2nd part of their physical life! 

I needed to explain it in a rather rambling manner because  worldly Christian leaders muddle all these terms up  (if mentioned at all)  into nonsense,  
and I have need to be fairly verbose to unscramble the illogical statements supposedly made on Yahweh’s behalf by some obviously  “clueless people”! 
However,  as this website makes all things perfectly clear,  Paul is setting  “The Goal” unto which we are to aim,  being  “The Target for TCs”  to be 
fulfilling what Yahweh Desires during The Gospel Age.  This becomes the realisation of  “The Promise being The Inheritance for TCs”  “Grabbing for 
The Birthright”   starting  (way back)  with Abraham,  through Isaac and then Jacob cum “Israel”  (as I thoroughly explain elsewhere). 
However,  also as this website makes perfectly clear,  those people who are presently  prostitutes/fornicators,  impure/unclean,  people  {desiring to gain 
more}/covetous,  image worshippers  are to be  resurrected to become  part  of  “The Inheritance”  so they might personally  learn righteousness  of 
which the majority will succeed in this perfect environment.   
The caveat being:   

Provided they do  not  claim to represent Yahweh,  and then destroy His Word within the  eyes/minds  of worldly beholders through  their 
iniquitous actions   (as do  charlatan Christian leaders beguiling their deluded flocks for a worldly income, Acts.20v29, etc.)! 

Note also,  the wider application of  “fornicators”  being people  “prostituting themselves with the world”  rather than with  “The Word of God”. 
“Adulterers”  is much severer terminology,  because these individuals are actually  “declared married to JCg”  and thus,  adultery to The World by 
participating within those practices becomes a renouncing of what is known,  thereby becoming  “iniquitous”. 
This reasoning is  naturally  alien to quite a number of people ardently calling themselves “Christians”  to be leaders over  “The Christian Nation”  
falling under the title of  “Esau”  as Paul makes very clear by warning at Rom.9v13  (please see my local commentary)! 

What staggers me is the fact,  when humans want to ignore something,  then it is amazing how blind they can make themselves become,  when  
“facts”  are thrashed into the face! 

Likewise,  with  worldly Christian leaders!   Most of The New Testament is directly written about them and these leaders arrogantly pass The New 
Testament through Rev.22v18-19 so these warnings magically  “just disappear from view”!     Utterly fascinating to witness! 

That is why we need The Millennium so  “The Disclosing Truth”  shall be revealed  (Luke.12v2-3). 
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29th Warning – TCs exhort The Brethren (Christians)  not to be  deluded/deceived  by  empty/worthless  words/sayings  for 
it is because of these  worthless things  (spoken as vanity)  presumptuously said in  His  Name/Character/Authority  that 
Yahweh will bring wrath upon such sons of  rebellion/stubbornness  (saying such things  [however most sincerely]). 
65th Allegory – empty words = “beautiful soundbites”,  “wonderful things being said”  in the name of Yahweh and JC that 
being part of this congregation then ...,  you will be saved ...,  we worship God ...,  etc.,  without delivering the goods  of 
being a totally reformed mind operating upon agapao that Yahweh Desires to see as fully given in The Epistles to yield the 
next generation of TCs.  Sadly,  this is  “naturally”  completely ignored by  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons! 
30th Warning – Wrath/Vengeance of God = directed to  “Religious Leaders claiming to Know” – but they usurp JC as 
“The Word of God”.  Charlatan Christian leaders maul “God’s Word” to make a fleshly living out of it,  hence Yahweh is 
“Avenging His personal Word”  by  ignoring  these leaders at  both  resurrections  (hence they become  annihilated). 
31st Warning – rebellious people = These can only be people knowing about something about which they can rebel.  Thus,  
it excludes non-Christians  (having no depth of knowledge of God’s Word)  hence this terminology can only be directed to 
“Christians”  having “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”,  noting specifically Luke.12v46-48  (hence “leaders”). 
95th Reasoning – Yahweh is only interested in yielding a perfect future society of The Millennium.  Yahweh is  absolutely 
not  interested in “Christians”  saying wonderful things about Him  (worshipping/singing songs, etc.).  This is how a 
worldly mind operates, Yahweh is  only  interested in “The Depth of The Mind” that is fulling His Desire that is to bring 
forth The Future Millennium, being the next stage of His “Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”.  Worldly Christian leaders 
just  “Do not get this”  because they,  themselves,  have a  worldly mind operating on  worldly methodology  (2Tim3v5)! 
32nd Warning – Paul exhorts The Brethren (Christians)  to avoid these congregations operating in personal vanity. 
65th Instruction –  Repeatedly  Paul warns his The Brethren (Christians) in his epistles of  worldly  leaders coming into 
Christianity and seducing these fledgling congregations away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  Now some 1700+ years 
later “The Art” has been perfected in some 37,000 different  spirit/personality/desires/traits  worldly Christian sects – that 
is why there are so many of them – else there would only be one!   There will  only  be One in The Millennium – being that 
headed by JCg and his 144000 TCs who were  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  in the 1st part of their life. 
66th Allegory – Darkness =  knowing only how to self-indulge  (to the hurt of our neighbour) =  faulty deportment. 
Representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
32nd Good News – There are TCs within The World by being martyrs  (= the living example/witness)  accurately teach and 
explain how people can fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and through the Lord’s light are exhorting  The Brethren (Christians)  to 
occupy their life by becoming as children of the light.   And thus,  they  personally  bring forth The Millennium. 
66th Instruction – Lord/Master  means just that!   We precisely fulfil what our  lord/master  instructs of us.  This is not 
public lip-service,  but rather we absolutely imbue  “The Word of God”  so our  lord/master  has a  presence/parousia  
driving our mind from within as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13 and 19v16 in context – locally now at Luke.17v21). 
67th Allegory – Light = The Accurate Knowledge of Yahweh’s Desire for all people as given by JC and the TCs,  enabling 
us to see how to correctly deport ourselves not fearing public observation upon our lifestyle. 
People operating in the light have no fear of public examination of their private lives that matches what they teach. 
Allegory – repeat - Children to  God/Abraham  = The people  actively  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of them personally. 
Eph.   5v6 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)  {specifically yourselves}  (let he/she) cheat/delude/deceive   
Eph.   5v6 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) empty/worthless/vain  (to the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning;   
Eph.   5v6 og through (reason of)  these (things)  for  (he/it is) accompany/appear/bring/coming [middle voice]   
Eph.   5v6 og the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance  of the  God  over/upon/concerning   
Eph.   5v6 og the  sons  of the  disbelief/rebellious/disobedience/{non commitment}. 
Eph.   5v6 = Let  {no one}  person  (worldly Christian leaders)   

he/she  cheat/delude/deceive  {specifically yourselves}  in  empty/worthless  words/sayings/reasoning,   
for  through reason of  these things  The  Wrath/Anger/Vengeance  of the  God   (Yahweh) 
it/is  personally  coming/appearing  upon/concerning   
the sons  of the  rebellion/stubbornness/{non-commitment}   (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 

 

Let no person   (worldly  [and the worst being charlatan]  Christian leaders   taking an  errant  position on  “The Word of God”) 
cheat/delude/deceive  specifically yourselves   (being the congregational members genuinely trying to come to Yahweh) 
in empty  words/sayings/reasonings   (errantly  purporting to be  “The Word of God”,  thereby  not  allowing you to reach “The Goal of Sonship”), 
for through reason of these things  The Wrath/Vengeance  of the God   (Yahweh,  in retaliation to  the mauling  on His  Personal  Word)  
is personally coming upon the sons of the  rebellion/stubbornness   (these are  supposed  representatives of God,  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 
 

Let us carefully reason upon this verse – because I have made some  very serious accusations  within it  and these claims need to be substantiated! 
“Empty/worthless  words/reasoning “  can only come from  {silver tongued}/eloquent  speakers  telling us what  we want to hear  rather than 
the things that fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Yahweh is  not  interested in non-Christians  (unless He knows of a non-Christian who will become a 
future TC,  hence Rev.3v20 will occur)  because non-Christians automatically have The Millennium to catch them  (1John.2v2, 4v14).   
Also in context,  Paul is warning The Brethren  (as he did to The Galatians and others)  of  “The New Breed” of  “worldly Christian leaders”  
springing up to infiltrate  “The Teaching”  of which Paul specifically taught.  - Thus,  Paul is  only  speaking about  worldly Christian 
doctrine of which we have today  (2Cor.11v4, Gal.3v1, etc.),  which has morphed away from the  “1st Century Christian Doctrine”  as taught 
by JC and The Apostles,  into perhaps  "The 2nd Century Christian Doctrine”  (via Gnostics and the suchlike)  and morph again until 
becoming firmly established by dictate in The 4th Century.  
Please Note:  I am fully aware of Gnostic teaching  –  having read many of their “efforts”,  easily dismissed – just like  “The 20th Century 
Christianity”  having morphed  “n+1”  times into something even more  “treacherously deceptive” – unless an  educated mind  can penetrate 
its teaching.  Inasmuch  “20th to 21st Century Christianity”  publicly excuses  “Deviancy”  to God’s Word – as forewarned in The Bible. 

Sadly,  when I hear sermons given by virtually all  worldly Christian leaders,  I realise when compared to what The Bible  specifically tells us  –  then  all  
are empty and  worthless words of waffle  that give lovely sounding  “soundbites”  to  “please the ears”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  to make the audiences  feel happy  
–  but the exegesis given by these  worldly Christian leaders  is utterly useless!   Could almost be given by a leader of  any  religion! 

Some sermons perhaps could have been given by an atheist  (maybe closer to the truth than people might admit)  but with the words  “God”  
and  “Jesus”  tossed in to give some sense of legitimacy!   What a farce! 
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In fact,  it is  “worse than useless”,  in some instances –  being  blatantly wrong – as my public analysis of their  worldly sermons show us! 
I would go further to state:  It would be better if many of these  worldly Christian leaders just kept their mouth shut rather than deceive those children of 
The Flock  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2),  from of whom Yahweh desires TCs.   This is  not  the route to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  by contrast, they 
provide the large open doorway that will ultimately lead to destruction if people continued along this route and do not personally reform during The 
Millennium  (Matt.7v12-15)  –  noting in particular v15 of the citation referring to the leaders of their flocks! 
Furthermore:- 
As I state:  The Greek Word  (“apeitheia” StrongsTM 543)  is  “rebellion/stubbornness/{non-commitment}”,  thus,  these people  must  intimately  know  
“The Word of God”,  consequently,  this word can  only  be applied to declared  “Christians”,  it logically  cannot  be people who are of other religions 
and know  nothing  of Christianity,  or perhaps atheists who reject Christianity because of the antics and shenanigans of  worldly Christian leaders,  who 
themselves are preaching useless exegesis! 
As a  competent external  Auditor,  I am writing to awaken these  worldly Christian leaders  from their slumbers and galvanise them into action to reform 
their ways now they have  “The Knowledge”  thoroughly explained to them on this website (Matt.24v14).  This is what Yahweh  demands  of these 
leaders to start teaching before The Millennium starts -  but presently they are the son who says:  “Yes!”,  but does not fulfil his Father's Desire  
(Matt.21v28-31 please see my local commentary  –  there is more in it than immediately meets the eye)! 
Naturally,  we together have  “The Knowledge”  very carefully explained -  so please grasp this opportunity for  “Sonship” –  being the most wonderful 
opportunity that we as individuals can  ever  possibly have  in our whole existence –  it is  a  once only  offer -  only  available during the 1st part of our 
physical life  –  so please  grab/grasp  (as did Jacob)  this opportunity with both hands  (else perhaps Matt.8v12,  please read my local commentary)! 
Eph.   5v7 og not  Therefore/Then  (you) {become to be}  (the) {co-participants}/partakers/{joint sharers}  {of them}; 
Eph.   5v7 = Therefore/Then  not  you  {become to be}  {co-participants}/{joint sharers}  {of them}   (worldly Christian leaders). 
 

Therefore,  not you   (Brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   
become to be the  co-participants  of them   (do not go to seminaries [Matt.23v15],  but go to  “The Word of God”  in a  good  Bible translation); 
         (Notice two important external observations made of JC and of the Apostles at John.7v15 and Acts.4v13, having personally gained The Knowledge) 

 

Paul gives this warning, because it is evidentially possible,  and without Paul’s warning we could personally push away Yahweh's HS if we become 
mixed with people using God’s Word as a tool for worldly gain – either we become  (1) the victims  or  (2) become the leaders extracting worldly gain! 
Clearly if we attended such sermons and meetings given by our millions of  worldly Christian leaders all around The World,  then we too will become  
{co-participants}/{joint sharers}  of this type of message  and deviancy!   We shall be  led away  from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire that is to achieve 
personal “Sonship”  –  by those leaders who must have  no  real regard for Yahweh  –  else they would  not  be behaving as they presently do in a 
worldly manner.  They do  not  precisely imitate JC’s Ministry/lifestyle  and likewise cannot achieve Sonship themselves!    

Why go to a demonstrable inferior teacher if you personally want to be good at something?   
Surely,  this does not sound a very good idea! 
However,  people go to what they want to receive  -  and will pay good money to have their ears and emotions tickled (2Tim.4v3-4)! 

All very simple and obvious!   But it is  only  “obvious”  if we  personally and intimately know  “The Word of God”! 
Like perhaps solving a quadratic equation is easy and obvious to a mathematician,  but not so to the general public! 
The difference between the mathematician and religious leader,  is the mathematician would freely offer to explain how to solve it,  by contrast,  a 
Religious Leader would not explain Yahweh’s “Most Marvellous Plan for Human Salvation” for two reason  (1) does not know what it is,  (2) could not 
make any worldly gain out of it! 
To intimately know  “The Word of God”  means we must personally read it from a  reliable  Bible translation of perhaps at least  pre  1950 CE  for 
example the KJV  (being a sincere translation [with some inconsequential errors]) –  or use the translation given on this website:  “FutureLife.Org”  -  
being  the most  accurate and transparent  available on this planet!   A claim I am sure will be confirmed by Greek scholars! 

Note:  I designed the translation to be commutative –  inasmuch my English translation could be used to derive The Original Greek.  That is 
the best test for accuracy in translation,  return the translation to the original Greek Word, no other English translation can make that claim). 

Quite simply  worldly Christian leaders teach their congregations  not  to search  (contrary to Matt.7v7-8).   Scraps of poisonous  “Knowledge”  are 
tossed down to the congregations  (Luke.16v19-21)  from  “on high”  keeping  “the cattle tightly corralled”  being more easily managed in an  “ignorant 
and passive”  state!   This is appalling!   I use the word “poisonous”  deliberately,  because  “the filtered knowledge”  given,  has  “The Lure”  this is all 
we need to be  “loved” by “God  -  when coming to this particular meeting at any one of the some 42,000 schisms,  from those schisms springing up in 
the last year to those having a pedigree stretching back some 1700 years!   By contrast,  God’s Word is teaching and requesting from us,  as individuals,  
very much more  to  correctly fulfil His Desire.  Thus,  we realise these leaders are  “all tarred with the  one/same  brush”  –  the leaders are driven by 
worldly methodology,  else quite simply they would teach in the manner Paul taught in his epistles  -  and  “no-one”  knows what is really in these 
epistles because The Leaders operate according to worldly methodology  (and around the unrighteous circle we go). 

Yahweh wants 144000 TCs before He can incrementally move on to the next stage of His  “Plan for Human Salvation”! 
That is  “Rule Number 1”.   Rule Number 2 is the required refining of a human mind to become entirely Christlike,  to become a TC.   

Has the reader been told of Rule Number 1 and Rule Number 2?  
If not  –  then that proves my point!   We need to be taught of  “The Goal”  –  so we know where to go!   Else how can we get there? 
This is all part of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”. 

Has the reader been taught this? 
No?   Then there we go again,  around the unrighteous circle! 

Eph.   5v8 og (you) were  For  {sometime past}/then/previously  (the) shadiness/obscurity/darkness,   
Eph.   5v8 og now/present/immediate  and  (the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity   
Eph.   5v8 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master;   {in that manner}/likewise/as  
Eph.   5v8 og (the) children/daughters/sons  (of the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity   
Eph.   5v8 og (you) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}, 
Eph.   5v8 = For you were  then/previously  of the  obscurity/darkness,    (worldly methodology in the 1st part of our spiritual life) 

and  now/presently  within  the  lord’s  illumination/light;    (“The Word of God”  gave entrance to the 2nd part of our spiritual life) 
(therefore)  {deport yourself}/{occupy your lifestyle}  {in that manner}/as  the  children  of the  illumination/light. 

 

For you   (brethren/sisters  actively aiming to be TCs by copying Paul as he copied JC  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Peter saying 1Pet.2v21, etc.,]  … … ) 
were previously of the darkness   (previously operated according to worldly methodology,  to  “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”) 
And now  (you are)  within the  lord’s/master’s  light   (“The Word of God”  [JC]  that is ideally to actively drive our mind  [master over slave]) 
(therefore, having this knowledge)  deport yourselves in that manner as children of the light   (immature people who must learn what to do). 
 

Very interesting verse that operates at two levels:- 
First level:- 

We all  were  in darkness  without  “The Knowledge”  to reform our mind,  but now we have  “The Knowledge”  (being  “The Word of God”  
so we might see how to correctly deport ourselves,  and not be afraid to have our works exposed to The World at large [Luke.12v3]),  and 
also know what we must do to translate this knowledge into  The Real Faith  (comprising of the  three  composite parts, namely:  accurate 
knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 

Thus,  this verse does not state  “you are a TC”  –  but rather  having  “The Knowledge”  to become a TC.   
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Thus,  we have  “The Illumination”  so that we might see where to walk to miss the pitfalls in our life.   
But this is an enormous difference to:- 

While we might have  “The Illumination”  to see the pitfalls,  but voluntarily choose to deliberately tread into the pitfalls because we like the 
outcome of worldly gratification delivered by the pitfalls  (dragging us away from achieving Sonship at the end of our present existence)! 

Quite simply deduced,  a  “Christian”  choosing to following Satan’s methodology,  chooses to be a masochist! 
Sadly,  certain  worldly Christians behaving like this are not presently understanding these actions  will eventually  become  “masochistic”. 
Second level:- 

People operating darkness do so,  to hide their actions from public examination,  precisely as we witness in  “Religion”  as one leg of society  
(and elsewhere – but that is to be expected within this world of  politics and commerce,  being the other two legs of society).   
People of politics and commerce make no claim to represent an extra-terrestrial form of methodology -  so they are firmly planted in this 
world.  However “Professional Leaders of Religion”  should not be like this,  they should be  accurately  representing  “The Almighty God of 
The Universe,  yet they do not,  but smartly jump into bed with Politics and Commerce  (as Revelations chapters 17 and 18 tell us).  
By contrast,  TCs walk in The Light and make their  deportment/lifestyle  available for public scrutiny – supposed warts and all! 
Yet TCs do not have  “warts”  in their behaviour and that is what makes them  pure/innocent/blameless  of all charges that could be levelled 
against them by any human on this planet.   That is why there  are  only  144000 TCs gathered from out of the Gospel Age,  being perhaps 
about 1 TC in 100,000 people of the general population   (calculated from  7 billion / [144000 /2 ]  as an approximation). 

Last comment on this verse:- 
Supports what I declared in Eph.4v18,  we all were  “once in darkness”,  an expression for those people having  no  knowledge of  “Christianity”.  

But once a person comes upon  “The Knowledge”,  then it  is  possible to then  “have their understanding darkened”.   
If their understanding is darkened through wilful acts of  disobedience,  then  irrespective  of what some  false Christian Leaders say,  JCg as  “The 
Word of God”  cannot yield the HS within someone,  because quite simply,  they are  rejecting  aspects of  “The Complete Word of God”  (hence 
James.1v6-8)  that would otherwise,  yield The HS within their mind  (because sadly,  they are applying Rev.22v18-19 within their mind).   
If we personally choose to ignore aspects of  “The Word of God”,  and twist other parts of  “The Word of God”  (so that we might excuse ourselves)  
then we do  not  have the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to reform our mind,  and thereby demonstrably showing ourselves as  not  having the 
HS  and thus,  become pruned off The Vine by Yahweh  (John.15v1-8)  for a position of future Sonship,  noting also what Paul said at Rom.11v15-25.  
Furthermore,  we are told  “The specific god”  will not be mocked  (Gal.6v7)  especially if Yahweh can read our  mind/motives  (1Sam.16v7)!  
 
67th Instruction – For the fruit of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (sourced by Yahweh = HS)  is in all 
goodness/virtue,  also  righteousness/equitable  and Truth. 
68th Allegory – fruit = the type of personality delivering charitable  works/acts/deeds  to our  neighbour/stranger, 
particularly in  accurately  feeding The Mind with  “The Word of God”  to make  “Yahweh's Pure Desire manifest within 
The Environment”  that yields the required 144000 TCs to personally bring forth The Millennium. 
96th Reasoning – Obviously,  but have need to state the obvious,  “goodness, righteousness and Truth”  means just that –  
rather than a  “feigned faith”  given a pretence of delivering these virtues.  To ascertain what is correct then it is 
absolutely essential to  personally  gain  accurate knowledge –  for without it we will flounder and become  duped/deluded 
by those leaders who say the most wonderful things  merely for the worldly returns that a mass audience gives  –  
ultimately being  charlatans to  “The Word of God” – because this does  not  ultimately yield “The Salvation of Mankind” 
Yahweh despises them and will be most vengeful upon them in The Millennium – when The Most shall become The Least! 
68th Instruction – Yahweh will  assay/prove/discern  in  “The Special/Greater Judgement of Christians”  these qualities to 
examine if they were a feigned faith based upon delusion given by the most wonderful  (but charlatan)  Christian leaders. 
33rd Good News – For those people whom Yahweh deems as TCs then their work imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (being 
the fruitage of delivering more TCs for The Lord)  shall be  {fully agreeable}/{well pleasing}  to  The Lord. 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We precisely fulfil what our  lord/master  instructs of us.  This is not 
public lip-service,  but rather we absolutely imbue  “The Word of God”  so our  lord/master  has a  presence/parousia  
driving our mind from within as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13 and 19v16 in context – locally now at Luke.17v21). 
Eph.   5v9 og the  For  (the) fruit  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  in  (to the [= within]) all  
Eph.   5v9 og (to the) goodness/virtue/beneficence  also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) righteousness/equality/justification   
Eph.   5v9 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) truth/verity, 
Eph.   5v9 = For  the fruit  of the  spirit/personality/personality/desires/traits  (is)  within  all  goodness/virtue/beneficence   

also  in the  righteousness/equality  also  in the  truth/verity, 
 

For the fruit of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (is)  within all  goodness/virtue   (Yahweh’s Word via JC,  is able to yield the HS within us) 
also in  righteousness/equality  (to what Yahweh ultimately desires from us)   also in the Truth   (to accurately know what to do). 
 

The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TC  (reformed away from being a person of The World)  has become in union through  “The Word of God”   
with Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and thus,  all forms of  goodness/virtue  also  righteousness/equality  also truth are sourced by this  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  given to us by Yahweh  through  JC as  “The Word of God”. 
Beware of errant sermons from  worldly Christian leaders who teach of fruit as meaning  “good works”  in other places when it does not,  but speaking 
of The Recipients of the teaching having the same spiritual DNA of The Teacher  (for example at Matt.7v16-19)!    
Paul is teaching us,  we need good works to demonstrate the fidelity of  “The Word of God”  operating within us is  not  hypocritical – so that during our 
ministry imitating JC – we attract people to become TCs themselves by witnessing an appropriate  lifestyle/demeanour  for The Future Millennium  -  
being of its future leaders  -  hence The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire.   
This attraction should  not  be a worldly attraction as we witness given by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders in many thousands of 
Christian schisms ,  being a showman’s manner to attract by spectacle to titivate the animalistic mind.  But by contrast,  it is the attraction (almost by 
relief of what is naturally around us)  of knowing where to go for trustworthy “Knowledge”  so we can  gain  “The Knowledge”,  giving time to  
comprehend  “The Knowledge”  and then  acting with fidelity  upon  “The Knowledge”.  Through these three stages we gain  “Real Faith”. 

Do we get this occurring  anywhere  in Christendom?    
Hardly,   by careful audit of  “the output”  against what The Bible specifically teaches us!  

It is by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the midst of abuse sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  that refines the TC to become 
part of the final  (Spiritual)  Temple of God  (1Cor.3v13-16)  as described in John’s Book of Revelations  (please see my local commentaries). 
We might ask:   

Is this the only reason why TCs must precisely imitate JC? 
No!  Because knowing what unrepentant human nature is like,  then we must understand,  many resurrected people will arrogantly make the claim:    

Why is that person a  “Son of God”  ruling over me and making me do things that I do not want to do  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)? 
What right  does that person have to be in that position? 
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I am  (supposedly)  “just as good”  as that TC  now ruling over me! 
It is for this specific reason,  why the TCs must be demonstrably Christlike now during the 1st part of their physical life  to generate  “The Credentials”,   
to righteously dismiss that possible claim made by dissidents of a future system,  dissidents using any excuse to exempt the requirement for them to 
change their methodology from that of The World  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  to Yahweh’s Methodology  (as being  “The Requirement” for 
success  in the 2nd part of their physical life).    

Typical traits of a human operating according to worldly methodology  =  “(1) blame,  (2) excuse or  (3) deny”! 
As we likewise read in Rev.5v1-10,  Yahweh effectively makes  “The Bold Statement”:   

Who can bring forth  “The Salvation of Man”  (by opening the scroll)? 
It is JC’s physical actions by both ministry and lifestyle resulting in  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  that enables him  (as “God’s Word”)  to unravel what is to 
occur over the next 2000 years  (God’s Word generating more TCs)  to yield  (1) “The 1st Resurrection”  of The 144000 TCs  (Rev.20v6),  and later in  
“The 2nd Resurrection”  (2)  “The Resurrected World” to a 1000 year  judgement/krisis  (StrongsTM =  2920)  Day/ period.  Where the  
Millennium/{Sabbath Day}  (Mark.2v27-28)  becomes a  period/Day  (2Pet.3v8)  of  Krisis/Crisis  because being part of  “The 3rd Epoch fleshly Israel”  
in a fleshly body,  individuals must make  “The Correct Decision”  –  else they shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation at the end of The Millennium 
– Rev.20v12-15.   
Please see all my cited local commentaries and those at Rev.2v27, 20v6,  etc. 

For obvious reasons,  this will  not  be taught by  worldly Christian leaders  (as we witness the lack thereof in their sermons) – because they 
have  absolutely no interest  in something that brings in no worldly return!   Yet the earlier paragraph is the most important thing that effects 
the lives of all of us -  being the very thing they  (falsely)  claim to represent! 

It really makes you wonder what goes through their head,  and yet they  (fraudulently) claim to “love us”   (I assume they eros love us but not agapao)! 
Eph.   5v10 og (the) assaying/proving/testing/discerning/examining  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (it) is   
Eph.   5v10 og (the) {fully agreeable}/acceptable/{well-pleasing}  to the  lord/master; 
Eph.   5v10 = the  assaying/proving/discerning  which is  {fully agreeable}/{well pleasing}  to the  Lord/Master. 
 

The  assaying/proving/testing/discerning/examining   (all good qualities to determine The Truth –  hence avoided by: “You know who”) 
which is fully agreeable to the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind desires us to question,  and discover The Truth) 
           (Thus,  by contrast,  what  “Leaders of Religion”  do is  not  agreeable to The Master,  because a  “questioning person”  is deemed a  “heretic”) 
           (Only because  questions/examinations  prise open the evidence to disclose  “The Truth” -  hardly desired by people  covering their tracks!) 
 

Paul is now telling us the attributes of v9 prove the quality of the person’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as being  {well pleasing}  to Yahweh.  These 
attributes demonstrated  “to edify our neighbour”  shows the true quality of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TC which pleases Yahweh   (if the 
TC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  acts in the same manner as His beloved son JC). 
It is this  one/new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon  “The Word of God”  to yield the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits   as that which 
operated/(s)  within  JC(g)  to be exactly the  one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  -  that Yahweh specifically 
judges during His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of  “Christians”  during The Gospel Age for their suitability to become future Sons of God. 
 
69th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must not join  in-company  with the occupational works of the  
obscurity/darkness  that deliver  barren/unfruitful  works  (of which,  the resultant will  not  edify people). 
69th Allegory – barren/unfruitful = the self-indulgent personality that cannot bring forth the next generation of TCs, and 
thus ultimately brings hurt to our neighbour,  both in physical works and worst mentally,  by  spiritually starving  the 
minds of Christian duped devotees away from  “The Word of God”.  This opposes  “Yahweh's Pure Desire to be made 
manifest within The Environment”  to bring forth The Millennium  first requiring His 144000 TCs. 
70th Instruction – All such barren activity should be rebuked  -  specifically within oneself  (reform ourselves  first)! 
Allegory – repeat - Darkness =  knowing only how to self-indulge  (to the hurt of our neighbour) =  faulty deportment. 
Representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
11th Comment – It is  shameful/base  to exclaim the private things that is spawned out of such  worldly  activity/worship. 
Eph.   5v11 og Also  not   
Eph.   5v11 og (you) {share in company with}/{co-participate}/{communicate (have fellowship)}/{be partaker of}   
Eph.   5v11 og to the (= in/with/by/on)  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  to the (things)   
Eph.   5v11 og barren/{without fruit}/unfruitful  of the  shadiness/obscurity/darkness,   
Eph.   5v11 og {more than}/better/rather  and   
Eph.   5v11 og also  (you) confute/admonish/convict/convince/{tell a fault}/rebuke/reprove  [active voice/imperfect]; 
Eph.   5v11 = Also  not  you  {join in company}/{co-participate}  to/in/with  the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours/deeds 

to/in/with  the things  barren/unfruitful  of the  obscurity/darkness,    (no TCs can be produced by worldly methodology) 
and  better/rather  also  you  confute/admonish/reprove/rebuke    (reject worldly methodology,  externally and internally)!  

 

Also not you  co-participate  in the occupational efforts   (do not participate within or group mix with people behaving … … ) 
in the unfruitful things of the darkness   (anything not specifically edifying the neighbour  [perhaps to our own hurt), 
              (do not waste your life away by doing worldly things of which you would prefer not to be discovered by external examination) 
and better,  also you  confute/admonish/reprove   (we are to reject worldly methodology both externally and internally). 

              (Importantly,  we are to assume responsibility over these deviants and confront their activity  [the opposite is taken by religious leaders today]) 
 

Paul continues to instruct  The Brethren (Christians)  how to become TCs and thereby achieve Yahweh’s Ideal Goal for us – to become His Sons.  
We must not form regular association with worldly (= obscurity/darkness [= to hide])  acts to satisfy our own self-indulgence,  but rather we are to 
rebuke these worldly acts from our presence  (being to push them out of our mind).  The best way to do this is  not  through the power of  “negative 
suggestion” (which can draw ourselves into fulfilling worldly methodology),  but rather fill our minds with all the positive things we must be doing to 
assist our neighbour to understand  why/how  they too must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (from which,  we become more competent to teach other people). 
Do not leave a mind empty,  but rather fill it with occupational effort that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire,  else it will be filled with all manner of worldly 
concepts/ideology  (see by warning what JC said at Luke.11v24-28  [and specifically my local commentaries]). 
The Crux of The New Testament  (explaining how JC righteously answers The Tanakh)  is always to yield  “The Primary Requirement”  which is:    

“Yahweh to draw out by election His future 144000 “Sons of God”  to become:  The Leaders of The Millennium”. 
We are to be internally driven by  “The Word of God”  to  firstly  reform our mind to become “Christlike”  (ready to be “The Anointed”)  and then  
secondly  we are  then  in the correct position to yield  the next generation of TCs  as our fruitage. 
The next generation of TCs become our fruitage  (Matt.7v16-20  –  please see my local commentaries). 

Thus,  it is for this reason we are to refute all worldly methodology so that we are to be only driven by Yahweh's Methodology built wholly 
and solely upon  “The Word of God”  (and absolutely not from the preaching efforts of “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 

Eph.   5v12 og the (things)  For  (the) privately/{in secret}  (the) {becoming to be} [middle voice]    
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Eph.   5v12 og under/through/inferior/below/by  {of them}  (the [things]) shamefulness/base/filthy  (it) is   
Eph.   5v12 og also  (to) state/exclaim. 
Eph.   5v12 = for  the private things  personally  becoming to be  by them  it is  shameful/base/filthy  also  to exclaim! 
 

For the private things personally occurring by them is shameful,   also to exclaim  (in any more detail)! 
       (some  “Christians”  do things in private that are just too shameful to mention,  that is why they prefer darkness to cover what they privately do!) 
 

Paul tells us in almost disbelief of what is occurring ,  of which he has no desire to speak of the resultant filth from worldly acts created in secret  (but 
will ultimately be shouted out across the roof-tops in the 2nd part of our life in The Millennium,  Luke.12v2-3). 
The Crux of this verse is that many leaders who claim to represent Yahweh have  not  reformed their minds  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  and are thus,  not  
driven by  “The Required Resultant”  that  “The Word of God”  should deliver,  consequently still being driven by worldly methodology  (being 
“schizophrenic”  of mind  –  James 1.6-8)  then they operate accordingly,  as stated in this verse and are consequently unable to deliver the next 
generation of TCs.  Therefore,  they are  unable  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  and yet they say all the most wonderful things  (as the public façade)  to 
please the ear  (2Tim.4v3-4,  1Thes.2v3-6, etc.,)  of their adoring masses  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.). 
This is all done for the fruitful worldly returns  (to please “The Immediacy”  of an animalistic/carnal mind)  that becomes  barren/unfruitful  to Yahweh  
(in “The Long Term”  of a concordant Spiritual Mind to Yahweh)  that is to yield both the 2nd and 3rd Remnants out of epochs 2 and 3 of “Israel”  (please 
see elsewhere in many places on this website what this terminology means). 
 
Allegory – repeat – Light = The Accurate Knowledge of Yahweh’s Desire for all people as given by JC and the TCs,  
enabling us to see how to correctly deport ourselves not fearing public observation upon our lifestyle. 
People operating in the light have no fear of public examination of their private lives that matches what they teach. 
97th Reasoning – The Light  admonishes/rebukes  all  worldly things because The Light sets  “The Required Standard” to 
be successful over our 2 part life,  and therefore makes apparent everything that is contrary to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire 
to bring forth the full total of 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age to yield The Millennium and “The Late Adopters”. 
71st Instruction – All people are invited to become TCs by awakening them from their spiritual sleep while operating 
within The World that ultimately leads to death.  “The Anointed” via “The Word of God”  will illuminate their path in life. 
70th Allegory – asleep = (often choosing to be)  not conscious of what is available within The Environment,   being the 
access to  “The Word of God”  operating within our mind given to us by TCs imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  
71st Allegory – rise up = Become driven by  “The Word of God”  within our mind to start physically fulfilling what  “The 
Word of God”  instructs of us to personally do within our  lifestyle/deportment. 
72nd Allegory – {dead people}/corpses = in prophecy  means the certain future of annihilation  (The 2nd Death),  but for 
the present day  this terminology means people ignoring  “The Word of God”  that yields “Real Life”. 
72nd Instruction – “The Anointed”  becomes  “The Goal”  for people striving to achieve “The Expectation”  of Sonship. 
The Anointed TCs,  “The Early Adopters”  proved themselves as having imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  provide light! 
18th Prophecy – Given (more) light will be extended to the TCs upon their  awakening/rousing  to become  kings/priests  to 
sit at The Father’s (Yahweh’s)  Table for full illumination to be given in the form of much greater knowledge  of which 
they then pass on to  “The Resurrected World”  when they teach  “Righteousness”  to gain  “The Late Adopters”. 
Eph.   5v13 og the (things)  and  all   
Eph.   5v13 og (the being) confuted/admonished/convicted/convinced/{told a fault}/rebuked/reproved   
Eph.   5v13 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity 
Eph.   5v13 og (it is) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared;  (the) every (thing)  for   
Eph.   5v13 og the (light)   (having been) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared  
Eph.   5v13 og (the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity  (it) is. 
Eph.   5v13 = And  all  the  (worldly)  things  (of v11)  the being  confuted/admonished/rebuked/reproved   

it is  {rendered apparent}/{made manifest}  by  of the  illumination/light/shining;    (God's Word exposes worldly methodology failure) 
for everything  it is  having been  {rendered apparent}/{made manifest}  the  illumination/light.    (God's Word now come everywhere) 

 

And all the  (worldly)  things  (of v11)  being  confuted/admonished/rebuked   (worldly methodology is rebuked by Yahweh's Methodology) 
is rendered apparent by the light   (“The Word of God”  clarifies The Mind to recognise deception and fraud -  especially in “Religion”);    
for everything  (including the most hidden things)  has been rendered apparent  (by)  the light   (ultimately in The Millennium, Luke.12v3, etc.) 
         (God’s Word sets “The Required Standard” to achieve Life,  thereby exposes by contrast,  worldly methodology as practised by worldly leaders)   
 

Thus,   “The Light”  of  “God’s Word” is “The Truth shining out over all things within this world”  and makes everything visible by exposing the 
hypocrisy and distortion of this present operating system  (of some 6000 years)  presently modelled upon Satan’s methodology  (= worldly methodology). 
“The Light”  is now progressively being revealed to The World by the TC’s  accurate  teaching work,  and thus,  TC’s are disliked within this world 
(John.15v18-23)  because of this specific verse!   Iniquitous  operators dislike  “The Light”  exposing their false religious works  (John.11v47-53, 16v1-
4, etc.)  while these works are admired by their deluded devotees  (Matt.24v23-26,  Mark.13v21-23)! 
“Religious works”  being  customs/works/operations/relics/pilgrimages  are  abhorred by Yahweh  (Matt.23v23) –  but loved by  worldly Christian  
leaders because it  brings-in  a nice worldly income to fulfil their self-indulgence made sated by some  “1001 worldly things”. 
Eph.   5v14 og Therefore/Consequently  (He) states/exclaims: 
Eph.   5v14 og (You) {Collect the senses}/Awaken/Rouse/Resuscitate [middle voice, imper.]    
Eph.   5v14 og the (person)   sleeping/{lying down to rest}/slumbering/{falling asleep}/drowsing     
Eph.   5v14 og also  (you) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  {from/out of}  of the (persons)  {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers,   
Eph.   5v14 og also  (he/it  [JC/{God’s Word}]  will) illuminate/{give light}/{shine upon}/enlighten   
Eph.   5v14 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy [singularly]  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Eph.   5v14 = Consequently  He (Yahweh)  exclaims:    (The Exhortation for all of us aiming to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

You  personally  awaken/rouse/resuscitate!   The person  sleeping/resting/asleep,    (spiritually - within worldly methodology) 
also  you  {stand up}/arise  {from out of}  of the  {dead persons}/corpses,     (present worldly methodology will lead to annihilation) 
also  the  Christ/Anointed  he will  illuminate/{give light}  to you.    (“The Word of God”  will show you The Way to Life) 

 

Consequently He (Yahweh)  exclaims   (The Exhortation for all of us to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
You personally  awaken/rouse  the person  sleeping/asleep   (spiritually numb to God's Word -  preferring worldly methodology to drive the mind) 
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also you stand-up   (publicly expose yourself as being like JC,  to give out an accurate  ministry/lifestyle  as that of Paul  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12]) 
from out of the dead corpses   (principally being part of “Religion” [including worldly Christianity],   but also includes the  atheist/agnostic) 
also the Anointed will give light to you   (It is the  “Realisation of The Goal”  made possible by JC,  becomes  “The Motivation”  to imitate JC). 
 

This verse is written at two levels. 
1. Initially as worldly humans,  we are dead to what Yahweh Desires,  thus,  we must wake up from this mentally dead state,  and imbue God’s 

accurate message  from The Bible  (a good quality,  suggest pre1950 CE translation)  and then our mind being constructed upon  “The Word 
of God”,  attains  Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that shall then guide our  lifestyle/deportment.  JC told us of this very thing 
with  “the small tight uninviting gate and the wide inviting open gate” –  where  “the wide open inviting gate”  ultimately yields  
“destruction” –  where  worldly Christians are all running through the wide open inviting gate that would ultimately lead to destruction,  if it 
were not for The Millennium  –  and yet the 144000 TCs find  “the small tight uninviting gate”  in the 1st part of their physical life to yield  
guaranteed  everlasting life resurrected as future Sons of God   (Matt.7v12-14 noting that the  charlatan Christian leaders are spoken about 
in the following verse at Matt.7v15 in context). 
Let me explain this: 

Uninviting gate means,  people must  make a change  (of which people are too afraid from doing)  away from The World to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  that shall ultimately edify society into The Eternity. 
Inviting gate means,  people want to stay with a worldly thinking mind  (to self-indulge [ultimately] to our neighbour’s hurt)  -  
having an animalistic mind lusting to please the self through the emotional hype and language used for “The Immediacy”. 

This can only apply to Christians because  “Christians”  are the  only  people knowing about these gates supposedly leading to fulfil 
Yahweh’s desire,  no one else has access to the  accurate  information required to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (ideally now it is Sonship)  yet most 
people fail by not changing to  precisely imitate  JC  (Matt.20v16, 22v14, etc.). 

2. From understanding what is occurring in (1) then we should aim to become TCs so when we have fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire during the 1st part 
of our physical life,  then we shall hear JCg calling us   (Rev.11v12, noting 1Thes.4v16, 1Cor.15v52-53)  at his 1st 2nd C  (= The 1st 
Resurrection)  to collect his  “sleeping/(died)”  bride   (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9)  from the physical  {dead people}/corpses  to further illuminate 
us by our  “feasting at The Father’s Table”  (Luke.22v28-30, etc.). 
Where  “The Motivation for The Goal”  (when understanding what it is),  is not “The Power” to  “control people” (of a worldly trait)  for 
personal self-indulgent gain,  but rather always knowing that it becomes  “The Responsibility to bring about a perfectly ordered society”  as 
explained by The Prophets of The Old Testament. 
This occurs under administrators who previously  sacrificed their life  (Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25)  to 
edify their neighbour to the giver’s own hurt  -  is hardly a quality witnessed in today’s leaders operating under Satan’s worldly methodology,  
in politics, religion or commerce! 

 
73rd Allegory – unwise = Knowing  “The Word of God”  –  but  not  putting into practice what we know. 
74th Allegory – wise = Fully imbuing  “The Word of God”  through  the required 3 stages  to gain  “The Real Faith”,  
where “wisdom”  means  “accurately applying within our deportment what we know”  (ideally it is God’s Word). 
73rd Instruction – Therefore Brethren (Christians),  beware how you precisely occupy your lifestyle,  not  as people 
unwise/foolish,  but rather as wise people with The Knowledge precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
98th Reasoning – Reclaiming people in the 1st part of their physical life means they become TCs – because all other people 
are not yet presently reclaimed  until  they have  demonstrably proved  themselves righteous according to  “The Golden 
Standard”  set by JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Only TCs  (besides “The Prophets”  to  Yahweh’s Desire)  have proved 
themselves righteous and thus worthy for Sonship  (wholly redeemed as demonstrated at  “The 1st Resurrection”). 
33rd Warning – The present days  (being those of The Gospel Age)  are to be  hurtful/harmful/grievous  as we  “humans”  
at  “The End of The Gospel Age”  can clearly witness,   now  (2020 CE)  1% of the world’s population is displaced! 
Eph.   5v15 og (you) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}  Therefore/Then   
Eph.   5v15 og {in what manner}/how  exactly/circumspectly/diligently/precisely/perfectly   
Eph.   5v15 og (you) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life},   
Eph.   5v15 og not  {manner}/likewise/as  (the) unwise/fool/stupid (persons),   
Eph.   5v15 og but  {manner}/likewise/as  (the) wise (persons), 
Eph.   5v15 = Therefore/Then  (Brethren),  you  beware/{take heed}   

how  exactly/accurately/precisely  you   (brethren [“Christians])   {deport yourself}/{occupy your lifestyle},   
not  {in that manner}/as  (the people)  unwise/foolish/stupid,    (do not behave as a person driven by worldly methodology) 
but as  (the people)  wise.    (But behave as a person driven by Yahweh's Methodology). 

 

Therefore  (Brethren)  you take heed   (this is important  [worldly Christian leaders take careful note,  especially those higher up The Establishment]) 
exactly/accurately  how you  (brethren/Christians)  deport yourselves   (audit your lifestyle  upon/against  JC's lifestyle) 
not in that manner as the  foolish/stupid  people   (a person  ignoring  sensible/rational  advice given as  “Knowledge”), 
but as the wise people   (being a person who  “operates with fidelity to the imbued Knowledge”  and therefore imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
 

Notice  the precision  required in our reformed lifestyle to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (this is “The Wisdom of God” displayed in our life),  
where we must learn precisely what he did,  and equally as important,  what he did not do,  before we are even in then in the position to start imitating 
him.   How many people know what JC did,  and did not do,  to  then  be in the position to perhaps  “start believing in him”  (= imitating him)? 
It is  not  as we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  and I will leave it at that,  no embellishment is required -  The Bible says enough here for me! 

I cover it in my many other commentaries. 
Eph.   5v16 og (the) {buying up}/ransoming/{rescuing from loss}/{improving (opportunity)}/redeeming/reclaiming   
Eph.   5v16 og the  time/season/occasion,  because  the  days/{periods of time}   
Eph.   5v16 og (the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd  {they are/be}. 
Eph.   5v16 = {Buying up}/Ransoming/Reclaiming/{Rescuing from loss}/{improving opportunity}  the  time/occasion  (to be a TC)   

because  the  days/{periods of time}  (of The Gospel Age)  they  are  hurtful/harmful/grievous. 
 

(The wise person)  {buying up}/{improving opportunity}/reclaiming  the  time/occasion   (to become a TC to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
because the days  (of The Gospel Age)  are  hurtful/harmful   (and there is not much personal time remaining to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
               (Yahweh cannot close the hurtful Gospel Age until He has His 144000 TCs – thus it is our responsibility to imitate JC  to close the Gospel Age) 

 

Because The World’s methodology operating throughout society  is  destroying mankind as a species  (the difference between  “the haves”  and  “the 
have-nots”  is  ever-growing),  then society is spiralling into  self-induced  “annihilation”  where  “technology advancement”  can be likened to  
“increasing the gain within a closed loop electronic circuit”,  explained as follows:- 
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As  “the gain”  is increased,  then the circuit becomes ever-more unstable,  and that is precisely what we witness within society which is 
exactly why JCg had to step-in  when he did,  some 2000 years ago, –  else we would annihilate ourselves before having any means for a 
righteous redemption. 

Therefore,  we might ask:- 
Why this preamble? 

Because Paul is stating here,  Mankind generally needs to be saved from annihilation,  and for this to occur then the members of Mankind have need to 
be personally  “reclaimed”,  “rescued from loss”  of which those people operating according to The World’s present methodology become subjects. 
Most people need  “The Physical Reality”  before they are convinced  (and some are still not convinced  –  preferring what the old methodology yields) –  
hence the need for The Millennium demonstrating  “The Righteous Society”  before they are convinced to make the personal decision unto salvation.   
Clearly there are the minority of  “foolish people”  who even when they experience  “The Evidence”  of  “The Physical Reality”  still refuse to conform 
(preferring the self-indulgence of the 1st part of their physical life)  and thus,  they will personally face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation!   This is 
precisely what Judas Iscariot did,  he rejected  “The Obvious”  when   “The Evidence”  (JC and his output)  was directly in front of him,  that is why he 
could not “believe”  (John.6v64).   
However Paul here  ‘homes-in’  to   “The Early Adopters”  (marketing terms)  of those specific people who  personally choose to operate  upon  “The 
Vista”  of  “The Spiritual Reality”  in their minds  –  where  “The Kingdom of God is operating inside you”  (as JC instructed Luke.17v21). 

With that understanding,  -  we realise Paul is saying:- 
We personally are being  “reclaimed”  from annihilation by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for which  apostles/TCs  (= “The Early Adopters”)  are  “The Body 
of Christ”  faithfully continuing this ministry work of this  “reclaiming”  during the 1st part of our physical life  (for the 144000 TCs)  and these specific 
people then become  “The Means”  (as Yahweh's Tools)   to  “reclaim”  “The (3rd) Remnant” from  (the 3rd Epoch of)  Israel being  “The Resurrected 
World”  during The Millennium. 
Thus,   “the  time/occasion”  is for TCs to operate  now  during The Gospel Age to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire so The Millennium can be  heralded-in  to 
make possible the full reclamation of   “The Main Harvest”  (at the end of The Millennium)  after  “The Harvest of  The Firstfruits”  (at the end of The 
Gospel Age)   We must understand the significance of “the Firstfruit” Harvest   (of which JC spoke at Luke.10v2, John.4v35) that must occur before  
“The Main Harvest”  a 1000 years later.   The Firstfruit Harvest of  TCs occurs at  The 1st 2nd C of JCg  (see glossary),  being representative of  “The 
Waved Wheat”  50 days after  “The Waved Barley”  [= JCg]  precisely as foretold by allegory  physically at Lev.23v5-27  and occurred in spiritual 
reality  to start   “The Firstfruit Harvest”  at Acts.2v1-47,   to then continue for the next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age.   This started at “Pentecost 
(50 days on)”,   also being called  “The Ingathering”  feast,  celebrated by the Jews  before  “The Ingathering of The Main Harvest”. 
Can the reader recognise how Yahweh has laid this down by allegoric prophecy,  and it is being steadily fulfilled throughout time?   We, in the 21st 
Century,  are at The Culmination of Matt.24v14,  being of  “The Closure of The Gospel Age”  because Yahweh almost has His full quota of  “The 
Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 proven perfect TCs having truly precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

This closure must occur (relatively)  soon because these days of The Gospel Age are becoming ever-more  hurtful/grievous/harmful  as we 
witness,  and as  the evidence  given in all types of statistics clearly demonstrate  (ignoring the fact that some institutions change the 
thresholds  and/or  the measuring criteria to  improve  “The Facade”  of the figures given,  which in reality  [using comparable standards])  
are  deteriorating year on year! 
Those people who disagree with the above  -  are specifically the people who are  actively delaying  the onset of  “The Perfect Society of The 
Millennium”  because they add succour to the falsehood that Mankind operating to worldly methodology can solve The World’s Problems! 
Therefore,  Yahweh must wait ever-longer to prove to everyone – even to these die-hards who must  “see The Evidence of their foolishness”,  
being of The World collapsing into singularity before they realise “They were wrong”! 
Not for the reason of  “one-up-Manship”  of  “I (Yahweh) told you (Mankind) so”,  -  but rather,  giving an opportunity for these die-hards to 
re-evaluate their previous life – and making them better placed to repent and imbue God’s Word to achieve everlasting life. 

Interestingly,  it is Satan’s deception that causes all our problems,  and yet there are just so many humans believing  “Mankind”  can solve all problems 
under the present methodology that itself is causing the original pain!   But  “Mankind”  needs  “The Reality”  of The Millennium to demonstrate that  
only  JCg’s methodology sourced by Yahweh can solve all these problems.   Where sadly,  The World must go through this severe trauma at  “The Close 
of The Gospel Age”  (Mark.13v20, Luke.21v26, Rev.6v16, etc.)  because there are so many   'die-hards'   persons prepared to state:   

“Give us enough time to sort out  “The World's Problems”  based upon worldly methodology!” 
Thus,  I repeat: 
Yahweh gives The World enough time to show  “The Stupidity of That Reasoning”  –  to bring  appreciation/validity  of what is to follow next!  
Only JCg bringing in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-6, 21v1+ etc.),  will remove  “The Trauma”,  by using Yahweh's Methodology to remove  
“The Cancerous Tumour”  out of the previous 6000 year society. 
Our  worldly Christian leaders  never  teach this,  because they  are part  of the  “die-hards”  adding succour to  worldly methodology for the self-
indulgent worldly gain their present methodology brings to them!   Many only teach  “Religion”  at all its levels,  and thus,  despised by Yahweh! 
 
75th Allegory – mindless = Ignoring the reforming process  “The Word of God”  can do in our minds. 
74th Instruction – Knowing there is the opportunity for people to become  “Sons of God”,  but because times  are  
hurtful/harmful/grievous  then we must not become  foolish/stupid  by sliding into The World,  but rather  
comprehend/understand  Yahweh’s Desire  (by imbuing  “The Word of God”  – which means  precisely imitating  JC). 
Eph.   5v17 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  not  (you) {become to be}   
Eph.   5v17 og (the) mindless/stupid/ignorant/egotistic/unwise/foolish,   
Eph.   5v17 og but  (the) {putting together}/{mentally configuring}/comprehending/understanding   
Eph.   5v17 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire   
Eph.   5v17 og of the  Lord/Master [Yahweh]. 
Eph.   5v17 = Through reason of this,  not you  {become to be}  mindless/foolish/stupid   (by operating according to worldly methodology),  

but  the  {mentally putting together}/comprehending/understanding   (“The Word of God” within our mind, being part of internal reform)   
what/that  (is)   the  Determination/Desire/Purpose/Choice  of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh – because Yahweh sources all good things). 

 

Through reason of this   (responsibility to  “The Word of God”  as  “The Knowledge” to guide our mind) 
not you become to be  mindless/stupid   (by rejecting God's Word within our mind,  thereby remaining with worldly methodology) 
but  {mentally assembling}comprehending   (what “The Word of God”  really means  within us,  as individuals,  to precisely imitate JC)  
that  (is)  the  determination/Purpose  of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  instructing us how to fulfil His Desire) 
 

Thus,  Paul is still encouraging The Brethren to fully  comprehend/understand  Yahweh’s Desire  so they also,  might become TCs by living according to 
this knowledge that is now  “to-be-understood”  to fulfil the required number of 144000 TCs.  This being fulfilled becomes  “for the sake of the elect”  
(Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20)  –  being  “The Required Trigger Threshold has finally been achieved” -  to bring about  “The 1st Resurrection”  –  and then 
The Millennium shall follow 3.5 years later.  
Now stating the obvious: 

These Brethren have  “The Knowledge” –  Paul told us this earlier , -  but Paul is exhorting  them to now understand and use this knowledge 
within their lifestyle.  Because obviously they can remain as non-TCs by staying as  worldly Christians,  by having  “The Knowledge”  but  
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had  “become mindless/foolish/stupid”  by effectively rejecting it  through passivity –  by  not  being  “The Early Adopters”  and thus,  
become like Esau. 

 
75th Instruction – Do not become intoxicated by self-indulgent  things/activity  sourced from The World that will result in 
profligacy/excess/debauchery  because it nurtures the wrong mind that ultimately hurts our neighbour and the planet. 
76th Allegory – wine = any source of activity to deliver pleasure for  “The Immediacy”  in the  animalistic/carnal  mind. 
Special extension to the showmen like acts given by  charlatan Christian leaders to capture  “The Reason”  of their 
devotees,  by carefully spun words with the sweet music in the background!   Their motive is an anathema to Yahweh! 
76th Instruction – The Brethren (Christian)  are to become sated with  “The Word of God”  so their own  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  become the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits. 
Eph.   5v18 og Also  not  (you be) intoxicated/drunk  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) wine  in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (it) is   
Eph.   5v18 og (the) unsavedness/profligacy/excess/riot/debauchery,   but  
Eph.   5v18 og (you be)  {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled  in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
Eph.   5v18 = Also  not  you be  intoxicated/drunk  in  wine  within which it is  profligacy/excess/riot/debauchery,   

but  you  {make replete}/imbue/{fill up}  within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
         (sourced by Yahweh by becoming at the  one/same  with JCg and his Father – Yahweh). 

 

Also not you be drunk in wine,  within which it is  profligacy/excess   (do not be spiritually deluded upon what The World can deliver) 
But you imbue within the  spirit/personality/traits   (that comes from  “The Word of God”  thoroughly inculcated). 
 

In context of the previous verses,  Paul uses the analogy of  “intoxication with wine”  to mean,  become  “intoxicated within The World”  hence the jump 
to being filled with the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be sourced by Yahweh. 
Thus,  we are to physically live in The World  (and  not  in a  “closed community”  of whatever  monastery/nunnery  away from the world)  so that we, by 
placing ourselves physically within The World can teach The World  “Righteousness” by word and example,  but we must  not  indulge within The World 
excessively to become self-indulgent.  This is exactly as this website teaches throughout  -  being only repetitive of what The Bible consistently tells us. 
This is such an obvious statement:   

How can any human imitate JC by being cloistered away from society?   
If JC was like that  -  then there would be no ministry and no Gospel! 

As I state  -  being intoxicated with wine is synonymous to being intoxicated with what worldly things can deliver. 
But likewise we can be intoxicated by what the natural body manufactures,  being the chemicals injected into the blood stream to yield euphoria within 
the individual,  and this is inordinately practised by  “Leaders of  Religion”,  where these leaders “work-up the moment”  for worldly income.  

Moreover,  the more excited the audience becomes,  then the more money they give for the exciting performance! 
The  charlatan Christian leaders make very nice incomes with their  staged-managed  circus entertainment  –  so they can induce the euphoric and 
intoxicated devotees to part with 10s and 100s of  pounds/dollars  each  -  multiplied up by perhaps 10,000 people  =  perhaps a million  pounds/dollars  
for each night's work!    “Not a bad night’s work”  as might a thief state to his fellow accomplices! 

Hence JC's dire warning at Matt.24v23-26,  Mark.13v21-23  –  please see my local commentaries.   
The important questions to decipher the mind of the  charlatan Christian leader must be:   

Have these  charlatan Christian leaders moved forward Yahweh's “Plan for Mankind's Salvation” by their one night of staged entertainment? 
Or merely perpetuated their position within this world for the next day of further worldly gain! 
Thereby perpetuating  “the action”  of worldly methodology within their  minds/actions  -  that invalidates their worthiness to be a TC? 
Have they shown  humility/contriteness   (standing up on the stage)  freely and simply to their neighbour? 
Are their fruits  (the devotees)  truly imitating Paul as he imitated JC   (Matt.7v16-20, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)? 
How has The Mind been reformed by their  showman-like  activities  (either for the giver or receiver)? 

The answers to these questions tell us whether they are working for Yahweh or for themselves,  behind  “The Façade of God’s Word”,  being  “The 
Display”  used for the worldly return,  being a tool to selfishly  “harvest The World”  reminding me of  “The Robbers”  in John.10v2-9!   Thus,  we must 
delve down into The Reasoning,  being The Motivation  (as does Yahweh, 1Sam.16v7 and we can,  with the tool JC so kindly gave to us,  for our 
protection and guidance stated at Matt.7v16-20).  As I write in many places,  with my comprehensive knowledge of The Bible,  I have gained a 6th sense 
to spot a  charlatan Christian leader before  he/she  even opens  his/her  mouth  (by merely looking at the deportment),  and as soon as he/she  opens the 
mouth –  it just confirms what I surmised!   But the reader too could be like this –  go to The Bible  (use perhaps KJV or NAS  and others likewise,  but 
absolutely  not  the NIV being a travesty of a translation  [just burn it – being a worldly translation])  and  daily  read it. 
 
77th Instruction – Rather than indulging in worldly self-gratification that leads to excess in what you do,  then sing songs 
of psalms with music and hymns between yourselves with The Lord,  that extoll Yahweh’s qualities to remind you of your 
responsibilities and respective position in Mankind. 
Instruction – repeat - Lord/Master  means just that!   We precisely fulfil what our  lord/master  instructs of us.  This is not 
public lip-service,  but rather we absolutely imbue  “The Word of God”  so our  lord/master  has a  presence/parousia  
driving our mind from within as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13 and 19v16 in context – locally now at Luke.17v21). 
99th Reasoning – The Brethren are constantly under attack by  “The Leaders of Religion”  and thus,  Paul is advising The 
Brethren to come together and use music to lift their  spirit/personality/desires/treats  to keep moving forward together 
into the future  “{occupational efforts}/works/labours”  to bring forth Yahweh's Desire within The Environment. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart = Always means  “Seat of motivation”  being  “The Driver”  of our body often  “by emotion”  
inasmuch the heart beats faster when driven by emotion.   That explains the various links within the sentence and why The 
Prophet Jeremiah warns us at Jer.17v9 about the treacherous heart requiring The Brain to lead it in the correct direction. 
34th Warning – Music is  not  to be used as a tool for  charlatan Christian leaders to emotionally twist our mind,  
removing our defences that would otherwise protect us from  their machinations and sweet talking.  That leader's aim is 
not to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  but  his/her  own desire  that is to  self-indulge  to ultimately their neighbour's hurt  (because 
the devotees stand  absolutely no  chance of becoming a future TC –  Matt.7v12-15 –  being in particular Matt.7v15). 
Eph.   5v19 og (the) speaking/uttering/saying  (to) {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]   
Eph.   5v19 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {set pieces of music}/{sacred odes to music}/psalms   
Eph.   5v19 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) hymns/{religious odes} 
Eph.   5v19 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on])  chants/odes/songs/cantillations  
Eph.   5v19 og (to the [= in/with/by/on])  {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind},   
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Eph.   5v19 og (the) singing  also  (the) {rubbing or touching the surface}/{celebrating with music}/psalming   
Eph.   5v19 og in  to the [= within]  heart/{seat of motivation}  {of yourselves}  to the  lord/master. 
Eph.   5v19 = Yourselves  the  speaking  in  the  {set pieces of music}/psalms,   

also  in  hymns/{religious odes},   
also  in  spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  songs,   
the  singing  also  the  {playing music}  within  your  hearts/{seat of motivation}  to the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh). 

 

Yourselves  (to be)  speaking in psalms,  also in the hymns   
also in spiritual songs   (to easily bring to recall important aspects of God’s Word while outside the congregation in song), 
singing also the  playing of music within your  hearts/{seats of motivation}  to the  lord/master   (controlling our mind to imitate JC). 
 

What an important verse –  especially when  giving weighting by the frequency  of which this topic appears in The Scriptures against other topics! 
That is a bit cryptic!   
What do I mean? 

The point is this,  we use The Bible to guide what we do,  by the  “weighting of frequency”  that something appears,  given by  “the  Lord/ Master”  as 
instruction,  then the more times a subject matter contained within  “The Word  (of God)  of Instruction”  gives to us,  as the recipients of  “The 
Instruction”  then an idea is given of its relative importance to the other aspects within  “The List of Instruction”. 
           Well naturally,  being what  “naturally”  comes to  “worldly”  Christian leaders,  then they will throw that logic  “straight out of The Window”! 
They do this by moulding “The Original Instruction”  then by resultant corruption,  they generate their new listing to give to the devotees!  

Where am I going with this? 
I am trying to sharpen  “The Mind”,  hone our mind to  “The Word of God”  and get behind  “The Gaily Presented Façade”  so expertly crafted! 
I am not against singing,  I enjoy singing,  and yet everything has its place as Ecclesiastes tells us.  Importantly,  God’s Word tells us what place within 
His Order He desires things to be placed against other things that are equally stated  but at different frequency! 
If we want to please Yahweh by imitating His Son JC as “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13),  then we are to follow the instruction as given,  and by 
frequency of which topics are given  -  rather like a histogram gives direction upon which item we should be concentrating.   
In this manner,  we are reasoning upon  “The Word of God”  and then  acting with fidelity  upon God’s Word to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

All very logical and,   most importantly righteous to Yahweh’s Requirement upon us! 
After that sobering awakening to our senses,  then let us reason upon the consequences of what  worldly Christian leaders preach by their action,  and 
how their actions can cloud our sensibilities,  give the wrong focus and thus,  fall short of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  the consequence of which is not to 
produce TCs  (thereby Matt.13v19-22 and not Matt.13v23).   Thereby these leaders delay The Onset of The Millennium leaving The World to groan for at 
least another  day/week/year/decade/century  (Rom.8v22)  in pain and suffering thereby fulfilling Satan’s desire of opposition! 
If we look at some songs given in some “churches”,  as compared with songs given in other “churches”  then we are able to see distinct differences. 
Differences are:- 

1. Relative time given over to songs as compared to actual teaching of The Scriptures  (to  “explain what they mean”  and not the garbled 
worldly nonsense of confusion that is normally taught – of which I have compiled hundreds of authentic transcripts for my public audit,  
when I have time after compiling my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”). 

2. The content of the songs  –  being sweet pleasantries to please a  worldly  mind  (for example “The Lord of The Dance”  (noting,  I 
understand “Dance-master” given as a Greek word  [but taken out of context to  “give the worldly twist”]),  interestingly noting what 
JC said about this at Matt.11v17, Luke.7v32.  Moreover,  they have nothing of the awe and majesty of The Original Psalms,  which I 
presume none of the people frequenting these establishments have even read  (or perhaps not even knowing they exist in the Bible)! 

3. The mindless repetition of phrases more than twice,  whose writers and singers have obviously never read Matt.6v7. 
Thus,  noting what Paul and Peter stated,  “A teaching (insidiously)  slid-in  alongside our  (1st Century Christianity)  teaching”. 

Yes!  Singing is joyous!   
However,  we must understand,  when applying the guiding principles above upon the subject matter,  then we start understanding  “The Motivation”  
behind  “The Leaders” and  “The Motivation”  behind  “The Recipients”   who  holistically come together as  ‘birds of a feather’  under what they like,  
being that both sides of the equation “gives to receive” - where both parties receive a worldly return.   
The leaders gain a fleshly gratuity and the participating audience an  “emotional high”,  while both parties are using  “The Word of God” as a tool for a  
worldly return  (Isa.1v11-15, Amos.5v20-23, etc.). 

Can the reader understand this?   Being what is occurring under the surface”,  rather than what Yahweh desires for  “The Future Salvation 
of Mankind”,  being a  “diversionary strategy”   for  “The Immediacy”  performed by worldly focussed people! 
We must look at  “The Big Picture”  over  “the aeons of time”  and not a  “snapshot in time”  immediately pertinent to what comes naturally. 

I could write a book just explaining the subtle differentiation and logical outcomes of the above reasoning. 
But nobody would read it and I would be wasting my time! 

Consequently,  if the reader is not interested in taking note,  then stay as you are!    
That however still leaves Yahweh awaiting for His future 144000 TCs,  and those people who refuse to take note shall be given an opportunity in The 
Millennium to understand where the above reasoning leads! 
Regrettably,  in taking this route  delays  the onset of The Millennium,  with the consequence more people must suffer for longer within this present world 
and under its disgusting operations to the hurt of our neighbour.   

Do you really desire that?   
Because that is where a rejection of Yahweh’s Methodology takes us  (and The World)! 

All very serious -  after what was a supposedly light and joyous verse!   But I am trying to show the connectivity between all the adjacent points as given 
in The Bible and how these subtleties are railroaded by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  making their own comfortable little nest upon  “The Word 
of God”  by giving inadequate and false teaching –  precisely as The Bible tells us in just so many places  (Luke.12v46-48,  as one of  “supposedly 
hundreds” similar warnings).  
Consequently they too,  are delaying the onset of The Millennium,  and perpetuate misery within the world  (Rom.8v22)  -  irrespective of the shallow 
protestations they make to the contrary,  stating:  “we should be good people”  to which,  no-one takes any notice,  because  nothing of substance  is 
taught alongside to  validate  a sentiment that could be  (and is)  made by an atheist or a person of any religion! 
I could go off on one here – I will stop!   But I am trying to give some insight in what is occurring today.  That finishes my 3rd Revision Addition! 

Let us return to my earlier work,  similar to the above – but less passionately written  (time has moved on with my 3rd revision)! 
Paul in contrast to the allegoric wine of the previous verse  (to mean worldly  self-indulgence  that seduces The Mind by intoxication),  proposes the 
Christians should  self-indulge  in positive activities to bring them together with the Lord in the mind. 
Consequently,  Paul gives us this following verse to unify the members within the congregations,  so they feel emboldened to face the difficulties during 
their ministry work.  It is wise to place this verse  in context  with the whole New Testament as being indicative of  “the weighting”  Paul places upon this 
subject to other matters. 

Why do I raise this? 
Because I am trying  to use The Bible  carefully reasoned  to show how we should conduct our lives. 
Many  worldly Christian leaders will blow the contents of the verse up  -  as being  “The Thing”  humans of their  sect/schism  must be doing - to the 
exclusion of what we are taught elsewhere  –  being the things excluded that are much more important to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.23v23). 
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However I would rather not twist The Bible,  but consider it is much safer to  apply weighting  to what we must practice within our lives by  “the strength 
of repetition”  as seen within The Bible –  the point being that unless we absolutely  know/understand  The Bible  then we are “in the dark” –  beholden 
to what others who claim to be more learned than you –  tell you!    

Sadly,  they absolutely do  not  have your best long-term interests at their  heart/{seat of motivation}! 
We should correctly reason that  if  we  know/understand  The Bible – then  we do  not  require our  worldly Christian leaders –  which is 
precisely why they keep their devotees in  “The Darkness/Obscurity”  (Luke.16v19-21+)  -  because they require their worldly resource for 
personal goodies,  being a commodity bought and sold –  as stated in Rev. chapter18! 

Sadly,  we have members of  worldly Christian congregations who are beguiled to remain ignorant of what is contained within The Bible,  so they might 
be manipulated by their  worldly  leaders/masters  to remain in a beguiled state  (Rom.16v17-18)  for easier  “people control”. 
This is done by using  out-of-context  quotations to feed the members of the congregations what they think they are  supposed/desire  to hear! 
It is appalling,  I hope some leaders will gain a guilty mind that  brings-forth  repentance – and becomes subject to Luke. Chapter 15! 
 
78th Instruction – TCs will always give thanks to Yahweh,  The Father for all intrinsically  good/ideal  things given in the 
Name/Character/Authority  of our Lord JCg  (to bring about Mankind’s Salvation,  and  not  self-indulgency). 
100th Reasoning – JC always thanked his Father for anything he received even the meals he received.  It is by having a 
penitent heart to acknowledge that all intrinsically  good/ideal  things are sourced by Yahweh,  ensures we are mindful of 
our position in the midst of our God. 
79th Instruction – TCs will always be subject to one another,  courteously respecting what point of view the other person 
might have - especially if it offers advice in how we  personally might improve ourselves  in the midst of The Lord – 
because they are in the better position to see us  (being our deportment),   maybe similarly as The Lord sees us. 
80th Instruction – All TCs sincerely revere Yahweh and hold Him in complete awe,  with a fear of His utter Omnipotence. 
This is not just stated and then promptly ignored,  as we go off into The World to carry out some self-indulgent act,  but 
rather,  we carry this around with us throughout our life which governs the way we behave and  especially the things we 
might do in secret.  Yahweh is constantly judging our  “synapse construction”  for Sonship upon our  awakening/rousing – 
and our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being specifically our character)  is recorded within our  “synapse mapping”. 
Eph.   5v20 og (the) {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude}/thankfulness  {every when}/{at all times}/always   
Eph.   5v20 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the [things]) all   
Eph.   5v20 og in  (to the [= within]) name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
Eph.   5v20 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  to the  God [Yahweh]  also  (the) Father/Forebear,  
Eph.   5v20 = Always  {give thanks}/{express gratitude}  {for the sake/behalf of}  all things  to the  God  also  the  Father 

within the  name/character/authority  of our  lord/master  of the Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed, 
 

Always give thanks for the behalf of all things to the God (Yahweh)  also the Father  (Yahweh) 
within the  name/character/authority  (imitating JC)  of our  lord/master   (controlling our mind)   
of the Anointed Jesus   (being  “The Goal”  that  JC  made available  to  “The Early Adopters”  imitating him during The Gospel Age). 
 

As usual:- 
A word of caution here! 

Worldly Christian leaders following their usual format –  which is to take verses out of  local  context and further,  take verses out of the  entire  context 
of what The Bible itself holistically teaches us.   This is just one such occasion  (out of very many). 

1. Yes - we must give thanks to Yahweh for all things, - but subject to the knowledge of the following about:- 
2. Yahweh:- 

2.1  Is perfect and has no fault. 
2.2  Does not go out to test people  (but allows testing to occur sourced by The Environment,  of whatever, to ultimately yield a perfect result). 
2.3  Sources all  intrinsically  good/ideal  things. 

Thus,   worldly Christian leaders who teach we are to thank God even if painful things occur to us do  not  know Yahweh! 
This errant teaching is absolutely  not  what The Bible teaches us.  Yahweh has  no  pleasure to be inflicting human suffering –  but allows the presently 
polluted environment to follow through from the action  Adam and Eve precipitated upon Mankind that Yahweh is now using to give us experience of 
Satan’s Methodology.  After which,  in The Millennium  (in the 2nd part of our physical life)  we can then reject this present Satanic methodology and 
metaphorically grasp with both hands Yahweh’s Methodology given to us by  “The Interface”  JCg as  “The Word of God”  so deeply imbued. 
Thus,  we are instructed to thank and praise Yahweh for all  “intrinsically  good/ideal”  things –  because Yahweh sources all intrinsically  good/ideal  
things,  and if something bad occurs,  then we are  not  instructed to thank Him,  but rather to supplicate for deliverance  (1Cor.10v13). 
Therefore we thank our adopting Father Yahweh in the  Name/Character/Authority  (= the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  of our Lord JCg 
being our intercessor who  {edifying loves}/agapao  those elements within his creation desiring deliverance away from the present system. 
Eph.   5v21 og (the being)  subordinate/subject/{under obedience}/submitting  (to the) {one another}/mutual/together   
Eph.   5v21 og in  (to the [= within]) alarm/fright/fear/terror  (of the) God [Yahweh]. 
Eph.   5v21 = being  subordinate/subject/submitting  to  {one another}  within  the  alarm/fright/fear/terror  of the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

Being  subject/submitting  to one another   (be  contrite/humble  of mind  =  not  to  “control people”  as might a  “leader”) 
within the  alarm/awe/fear  of the God  (Yahweh)    (noting that  also  we are  all  subject to Yahweh  [whether we like it or not]!).    
 

Let us read this verse again:   
“being  subordinate/subject/submitting  to  {one another}  in  alarm/fright/fear/terror  of Yahweh”. 

Thus,   “Christians”  are to operate together with  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (as we read in 4v4),  and yet as we readily witness,  this 
does  not  occur,  consequently,  we logically conclude,  Christian leaders  (who lead the rebellion of their  [innocent]  congregations against Yahweh)  
are  not  one/same   spirit/personality/desires/traits  with Yahweh.  Therefore,  they  cannot  have the HS  (irrespective of what they might claim to the 
contrary – the evidence stacks up against them to tell us otherwise –  they just simply close their eyes to  “reality”  because otherwise it will adversely 
affect their worldly  income/return/gratuity  of whatever)! 
Furthermore,  we can also reason  worldly Christian leaders  not  having the HS,  are also  not  “in  alarm/fright/fear/terror  of God”  by the 
shenanigans witnessed during some of their  “performing arts”  where they  “claim to summon”  the HS as they personally deem fit during their  
“audience assemblies” –  apparently using God at their beck and call  –  like  “a puppet on a string”  (ignoring Matt.4v7 in context)!   
Then after their stage acts of entertainment –  they walk away with suitcases filled with donated money from the deluded devotees (Matt.24v23-26, etc.) 

Does  any  sane-minded individual  really  believe Yahweh would allow Himself to be used in that obscene and grotesque manner?   
Can  any  one of these  charlatan Christian ministers  find  any  verse in The Bible  (in context)  to support their most errant behaviour? 

Please contact this website:  “FutureLife.Org”  with the  “supposed evidence”  and I shall gladly use The Bible in context with very many quotations  
(demonstrating their error and fraudulence) –  to demonstrably show  how  Yahweh’s Desire  is  to be correctly fulfilled! 
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Noting they should read my commentaries in 1Cor. Chapters 12 to 14 first,  before they respond –  else they shall be severely compromised! 
1 
81st Instruction – The wives should be subject to their own husbands,  likewise to the Lord. 
This instruction is given in the dual context of:- 
         1.  The husbands are aiming to be TCs  (thereby aiming to imitate JC)  and are not worldly self-seeking people! 
         2.  This is an allegory of The Goal,  being of The Anointed 144000 body parts of JCg’s wife for The Millennium. 
Though an ideal situation for worldly people,  it cannot be forced because some husbands are not worthy of this! 
101st Reasoning – Someone must carry the responsibility for decision making,  for reasons known to our creator,  the man 
is assigned for that role,  just as JCg is head of the ecclesia and is the deliverer of the whole body of Christ. 
82nd Instruction – The ecclesia is to be subject to The Head JCg then likewise wives to the husbands,  where also as we 
read:  “The husbands  agapao/{edifying love}  their wives  as their own self”  that becomes a conditioner of the above.  
102nd Reasoning – Likewise JCg  agapao/{edifying  loves}  the ecclesia that he  yielded his own life on behalf of her. 
Reasoning – repeat - “love” (as blandly written in worldly translated bibles)  needs to be explained:- 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

77th Allegory – the ecclesia = the wife  to JCg in The Millennium – and thus,  the text uses:  “her”  not  “it”. 
103rd Reasoning – The Ecclesia adores The Husband,  and the husband adores The Ecclesia because they both  are  of  
one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to redeem “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium 
104th Reasoning – It is  only  The Ecclesia  (= 144000 TCs)  that becomes  fully unspotted  as determined by Yahweh 
during His “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”,  because the members of  “her”  during the some 2000 year Gospel Age 
have  precisely imitated JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able as the 5 and 2 talent stewards and thus,  fully 
covered by being washed clean in baptism and remained pure for the bridegroom  (Matt.25v1-12). 
78th Allegory – the body = fleshly physical part of JCg living upon the Earth,  operating under the  presence/parousia  of 
JCg as the head issuing  “The Word of God”  as by means of command to his compliant body parts during the 2000 or so 
years of The Gospel Age comprising of 144000 TCs precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
79th Allegory – unblemished/{without wrinkle} = 144000 TCs have  entirely purified their own minds  upon  “The Word of 
God.  These individuals have personally created within their own mind what is to be  “The New Creature/Creation”  (= 
our  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  upon  “The Word of God”  to be indistinguishable from that of JCg and Yahweh. 
19th Prophecy – The 144000 members of The Ecclesia shall be exalted alongside JCg as future Sons of God to rule  “The 
Resurrected World”  in The Millennium as  kings/priests  to teach  “Righteousness”  during The Millennium. 
34th Good News – JCg nourishes his body by yielding Yahweh’s HS within it  (= people hearkening and reforming their 
mind)  according to the capability of each of its constituent parts – all 144000 body parts throughout The Gospel Age. 
20th Prophecy – The man forsakes his parents to become joined as one to his wife.  Likewise the same shall occur when the 
144000 TCs are physically  awakened/roused  and become united alongside JCg as The Bridegroom collecting his bride at 
“The 1st Resurrection”  –  ready to rule in The Millennium to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”.   
105th Reasoning– JCg forsook his safe position in the heavens alongside his Father to come to this planet to claim his wife 
from out of his creation.  She is the 144000 TCs to become future Sons of God to  “be as one”  with JCg in marriage in 
The Millennium because they  both were proven to be  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
35th Good News – The Mystery explained – being The Union of JCg with his body of 144000 TCs who themselves were 
once humans,  but become Sons of God in their own right  elected as such by Yahweh  –  “The Matchmaker”. 
83rd Instruction – The husbands must  agapao/{edifying love}  their wives if they desire to become part of The Bride,  and 
likewise by analogy the wives shall awe respect the husband  (mirrored in the future between JCg and The Ecclesia). 
80th Allegory – Husband/Wife = Man and woman in union to yield The Children to fill the Earth (Gen.1v28, 9v1) mirrored 
to be JCg and The Ecclesia (=144000 TCs)  to yield  The  (Righteous)  Children  to fill the Earth  (into The Eternity). 
35th Warning – “The Mystery”  only remains a mystery to those specific people not able to personally solve “The 
Mystery”!   These worldly people, as are “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  are unable to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Eph.   5v22 og The  women/wives,  to the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (to the) men/husbands/fellows   
Eph.   5v22 og (yourselves) subordinate/obedience/{put in subjection}/submit,   
Eph.   5v22 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  to the  lord/master, 
Eph.   5v22 = The  women/wives  should be  subject  to their  own  husbands  likewise/as  to the  Lord, 
 

The wives should be subject to their own husbands  (in the same manner)  as  (the wives would be)  to the  Lord. 
 

This verse  must not  be plucked out of context  -  but read in conjunction verse 25 and 28,  noting Paul is speaking to the wives of  “The Brethren 
actively aiming to become TCs”,  being The Brethren trying to following all The Commands that insist we respect the other person (this must be mutual). 
Paul is only stating someone must make the final decision and also  personally carry  “The Responsibility”  for that decision  and  become personally 
accountable  to that decision according to The Lord’ commands, –  being concordant with what “The Scriptures”  state,  then the wife is respecting the 
husband in that position.  This verse in no manner supports a worldly man bullying his wife  -  but condemns the man bullying the wife when in context. 
However,  that decision is to be made while v25 and v28 in operation. 
It is this  mutual  consideration to  edify “the other”  -  that is demonstrated throughout all these verses. 
Finally,  the last four words sum it up! 

Interestingly are wives subject to The Lord JCg?   –   And for that matter,  are the husbands subject to The Lord JCg? 
The answer to that question is shown in The World today  –  but the converse will occur in The Millennium yielding the most perfect society! 
A 4th revision addition. 
Upon reading this,  I seem to have missed the main point behind where Paul is going with his instruction! 
By placing this verse in context,  we see where Paul is going with this,  being a lead-in to “The Goal”. 
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“The Goal” for either a  man/husband  and/or  a woman/wife  during The Gospel Age is to become a future “Son of God”,  being the metaphoric wife to 
JCg  (as the husband,  Rev.21v2,9, etc.).  Therefore Paul is using this analogy for us actively aiming to become TCs to instil this mindset of being  
subject/obedient  to the commands of which JC gives to us  (Matt.12v30-31,  which requires us to  thoroughly  read/understand  The Bible  to know  
“how to agapao Yahweh”)  and then by copying his deportment for The World to make its own judgment upon us to be future worthy leaders of The 
Millennium. 

This verse is  not  to be taken out of context by a  “worldly reasoning husband”  (thereby “being satanic to JCg”)  to justify any form of abuse 
to his wife -  because she  (according to him)  is not obedient to him as the husband  –  this is an outrage,  made worse if the husband is 
fraudulently claiming to be “Christian”! 

Eph.   5v23 og because  the  man/husband/fellow  (he) is  (the) head  of the  woman/wife,   
Eph.   5v23 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) head   
Eph.   5v23 og of the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,   
Eph.   5v23 og also  he  (he) is  (the) deliverer/saviour  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily. 
Eph.   5v23 = because  the  man/husband  he is  the head  of the  woman/wife,   

also  {in that manner}/as  the  Christ/Anointed  (is)  head  of the  {calling out}/ecclesia,    (The Anointed is The Goal for The Brethren) 
also  he  (JCg)   the  deliverer/saviour  of the  {whole/sound body}    (JCg is The Deliverer of The Body of Christ,   being the TCs). 

 

Because the husband is the head  (taking responsibility)  of the wife   (and being  accountable  for her  [representing JCg over the 144000 TCs), 
also in that manner as the Anointed  (is)  the head of the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (noting singular,  pointing collectively to the 144000 TCs) 
also he (JCg)  the  deliverer/saviour  of the whole body   (The Deliverer de facto to his body – as “The Head” being responsible to “the body”). 
 

Thus,  we appear to have a problem upon which  worldly Christian  {blind belief}/doctrine  becomes demonstrably muddled! 
We are told here:  JC is the  deliverer/saviour  to “The Body”.  
Now we are told  “the specific god”  is  “the heart-knower” (Luke and Acts),  and Yahweh operating through JC does not make mistakes  (being perfect).  
Thus,  those people entering  “The Body”  must be fully operating  {holy people}/TCs  because that is precisely what is the  active  body of Christ!   
By Biblical definition – “of body”,  “of Christ”  and  “of active”  (else it is  “pruned out”  John.15v2)! 

Where then,  do the  worldly Christians  (who are passive or perhaps even suggest negative things about  “The Real Faith”)  fit into all this,  
because they are demonstrably  not  by the Biblical definition  “part of the body”? 

In theory they are  not  saved,  nor is anyone else  –  yet we are told in numerous places that JC came to save all humans  (1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.)! 
Therefore,  a big hole starts to open up in the standard  (worldly)  Christian doctrine! 
Waffle is generated to  {supposedly explain}/excuse  it,  but really all this condenses into  illogical  reasoning  –  being mere vanity! 

However,  it can be solved by bringing in the concept of The Millennium period  (as taught in The Bible)  where  “Righteousness”  is taught to The World 
comprising of  all  resurrected humans  (Christians  and  non-Christians)!  
Now we have JC being   “The  Guaranteed  Saviour”   of   “The/His Body”  unto “Life/existence”,  being the  {holy people}/TCs/{Early Adopters}  
elected from out the Christian Nation during this Gospel Age because  the whole point  of The Gospel Age is to  draw out  by election,  “Sons of God”  
to teach  “Righteousness”  in the future  and  not  lukewarm (Rev.3v16),  half-hearted people having no commitment now –  of which Yahweh vomits 
them out of His mouth! 
That is what The Gospel message is principally about drawing out those people who are committed to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (for their 
future task,  as the parable of the stewards/talents/etc.   Matt.25v14-24, Luke.19v12-20)  clearly tells us.   It is purely  an extension  of what they are  
doing/practising/working  right now during the 1st part of their physical life  purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life  ready for  The Millennium  
(being an awakening at “The 1st Resurrection”)  to be exercising greater responsibility. 
So those people presently worldly -  either Christians or non-Christians,  then they all have an equal opportunity to  learn/practise  “Righteousness” 
under this teaching program within The Millennium  (known as “Judgement Day”,  over a period of 1000 years  [righteously and thoroughly explained 
in great detail elsewhere on “FutureLife.Org”]) –  under  “The Body of JC”  as  “The Heirs”  being  “kings/priests”  (Rev.1v6),  called  “Sons of God”. 

All this will be shown to be the  accurate  interpretation of what is declared throughout the whole New Testament.  
I fully develop the exegesis of this elsewhere and will be part of my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  which I am in the process of compiling. 
Concluding,  this verse teaches us about two type of humans:- 

1. Those proven as “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology,  who are definitely saved as  “being part of JC’s Body”  –  meaning 
there is no prospect of future annihilation  (hence no 2nd Death at any point in the future, Rev.2v11, 20v6). 

2. Those,  being The Rest of Mankind  (some 99.99% of humans)  “not being of JC’s Body”  can become “The Late Adopters” -  have been 
save by default from the actions of JC,  only from  “The 1st Death”  (that would have been annihilation – had it not been for JC)> 
However,  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation is personally possible if they as individuals,  do not learn how to imitate JC in The 
Millennium  (while covered by JC’s Death over “The Great Sabbath Day”, Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1). 

Eph.   5v24 og But  {just as}/{exactly like}  the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   
Eph.   5v24 og (it is) subordinate/obedient/{put in subjection}/submitted  to the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Eph.   5v24 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  the  women/wives  to the   
Eph.   5v24 og {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (to the) men/husbands/fellows  in  (to the [= within]) every (thing). 
Eph.   5v24 = But  {just as}  the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (TCs and Brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   

it is  subject/submitted  to the  Christ/Anointed,   
likewise/so,  also  the  woman/wives  to  {their own}  men/husbands  within everything. 

 

But just as the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (TCs and the  brethren/Christians  actively aiming  to be TCs) 
is  subject/submitted  to the Anointed   (the 144000 TCs are subjected to what JC laid down as  “The Requirement”  for  “Sonship”) 
likewise,  also the wives to their own husbands within everything. 
 

Representatives of false  worldly Christianity say:   “the church”,  supposedly meaning all Christians  (which they would, – would they not)! 
But the Bible does  not  say this anywhere.  

The Bible even says here:  “so as the ecclesia is subject to JC”. 
Yet,  everyone reading this knows  not  all people claiming to be  “Christians”   “subject” themselves to JC  (and we have many supposed Christian 
leaders to be proven physical paedophiles and many of the rest, spiritual paedophiles)!  Therefore clearly,  “the church” when spoken of in The Bible 
actually means  “the ecclesia”  as it was in the 1st Century.   These are those specific people presently very active  (to the best of their ability)  by 
fervently and  accurately  promoting  “The Word of God”  (= “a calling out”)  to other people within The World in the manner described in many other 
places in The Bible,  just as JC  commanded  us to do before he returned to his Father in the heavens  (read John. chapters 14 to 17, Acts.1v9-11) 

That is what  “ecclesia” means,  “a calling out”.  How many Christians do that with  “The Word of God”  to their  neighbours/strangers? 
Moreover,  of those who do it,  –  how accurate is that message? 
Is the message garbled to make Yahweh look stupid within  sane/reasoning  minds  (specifically of many justified atheists)? 

Very, very few  Christians are fervently engaged in doing this to new strangers every day, or every week –  and even fewer give an  accurate  message! 
There is only about one TC in every 30,000 Christians in The World today  (I give the calculation elsewhere, to generate this order of magnitude). 
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Thus,  as I alluded to earlier, -  those very few people who perhaps are doing this  (perhaps 1 in 1000 to 10,000) –  while having  “the motivation”  
(being of the correct heart condition)  they do not have the correct faith,  being merely  “blind faith”  on par with all “Religion”,  simply because they 
have  inaccurate  knowledge upon which to base their particular form of  (hopeless blind)  faith  (to bring about  “Mankind’s Salvation”)! 
      Thus,  it becomes a  worldly  faith rather than  “The Real Faith”  (of 1st Century Christianity)  sourced away from this planet by The Almighty God! 
Now to the last part of this verse. 

If we cannot get the 1st part of the verse correct  (and thus, v25 and v28 are not  pre-eminent  in our minds)  then how is the last part of this 
verse ever going to be practised?  

The answer is blindingly obvious and seen throughout society operating under Satan’s methodology of self-indulgence! 
Eph.   5v25 og The  men/husbands/fellows  (you) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  women/wives   
Eph.   5v25 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves],   
Eph.   5v25 og just/as/that/how/when  also  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Eph.   5v25 og (he) {loved by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao   
Eph.   5v25 og the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,   
Eph.   5v25 og also  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   
Eph.   5v25 og (he) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}   
Eph.   5v25 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) her [The Ecclesia]. 
Eph.   5v25 og = The  men/husbands  {love by principle}/edifying love}/agapao  your  women/wives   (to death)   

just/as  the  Christ/Anointed  also  {love by principle}/edifying love}/agapao  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  
also  himself  {yielded up}/delivered/{cast over}  {for the sake/behalf of}  her   ( ultimately the TCs to become The Bride of Christ). 

 

The husbands  agapao/{edifying love}  your wives   (till death separates the two partners,  and the husband to  lay down his life  for his wife) 
just/as  the Anointed  also  agapao/{edifying loved}  of her   (ultimately the 144000 TCs as  “The Real Ecclesia” become “The Bride of Christ”) 
               (Just as JC laid down his life for  [1] The Early Adopters to become his bride,  and  [2] to thereby yield his children as “The Late Adopters”) 
 

Note the feminine form of  “ecclesia”  badly mistranslated  as  “it”  in our  standard worldly  bibles and thus,  loose the full prophetic meaning of what 
Paul was teaching us here,  but the correct word is  “her”  to indicate in prophecy  “The Ecclesia”  as being  “the Body of Christ”  comprising of  “the 
144000 TCs”  to become  “The Bride of Christ” (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 
Also interestingly,  the verse states  “JC loves the ecclesia”  being  “his body”  that  “precisely imitates him”  being  “the head driving  the subjected  
body” (else limbs are removed),  but nowhere does it state that JC  “phileo The World”  as it presently stands  (John.15v19-24, 17v14-19),  but only 
those disciples fulfilling JC’s Desire/Commands.   However,  the context  is that  he  will   phileo  The Resultant  (= “The Remnant” of  “The 3rd Epoch 
Israel”)  after The Millennium –  just as will Yahweh! 
Noting the difference between agapao  (to edify The World unto “Righteousness”)   and  phileo/storge  (to  attractively/family  love The Remnant),   
where this differentiation is  completely and utterly  unintelligible  to  worldly Christian leaders  (apparently being the most important thing in 
“Christianity” and is yet  never  explained)! 
Interestingly,  the poor  translation/interpretation  of John.3v16  is  used out of context  by  worldly Christian leaders to cast distortion over what The 
Bible clearly states throughout –  please read my local commentary to that verse that unscrambles the minced Christian message! 
Notice the word  agapao/{edifying love}  being the highest form of love where The Mind is driven to edify one’s  brother/neighbour/stranger  to their 
maximum potential through  agape/charity  works  –  being they understand  why/how  they too must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
It is as simple as that –  but  worldly Christian leaders have not the faintest idea what all this means –  as we witness in their sermons! 

Please read  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary to understand  “The Whole Plan”  of which we are part.  
Eph.   5v26 og That  her [wife/144000 TCs]   (he [husband/JC] may/should) purify/consecrate/{make holy}/sanctify  
Eph.   5v26 og (the) cleansing/cleaning/purging/purifying   
Eph.   5v26 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  bath/baptism/washing  of the  {water (as if splashing/rainy)}   
Eph.   5v26 og in  (to the [= within]) utterance/speech/narration/declaration  , 
Eph.   5v26 = that  he  (JC as “The Word of God”)   may  purify/separate/sanctify  her   (TCs from out of The World)   

with  the   washing/cleansing  of  water  within  the  utterance/speech/narration/declaration   (by his [1] ministry and [2] death). 
 

That he (JC)  may purify her   (The 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age to become “The Bride of Christ”), 
              (These can  only  be people who completely purify their mind upon The Word of God – so they imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [and no one else]!) 
with the washing of water   (to purify  “The Mind”  with  “Knowledge”  as sourced by Yahweh to yield His Methodology within us) 
within the  utterance/declaration   ( [1] JC’s ministry to purify “The Mind”  [2] The Ransom Sacrifice for a new body for our resurrection). 
 

This verse operates at two levels. 
But first,  several allegories must be explained here  (see also glossary on the universal application of these words in The Bible). 
As stated in v25  “her”  is  “The Bride”  who  becomes fully clean  to become  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  being JCg’s 1st 2nd C to 
collect his bride,  to-be-wife  ready for the next stage of Yahweh’s Rescue Plan to redeem the rest of The World. 
Thus,  it is  “The Early Adopters”  (the 144000 TCs)  who  become fully clean  and thus,   become a viable  “Firstfruit harvest”  (of The Waved Wheat)  
– before  “The Main Harvest”  (of Wheat)  at the end of The Millennium  (to enter Yahweh's  Granary/Rest  see Paul's letter to the Hebrews). 
“Water” always means “knowledge”,  where knowledge can be  “poisoned”  (sourced by The World, through “Religion”)  or  “fresh crystal clean”  
(sourced by Yahweh through His mouthpiece being JC as  “The Word of God”,  given as  “1st Century Christianity”)  see by warning at James.3v11-12. 
Thus,  we understand,  it is  only  the TCs throughout The Gospel Age who become fully washed by being fully imbued  (John.13v9 –  but also read my 
commentary in the surrounding verses)  by  “The Knowledge”  fully operating within them plus  the motivation  (of which Judas Iscariot  did not have)  
to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Importantly,  as my 4th revisions of The Gospels show,  Judas was leading an underhand rebellion against JC 
in the last year of JC’s ministry – I identify all the signposts of his activity throughout my commentaries of these four gospels. 
Finally,  we see the link between water,  washing and  “by the  Utterance/Speech/Narration/Declaration” of “The Word of God”  through JC’s ministry. 
It is  all  allegoric  (see John.13v6-10),  and the reader must use this technique to understand precisely what God’s Word means. 
Numbers however in their own right are  never  allegoric and thus,  must be taken as being literal,  where they are to be used in prophecy  as links  to 
other scenarios yet to occur.  Thus, numbers become The Links between the struts, where the struts are allegoric nouns of  places/people/events/times/etc. 
Please see examples at Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.,  there is  no  example in The Bible to the contrary,  please read 
my commentary to Rev.13v18 that explains what is really being taught.  
Now the second level being item (2) below. 
Finally,  my comment at the end  “(= by his  ministry/death)”  referenced to the  “Firstfruits” (TCs)  being in marketing terms “The Early Adopters”. 
It was:- 

1. “The Word of God”  (given in The Ministry)  that perfected their mind = spirit/personality/desires/traits  (at the 1st level). 
2. It was The Ransom Sacrifice  (being his death/murder)  that enabled the perfected  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= the  “synapse 

construction mapping”  captured by Yahweh)  to be placed in a perfected body –  but with the TCs it was commensurate with the then 
perfected  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being a  non-corruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as a “Son of God”.  By contrast,  than  
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“just”  a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given in trust)  that is potentially corruptible  –  subject to a possible 2nd Death of annihilation  
(counter to that of the  heavenly/celestial  body – Rev.2v11, 20v6  noting Paul's explanation at 1Cor.15v35-55). 

Eph.   5v27 og that  (he/JC may/should) exhibit/constitute/commend/approve/substantiate  her  [= his/JCg’s bride] 
Eph.   5v27 og (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   (the) splendid/noble/glorious/gorgeous/honourable   
Eph.   5v27 og the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church;   
Eph.   5v27 og not  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) {stain or blemish}/defect/disgrace/spot  
Eph.   5v27 og or/than/either/rather   (the) fold/{drawing together}/wrinkle   
Eph.   5v27 og or/than/either/rather  {some/any/certain thing}  of the  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones},   
Eph.   5v27 og but  that  (she) might/may/can/should/be  (the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
Eph.   5v27 og also  (the) unblemished/{without blame/fault/spot}/faultless. 
Eph.   5v27 that  he  (JC)   may/should  exhibit/commend/substantiate  the her  (The Bride of Christ = 144000 TCs)   to himself  (JCg),   

the  splendid/glorious/gorgeous  {a calling out}/ecclesia;   (TCs – but also the Brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 
not  the  having/possessing  the  stain/defect/spot/disgrace  or  the  fold/wrinkle  or  {some/any/certain thing}  {of this sort},   
but  that  she   (The Bride of Christ)   might/be  the  holy/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
also  the  unblemished/{without blame}/faultless. 

 

That he (JC)  might  exhibit/commend/substantiate  her  (The Bride of Christ = the 144000 TCs)  to himself  (JCg), 
the  splendid/glorious/gorgeous  {calling out}/ecclesia   (The 144000 TCs and the Brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 
not having the  stain/defect/disgrace  or   fold/wrinkle  or anything of this sort   (of failure,   so as not to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   
but that she   (The Bride of Christ comprising of the 144000 TCs,  Matt.20v1-12, 22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.) 
be  blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   (Holy,  =  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by Yahweh’s Methodology)  
also  unblemished/faultless/spotless   (having  thoroughly rejected worldly methodology  operating only upon agapao yielding real agape). 
 

I will need to unpick the unrighteous  “all inclusive”  worldly Christian  “supposed logic”  here;  through my presented logical exegesis –  so please 
bear with me. 
As I stated earlier,  the original Greek word is  “her”  and not  “it”  as given by many standard bible translations  (pretty useless at these subtle,  but 
absolutely important nuances,  sadly lost in inept translation),  and we now can get past the 1st layer of  worldly Christian doctrinal spin! 
Thus,   “she”  being  “a calling out”  (= “ecclesia”)  represents  “The Perfected Bride”  being the 5 perfect virgins who had oil in their lamps and  were 
ready  to meet The Bridegroom (JCg)  who came unannounced  (Matt.25v1-11)  (see glossary). 
Stating the obvious –  but needs to be done  (because of the  “deceptive filth”  in The World today)  the  “calling out”  must be  “calling out”  what 
Yahweh  Desires to hear  else this  “calling out”  will  not  be accepted by Yahweh,  and thus,  considered to be as those virgins with  no  oil  –  as 
spoken about in Matt.25v11,  furthermore,  we are told in numerous places  (Old and New Testaments)  Yahweh closes His ear to what He does not like 
to hear!   I am not inventing this – it is precisely what The Bible tells us – and ignored by  worldly Christian leaders in their  “worldly sales spiel”. 

Thus,  clearly those people who behave like this  are  demonstrably faulty in what they do and thus,   cannot  be as this verse teaches us: 
“unblemished/faultless”   and  neither  can they have the “HS”  –  because they are  not  thinking in the  one/same  manner as  “Yahweh's 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make His desire manifest in The Environment”. 

This simple piece of reasoning shows us the vast majority of  worldly Christian leaders  are  demonstrably  defective/blemished/faulty  in what they teach 
as my analysis shows of their sermons and I have 100’s more transcripts on file I could go through line by line when I have the time to dissect with 
exegesis,  some of their output is worse than the few samples given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”.   Regrettably,  I have not the time to keep up with 
auditing the  misinformation constantly  pumped out  into The World today by respected deviants ardently claiming to represent Yahweh and beloved by 
their deluded devotees! 
Clearly if the  worldly Christian leaders are demonstrably  defective/blemished/faulty  in what they teach,  then those people patronising such leaders 
with their attendance to these gatherings are assessed by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  to be  equally  defective/blemished/faulty  by 
Yahweh  (Matt.7v16-19).  Because:- 

“Real Faith” = Accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,   else it becomes  “blind faith”  (= “faulty faith”)  as we  very sadly  witness with 
suicidal bombers who show  much more  “(worldly) faith”  (being the  blindly  accepting “faith”  as given by “Religion”)  than do the 
majority of  worldly Christians who are so very passive to what they know  (Rev.3v15-18)! 

That is the preamble to try and unscramble some terminology used in the demonstrably faulty  worldly Christian doctrine. 
Now for the next stage of this piece. 
Worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  will immediately shout back:  

“Ah  –  you miss one point  -  JC atoned our sins and thus,  we are not blemished if we confess JC to be our saviour”. 
As with  half-truths pandemic  on this subject matter,  this would be enough for the unlearned person to buckle under –  however I am  not  unlearned in 
The Scriptures and I will counter that  I did  not  forget anything!   However I  know  The Bible teaches much more in those areas in which  worldly  
leaders/theologians/scholars  themselves  “choose to forget/{not know}” (= ignore – StrongsTM 50   when they create their own bible, Rev.22v18-19)  
within their minds  –  to form their  own  very deviant  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is alien to the  one/same  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  
of Yahweh. 
In those areas of The Bible ignored by  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  are those areas where we are taught, JC only atoned us  “the 
once”  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22.  Consequently,  he cannot atone us again  spoken as a warning  which thus implies for  some  people they 
will need to be atoned  again  for salvation  (hence the warning and exhortation to return - see Luke chapter 15). 

However,  we know that  cannot occur  – because JC  only  died  “the once”.   
The obvious person would be Judas Iscariot who falls into this category  (but there are many more in a similar position with God’s Word,  who shall be 
judged likewise during The Gospel Age, – exponentially increasing at the close of The Gospel Age –  using  “Technology”  to spread their tentacles far 
into the community to feed off the unwary innocents trying to get to “God”).   
Likewise I might ask:  Why do the writers of the epistles mention  “Balaam”,  a person of The Old Testament  (Num.22v5 to Num.31v8)  and part of “The 
1st Epoch Israel”,  to be likened to Judas Iscariot of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  as examples given for our warning.  But how many  “Christians” know 
about Balaam?   How many people know about Judas  (being  much more  than  “he betrayed JC”)?   This is Core Understanding!   These “Christians”  
are  ‘ignorant’  because  they are kept like that  by their  worldly Christian leaders who probably know only a little more,  and care very much less!  
Because if they did care,  then they  would  do something about this terrible situation  (as regards to what Yahweh desires to occur)! 
I will include these as several topics for copious in-context references for my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”.  

Therefore,  what does all this mean? 
It means that JC died  “the once”  for all humans  –  so that  all  people  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  without the need for doing anything  (because it is freely 
given  and thus,  given to  all  people,  if no person has anything worthwhile to pay for it)  and thus,  all  people have this free gift of  awakening/rousing 
(= resurrection)  for reassessment of our  “one life”.   Where the 1st part of our physical life becomes extended into the 2nd part of their physical life for 
the  continuation of assessment  under what has been  two different environments  (under  “The Singular  Heaven/Authority”)  so we can make an  
educated  decision whether to choose Yahweh's or Satan's methodology to rule our life.  That surely is true  “Righteousness”  because of what we are 
told at Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9)! 
This is all logical, it is righteous,  and moreover it is precisely  what The Bible tells us  –  but already the reader will notice this  is at variance  to what  
worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars   errantly  tell us in their nonsense waffle regarding Mankind’s Salvation! 
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Therefore,  all  humans are covered by  “JC’s Undeserved Gift”  of  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  that covers all our sins on an individual basis  (noting 
Matt.9v6)  through JC’s  atoning/resetting/{buy back}/redeeming  in the midst of Yahweh’s Decree on Sin.    

This action  only  atones the 1st part of our life  before  we enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (upon  “The Word of God” = JC). 
This action  only  gets us into the 2nd part of our life else it would have been annihilation at the end of our present existence. 

However,  Yahweh has  never  removed this decree,  nor will He ever (Matt.5v17-18)  it shall stand for eternity to  maintain harmony  in The Universe. 
Thus,  upon baptism for  “Christians”  (and for  “The Heathen”,  as “Non-Christians”,  it shall be upon their resurrection)  JC asserts his 
atonement/resetting  upon each individual.  This is  The Crux  of which the reader must grasp to understand the righteous logic given here. 

This becomes  “the once”  atonement/{buy back},  it cannot occur again. 
As I copiously explain elsewhere  “Christians”  during The Gospel Age can go any  one  of  three  ways from here on! 

1. Become accepted by Yahweh to be TCs and  “awakened/roused”  to become future “Sons of God”  (The Heirs)   for/over  “The Inheritance”. 
2. Become rejected by Yahweh as passive  worldly  focussed Christians  (including leaders)  and  “awakened/roused”  for further training along 

with non-Christians,  Thus,  becoming  part of  “The Inheritance”  given to those new leaders of (1).  These individuals become covered 
during The Millennium,  this righteously occurs by JC metaphorically covering  “The Great Sabbath Day”  in his death  “over The Passover”  
– being  “The Day of The Lord of 1000 years”  (Pet.3v8).   JC  was/is  “The Lord of The Sabbath Day”,  that was made to purify Man  
(Mark.2v27-28)  which is  “The 7th Day of Rest”  (Hebrews chapters 4-6)  of  completeness/perfection  shaba/sheba  (StrongsTM 7650/1)  to 
complete The Working Week under Satan's 6 days (= 6000 years) of oppression. 

3. Become utterly rejected by Yahweh as  iniquitous  charlatan Christian leaders who presently claim to represent Yahweh,  but seriously twist 
and distort  “The Word of God”  to excuse their actions  (of whatever worldly return,  most often for money, power, prestige  or sex – being 
the main drivers)  and in so doing,  lead  “the children”  away from Yahweh  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2).   
Consequently,  they become like Judas Iscariot -  they shall  never  be  awakened/roused  into what  could have been  the 2nd part of their 
physical life  –  for they have squandered JC’s gift and have nothing to offer in for their redemption while presently operating in the 2nd part 
of their spiritual life initiated at baptism. 
I strongly urge them to reform –  while they have a “soul” (= “conscious existence” to make The Reforming Change – see glossary) – being 
the call JC made in Luke chapter 15 calling them back  -  else they become  lost/perished/destroyed/annihilated  (StrongsTM 622)  as by 
warning in chapter Luke chapter 16! 

Already this  most righteous  exegesis –  precisely as The Bible states  is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders because they just do  not 
presently (at 2007 and 2015 CE) understand it!   I,  as the auditor,  desire  “change”  –  and  “change”  will occur in some people,   they will mend their 
ways and become  phileo/storge  by Yahweh, –  but sadly there will be so many more people who would much rather  insult/assault  the auditor than 
change their ways –  because their  “pain to reform”  within the mind will be too great –  they would rather support  “The Worldly Religious Edifice”  
being what  “The Edifice”  gives,  than  grasp/grab  for “The Vista”  being of  “The Inheritance”  within The Millennium. 

Given the background to unscramble faulty doctrine  –  then how do I swing it back to this verse? 
Now for the third part as copiously stated on this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 
Those people of The Brethren (Christians)  who work hard  (by  “occupational effort” =  “ergon” StrongsTM 2041)  to aim to become accepted as being 
“The Body of Christ”  being the TCs -  then Yahweh shall look very favourably upon them.  These specific individuals personally  strive  to make  “The 
Vista of The Inheritance”  become a reality within themselves –  to make that  “Kingdom of God”  (= a society that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire)  operate 
within themselves  (Luke.17v21, being the internal driver within their minds).  Consequently,  they publicly canvass this knowledge of  “The Future 
Righteous Society”  to The World in their active  preaching/teaching,  both through words and deeds during The Gospel Age as 5 and 2  talent/minas 
stewards  (Matt.25v15-20, Luke.19v16-19). 
If they receive absolutely no  (positive worldly)  return of whatever from The World  (but abuse)  then clearly it must be sincere  (having  no  worldly 
inducement),  thus,  driven by the  heart/{seat of motivation}  commensurate with the knowledge given as  “not being from this world”  (John.17v14)  = 
holy,  else it becomes tainted by The World. 

Can the reader see the logic behind this? 
Thus,  The Brethren to be accepted by Yahweh  are thus,  receiving nothing  (seen as being valuable in worldly eyes)  from The World for their efforts in 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and for their recompense –  they do receive something from the world –  being of its abuse  (John.16v1-4, 
1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v23-29)  and there are many other supporting scriptural examples!    

But these 144000 TCs shall receive Sonship  (Matt.20v1-12)  upon their resurrection for The Work they put into the 1st part of their life. 
Thus,  Yahweh is allowing The World to refine His  future-to-be  adopted  “Sons of God”  (1Cor.3v13-16)  as a loving Father chastises the son whom He 
agapao loves  (Heb.12v5-12)  so this becomes an inner benefit of personal  reform/learning. 
Therefore,  because as I state elsewhere,  the Christian is  not  being assessed on  “The Law of Moses”  based upon Works,  but rather the  “Laws of JC” 
based upon The Mind -  then Yahweh is assessing our  drive/commitment  to become precisely like JC in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  in both deed 
and word by  imitating  his  ministry/lifestyle  driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  where we edify our neighbour to our own hurt.  
Because our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  are  the  one/same  within JC demonstrated  by  ministry/lifestyle  then we are assessed by Yahweh worthy 
of Sonship to become  “The Heirs  over/of  The Inheritance”. 
Thus,  rounding this up,  as the subject verse states. 

Those specific people having precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  are  truly like JC. 
Consequently,  “she”  as the  “calling out”  imitating JC’s ministry becomes  exhibited by JCg as his Bride  during The Millennium in her splendour as 
kings/priests  over  “The Resurrected World”  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.),  being demonstrably  blameless/faultless  based upon  “The 
Golden/Kingly Standard” of JC’s ministry/lifestyle  they undertook through the  bilateral  agreement they had at baptism with Yahweh  (to become 
adopted sons and not bastards,   Heb.12v8). 

Can the reader now understand the logic of this?  
All precisely  as The Bible teaches,  but absolutely  not  as we are errantly taught by  worldly  Christian leaders interested only in  “The  Quantity  of 
The World”  rather than  “The  Quality  that Yahweh desires for The Inheritance”.  Quite simply,  worldly people cannot make money on small 
quantities,  they can  only  make money on  large  quantities –  that is  how The World operates,  and how worldly Christian leaders operate in it. 
Worldly Christian leaders  “dumb-down”,  rather than imitate Paul to be setting a high standard being  “The Goal”  of Sonship comprising of small 
quantities of people  (144000 TCs from out of some 3 billion Christians over the some 2000 year Gospel Age  –  Matt.20v16, 22v14, etc.). 
Thus,  in doing so,  they personally  cannot  be accepted as TCs,  because they are  not  imitating JC in his ministry being Yahweh’s Desire to fulfil His 
Mystery now made plain,  being of the 144000  “sons of God”  elected from JCg’s creation of Mankind to become like The Creator,  JCg. 

That is what this verse 27 really means and also precisely  why  there  are only  144000 people Yahweh can obtain out of the 2000 year  (or 
so)  Gospel Age  (because there are  not  many people who imitate JC to the very best they are able within  “The Christian Nation”  and thus,  
become  “The Martyrs for The Cause”)! 

Eph.   5v28 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
Eph.   5v28 og {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought  the  men/husbands/fellows   
Eph.   5v28 og (to) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the (persons [wives])   
Eph.   5v28 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   (the) women/wives  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
Eph.   5v28 og the (ones [bodies])   (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]  {whole/sound bodies}/bodily.   
Eph.   5v28 og The (person)  {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the (person [wife])   
Eph.   5v28 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   (the) woman/wife  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   
Eph.   5v28 og (he) {loves by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao; 
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Eph.   5v28 = {In this manner}/Likewise  the  men/husbands 
{become indebted}  to  {by principle love}/{edifying love}/agapao  their wife  as  their  (own)  {whole/sound bodies).    
The person  {by principle love}/{edifying love}/agapao  his (own)  woman/wife,   
the  himself  he  {loves by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao. 

 

Likewise,  the husbands become indebted to  agapao/{edifying love}  their wives,  as their  (own)  whole bodies. 
The person  agapao/{edifying love}  his  (own)  wife,  he  agapao/{edifying loves}  himself. 
 

This is such an important analogy in The Bible being  “The Marriage” to form a union of mutual “Faithfulness to The Partner”.   
The reason is to illustrate by allegory of the very special relationship JCg has with the  “calling out”  (accurately  of,  and  faithful to Yahweh’s Word)  
to become his future Bride in  the required  two-way  fidelity.  Both parties are  not  to be blemished with inducements of The World  (sourced by the 
methodology of Satan),  thus become acceptable  to Yahweh  as future Sons of God  “having been separated from The World”  to become  “holy/pure”. 
Notice that in all cases it is  “agapao”  StrongsTM = 25 used,  being as I specifically state  “The highest form of Love driving The Mind”  and thus,  
sourced by a righteous  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that becomes captured within the  reformed/adjusted  synapse construction,  whose mapping is 
captured and retained as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33).  Once done,  then Yahweh can use this data to clone us upon our 
resurrection –  so that it becomes  “an awakening/rousing”  (StrongsTM 1453) as a physical “resuscitation”,  but within a  perfected physical body  
depending upon what we have done in the 1st part of our physical life  (1Cor.15v35-55 and notice the context of the earlier part of the chapter)! 
Just as by analogy in the spiritual level  (at agapao level)  we demonstrably apply this at a fleshly level where we respect the other person and not to be  
malicious/harmful  to them in any matter  –  but ideally to bring our partner on to understand  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  by example  –  just as 
JC did by example to his recognised bride,  where both are joined together by Yahweh making a threefold tie (Eccl.4v12). 
This should ideally,  form a symbiotic relationship  –  with mutual respect and  {charity love}/agape  works driven by  {edifying love}/agapao. 
Eph.   5v29 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)  For  {sometime past}/then/previously  the (flesh)   
Eph.   5v29 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]  flesh/{carnal minded}  (he) hates/persecutes/detests,  
Eph.   5v29 og but  (he) {to rear up (to maturity)}/cherishes/trains/{brings up}/nourishes   
Eph.   5v29 og also   (he) {to warm}/{to brood}/fosters/cherishes  (the) her [wife/body],   
Eph.   5v29 og just/as/that/how/when  also  the  lord/master  the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church; 
Eph.   5v29 = for  previously  (as a worldly person)  {no one}  hates/detests  {his own}  flesh  (worldly body),   

but  {brings up}/nurtures/cherishes  her   (the Body, feminine form to represent The Bride by allegory),   
just/as  also  the  lord/master  (for)  the  {calling out/ecclesia.    (JC as The Word of God builds up within The TCs' Minds) 

 

For previously  (as a worldly person)  no one hates  his own flesh   (being a worldly body), 
but nurtures her   (the Body,  feminine form of the Greek Word  to represent  “The Bride”  by allegory), 
just/as  also the  lord/master  (for)  the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (JC as “The Word of God” edifies his “other half” [Bride] for The Millennium) 
 

As usual,  worldly translated Bibles (being most of them)  mistranslate words  (the translators are trying to be too cleaver, and “get it wrong”),  and here 
they repeat their errant behaviour by changing  “her”  to “it”  because these translators do  not  understand  “The Subject Matter”  behind  The Words 
they attempt to translate ,  being what Paul is truly teaching us.   
This is not an isolated case,  but I show this to be quite a common practice and throws  “understanding”  behind what was written  “out of the window”!  
That is specifically why I had to go to  “The Original Greek”  (Matt.7v7-8)  and give this transparent translation to bypass incompetent  “professional”  
translators beholden to their paymasters!   “He who pays The Piper,  calls the tune!” 
After that necessary side-explanation. 
Stating a truism, Paul tells us,  people generally do not  hate/persecute/detest  their body. 
Sadly we witness some people  “self-hurt”  because The World’s methodology ever increasingly bears down to destabilise weaker members of society,  
who  self-hurt as  “a cry for help” –  being a sad reflection upon the world’s present operating system,  in direct contrast to what it will be like in The 
Millennium (Rev.21v1-4).  Therefore I state,  if our  worldly Christian leaders did what they supposed to do  (and not give worthless soundbites of 
feigned concern)  then society as a whole would understand why they should start taking upon themselves  “Yahweh's Methodology”  because of  “The 
Foundation”  given in  “The Old Testament”  to support  “The New Testament”. 
Continuing Paul’s line of reasoning:   

We take care of our own fleshly bodies and equally our spiritual body  (being how our mind operates,  based upon accumulated knowledge). 
We witness many people seem to edify themselves in the wrong area,  –  being  fleshly/{animalistic/carnal minded},  and much less spiritually,  which 
seems to be the faulty knowledge as sourced from The World.   Ideally,  we should be growing our spiritual  body/mind  upon  “The Word of God”  
whose source is  not  of this sinful world. 

Ideally by spiritually nurturing our mind upon  “The Word of God”  then we shall learn to nurture both our physical body responsibly  and  
our wife in the  one/same  manner. 

Thus,  JC as  “The Word of God”  –  being Yahweh’s  premier mouth-piece  edifies those individuals who  {agapao love}  Him  demonstrating their 
belief by imitating  him  (else it becomes  “a belief”  of  “hypocrisy”). 
Furthermore,  it is demonstrably evident all  worldly Christians do  not  make JC their  Lord/Master  because they do  not  precisely imitate him to the 
best they are able,  then  “righteous logic” tells us that they  cannot  be part of The Ecclesia!   By consequence,  we return to what the definition of   “a 
calling out”  means,  being those specific people who  precisely  “call out”  what Yahweh  desires to hear  being said in His  Name/Character/Authority  
and thus,  this can  only  point to the 144000 TCs  (and not the millions of worldly Christian leaders).  
Eph.   5v30 og because  (the) members/{body parts}  {we are/being}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  (of the) him,   
Eph.   5v30 [of his flesh, and of his bones = CA] 
Eph.   5v30 = because  {we (TCs)  are}  members/{body parts}  of  his  (JCg’s)   {whole/sound body}, 
 

because  we (TCs)  are the body parts of his (JC's)  whole body   (where, The Word from The Head controls the concordant body parts on Earth). 
 

Thus,  JCg at The Head  (as The Lord/Master directing)  and the  subordinate/faithful  TCs providing all the different  active  functions by works  
(1Cor.12v1-31)  that imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become the ecclesia. 
Notice the utter irrelevance of the copyist’s addition to  the  spiritual  context  of what Paul is speaking –  neither can it be  substantiated/supported  by 
similar such references  anywhere  within The Bible –  thus,  it must be rejected as having been sourced by The World,  given to confuse.  Perhaps an 
invented phrase to give some worldly credence to  “religious worldly relics”  that  “go on tour”  to take humans  away from  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  
a practice that still occurs today)! 
Eph.   5v31 og [Prophecy, Gen.2v24:]    (In contrast/substitution/correspondence)/For   
Eph.   5v31 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout   
Eph.   5v31 og (he shall) {leave down/behind}/abandon/reserve/{have remaining}  
Eph.   5v31 og (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  the  father/forebear   
Eph.   5v31 og also  the  {from mother}/womb,  also  (he shall) {glue to}/adhere/cleave/{join (self)}   
Eph.   5v31 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  woman/wife  (of the) him,   also  {shall be}/{come to pass}   
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Eph.   5v31 og the  dual/both/two  into/unto  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}  first/certain/one. 
Old Testament reference located at  Gen.2v24 

Eph.   5v31 = For  (in correspondence)  {concerning this},   
the man  will  {leave behind}  the father  also  the mother,   
also  he shall  {to be joined/adhered/cleave}  toward  his  woman/wife,   
also  the two  (entities)   {shall be}  into/unto  first/one/certain  flesh   (of the body). 

 

For in correspondence concerning this   (union) 
the man will leave behind the  (his)  father  also the  (his)  mother  
also he shall be joined toward his wife, 
also the two  (entities)  shall be unto  one/certain  flesh   (of the body). 
 

Again,  we must ask:- 
Why does Paul keep bringing up this marriage analogy  (here and elsewhere 1Cor.6v16)?   
Because as concluded in v32  –  the next verse .........! 

Moreover,  if we cannot be faithful in marriage of the flesh –  then how can we be faithful in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that should be the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with JC’s  presence/parousia  in The Mind  –  ready for the marriage in the  heaven [singular]  with JCg  in 
The Millennium  (Rev.19v6-9)? 
Paul is telling us by analogy,  The 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  join together  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55)  to become  “The Bride”  with JCg  
(Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.)  for the principal reason to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over what is to be  “The 3rd 
Epoch of Israel”  during The Millennium.   Where,  “The 3rd Remnant of Israel”  becomes the metaphoric children of this perfect union of  demonstrably 
proven spiritually worthy  “mature adults”. 
Eph.   5v32 og The  secret/mystery  that/this/there/here  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  (it) is;   
Eph.   5v32 og (emphatic) I/me  and  (I) state/exclaim  into/unto  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed;   
Eph.   5v32 og also  into/unto  the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church. 
Eph.   5v32 = This  secret/mystery  is  the  big/mighty/great;   

and  emphatic I (Paul)  state/exclaim   (concerning)   unto the  Christ/Anointed,   also  unto  the  {calling out}/ecclesia. 
 

This Mystery is big!   (“The Mystery of God” is “The Resurrection” of the 144000 TCs to be the  one/same  body as  “The Anointed for The Union”.) 
And  emphatic I (Paul)  state  (concerning)  upon the Anointed   (being of  “The Goal of Anointing”  as being  “The Target”  in The Gospel Age) 
also unto the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (of which The Ecclesia are best placed to achieve this Goal – hence directed to its members). 
 

This  is  “The Mystery”  concluded,  of which our  worldly Christian leaders presently  cannot understand  and thus,  they continue to teach  “a mystery”  
–  perhaps for the very reason that I carefully explain within my commentaries given at Gal.4v4 and 5v27. 
I explain “The Mystery” in this very  simple  equation:- 

The Mystery   =   { ( [ TCs = The Body  =  the accepted ecclesia  =  The Bride of JCg ]  +  JCg )   =   ( One in marriage ) } 
Where,  as I consistently state on this website: 

The mystery is personally solved by  “the something”  JCg created,  can personally become like him  (as The Creator). 
It is as simple as that!   
Absolutely  no  mystery! 

Please see  “mystery”  in glossary. 
Eph.   5v33 og Moreover/Besides/Nevertheless/Notwithstanding  also  {specifically yourselves}  the (persons)   
Eph.   5v33 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  one/singularly  (the) each/any/every (person)  the [wife]  
Eph.   5v33 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   (the) woman/wife   
Eph.   5v33 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (let him) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao   
Eph.   5v33 og {in that manner}/likewise/as   (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself],   
Eph.   5v33 og the  and  woman/wife  that  (she) frightened/alarmed/awe/revere/afraid/respect/defer  
Eph.   5v33 og the  countenance/{human-being}/man/husband/fellow. 
Eph.   5v33 = Moreover,   

also  the people  {specifically yourselves}  the every  single  person   (regarding)   his  wife   
let  him  in this manner  agapao/{edifying love}  as  himself,   
and  that  the  woman/wife   (shall)  she  awe/respect/defer  the  man/husband. 

 

Moreover,  also specifically yourselves  (assiduously aiming to be TCs)  every single person   (hence,  individually directed) 
let him in this manner  agapao/{edifying love}  his wife as himself, 
                (Being precisely why JC  can  offer  guaranteed  salvation  only  to his Bride,  as  “The Ecclesia/{Early Adopters}/{144000 TCs}”) 
and that the wife shall  awe/respect/revere  the husband   (that is why the 144000 TCs are in  “The 1st Resurrection”  -  they revere God's Word). 
 

This concludes the representation of v32 and previous verses of  “the allegory of marriage”  to represent  “The Ideal Goal”  for The Gospel Age. 
Paul in the next few verses then moves onto the subset of marriage being of  “The Offspring”.   
This represents The World becoming resurrected into The Millennium,  so the wise people of  “The Resurrected World”  reform to imbue  “The 
Knowledge of Righteousness”  to become children from  “The Special Union”  between JCg and his bride of 144000 TCs  (in The Millennium). 
Then later,  Paul moves on to show the correct qualities required to be publicly demonstrated within people desiring to become TC’s and future leaders 
as kings/priests  in The Millennium.   They must publicly exhibit themselves to the judging world  (of the Gospel Age)  these TCs behave as honourable 
slaves being respectful to their masters,  representative of the TCs being submissive slaves now during The Gospel Age cultivating the correct mindset to 
be submissive to JCg as The Husband and submissive to Yahweh as  The  Master/Lord  Almighty.  Moreover,  because these TCs have demonstrated their 
humility during the 1st part of their life to the judging world  (that can only judge  “the works”,  and not  “the mind”, 1Sam.16v7),  they likewise  
(without hypocrisy)  can demand the same from  “The Resurrected World”  -  not to its hurt,  but only for society’s gain. 
Of which  “The Late Adopters”  out of due respect  (of what the TCs did in the 1st part of their physical life)  shall positively respond to their new 
leaders’ instruction,  and those people consistently rebelling against this new authority personally exclude themselves from this edifying society.   
The New Authority  (JCg and 144000 TCs)  shall remove them with  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.  as 
we are told at Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, etc.). 
 
 
84th Instruction – The children are to attentively hearken to the parents to be equitable with The Lord’s requirement. 
This instruction is given in the dual context of:- 
         1.  The children are of parents themselves aiming to be TCs  and are not worldly self-seeking people! 
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         2.  This is an allegory of The Goal,  being of The Resurrected World learning off the future 144000 Kings/Priests. 
Though an ideal situation for worldly people,  it can be difficult for children because many parents  are  bad teachers! 
85th Instruction – Children are to  revere/value  their parents  (being those within The Ecclesia)  to  obtain/nurture  
virtuous attributes which will enable them to have a long virtuous life on this Earth.  Sadly,  children of bad parents 
cannot  revere/value  their parents – but must run away for their safety.  A sign of the present times  (just ignore what our 
soothsayers and pundits say about today being better than yesterday,  peering through their own rose-coloured glasses).   
Unfortunately,  this is why  The World must wait longer in its pain and suffering – for them  all  to be  proved wrong! 
81st Allegory – Children = Are to learn wisdom from their fleshly parents  (sadly today, being  few/far between);  in The 
Millennium  “spiritual children” (adults)  are to learn “Righteousness”  from their spiritual parents  (the 144000 TCs). 
Allegory – repeat - Children to  God/Abraham  = The people  actively  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of them personally. 
106th Reasoning – Paul uses the simile at the fleshly level to teach us,  “with a promise”  at the spiritual level,  how The 
Brethren  (presently children)  aiming to become TCs will also live long on Earth inasmuch they shall be  kings/priests  
ruling upon The Earth with guaranteed everlasting life in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies. 
21st Prophecy – We have the promise that if we respect our parents  (who themselves have fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire)  then 
we too shall have a long life on this planet – operating at both levels of “The Early and Late Adopters” of Yahweh’s 
Methodology to rule our life,  being of  “Yahweh’s Right to Rule our Mind”  (and not Satan’s,  as first errantly chosen). 
Eph.   6v1 og The  children/daughters/sons  (you) {attentively hearken}/comply/obey/submit  
Eph.   6v1 og to the  parents/parents  {of yourselves};  
Eph.   6v1 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master  that/this/there/here  for  (it) is  (the) equitable/innocent/righteous. 
Eph.   6v1 = The  Children,  you  {attentively hearken}/obey  to  your  parents,   

for  this  it is  equitable/righteous  within  the  Lord/Master. 
 

The  (physical/spiritual)  Children   (young in the knowledge and application of God's Word  [both physical/spiritual]) 
you attentively hearken to your parents   ([1] physical now,   [2] spiritual in The Millennium),    
for this is  righteous/equitable   (to Yahweh's requirements of us  “humans”  [being how we are to learn from our seniors])    
within the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh instructing us through JC as  “The Word of God”  to correctly direct our mind to fulfil His desire). 
               (Noting all Yahweh desires is a peaceable society without  fraud/vice/crime/hurt  and this is the only righteous way to deliver it) 

 

For us to become TCs,  over the next generations of TCs,  the children of the fleshly marriages through the generations should gain  “The Habit”  of 
being respectful – so they may train their mind to become the  one/same  as that of JC  -  to that of Yahweh,  so His Desire might be fulfilled (Matt.26v39, 
42, etc.).  We must gain this mental attitude of contriteness and humility to become TCs,  which is precisely why leaders of politics, religion and 
commerce  cannot  become TCs,  unless they demonstrate to Yahweh's Judgement they are truly contrite  (and not the much hypocrisy as leaders of 
“Religion”  are so proficiently capable of displaying). 
By extension,  Paul takes the fleshly children here as by example,   for all of us as spiritual children learning righteousness in The Millennium,  to be 
humble and contrite to our spiritual parents of The Millennium being JC and the 144000 TCs.   

After my 3rd Revision addition,  then let us return to my earlier writings. 
We have Paul’s warning in 2Tim.3v1-6 of how people in the end times will show themselves. 
Interestingly he would  not  have written it like he has,  if the times were as bad then  (inasmuch could they be worse than they are now)! 
An observation  never  considered by those people who argue through use of sanitising filters,  “The World has always been like this”!   
Furthermore,  it is regrettable billions of peoples' lives are so badly damaged in the process to prove  “The Dissenters”  wrong in their worldly wisdom!   
If they merely accepted The Truth of things spiralling downwards under Satan’s methodology,  without it being required to  be proved to them  -  that we 
need Yahweh’s Methodology to bring about a perfect society,  then all this mess could be ended years ago –  without The World having to go through the 
present pain and suffering! 

Interestingly I can understand what is running through Paul's mind when he writes this – following on from the previous verses! 
He is thinking of The Millennium and  “The Resurrected World”  becoming  “The Spiritual Children”  of JCg and his Wife representing the 144000 TCs 
teaching their worldly Children –  because he always has this prime focus within his mind.   Start early with the correct standard and everything  will 
follow through correctly into The Culmination,  all to  “The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire” – as we now read within the next verses at the various levels. 
Eph.   6v2 og [Prophecy, Ex.20v12:]  {To prize}/{Fix a valuation (upon)}/{To revere}/Honour/Value  the  father/forebear   
Eph.   6v2 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  also  the  {from mother}/womb,  
Eph.   6v2 og who/which  (it) is  (the) commandment/injunction/precept  (the) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former   
Eph.   6v2 og in  (to the [= within]) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise, 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.20v12  
Eph.   6v2 = Revere/Honour/Value  your father  also  (your)  mother   (is the 5th of the Ten Commandments as instructed by Yahweh) 

which  it is  the  first/chief  command  with  the  promise   (of v3), 
 

Revere/Value  your father  also  (your)  mother   (being the 5th Commandment given through Moses) 
which is the  first/chief  command  (regarding specifically Mankind)   within a promise   (of v3). 
 

Verses 1 and 2 are answered by v3.   
Being the 5th Commandment  (where the first four commandments are solely related to Yahweh)  and thus,  The 5th Commandment starts as the 1st 
commandment of the next section concerning the matters of interaction within Mankind to ensure  the promise  of  “The Peaceful Coexistence”  occurs 
within society  (as it shall in The Millennium) –  as Paul now explains in the following verse. 
Again we must understand Paul is sowing  “The Seed of Understanding”   of what is to occur in The Millennium,  where  “we”  (as  99.99+%  of  The 
Population)  must  honour/value  our new spiritual parents of The Millennium,  being the 144000 TCs  (as kings/priests)  ruling over us  (2Tim.4v6-8, 
1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.),  edifying us to understand  how/why  we are to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to become part of  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
Eph.   6v3 og that  {(performed) good}/{well (done)}  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (it may/should) {become to be},   
Eph.   6v3 og also  (you) {shall be}/{come to pass}   (the) {long timed}/{long lived}  over/upon/concerning   
Eph.   6v3 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region. 
Eph.   6v3 = that  {to you}  (singularly)  it  may/should  {become to be}  good/{well done}   (being of our deportment within society),   

also  you  {shall be}  {long lived}  upon  the Earth. 
 

That to you it might become to be  good/{well done}   (learn how to value your instructors,  for your future  good/wellbeing) 
also you shall be long lived upon the Earth   (the obvious extension being in The Millennium unto The Eternity if we honour the 144000 TCs) 
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Assuming Paul is speaking about good parents  (and records appear to show the family structure of  “older times”  was much better than today  –  from 
the support given by the  local  extended family),  then what does comes from  “honouring your parents”? 

1. Respect authority –  peace from secular concern when reaching adulthood  (not having a spirit of rebellion to be yielding a troublemaker). 
2. Gain wisdom –  learning from parents of their  “experience of life”  so ideally,  not  to repeat  “the same errors”. 
3. Gain respect –  from associates recognising  “character quality”  of those people  “respecting authority”. 

Interestingly when a person has a recognised quality,   people will ask: “Who is their Father?”   To enquire and then know the family name. 
Where it is assumed the good person has learnt  his/her  qualities from The Family –  being from The Parents. 
Then link all this again to what is to occur in The Future.   
Layer (1)  Now during The Gospel Age for “The Early Adopters” 

Those children who follow this advice will have a suitable mindset to become TCs and then,  when as the  kings/priests  of The Millennium 
where they shall be adopted sons of God,  - those persons being taught shall ask:  “Who is your Father’s Name?”  Where the family Name 
now obviously becomes  “Yahweh”  for them to then learn of His Word. 

Hence the TCs grasping for  “The Birthright”  (Jacob/Israel)  having this trained mindset are part of  “The Promise”  (of v2)  to attain  “The 
Responsibility”  over “The Inheritance” as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)   within incorruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  
(1Cor.15v35-55)  shall be able to live for a  guaranteed  eternity – and thus,  as v3 answers  “shall live long on the Earth”  as the rulers upon it. 
Note:  Not to be physically living in the heavens  but rather heaven [singular]  to mean the  “ruling heaven”  (= “authority”)  over the Earth  (being the 
zone immediately above the soil of the Earth)  represented as  “The New (spiritual) Temple”  as the command and control centre in  “The New 
(spiritual) Jerusalem”. 
These verses can then be expanded up to teach us how Paul’s mind is continually running forward on what The Future holds for those people who like 
Paul,  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.),  –  he was always trying to exhort The Brethren through 
exegesis to bring forth The Brethren  to maturity. 
Now for  “The Late Adopters”. 
Layer (2)  For worldly people (not TCs)  who become part of  “The Main Resurrection”,  requiring The Millennium to wholly perfect their mind. 

As I explained earlier at the end of the previous commentary,  the immature spiritual children   (of  “The Resurrected World”)  are instructed 
to  honour/value  “The Spiritual Parents”  (= 144000 TCs)  of The Millennium,  being  “The Spiritual Teaching of Righteousness”.  The 
spiritual children who positively respond shall pass the final assay of 3.5 years at the end of The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.20v12-15)  
and  “shall live long”  on The Earth for an eternity within perfected DNA fleshly bodies. 

 
86th Instruction – The fathers must not  {provoke to wrath}  their children either by being too harsh or too lenient,  but 
rather bring them up with disciplinary correction and directing them to the  lord/master  (JCg controlling our mind). 
107th Reasoning – During the 1st part of our physical life our children filling The World  (as instructed)  will obtain a 
head-start ready for The Millennium if guided by correct discipline,  and perhaps suitable material to become TCs. 
108th Reasoning – At the 2nd level the fathers are to  “get the training in now”  to perfect the correct methodology ready 
for The Millennium to be based upon personal experience  (both positive and negative feedback). 
Eph.   6v4 og Also  the  fathers/forbears,  not  (you) {anger alongside}/enrage/anger/{provoke to wrath}   
Eph.   6v4 og the  children/daughters/sons  {of yourselves},   
Eph.   6v4 og but  (you) {to rear up (to maturity)}/cherish/train/{bring up}/nourish/nurture  them  in   
Eph.   6v4 og (to the) tutorage/{education/training}/{disciplinary correction}/chastening/chastisement/ 

/instruction/nurture   
Eph.   6v4 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {calling attention}/{mild rebuke/warning}/admonition  (of the) lord/master. 
Eph.   6v4 = Also  the  fathers  not  you  {provoke to wrath}/frustrate  your  children   

but  you  {bring up}/nurture/cherish  them  within  the  tutorage/education/{disciplinary correction}/chastisement   
also  with  the  {calling attention}/admonition  of the  lord/master. 

 

Also the fathers,  not you frustrate your children   (“frustrate”  now by  [1] being burdensome,  or future by  [2] being too lenient now) 
but you nurture them in the  education/{disciplinary correction}   (to be at the correct level –  both  “carrot and stick”  shows real concern) 
also with the  {calling attention}/admonition  of the  lord/master   (it should all be done in “The Word of God” as The Backbone  to the teaching) 
 

Thus,  we read the fathers should not  frustrate/{provoke to wrath}  either by being too burdensome or be giving them too much freedom when young. 
The former grouping will be frustrated when young,  while the latter grouping will be frustrated when an adult -  where the  spirits/personality/desires  
are  self-indulgent  and  “The Required Reform”  will be severer. 
Thus,  the correct tutorage  (through enforced commandments and instruction with understanding)  will  bring-on  to maturity a well-balanced character. 
Also again the correct mindset is gained from behaving like this for the TCs of The Gospel Age,  because they will need to use these qualities when,  as 
kings/priests,  they shall teach  “Righteousness”  to all humans  awakened/roused  (resurrected)  into the 2nd part of their physical life. 
Just as we will need these qualities to teach The World  “Righteousness”,  then likewise JCg  {has used}/{is using}  these such qualities upon the TCs to 
bring them unto maturity ready for their greater responsibility  over/of   “The Inheritance”  of  “The Resurrected World”  in  The Millennium. 
 
87th Instruction – Slaves/bondservants  are to obey their masters in the flesh with fear in deference to  “authority”  
without being motivated for some form of return by doing so.   Likewise,  we,  The Brethren (Christians)  to JC. 
88th Instruction – Slaves/bondservants  must not be  “eye-pleasers”  to deceive those people  “looking-on”,  but as slaves 
to fulfil any assignments given as tasks to complete.  Likewise,  The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs. 
89th Instruction – TCs are to  do/yield  Yahweh’s Desire from out of their  breath/soul/{conscious existence}/life,  that 
demonstrates kindness while slaving for The Lord,  but  not  slaving to fulfil the desire of men  (self-indulgent interests)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment assigned by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests”. 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
36th Good News – TCs know that whatever intrinsically  good/ideal  things an individual does,  then this person becomes 
eligible of a position alongside The Lord  (as kings/priests)  whether that person in a fleshly state was a slave or free. 
109th Reasoning – Again it becomes utterly obvious that Paul is using another simile  (of slavery)  to express the correct 
mental attitude of a person aiming to become a TC,  and the reward that is to be expected irrespective of what present 
position they might have in the world today  (where  The Last/Least  now shall be  The  First/Most  in The Millennium). 
This is specifically why  “leaders in  politics, religion, and commerce”  cannot be  “The Leaders of The Millennium”. 
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36th Warning – Those  charlatan Christian leaders have much for which to worry – operating to  a feigned ministry  doing 
anything to be “eye-pleasers”,  seeking  “to please men”  by pandering to self-indulgence rather than fulfilling the Desire 
of Yahweh.   Also,  worldly Christian leaders to a lesser degree,  all  should be worried about the 2nd part of their life! 
Please conduct the necessary reform  now  while in the position  (of a conscious existence)  to do something about it! 
Eph.   6v5 og The  slaves/{bondservants},  (you) {attentively hearken}/comply/obey/submissive    
Eph.   6v5 og to the  lords/masters  down/according/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal minded}   
Eph.   6v5 og amid/together/with  
Eph.   6v5 og (of the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread  also  (of the) trembling/{quaking with fear}   
Eph.   6v5 og in  (to the [=within/) singleness/simplicity/{generosity without self-seeking}/ 

/{bounteous without strings attached}   
Eph.   6v5 og of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  {of yourselves},   
Eph.   6v5 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  to the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed; 
Eph.   6v5 = The  slaves/{bondservants} 

you  comply/obey/submit  to the  lords/masters  according to  the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal mind}   (operating in worldly manner)   
with  of the  fear/alarm  also  of the  trembling/{quaking with fear}   (being the  “deference to authority”)   
within  the  singleness/simplicity   (without self-seeking – having no strings attached for later return)   of your  heart/{seat of motivation},   
{in that manner}/as  to the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

The bondservants  comply/obey  to the  lords/masters   (providing employment)   
according to the animistic mind   (the employers operating according to worldly methodology  [=  self-indulge to their servant's hurt]) 
(servants obey)  with alarm  (respect the position of the employer)   and trembling   (in their “deference to authority”) 
within the  singleness/simplicity   (to have no ulterior motive behind what is done,  not self-seeking behind a  facade/pretence),   
of your  heart/{seat of motivation}   (being the internal driver to  “get something done”) 
in that manner as to the Anointed   (we are to behave like this to  “The Position of Future Responsibility”  of which JC exhibited to us). 
 

All people have their station during the 1st part of their physical life –  having migrated to these positions through self-intent or forced there by 
circumstance of The Environment.  However,  in whatever worldly position,  we are all to provide the best we can to our  neighbour/stranger  (being no 
respecter of people – Matt.22v16)  given the circumstance of our respective position.   
We are told:  “to those people with more – then more is expected”  (Luke.12v48)!  -   
Likewise,  with our position in society combined with the input from The Environment.   
This input is initially from The World and some individuals are sufficiently fortunate to come into contact with  “The Word of God”  through  a TC  
teaching or from an  accurate  translation of The Bible  (ideally pre 1950 CE  -  or use the one on this website).  We then have further choices – do we  
(1) imbue  and  then  (2) practice this knowledge with fidelity to attain  “The Promise”  of attaining  “The Inheritance”  in the 2nd part of our physical 
life.  Using the analogy of The World,  when having more – then more is expected from that person,  likewise when having  “The Word of God”  we have 
more knowledge from which we should take upon ourselves the weight of  “Responsibility”  to use this knowledge to edify other interested people. 
We must not become like the  “Rich Man”  in JC’s parable of the “Rich Man and Lazarus” (Luke.16v19-25)  please read the adjoining commentary on 
this website for  “The Absolute Truth”  of what this parable really means  –  rather than the utter unrighteous  “out-of-context”  distortion generally 
given of this account by our  worldly Christian leaders  (often within the Evangelical fringe)! 

After that preamble let me put this into context of the verse.  
Paul is giving practical advice to those people in this worldly position –  “so that it goes well for them”  both at a fleshly level,  but also within the 
mindset of the individual practising this advice.  Notice how we are to treat  “authority”  with deference in singleness of mind.  To mean,  we do not 
behave in the manner of misappropriating The Master's Wares behind his back and give a sweet supposedly innocent smile on our face,  or to be giving 
an additional return  (by having strings attached to our feigned ‘good’ nature – v6).  By contrast,  we  must be sincere  and  never defraud  any person or 
institution,  company or government in what we do,  thereby we are forming within ourselves a  righteous/honest  mindset ready to rule  “The 
Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

Paul was using this worthwhile worldly advice as an allegory of the larger context of The Millennium.   
Yahweh desires  “sincerity of mind”  with no strings attached to our good behaviour for a return of gaining  “The Inheritance”  of the 2nd part of our 
physical life,  by  “being supposedly good”  now during the 1st part of our physical life.  Yahweh desires His  slaves/{bondservants}  to revere Him by  
imitating JC’s ministry  and not by behaving as do the  charlatan Christian deviants stringing along their adoring,  but duped flocks,  under  “the spell  
of their leader  (as  “a [supposed] Christ” – Mark.13v21-23 and the terminology at Gal.4v14 used for Paul)  taking the place of Yahweh by using His 
Word at variance to what was originally stated – as did Satan in The Garden of Eden (Gen.3v1-5)  and likewise to JC in the wilderness  (Matt.4v1-12) . 
But we are instructed by The Bible to be  humble/lowly  as we work together motivated to increase  “The Body of Christ”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  as 
this website  clearly explains  elsewhere for  not  any self-indulgent return,  all as this verse teaches.  Inasmuch we are not being  good/obedient  because 
of some kick-back  (being the  “strings-attached”)  we might hope to receive –  thus,  “I am just being good because I want to be a Son of God”! 
A  “deviant attitude”  like that will be transparent when Yahweh carefully examines the  “synapse construction mapping”  in  “The Special/Greater (1st) 
Judgement”  (James.3v1)  of Christians for future Sonship upon their resurrection  -  and that type of person would be refused! 
Eph.   6v6 og not  down/according/intensely/against (to)   
Eph.   6v6 og (the) {sight labour}/{that needs watching (remissness)}/{eye-service}   
Eph.   6v6 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {men-courting}/fawning/{men-pleasers};   
Eph.   6v6 og but  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) slaves/{bondservants}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Eph.   6v6 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising   
Eph.   6v6 og the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  of the  God [Yahweh] 
Eph.   6v6 og {from/out of}  (the) breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}; 
Eph.   6v6 = not  according to  {eye-labour/slavery}    (to the deception of other people)   

as  {man-courting/pleasers}/fawning;    (to be giving what The World desires)   
but  {in that manner}/as  the  slaves/{bondservants}  of the  Christ/Anointed,    (to be  accurately  teaching The Word of God) 
doing/making/yielding  the  Determination/Desire/Purpose  of the  God  {from out of}  the  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}; 

 

        (Paul is teaching us not be  “ministering”  [God's Word]  … … … ) 
as  man-courting/pleasers   (teaching  “what the recipients want to hear” –  as Paul said at:  Gal.1v10-12,  1Thes.2v3-6  and numerous other places); 
but in that manner as the slaves of the Anointed   (we must change our mind  to be worthy of what Yahweh desires to give us,  as He gave to JC) 
              (The Goal is  not  to please people for a worldly return,  but  slave  to edify people to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  for The Anointing) 
doing/yielding  The Determination/Purpose  of the God   (Yahweh)   (Firstly we must know Yahweh's Purpose -  virtually all people have  no idea) 
              (The  very worst culprits  are  “Leaders of Religion”  refusing to do what they know they should,  and then  “excuse”  their  “hypocrisy”!) 
from out of the  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}   (while we have  [1] a spirit operating in  [2] a viable physical body to  Eccl.12v13-14)  
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Look at  precisely  what Paul is teaching us. 
He is  not  speaking of  non-religious activities,  but rather about  “1st Century Christianity”  –  because he speaks from the continuation of v5 and then 
“as slaves of JC”,  and to be slaves of JC must mean all those people who claim to represent JC in his service,  give likewise personal ministry service. 
Consequently,  Paul in this verse is speaking of “two” types of “Christian Ministry”,  (1) one to please men and  (2) one to please Yahweh (Gal.1v10-12)  
by means of a comparison  (precisely as JC tells us in his many parables):- 
Thus,  we should rewrite this verse with additional words to maintain this theme for understanding. 

= (v5 “... in the manner with JC,)  not according to  {eye-labour/slavery}  by deceiving the congregations,  as man pleasers by telling the 
“worldly church”  what they want to hear (2Tim.3v13, 4v3,  et al,  etc.),  but as slaves of JC  accurately  teaching God’s Word  (of “1st 
Century Christianity”)  and  fulfilling God’s Desire  from out of our conscious existence,  driven by our  agapao/{edifying  love}  of  “The 
Disclosing Truth”. 

This will be another topic in my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  because The World is  utterly covered  by very  worldly Christian leaders’ 
preaching  what The World wants to hear – rather than what Yahweh Desires to hear.  Yahweh Desires His 144000 TCs to herald in The Millennium so 
enabling major reform to occur under  “The Rule of JCg”  alongside with the 144000 TCs then to be as  kings/priests  of The Millennium  –  being The 
Lord’s Sabbath Day,  termed  “The 7th Day of The Sabbath”,  being  “The 7th Day of 1000 years”  (2Pet.3v8)  of completeness  (Shaba/Sheba StrongsTM 
= 7650/1)  and perfection under JCg’s rule. 
This is absolutely  never  taught –  because  worldly Christian leaders choose  not  to understand it  (up to 2007 CE when this website became live  [and 
likewise 13 years later on my 4th revision, nothing has changed]) –  even though The Scriptures scream this out to be  “The Culmination of The Lord’s 
Acceptable Year”  for  “The Resurrected World”  (see glossary). 
Eph.   6v7 og amid/together/with  (the) kindness/{conjugal duty}/benevolence/{good will}   
Eph.   6v7 og (the) serving/{in bondage}/slaving  {in that manner}/likewise/as  to the  lord/master   
Eph.   6v7 og also  no/not/none  (to the) countenances/{human-beings}/men, 
Eph.   6v7 = together/with  the  kindness/benevolence/{good will}  the  serving/slaving   

{in that manner}/as  to the  lord/master,   also  not  to the  men, 
 

the  serving/slaving  together/with  the  kindness/benevolence  in that manner as to  (please)  the  lord/master,   
                 (Driven by agapao to deliver agape to edify our neighbour  to know why/how to imitate JC  is slaving to Yahweh's Methodology) 
also  not  to  (please)  the men   (TCs do  not  please the recipients ears,  the TC  edifies the recipient to Yahweh's Requirement,  detested by “Man”). 
                 (Quite simply,  men/women  do  not  want to change,  they prefer the present Satan’s world more than Yahweh’s World of The Millennium!) 
 

Thus,  to be  “kind/{good will}”  means that the underlining driver must be  agapao/{edifying love}  to tutor our neighbour to understand  why/how  they 
too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to increase the number of potential TCs in The World.  This is precisely how apostles behaved when they imitated JC’s 
ministry,  and that is exactly what we all must do if we desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to the very best we are able.  To do this at a low-level means that 
we cannot force people to perform anything –  except through careful exegesis to show the righteous logic behind Yahweh’s Plan and how we all can be 
part of it.  This cannot come from external compulsion -  but by internal reflection upon  The Strength of Argument  based upon  “The Knowledge” being  
“The Accurate Word of God”.  This is  why  “Religion”  fails in its logic because it is sourced by fallible Satan and  not  by perfect Yahweh,  hence 
leaders must cajole other people into  “Religion”  (being “The Methodology of Satan”)  because in its thousands of variants,  it has  no  “strength of 
argument”  -  it is all planer.   By contrast,  “1st Century Christianity”  is  three/(four)  dimensional and operates through  Time. 
Thus,  TCs with  “1st Century Christianity”  driving their mind,  do not behave as men and give doctrine as of men for the satisfaction of men,   
But rather,  TCs having  “The Knowledge of God”  will cause consternation in most people because it requires  a complete mindset change  away from 
The World  “seared into our mind”  since a child;  we need to gain  “The New Vista of God’s Kingdom”  that should start by operating inside us before 
it becomes a reality in The Millennium.  If it starts operating within us to first perfect our mind  (Luke.17v21)  before  The Millennium,  then perhaps we  
may  just become a future  “Son of God”  to take upon ourselves   the  ownership and responsibility  of  “The Inheritance”  from  “The Adopting 
Father”  because we  proved ourselves worthy. 
Eph.   6v8 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  because  who/which/that  if/whatever   
Eph.   6v8 og {some/any/certain person}  each/any/every (person) 
Eph.   6v8 og (he/she) does/makes/produces/yields/performs/provides/practices   
Eph.   6v8 og (the [thing]) {intrinsically good}/{well being}/ideal,   
Eph.   6v8 og that/this/there/here  (he/she  will) {to tend}/{take care of}/{provide for}/{carry off}/obtain/receive   
Eph.   6v8 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  of the  lord/master,   
Eph.   6v8 og {if too}/whether  (the [person]) slave/{bond servant},   
Eph.   6v8 og {if too}/whether  (the [person]) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free. 
Eph.   6v8 = because  the  knowing/understanding  that  

whatever  the  {intrinsically good}/ideal  thing  {some/any/certain person}  each person  he/she  does/makes/produces,   
this  (same work/equivalence)   he/she  will  {carry off}/obtain/receive  alongside/with/near  of the  lord/master,   
whether  the  person  (be)  slave/{bond person},   whether  the  person  (be)  free/{not a slave}. 

 

because  knowing/understanding  that whatever  {intrinsically good}/ideal  thing  any/each  person  he/she  does   (to their neighbour), 
this  (same equivalence)   he/she  will obtain  alongside/near  of the  lord/master   (ultimately Yahweh through JCg), 
whether the person  (be)  the slave,  whether the person  (be)  not a slave. 
 

Clearly  {intrinsically good/ideal}  things done  (for absolutely  no  return  [including publicity,  noting the guidance at Matt.6v2-4])  are the result of 
having the  one/same   spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC who was the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of Yahweh,  and 
thus,  had the HS working through him.  This  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is captured within the  “synapse construction”,  whose mapping Yahweh 
records as “The Heavenly Treasure” (see glossary)  to be used again as our  “programming code”  into our new perfected physical body  (being one of 
two types  –  depending on what we sowed in the 1st part of our physical life,  as intrinsically good works – 1Cor.15v35-55,  Gal.6v7, etc.). 
Thus,  we can see the link through the scriptures. 
Standard translated bibles use  “being paid”  here,  in place of  “the  {carry off}/receive”  for the intrinsically good works,  and then change  
“alongside/with/near”  to be  “from”. 
However retaining the original Greek words we can see more clearly  the correct understanding  of what Paul is teaching us -  being that  if  we fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (being intrinsically good),  then  actually our payment is to be  “Sonship to Yahweh”  -  where,  we 
are  “alongside/with/near”  to JCg as our husband in the future Millennium as the ruling  kings/priests  (Rev.1v6)  to further teach  “Righteous”  over 
the whole Resurrected World  -  and  not  “from”  JCg our lord as mistranslated in standard  worldly bibles! 
As I keep repeating  “the mantra”  we  cannot  trust standard bibles because they  twist  the Greek translation to suit  dead  (worldly Christian) doctrine,  
rather than change  dead  (worldly Christian) doctrine to become aligned with what  “The Original Greek”  teaches us.  Hopefully this utterly faithful  
and transparent translation I give,  might become The Catalyst that cuts open this  false doctrine  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  (Matt.24v14)  to 
become the new wine  (Luke.5v37-39)  that we drink in celebration to  herald-in  The Millennium! 
Furthermore,  as we are told,  “The Offer of Sonship”  to us can be for any person  (Acts.10v34-35) –  at any level within society –  with  only one  
stipulation/caveat/requirement: 
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We must  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  –  which was driven by agapao to yield  charity/agape  freely/simply. 
For us to be competently able to do this –  then we must gain  “Real Faith”  by the required 3 stages:  

1.  Gain Accurate knowledge. 
2.  Rigorously  assay/prove/test  this knowledge to gain assurance, competence,  and authority  (over our subject matter). 
3.  Practice with fidelity what is known and assayed! 

It is as simple as that –  absolutely  no  customs  (except the annual remembrance of JC's Last Supper),  no  pilgrimages,  no  myths,  etc.! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 
Thus,  singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our many useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 
seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 
90th Instruction – Masters of this present worldly system should practice the same things as do their  slaves/{bonds 
persons},  also do not use  menacing/threatening  behaviour,  always knowing that Yahweh in the heavens  is your Master 
and He is no respecter of persons  (Acts.10v34-35)! 
110th Reasoning – Again Paul is using the  “Master”  simile of what we witness in this present worldly system to show 
that Yahweh is The Omnipotent Master and that if we are masters of people,  then we should behave to them as we wish 
The Omnipotent Master to deal with us.  Thus,  as JC taught:  If we wish to be The Most – then we should be The Least 
now,  else if we take The Most now,  then we shall be forced to take The Least position in The Millennium.  This all makes 
for a sobering read – but obviously not read by  worldly Christian leaders –  personally believing this is not to befall them! 
37th Warning –  If our  worldly Christian leaders demonstrably show they do  not  believe what JC teaches us  (else 
obviously they would  not  put themselves into that position);  –  then  surely we  cannot  trust what else they teach us! 
Eph.   6v9 og Also  the  lords/masters,  the (things)  they  do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   
Eph.   6v9 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {to them},   
Eph.   6v9 og (the) {be letting up}/slackening/deserting/{desisting from}/forbearing/leaving/loosening   
Eph.   6v9 og the (thing [behaviour])  menacing/threatening;   
Eph.   6v9 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  because  also  {of yourselves}   
Eph.   6v9 og {of them}  the  Lord/Master [Yahweh]   (He [Yahweh]) is  in  (to the [= within]) heavens [plural],   
Eph.   6v9 og also  (the) partiality/favouritism/{respecter of persons}  no/not/none  (He [Yahweh]) is    
Eph.   6v9 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) Him. 
Eph.   6v9 = Also  the  lords/masters   (in the world),   

they  do/work/practice  the  (intrinsically good)  things  towards  them   (the slaves),  
the  desisting/slackening/forbearing  the  menacing/threatening   (behaviour),    
because  the  knowing/understanding  your  Lord/Master   (Yahweh via JCg  [as  “The Word of God”)   
also  of them  (slaves)   He is   (Lord/master)   within  the  heavens  [plural],   
also  He  (Yahweh)   is  not  a  {respecter of people}   (therefore He will equally regard the slaves to the same standard as the masters);  

 

Also the  lords/masters   (the employers in the world),   
practice the  (intrinsically good things  [based upon v8 instruction])   things towards them   (the employees), 
(you employers are to be)  desisting/forbearing  the  menacing/threatening   (behaviour,  by abusing the  responsibility,  position and power) 
because  knowing/understanding  your  Lord/Master  (Yahweh via JC)   within the heavens  (plural) 
also He is their   (employees'  Lord/Master),    (by inference both groupings have the  one/same  Master/Lord  and thus,  desire the same treatment) 
also He  (Yahweh through JC)  is not the respecter of people   (Acts.10v34-35,  as JC likewise of  one/same  spirit/personality/etc.  Matt.22v16). 
 

It goes both ways –  The slave should respect the master and likewise the master is instructed to respect the slave. 
We are all human,  and ultimately  all  people are subject to  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe,  whether they like it or not!   
During the 1st part of our physical life we are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as best as we are able,  irrespective of where we are within the worldly strata of 
society.  Clearly those people who force their way to the top  (often through worldly means rather than on deference to Yahweh choosing –  as He did for 
King David – 1Sam.16v7)  are absolutely  not  suitable material for leading in The Millennium,  having  minimal  attributes of value in The Millennium.  
Leaders of The Present World operate according to its present methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  and have personally  
fostered/nurtured  characteristics/attributes  of this present worldly system that is to be  dissolved/melted  away  (2Pet.3v8-13)  when The Millennium is 
introduced by Yahweh through JCg  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3) -  where JCg is the legitimate ruler for this World  (Rev.19v16). 
Thus,  Paul is always writing for  “The Goal of The Anointing”  (see glossary and dissertation on this website:  “FutureLife.Org”),  so that wherever in 
society we might be,  then we are to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we can fulfil Yahweh Desire  (Matt.3v17, 12v18, Mark.1v11, 9v7, 
Luke.3v22, 9v35). 
Just as JC was no respecter of people  (Matt.22v16, Mark.12v14)  then as the image of God  (being that if we have seen him then we have seen  “God” – 
John.14v9  -  which means we have  “Built ourselves upon The Word of God'”)  then Yahweh too,  is not a respecter of people  (Acts10v34). 
Therefore,  during His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  Yahweh shall select those people who have met  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  of JC’s 
ministry/deportment  irrespective of where they are in the strata of society to become a future “Son of God”.  It is all about  “The Mind”  being of its 
reform away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology given to us through JC and a good quality Bible  (absolutely  not  through  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  noting JCg’s instruction given at Rev.18v4). 
 
91st Instruction – There are other aspects to be considered, but all can be reduced down to become empowered by  “The 
Word of God” (working within a TC)  and physically operates (by fulfilling His Desire)  in great vigour of His HS,  noting 
the composite definition of the HS as given by “FutureLife.Org”  (ignore the  useless/errant  definitions given elsewhere). 
Eph.   6v10 og The  remaining/besides/finally/rest/moreover,  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Eph.   6v10 og (you be) empowered/enabled/{(increased in) strength}/{be (made) strong}/energised   
Eph.   6v10 og in  (to the [= within]) Lord/Master,  also  in  to the [= within]  {great vigour}/dominion/might/power/strength   
Eph.   6v10 og of the  forcefulness/ability/might/power/strength  (of the) him. 
Eph.   6v10 (For)  the  rest/remaining,   my  Brothers/{The Brethren},   

you be  empowered/energised  within  the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  reforming our mind),   
also  within  the  {great vigour}/might/dominion  of  His  (Yahweh's)  forcefulness/strength/ability.   (To overcome worldly methodology) 
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(For)  The remaining  (important things)  my Brothers   (can be summed up in … …)  
you be  empowered/energised  within the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh via JC as “The Word of God”  reforming our mind from worldly methodology) 
also within the  {great vigour}/dominion   (expressed within our lifestyle edifying our neighbour,  as befits a future leader of The Millennium), 
of His (Yahweh's)  forcefulness/ability   (sourcing “The Word of God” continuously reforming our mind to be Christlike ready for “The Anointing”). 
 

This verse is not a nebulous term –  of wishful thinking!  
Yahweh will  only  work with those very specific individuals who have  accurately  imbued  “The Knowledge”  which is then faithfully reproduced.  
Obviously, Yahweh has no desire for people to reproduce faulty knowledge  (as does Satan desire),  but rather  only to  reproduce  accurate  knowledge  
(hence “the tool kit” in the following verses).  Clearly there are many manifestations of  “The Body of Christ”  as we are told in 1Cor.12v12-24 and all 
are required to assist in The Ministry service,  however it must be done in the  one/same  manner as demonstrated by The Apostles and support team of 
The Brethren.  It must  not  be  wayward/fractious  and thus,  against what Yahweh desires,  as we sadly witness throughout most of  worldly Christianity. 
Yahweh will work as required to fully express His HS,  to obtain His “Sons of God”  to ensure that The Millennium will occur to fulfil His Desire to move 
into The Culmination of His Plan to yield Human Salvation  (that requires His “Early Adopters” and The Millennium to gain “The Late Adopters”). 
But as I constantly state  it must be  self-motivated –  Yahweh will force  no  human – else Satan can always claim (as he did of Job) –  he/she  is only 
good and thus,  a  “Son of God”  because You,  Yahweh,  were good to  him/her.  However,  as we read,  to counter any possibility of this false 
accusation from occurring,  Yahweh allows The World to chastise the Sons whom He beloves  (1Cor.3v13-16, Heb.12v5-12)  so as to rebuke this 
potential charge from Satan and people thinking like him.  In this manner,  Yahweh shows the determination and cleaving these adopted sons have to 
their  “new (spiritual) Father”  while perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  away from the father (Satan) of the 1st part of their spiritual life. 
Thus,  Paul explains how this  empowering/energising  might come about to gain this  accurate  knowledge and then to use it to gain more TCs. 
As usual it does  not  mean what our  charlatan Christian leaders say it means to titivate the animalistic minds of their deluded devotees! 
Because of what these charlatan Christian leaders are doing,  their reward is annihilation at the end of their present existence  (unless they personally 
reform while they have a  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  as Luke chapter 15 teaches us by two parables! 
 
92nd Instruction – To become an  effective fighting machine for The Lord  against the machinations of the world’s 
methodology  (imitating that of Satan),  then we must equip ourselves fully with the tools available from The Lord. 
38th Warning – Satan  (The Adversary to Yahweh),  also known as The Devil  (slanderer/{false accuser} to Yahweh)  will 
allow his cohorts  (World Leaders [of Religion])  to be teaching worldly methodology alongside The Gospel to be so close 
and yet  deviant  to what Yahweh really desires to achieve His  future tools  (144000 TCs)  to yield Mankind’s Salvation. 
In this instance Paul uses “devil” because people will use anything that a “Christian” does against God to slander God’s  
Name/Character/Authority  in the eyes of The World.  -  All sadly as we have witnessed in history  –  and occurring today! 
39th Warning – People excusing themselves,  shall metaphorically  “throw mud”  to blacken what they do not like,  being 
anything that makes them look bad in the eyes of on-lookers.  Likewise, to people becoming TCs,  –  they will be vilified by 
those very people  (“Leaders of Religion”)  within The World who feel personally threatened by what the TCs do within 
their life.  Thus,  the term  “slanderer”  is used because their activities blacken the  name/character/authority  of Yahweh. 
Consequently,  we must take  “The Full Armour of Yahweh”  that will give protection from these slanderous attacks. 
40th Warning – We are not wrestling against flesh and blood –  but a methodology  deep seated within The World  
originally sourced by Satan that operates within those people who climb within The World for personal advantage over 
those people beneath them!   The leaders with power, climb to positions of power to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt. 
111th Reasoning – The methodology within this world is  so deep set,  and cannot be changed by removing one set of 
people at the top,  because  another grouping will immediately replace them  having  precisely the same mindset  as those 
people originally removed!   Thus,  we,  TCs  are to remain patient  (Rom.13v1-5)  and wait for Yahweh to make The Move  
when  He has His 144000 TCs taken out of The Gospel Age  –  precisely as this website clearly explains  (Rev.19v16-21). 
It  is  the 144000 TCs imitating JC by being patient and  “Not of this World”  (thus neutral within it)  make the change to 
occur -  by being part  of the 144000 taken at  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then returning 3.5 years later (Rev.19v16-21).  
112th Reasoning – The methodology in this world,  operating within the rulers of this present age is  obscured/darkened 
from “The Light”  given to The World by JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  The world’s methodology pertains to The Mind being of  
depravity/malice/plots/wickedness  that rules within the singular heaven  (the controlling zone pertaining to The Earth). 
That is why they prefer darkness (of not being “accountable”),  because it covers their operations away from public gaze. 
113th Reasoning – Extra-terrestrials in the context of this present worldly system points to Satan and of his agents (both 
off this planet and those on this planet operating to his methodology  “in positions of power”).  This points to world 
leaders appearing to be  “off this planet”  (as “gods”)  when compared to the lives of the general public,  they having the  
one/same  methodology as sourced by the present Leader of this planet,  Satan,  2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19. 
Eph.   6v11 og (You) {sink into a garment}/endue/{have put on}  the  {full armour}/{all (whole) armour}  of the  God,   
Eph.   6v11 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  (to be) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  {specifically yourselves}   
Eph.   6v11 og (to) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide   toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Eph.   6v11 og the  {travelling amid/over}/travesties/trickeries/wiles/{lie in wait}     
Eph.   6v11 og of the  traducer/{false accuser}/devil/slanderer. 
Eph.   6v11 = You  Endue/{Have put on}  the  {full armour}  of the  God  (Yahweh), 

toward  the  to be  personally  able/capable  of  {specifically yourselves}  to  {stand staunch}/withstand{hold up} 
toward  the  wile/deception/travesty/trickery  of  The  Devil/{False Accuser}  (to worldly entrap you). 

 

You  (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  endue the full armour of the God   (Yahweh,  being what  “The Word of God”  delivers to The Mind) 
toward to be personally capable of specifically yourselves to stand staunch   (get The Mind reasoning in the correct direction) 
                 (The best physical simile is that of  “facing a boat into a forth-coming Tsunami”  else we shall be overwhelmed)  
toward the  wile/deception/travesty/trickery  of the False Accuser   (to entrap your mind within subtle distortion of God's Word  “to excuse us”). 
 

Paul advises we take on this metaphoric whole armour of protection as we go out in to The World to proclaim The Knowledge that will yield  “Real 
Faith”  within those individual people desiring to hearken unto it in fidelity and become TCs themselves as the next generation  -  by putting this whole 
armour on themselves,  to go boldly out into The World as did their predecessors  –  The Apostles of Yahweh. 
Clearly  Satan  (The Opposer/Resister/Adversary)  becomes The Devil (The Slanderer/{False Accuser})  by using whatever he might have in his arsenal 
to use against those  “{specifically yourselves}”  (the Brethren aiming to become TCs)  who  are  truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
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Clearly it is  Satan’s original methodology  to oppose what he does not like  (see “Satan’s desire” in glossary)  being mirrored by those people thinking 
similar thoughts about themselves and thus,  they take on his persona  and consequently become  his agents  (2Cor.11v13),  to behave as JC warns in  
(John.16v1-4)  to  stall/negate  his impending incarceration  (Rev.20v1-3)  being the start of The Millennium. 
This opposition  (fulfilling Satan’s desire to remove TCs)  may come from the following sources:- 

1. These people may be atheists  (who do not recognise Satan exists). 
2. These people might be  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  choosing not to recognise that Satan exists. 
3. These people might be  charismatic Christian leaders  “hypocritically warning”  the devotees about the wiles of Satan. 
4. These people might be  worldly Christian leaders not teaching about Satan –  but supposedly all about  “God's Love”! 

The point being is this,  all the above people in their entirety ignore  “The Key Instigator”  to our present pain and suffering on this planet. 
Yet while they ignore  “The Key Instigator”  in their deliberations,  they all have  the  one common  denominator! 

They  all  operate according to his  (Satan's)  worldly methodology,  being  “to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt”. 
Where,  the greatest hurt is,  not  to bring their acolytes into “The Knowledge”  of how to become a future  “Son of God”! 

Thus,  we are to examine their fruitage (members of their groupings):- 
Do  these people  “yield the next generation of TCs”  –  who personally and precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle? 

If not,  then they  (leaders and group members)  are  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire and very likely to be operating according to Satan's methodology! 
It is as simple as that statement! 

However we are told, Satan knows his time is short  (Rev.12v12)  because the 144000 TC  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)  is almost 
fulfilled (hence nearing the 2000 years of fulfilled Gospel Age),  and allows many false  “Christs”  Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v19-23  at the end of The 
Gospel Age .   This we now witness as  charlatan Christian leaders  (having  no  humility/lowliness)  pretending  to have HS  “oozing out of their body”  
in all its manifestations –  for the worldly returns this personally gives!   While they are beloved by  millions upon millions  of devotees,  this practise is 
an utter abomination to Yahweh,  consequently these  charlatan Christian leaders  shall be annihilated  upon the end of their present existence  (because 
Yahweh shall ignore them at both resurrections,  and there is no 3rd Resurrection).   Yahweh shall ignore them,  to match the utter contempt they have of 
what JC did,  in their mind  (see  “The Twist”  Judas gave at John.12v4-6)  –  while they say the most wonderful things about JC in their sermons and  
feigned  “set-piece  miracles”.  Where they bring in stooges, night after night feigning physical problems to be miraculously cured  and followed with the 
rapturous applause and money that flows in afterwards.  The independent stagehands recognise the same people night after night coming out of the 
audience to  “be cured”  –  but what can they say?   I have personally had third-hand reports of this very thing occurring!   These stagehands would be 
stamped-on and obliterated if they gave witness to what they saw,  by the now,  million-heir  charlatan Christian leaders living off the  “unlimited 
donations”  from deluded devotees!   It is all an  utter detestation  to Yahweh –  to whom He will be most  Vengeful –  because these  charlatan  
Christian leaders are profaning His  Personal  Word  (as equally JC’s character)  being what His Word should truly yield   (“The Salvation of Mankind”  
as this website passionately explains)  within  “their deceived minions”! 

Moreover,  what does this activity bring into the minds of “The Stagehands”  witnessing such events – it drives them to become atheists! 
It is this practice that unceasingly drives me to write this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to stand-up for  “The Word of God”  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)  amid 
these  charlatan Christian leaders,  this website to become the trustworthy  “Prime Reference Standard”  for The World to use at  “The Close of The 
Gospel Age”  (Matt.24v14)! 
Eph.   6v12 og Because  no/not/none  (it) is  {to us}   the  {to and back again}/vibrating/wrestling   
Eph.   6v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) blood  also  (the) flesh/{carnal minded},   
Eph.   6v12 og but  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Eph.   6v12 og the [plural]  beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement/chief (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/wholly/ 

/authorities/magistrates/principalities/leaders,   
Eph.   6v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  privileges/competencies/freedoms/capacities/authorities/powers,   
Eph.   6v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  {worldly rulers/leaders}/{kings/princes of the world}   
Eph.   6v12 og of the  shadiness/obscurity/darkness  of the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   
Eph.   6v12 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout,   
Eph.   6v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (things)  {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}   
Eph.   6v12 og of the  depravity/malice/plots/sins/iniquity/wickedness   
Eph.   6v12 og in  to the [= within]  {outer skies}/celestials/extra-terrestrials. 
Eph.   6v12 = Because  not  it is  {to us}  the  wrestling  toward/near  the  blood  also  the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded},  

but  toward/near  the  chiefs/leaders,   toward/near  the  privileges/competencies/authorities,   
toward/near  the  {worldly-rulers}  of the  obscurity/darkness  {from/concerning this}  of the  age,   
toward/near  the things  spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  of the  depravity/malice/plots/wickedness   
within  the  celestials/extra-terrestrials. 

 

Because not it is to us the wrestling  towards/near  the blood  also fleshly minded people. 
but  toward/near  the  chiefs/leaders,  toward/near  the  privileges/authorities, 
towards/near  the  world-rulers  of the darkness from concerning of this age, 
toward/near  the  spiritual/{of the mind}  things of the  depravity/malice/plots  within the  extra-terrestrials. 
 

Paul’s warning again being  “The Methodology of The World”  operating within those leaders who climb to the top within this system of things  
(politics/commerce/religion  being the “three pillars” of society),  where,  the leaders personally follow The Methodology of this present system to 
succeed within it  (in whatever they choose)  as the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the air  (Eph.2v2).   

This methodology originated with Satan who effectively becomes their god  (even if they  are  atheists)  because they follow his methodology 
which he initiated  (Gen.3v1-5)  being to oppose Yahweh’s  “Right to Rule”  our minds  (that became replaced by Satan’s methodology). 

Thus,  Paul's instruction is,  we must not be fighting at a fleshly level as we might a physical foe being made manifest in our fleshly leaders,  because they 
are merely imitating a methodology within The World  before they personally existed.  Thus,  the foe we must attack is  not  fleshly  (and that is why we  
must remain utterly neutral  to these worldly leaders of the three pillars)  but rather to personally  fight  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  The 
World,  being  “of its methodology”  –  to be countered with  “The Word of God”  operating within our minds (Luke.17v21).  Consequently,  we reason 
that Satan's methodology becomes  “The Present Authority”  covering The Earth  (Eph.2v2)  as  “The Singular Heaven”  - meaning  “the controlling 
zone pertaining to this planet”  of which present world leaders have controlling their mind  (hence  “leaders of this present world”). 
I expect some people may presume the last part of this verse means:- 

Satan and his mercenaries operating as free-lancing entities know their time is equally short,  but not knowing precisely when it is to occur as 
we are told  (Mark.1v24).  Further supported by Satan originally as a foremost “Son of God”  (Eze.28v12-19)  was the entity who instigated 
the rebellion and dragged about a third of the celestial host pertaining to this planet down with him  (Rev.12v4). 

While that may be a correct interpretation  -  I realise the understanding is too simplistic and I reason Paul had more in his mind,  because of what Paul 
writes elsewhere and likewise John in his writings  -  we can further reason what  “celestials”  [plural]  might mean. 
In the Bible book of Revelations,  I very carefully explain the following allegories  (relative to this planet  –  where The Bible is written for  this  planet):- 

Sun = Yahweh –  becomes the source of light  (for us to deport ourselves correctly)  and  “the giver of life”. 
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Moon = JCg as  “The Intercessor”  between The Sun and The Earth  –  who reflects the glory of  (The Sun)/Yahweh  here on this planet. 
              (Specifically during The Darkness [of night]  during the present 6000 years of Satan’s tenure  [2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19].) 
Stars = smaller luminaries  (of less “magnitude”)  displaying light onto The Earth –  showing themselves to humans upon the Earth as being 
awesome  –  giving constellation names of wonder  –  spawning  “worldly astrology”  (that is an anathema to Yahweh). 

Thus,  we can reason by metaphor,  Paul is speaking about people on this planet supposedly representing aspects of  “Religion”  being like the celestial 
stars of the sky,  having much apparent honour,  with devotees doting upon these individuals of  “suppose fame” –  as they might be stars  (inasmuch we 
call certain entertainers called “Stars” shining over us).  Moreover, some leaders consider themselves as being “gods”  over their followers,  often 
presuming themselves  “above The Law”  (supposedly, The Law only being for “the minions”)  as we have seen throughout history when we examine 
what they did.    
It is along these lines,  Paul is speaking to us as by warning –  in principal concerning  charlatan Christian leaders operating upon Satan’s Methodology  
“to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”  -  giving the wonderful sales spiel and the  “feigned miraculous works”  of their stooges night after night 
before an entranced audience of new members bewitched by The Moment  –  the music and light show given  –  just as a showman might in a circus! 
Thus,  Paul is stating,  beware:- 

There are people like  “stars/gods”  before you –  and yet they operate according to Satan’s methodology covering The Earth (Eph.2v2). 
Paul spoke of these people in his letter to The Galatians  (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, etc.),  John likewise at  1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3,  3John.9-10, etc.   
These are warnings of what they could see occurring within the fledgling ecclesiae during the 1st Century –  and now we have had some 1900 years for 
these  charlatan Christian leaders to perfect  “The Art of Deviancy”  -  now on the back of technology to get their hooks further into our potentially 
unreasoning brains! 
Where,  we read that  “even The Elect (= TCs of the closing years of The Gospel Age)  might be deceived”  (Matt.24v24)  by these wonderful 
performances,  therefore we can reason,  “standard Christians”  have no chance  –  they will be completely fooled,  and part with much hyped worship 
and money to these  charlatan Christian leaders! 
Where  “The Test”  surely is:- 

How has  “Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salivation”  been advanced by these  charlatan Christian leaders in what they teach and practice? 
Carefully reason through  “The Evidence”  and it becomes obvious they are delivering for  “The Immediacy”  to satisfy an  animalistic/carnal  mind in 
both the leader and their doting minions  (2Tim.4v3-4 – because of  2Tim.3v5. Titus.1v16),  all of which shall  not  occur in The Millennium! 
Note,  there are other stars shining light into The World,  and these are the 144000 TCs  (and brethren actively aiming to become TCs)  as I explain 
elsewhere,  and we are to differentiate between the stars  shining  Satan’s word  (2Cor.11v13-15)  of a new Jesus  (2Cor.11v4)  of hype and mystique,  
contrasted by the TCs  explaining “The (real) Word of God”  for the recipient  to wholly understand  and ideally imitate JC. 
 
82nd Allegory – armour = Everything needed to be effective and thus successful in a warlike campaign! 
83rd Allegory – harmful day = When our  competence/authority  of our subject matter is  tested/assayed/proved  by 
external attack  (from people detesting our stance)!   Are we able to successfully come through to “fight another day”? 
Instruction – repeat - To become an  effective fighting machine for The Lord  against the machinations of the world’s 
methodology  (imitating that of Satan),  then we must equip ourselves fully with the tools available from The Lord. 
Warning – repeat - Satan  (The Adversary to Yahweh),  also known as The Devil  (slanderer/{false accuser} to Yahweh)  
will allow his cohorts  (= leaders of “Religion”)  to be teaching worldly methodology  alongside  The Gospel  to be so 
close  but yet  deviant  to what Yahweh really desires to achieve His  future tools  (TCs)  to yield Mankind’s Salvation. 
93rd Instruction – TCs are to stand staunch against The Methodology of The World that can be a brutal full-frontal attack, 
or very insipid,  like water slowly wearing away stone over a long period of time.  We aiming to be TCs are to abide to and  
precisely  fulfil  “The Knowledge of The Word of God”  within our life,  which is unchanging,  unlike  the  (downward)  
changing standards of The World.  In this manner we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by accomplishing all things He Desires of us. 
84th Allegory – wide girded belt = “Truth”  fully supporting the torso making the TC  strong/resolute/powerful. 
84th Allegory – loins = Strength of the body extending into our reproduction powers,  noting that The Goal of a mature TC 
in conflict with this present world  (headed by Satan fearing his nemesis)  is  to produce the next generation of TCs). 
85th Allegory – breastplate = “righteousness/equality”  protects the intrinsic  good/ideal  charitable works from attack 
(being the vital body  organs/parts  for survival  [to keep the Charity on-going]). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
86th Allegory – sandals = “The Gospel”  being transported from one  neighbour/stranger  to the next  neighbour/stranger. 
87th Allegory – shield = “Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}” as fully explained in the text below. 
88th Allegory – helmet = “salvation”  protects “The Knowledge” in the brain that will lead to salvation  if kept  accurate. 
89th Allegory – sword = “spirit/personality/desires/traits”  trained by  “The Word of God”  used in attack and defence. 
90th Allegory – flaming darts = “powerful pointed reasoned arguments” from the world to puncture through weak armour 
Where,  “flaming”  extends to mean something that consumes and  'takes over the environment'  -  hence caution required. 
41st Warning – The Brethren (Christians)  are invited to take the  full armour,  else they  will certainly  be vanquished by 
well-crafted reasoned arguments as we all too well witness within The World today with the rubbish exegesis given by 
those leaders of “Religion”  who presumptuously claim to know  (but demonstrably do  not  know)!  
42nd Warning – The Brethren (= Christians)  are to  regularly use  the armour so as to be comfortable and competent 
within the  full  armour else they will be vanquished by well-crafted reasoned arguments … … as above latter grouping! 
Eph.   6v13 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  (you) {to take up}/{receive up}/{take in/unto/up}   
Eph.   6v13 og the  {full armour}/{all (whole) armour}  of the  God [Yahweh],   that  (you be) able/possible/capable   
Eph.   6v13 og (to) {stand against}/resist/oppose  in  to the [= within]  day/{period of time}   
Eph.   6v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd   
Eph.   6v13 og also  (the) all (things)   (the having) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{worked out}   
Eph.   6v13 og (to) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide. 
Eph.   6v13 = Through reason of  this  you  {take up}/{receive unto}  the  {full armour}  of the  God  (Yahweh),   

that  you be  able/capable  to  {stand against}/resist  within  the  hurtful/harmful/malicious  day,   
also  to  {stand staunch}/establish/abide  the having  accomplished/performed/finished  the  all  things. 
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Through reason of this   (spiritual deception that can operate in our mind,  sourced from off this planet,  operating via its local [religious] cohorts) 
(you)  take up the full armour of the God   (Yahweh,  being what  “The Word of God”  delivers within ideally our  receptive/hearkening  mind) 
that you be able to  {stand against}/resist  within the  hurtful/harmful  day   (being the time when our sensibilities are tested), 
also to  {stand staunch}/establish  having  accomplished/{worked out}  all things   (our interaction with the present world). 
 

Not quite as some translations give –  but what it states here is Paul’s teaching of us to use these tools so we complete all things in Yahweh’s 
Name/Character/Authority  ready for  “The Culmination of Yahweh’s Plan”  being the onset of The Millennium.  Where,  in The Millennium all things 
shall be accomplished by the TCs having been assayed righteous during the 1st part of their physical life to become stewards over 10 and 5 cities 
(Luke.19v12-20)  when they teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”. 
Stating the obvious again,  but ignored by  worldly Christian leaders  (well they would, – would they not),  the TCs will face affliction and persecution for 
only imitating JC’s ministry  (John.16v1-4)  while being utterly neutral in worldly affairs as Paul teaches us:  

The TC must only be recognised as being persecuted for simply imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  because as law-abiding secular citizens then 
secular leaders have no fear of TCs  (Rom.13v1-5).   

This is precisely  why  it is  only   “The Religious Authorities”  (who do personally feel threatened by their exposed “hypocrisy”)  whose tentacles feed 
into the secular authorities  (John.18v29-31),  then use these secular authorities as instruments to remove  “troublesome”  people! 
Just as The Pharisees did to Jesus,  and then later to the original disciples,  then throughout The Gospel Age –  so  why  should it be any different now? 
Eph.   6v14 og (you) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  Therefore/Then   
Eph.   6v14 og (the having) {girded all around}/{fastened one’s belt}/{girded (about/self)} (middle or passive voice)   
Eph.   6v14 og the  {the loin/hip}/{procreative power}  {of yourselves}  in  (to the [= within]) truth/verity,   
Eph.   6v14 og also  (the having) {sunk into a garment}/endued/{put on}   
Eph.   6v14 og the  {chest (“thorax”)}/{a corslet}/{breastplate}  of the  righteousness/equality/justification, 
Eph.   6v14 = Therefore/Then  you  {stand staunch}/establish/abide  within  the  truth/verity   

the having  personally  {girded all around}  your  loins/hips  
also  the having  {sunk into a garment}/endued  the  breastplate  of the  righteousness/equality/justification, 

 

Therefore you  {stand staunch}/establish  within the truth   (being specifically what  “The Word of God”  establishes within our mind) 
having personally girded all around your loins   (metaphorically to give  “strength of support” and that of  “reproductive powers”) 
               (Noting our goal in this warfare is to achieve “the next generation of TCs”  –  so that Yahweh can then bring in The Millennium.) 
also having endued the breastplate   (protection to the chest containing our  vital organs  –  being our  “ [future] life”) 
of  righteousness/equality   (to Yahweh's requirement of us as individuals to fulfil His Desire to yield  [1] TCs,  and then  [2] The Resurrected World), 
 

The analogy of “loins” works at two levels. 
The first level is physical. 
The Roman soldier’s belt was a very thick leather belt,  rather like a lumber support that gave the lower torso strength upon which the rest of the body 
can operate.  Paul is teaching us in this analogy of supporting the middle back to give great solidity to the body trunk,  the body relies upon  “Truth”,  
being of  “Accurate Knowledge”  else we cannot get off the starting block –  so to speak,  inasmuch we will be going in the wrong direction without it!    
It is a requirement to start with  accurate Knowledge before we can travel along the road to gain  “The Real Faith”,   we must have  “The Truthful 
Knowledge”,  then upon this can be built  assurance/confidence/authority  and then ultimately fidelity – if we choose become  “The Wisdom of God”. 
Sadly in this world with particular regard to “Religion” –  there is so  very little truth   but only myths and hearsay –  hence this website  
“FutureLife.Org”  to give  “The Absolute Truth”  and by consequence,  give relief from my utter frustration at seeing and hearing the most stupid and 
ridiculous things,  said and done in the name of  “Religion” –  where there are many genuine individuals who  are  searching,  but being  “fobbed off”  
with rubbish spouted by their religious leaders who only care for themselves!   They  “care for themselves”  –  only because they are  not  interested in 
teaching  “The Disclosing Truth”  –  else  they would make it their business to do so! 
The second level is that of reproductive  powers/capability. 
This is a term often used in The Old Testament meaning  lineage/offspring  in  “The Family Name”. 
I would strongly suspect with Paul’s extensive knowledge of The Old Testament,  he  slipped-in  this most appropriate analogy with “Truth”  because 
without this,  then the person has nothing,  members of a society without truth shall ultimately cause that society to collapse  (as we shall discover in the 
middle of the 21st Century).  We must recognise this is The Most Important thing that drives a TC,  a TC never lies or even tells half-truths and this is how 
The Millennium shall be built,  and why most humans shall have quite a severe shock after their resurrection when The Whole Ethos of a society 
operating under Yahweh’s Methodology is completely new,  having replaced Satan’s methodology  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v16-21, 21v1-4, etc.). 
Thus,  we can combine both Truth being reproduced into other people,  to yield  the next generation  of TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  so enabling 
Yahweh  (actually better,  The World – hence Matt.24v22)  to attain  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs required to end The Gospel 
Age and bring in The Millennium. 

Paul then moves onto  “The Breastplate of  Righteousness/Equality”. 
The Breastplate protects all the vital organs  heart/lungs  and the chest muscles to wield the later mentioned sword.   
This defensive item gives great protection against external attacks upon our good works thus,  enabling us to keep going further into battle delivering 
charity works that are utterly righteous in their action,  being fair and impartial  (hence, “no respecter of persons” Matt.22v16, as is Yahweh 
Acts.10v34-35)  that cannot be disputed by people offended by righteous works exposing “Hypocrisy” -  now  “The Standard is made public”. 
Eph.   6v15 og also  (the having) {bound under one’s feet}/{put on shoes/sandals}/{bind on}/{been shod}  the  feet  
Eph.   6v15 og in  (the) preparation/{make ready}  of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
Eph.   6v15 og of the  peace/prosperity/rest; 
Eph.   6v15 = also  the having  {put on shoes/sandals}  

(on)  the  feet  in  the preparation  of the  {good news}/gospel  of the  peace/prosperity/rest, 
 

Also having put on shoes  (on)  the feet   (“feet to be walking”  by analogy which means  “The Ministry must be given to The World”) 
in the preparation of the gospel of the  peace/rest   (from  “The Results”  of worldly machination)  
 

That is what the Greek word for “minister” means:  “a person who scurries around in the dust serving as a waiter”   
The obvious question from this definition would be:  Is this an accurate word to be used for those people in the political and religious arenas? 

I leave the reader to ruminate on the answer to that question! 
But the TC  is  to be  “A Minister”  under the strict Greek definition as Paul originally used the word  (being precisely what he did and instructed of us 
who are likewise to imitate him  (1Cor.4v16. 11v1, 2Cor.11v24-28).   
Consequently,  the TC must be prepared to become  humble/lowly  and scurry about from town to town with  “The Good News of The Kingdom of God”  
(Matt.10v14, Luke.9v5) –  being the peace,  rest and prosperity within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the individual now,  and in the future when 
this will occur throughout The World in The Millennium.  

This  is  “The Good News”  being the full implications in  “The Culmination”  of  “The Acceptable Year of the Lord”  where all this will 
occur throughout society over all the Earth. 

Eph.   6v16 og over/upon/concerning  (the) all (things)   (the) {taking up}/{receiving up}/{taking in/unto}   
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Eph.   6v16 og the  {large shield (door shaped)}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  
Eph.   6v16 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (you will be) able/possible/capable [middle voice]   (the) all   
Eph.   6v16 og the  missiles/spears/arrows/darts   
Eph.   6v16 og of the (person)  hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd,   
Eph.   6v16 og the (things [darts])   (having been) ignited/aglow/inflamed/burn/{on fire}  (to) extinguish/{go out}/quench. 
Eph.   6v16 = over/concerning  all  things  {taking up}/{receiving unto}  the  {large shield}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} 

within  which  you will be  personally  able/capable  to  extinguish/quench  all  the  missiles/arrows/darts  having been  ignited/inflamed 
of the  hurtful/harmful/malicious  person. 

 

Above/concerning  all things taking up the large shield of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
               (If we have not progressed through the  required three  stages to gain  “real Faith”  then we only have  “blind faith”  of a small paper shield!) 
within which you will be personally able to extinguish all the ignited  (to be spreading mayhem)   missiles/darts   (hurtful ejections) 
of the  hurtful/harmful  person   (being those people shown to be  “hypocrites”,  who retaliate accordingly). 
 

The shield was large and solid,  it could not be penetrated and so it protected the whole body from all frontal attack. 
Likewise,  Paul’s use of the Roman shield to represent  “Real Faith”  (that only comes through the  required  three-stage process). 
As the reader knows -  I go to great length to enable the reader to understand what  “Real faith”  means;  because sadly today,  it is used in a very 
flippant manner without much personal thought,  thereby yielding  “blind faith”  (please see “faith”  in my glossary on “FutureLife.Org”). 
The point is this:- 

1. If we do  not  have  accurate  knowledge,  then reasoned argument can destroy the foundation of our faith and thus,  exposing us as being 
weak and defenceless  -  being fraudulent to what we claim! 

2. If we cannot have  assurance  (competence and authority)  upon our  “Knowledge base”  then we cannot hide behind the strength of our 
knowledge to protect ourselves!   

Again,  we become defenceless  –  and fraudulent to what we claim! 
3. If we have no fidelity to The Knowledge base  –  then people can point a finger at us and expose our “hypocrisy”.  Immediately our hypocrisy 

has been exposed,  then again,  we become defenceless –  and fraudulent to what we claim!   This is the greatest problem  “all”  leaders of  
“Religion”  have in their life which is precisely why they use whatever they can to attack TCs who show  no  hypocrisy in what they teach!    

Their lifestyle matches what they teach  (will this be quoted against me  –  “I wonder” … … )! 
Now for the next part of this verse. 

The  “ignited/fiery  missiles/arrows/darts”,  -  what does this mean? 
The term: “Fire”  in The Bible is always allegoric to mean:  “consuming energy”,  which in this instance means,  “something that can grow and get out 
of control”. 
Thus,  just as I explained in my three layers of reasoning for  “faith”  then  “fiery missiles”  mean  “powerful sayings that can grow in effect if not 
quashed”,  where  “worldly wise reasoning”  will be used to attack everything we do and represent.  That is why TCs will have in front of them a very 
powerful shield of  “Real Faith”  based upon  “The Word of God”  within which there are  no  contradictions that can be spun back towards us. 
Sadly,  worldly Christian leaders spin  “The Word of God”  into something  meaningless to suit their personal desires,  thus,  their shield becomes 
useless,  being full of many holes,  in which The World can fire through those missiles with deadly effect to consume their fortitude and standing! 
Eph.   6v17 og Also  the  {encirclement of the head}/helmet  of the  defender/deliverer/salvation   
Eph.   6v17 og (you) receive/accept/take [middle voice],   
Eph.   6v17 og also  the  knife/dirk/{(figurative) war}/{judicial punishment}/sword  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
Eph.   6v17 og who/which/that  (it) is  (the) utterance/speech/narration/declaration  (of the) God [Yahweh]; 
Eph.   6v17 = Also  you  personally  receive/accept/take   (upon yourself)   the  helmet  of the  defender/deliverer/salvation,   

also  the  knife/sword  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
which  it is  The  Speech/Narration/Declaration  of the  God  (Yahweh)”; 

 

Also you personally take the helmet   (to protect The Mind/Brain,  having “The Knowledge”)   of the  defender/salvation, 
also the sword of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  “The Speech/Narration of God”   (“JC”,  Rev.19v13)    
 

Notice the  “middle voice”  to mean this is something we must personally do upon ourselves to make it occur  –  we cannot rely upon other people to do 
this for us  (this ancillary information is lost in standard bible translations –  but it is critical here for our understanding of what we must do)! 
We will personally take upon ourselves  “salvation”  (eternal life as a future “Son of God”)  with the helmet protecting our brain –  being where  “The 
Knowledge”  is retained.  “The Accurate Knowledge”  proven by assay to gain  assurance  and  operated upon with absolute  fidelity  creates  “The 
Real Faith”  in which  “understanding and wisdom”  then flow.  It is also the  “synapse construction”  being   reformed/readjusted  (= rewired/rerouted)  
by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  becoming the  one/same  with Yahweh’s HS based upon  “The Knowledge”  and  “The Accurate Application”  of  
“The Word of God”.  It is the mapping of the  “synapse construction”  that Yahweh retains as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  to recreate that precise 
reasoning clone   (not at the DNA level)  but at the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  level that can be reprogrammed into either a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body or a perfected DNA fleshly body.   The Prophet Ezekiel gives us a simile at  Eze.37v1-20  at both levels of  “Israels” –   
(1) spiritually  as The 144000 TCs and  (2) fleshly  as  “The Resurrected World”.   

Where,  “The Spiritual Israel”  is to  lead/rule  (= teach)  “The  Fleshly  Israel”  “Righteousness”  in  The Millennium. 
Please read about all these terms mean within the glossary  (metaphorically  “The Spiritual Brain”  is  teaching/directing  its  “Fleshly Body”  
[Righteousness]  during The Millennium). 
Finally,  Paul uses the Roman short sword in his analogy.   The Roman short sword was  quick/nimble  in both attack and defence.   
Paul is teaching us to learn  “The Word of God”  from a good quality translation of The Bible  (do  not  use the NIV –  it is so  inaccurate  at key 
fundamental places),  then we can use  “The Word of God”  both in attack  (by showing the foolishness of worldly wisdom)  and in defence  (by glancing 
off useless worldly wise quips against us). 
Clearly being skilled with using  “The Word of God”  means it becomes imbued within us as  “The Knowledge” –  hence Paul’s opening remark with the 
helmet guarding the brain and the resultant from that of which I carefully explain. 
It must be realised by the reader;  we can only become an experienced soldier for JC by going through this procedure to train up as a TC by:- 

1.  Acquiring the armour 
2.  Practising within it 

Else –  quite simply it is no good for us –  it will not fit correctly,  it will chafe in painful areas because it is not worn-in,  and most importantly of all for 
us,  is to personally become very skilled with using the sword –  else we  will  be defeated,  on the end of The World’s skewer!  
Moreover,  if we are not skilled with our equipment -  then we can hurt ourselves when trying to use it! 
If we choose to not to learn about the specific features of  “The Tools”  or to train and practice with  “The Tools”  Yahweh gives to us  (because we have 
no care to do so)  then  Yahweh will  not  protect us –  because we have personally ignored Him and His advice as given in The Whole Bible!   
Thus,  for us to personally come close to Him means we must come through JC as  “The Word of God”  (precisely as The Bible  repeatedly tells us)   and 
we need to read and understand The Bible,  else we  will  be defeated  (most likely  by  being beguiled  to work for  the other side  through   lack of 
accurate  knowledge)! 
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Sadly,  because of the displayed incomprehension by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  then I must restate the very importance of what this verse 
teaches us here being  “The Link”  between  “The Word of God”  and the term:  “spirit/personality/desires/traits”. 
The two things are inextricably linked together:- 

“The Word of God”  (JC as  “The Intercessor”, 1Tim.2v5, Gal.3v20)  links our  (worldly)  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with the  
(Holy/pure/innocent/blameless/Heavenly)  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that resides within  (and sourced by)  Yahweh. 
JC is here to enable us to make  “The Improvement”  from Worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology over our 2 part life. 

It makes obvious sense,  if we do  not  (1) gain  all  “The Word of God”  and  (2) build our mind upon it by careful  assaying/proving/testing,  then we  
cannot  gain the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that operates within Yahweh.  Logically,  we cannot gain the HS because there will be bits 
missing in what we know –  and consequently  not  be having a complete vista of what is required to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
Sadly our  worldly Christian leaders   (1) never  teach this obvious fact and  (2) they  never  insist this should be done to the congregational members  –  
so clearly they must have an ulterior motive behind what they preach –  especially if it is so poorly given –  as my audit reports of their sermons so 
readily testify!   I explain elsewhere the reasons precisely why they do it –  so have no need to repeat it here! 
I could expand all this with much explanation –  but I am simply trying to get  “The Reader”  to  think beyond  what we are errantly told elsewhere! 
 
94th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to be  “praying for a mutual result”  (hence the same mind as Yahweh)  
and to  “pray with a need”  to fulfil  “The Mutual Result”,  personally  “praying with a vow”  to fulfil the above result. 
This is to be done in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is exactly the  one/same  with Yahweh’s Desire  
fulfilled in The Environment at all times in our  lifestyle/deportment.  Furthermore,  we are to be watching closely in 
prayer with requests for assisting TCs  (with all forms of personal support,  else what we claim is merely hypocritical)! 
95th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to actively assist the TCs,  so the TCs might be most effective in bold 
speech when publicising “The Mystery of The Gospel”  (to  explain  what  “The Mystery”  means  at a  personal  level). 
Allegory – repeat - The Mystery = How a member of JCg’s Creation can become like him = A future “Son of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - To personally solve The Mystery,  is to exactly imitate JC;  and Yahweh as The 3rd Party Adjudicator 
“makes it become so”  as His sons,  in the 2nd part of our physical life  if  we have purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
Good News – repeat - People searching  to become TCs  are  given The Solution to The Mystery both  mentally/physically! 
91st Allegory – fetter = Paul  freely chooses  to be entirely bound by  “The Responsibility”  “The Word of God”  imposes 
upon him,  only because he has passed through the required 3 stages to gain  Real faith – built upon rock (Matt.7v24-25). 
96th Instruction – TCs  are  considered by Yahweh to be His  ambassadors/{legitimate representatives}  bound by the 
personal desire to ever increasingly speak more  boldly/frankly  “The Word of God”  faithful in every manner  to JC. 
43rd Warning – Those people claiming to represent Yahweh but speak in mysteries,  or mystic waffle,  or give  “the most 
wondrous portents upon which to self-indulge”  are considered by Yahweh as false prophets and  will receive His wrath. 
Eph.   6v18 og through (reason of)   (of the) all  (of the) supplication/{earnest praying (for a mutual result)}   also   
Eph.   6v18 og (of the) want/petition/prayer/request  (the) {toward supplication}/{praying with a vow}  [middle voice,  plural] 
Eph.   6v18 og in  (to the [= within]) every  (to the) time/season/occasion  in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
Eph.   6v18 og also  into/unto  it/same  that/this/there/here   (the) {being sleepless}/{keeping awake}/watching  
Eph.   6v18 og in  (to the [= within]) all  (to the) {being earnest toward}/perseverance/{unremitting continuance}   
Eph.   6v18 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) want/petition/prayer/request  over/upon/concerning  (of the) all   
Eph.   6v18 og of the  blameless/{holy persons}, 
Eph.   6v18 = through reason of every  supplication/{earnest praying for a mutual result}  also  of the  need/petition/request,   

personally  supplicating/{praying with a vow}  within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within  the every  time/season/occasion,   
also  unto  this same  (practice)   the  {being sleepless}/watching   
within  the  all  {earnest toward}/perseverance  and  in the  need/petition/request   
upon/concerning  of the  all  {holy people}/TCs, 

 

through reason of every earnest praying for a mutual result   (inasmuch the TC and Yahweh work together to make the resultant occur)   
also of the  need/petition/request   (made with the  one/same  mind as Yahweh to keep the TC going until the next day fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) 
personally praying with a vow   (promising to do whatever we can to uphold our end of the agreement within the request made to Yahweh) 
within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (our mind having been entirely built precisely upon “The Word of God”  [and not the word of Man]) 
within every  time/occasion   (always think carefully about for which you pray,  and make sure that it is in line with what Yahweh Desires), 
also unto this same  (practice/guidance applied during)  the  sleeplessness/watching   (always having careful  consideration/regard) 
within all perseverance   (this is not a one off occasion perhaps once a week,  but continuously every hour as we concern ourselves over the TCs) 
and in the  need/petition/request   (being how we can personally assist and support what these people are doing on the front line of God’s Work) 
concerning all the holy people   (TCs actively imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  through much hardship and persecution from Religious Authorities). 
 

The above explains the mind of Paul when he wrote this verse,  being what he was truly telling us,  rather than what we read in our worldly bibles. 
However,  I could simplify the above by postulating a high level interpretation of the above for our consideration:- 

During every supplication and petition,  always earnestly pray within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  also practice the same within our  
persistence  petitions/requests  concerning all the TCs. 

We have an interesting postulation! 
All people  “believing”  within the deity to whom they pray are obviously praying in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  else quite simply they 
would not be doing it! 

Therefore,  the question must be:- 
Within  what  spirit/personality/desires/traits  do these people,  or any religious person might pray? 

These people’s spirit /personality/desires/traits  (being how we think and operate)  must be based upon environmental conditions 
imposing knowledge within the brain to create “The Mind”. 

Then we return ideally to JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within The Environment –   “FROM  AN  ACCURATE  SOURCE”. 
Else quite simply stated,  we will gain  “The Wrong  Spirit/personality/desires/traits”  being The Wrong mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

That is why we  must  ardently personally search for The Truth for ourselves  (Matt.7v7-8). 
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       Because we will not gain this knowledge from people with an ulterior motive but  “bent knowledge”  by passing it through Rev.22v18-19! 
As I demonstrably show by very careful and diligent exegesis,  we cannot gain accurate information, knowledge and then wisdom from:- 

Worldly Christian leaders  [being  most  of them]  nor  the NIV,  but only a good quality Bible,  perhaps KJV or NAS as some examples.  
By personally researching,  questioning and assaying all information begins the 3 stage process to gain  “The Real Faith”. 
This is precisely what JC did at Luke.2v46-50,  Paul likewise did at Acts.22v3, 26v3-5,  what The Bereans did at Acts.17v11,  what Timothy received and 
did at 2Tim.1v5, 3v14-16,  and we must do likewise,  else we will have a  “bent mind”  full of the  one/same  worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of 
our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and we really do  not  want to start there  because we become their diseased fruit  (Matt.7v16-19)!    
For us to precisely imitate JC' ministry/lifestyle  then we must go to  “The Prime Reference Source”  and  not  secondary or other degraded sources to 
gain  “The Correct”  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that within The Deity to whom we pray –  thereby gaining the “HS of Yahweh”  (noting its 
composite definition as given by “FutureLife.Org”)  and not a  “WS  (worldly spirit)  of Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
Explaining the reasoning behind this inductive logic would be this:- 

Yahweh will  only  accept those specific people who pray in  “The Correct”  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that  comes through His son JC 
who was His spokesperson to teach us  how to have the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  and we will only gain this through the 3 
stage process to gain  “The Real Faith”. 

I realise this is all very circular –  but sadly virtually all  “Religious people”  do  not   pray correctly  (hence James.4v2-4),  because they do  not  know  
“how to pray correctly”  inasmuch they have the  incorrect  environmental knowledge  (Eph.2v2).   But sadly,  they know  no  differently because the 
intelligent  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  presume the high ground with respect to  “the deity”  and keep their devotees ignorant –  obviously  
“tossing out”  the occasional  “religious goody”  of a  “factious eloquent lure,  custom, pilgrimage, religious relic”  or  “worldly manufactured saint”! 
Let me give two examples –  either:- 

1. They pray for assistance  (often for a worldly return).   Yahweh will ignore this request! 
2. They pray for Yahweh to help other people  (sounds good  –  but actually it does not work like that).  Yahweh will ignore this request! 

Because they are  not  praying correctly  (James.4v2-4),  having “The Wrong Mind,  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits”. 
If the reader truly understood  “The Word of God”,  then they will understand  why  Yahweh will close His ears to these religious people.   
Please see this citation that might give a clue to understand why these two examples would be ignored  (1John.5v14-16)  -  and think very deeply behind 
the lines of what JC was really teaching at Luke.18v9-14 -  because it is  not  to be merely taken at face value as presently taught by our  worldly 
Christian leaders. 

If we very carefully reason behind this verse,  then:- 
We realise that there is a common denominator behind how we are to pray  (as Paul goes on to say in v19 for his personal assistance):- 

1. Health for the teachers to continuously carry out the  accurate  teaching work  (else Yahweh will ignore us). 
2. To stop interference from authorities,  who may be  frustrating/stopping  the  accurate  teaching work  (else Yahweh will ignore us). 
3. For the basic necessities to sustain the life of the teacher,  to carry out the  accurate  teaching work  (else Yahweh will ignore us). 
Where behind these three “it is a prayer with a vow”,  inasmuch these are  not  to be vain words made in isolation and then  “thrown over the 
fence”  –  it is now up to You Yahweh to make it all happen  –  No!   But rather,  we actively make the above three items work ourselves where we 
do what we can to personally make the three items occur and then Yahweh moves in the background to help us in the certain aspects of which we 
cannot do ourselves! 

Giving by  examples  to the above:- 
1. Offer support material,  research and arrange stop over points as might a  “Personal Assistant”  help a business leader. 
2. Speak up by giving good character reference,  give our home to provide a safe haven when TCs are persecuted by religious authorities. 
3. Offer food and provisions when TCs are out in field ministry,  and the hospitality of our house when in our vicinity. 

Now we can start to get behind my preamble:- 
Thus,   all  prayer is directed to the further the  accurate  spreading of  “The Word of God”  to those people having  no  knowledge of it  [verse 19-20]. 
It is  not  to be directed for any form of self-gratification  or  indulgence  (often financial,  in a culture now of worldly materialism,  or  “power”  to 
“control people”  to do what we want them to do –  being precisely  the opposite  to what JC teaches us). 
The reader must be exceedingly careful because the false religious leader will always hide their fleshly desires behind a painted façade by saying:- 

“But it is for the ministry work!” 
Analyse their lifestyle –  it must be  lowly/contrite –  if not,  then they are only silver-tongued,  living off the backs of their congregation’s secular work as 
a parasite  Acts.20v29!   Like a pyramid,  where the religious leader is sitting comfortable at the top of the pile,  above everyone else supporting him/her! 
“The Pretence”  is there to beguile -  where their methodology is that of The World and ultimately sourced by Satan  –  thus,  these  charmers  are 
working for their  own gain  and  our loss,  ultimately  being our loss to Sonship  –  being  “The Greatest Treasure”  we can ever obtain for an eternity! 

Reader please:  Beware!   There are many wolves in ‘sheep’s clothing’ out in The World  (Matt.7v15, Luke.10v3, etc.)  –  living off the secular 
efforts of others  (Luke.16v3)  –  the epistles  constantly warn us of this fact  given for our protection  -  because it  will occur  - most often! ] 

And yet these seducers are so skilled as to be taking much away from you,  and you will thank them for doing it! 
Eph.   6v19 og also  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of me}/mine,   that  {to me}/mine [= “I”] 
Eph.   6v19 og (he/she/it  may/should  be) given/bestowed/granted  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Eph.   6v19 og in  (to the [= within]) {opening (of the throat)}   
Eph.   6v19 og of the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face   
Eph.   6v19 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  in  (the) {all out speaking}/frankness/bluntness/publicity/plainly,   
Eph.   6v19 og (to) {to make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}  the  secret/mystery   
Eph.   6v19 og of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}, 
Eph.   6v19 = also  on my  sake/behalf,   

that  I  may/should  be  given/bestowed  the word  within my opened mouth,  in  {all out speaking}/boldly/plainly/frankly   
to  {make known}/publicise /declare  the  secret/mystery  of the  {good news}/gospel, 

 

also  (you brethren pray with a vow)  on my behalf   (to maximise my capability in The Lord's Work) 
that I might be given word in my open mouth,   (multi-lingual Paul skilled in “The Art of Debate” knows this is his gift to be used in God’s Service) 
in  boldness/{all out speaking}   (clearly, frankly, plainly,  without  “religious waffle”  and  certainly not  in “sycophancy” soliciting worldly return) 
to make known the  mystery of the Gospel,   (Therefore TCs  know/understand  “The Mystery of God”  contained within The Gospel) 
          (By contrast,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do  not  know/understand  “The Mystery of God”  as contained within The Gospel) 

          (Moreover,  they do their utmost to  hide  [1] The Goal of Anointing/Sonship, and  [2] The Requirement of The Millennium  [this is “Anti-Christ”]) 
 

Paul is asking The Brethren to  supplicate/request  on the behalf of Paul thereby enabling him to be more effective in his ministry work.   
But more importantly look carefully at what Paul said: 

“To make known the mystery of The Gospel!”    -    Thus,  we reason,  there is  no  mystery! 
We are told the gospel is of  peace/rest/prosperity   –   so what is the mystery? 
We are also told  “The Promise”  as given to Abraham  is to be obtaining  “The Inheritance”. 
We know of The Birthright of The Priestly line by allegory first ran through the Levites and then through Judah. 
We are also told that JC  (as  “ho theos” = “the specific god”  of us)  is part of the mystery. 

So  what  does all this  really  mean? 
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Very simply  combine  the  four  sets of facts together to have  the  “Mystery”  completely solved  –  being what this website screams out to The World. 
Quite simply:- 

“The Mystery of the Gospel”  is that specifically proven perfect people (TCs)  as  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology can be  
elected/selected  from out of The Gospel Age to become  “Sons of God”  in the Future Millennium married to their metaphoric  “husband”  
JCg to gain  “The Inheritance”  of  “The Late Adopters” during The Millennium of “The Great Sabbath Day”.   
Thereby enabling Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation” to occur through JCg and his Bride of 144000 TCs  having 
unlimited authority to make Yahweh’s Pure Desire manifest within the environment  (the HS). 

 This righteous route will give  peace/rest/prosperity  to  “The Resurrected World”  into the eternity. 
It is a simple as that  –  but up to 2007 CE  no  worldly Christian leader understands it –  else surely they would teach it  –  if  they were faithful to JC’s 
command that we are to go out and teach The World about:  “The (real) Gospel”  (Matt.24v14)!    

Except  they hide it –  being of  “The Anointing”  and  of its requirements  to make this all possible,  thereby showing themselves to be  “Anti-
Christ”  just as the Apostle John and Paul could see  beginning to occur  in their day  (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, 2Cor.11v4, etc.). 

From the above we might reason that if they do not know what it is,  neither in the position to want to teach it by both word and deed,  then obviously 
they do  not  truly represent Yahweh,  and thus,  we must inductively reason they are fraudsters to what they claim,  therefore rogue traders and spiritual 
paedophiles  –  being precisely what JC taught us by warning of what was to follow throughout The Gospel Age!    What other conclusion is there? 

Hence the instruction at Rev.18v4  –  please read my local commentaries available on “FutureLife.Org”. 
Eph.   6v20 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  who/what/which/that   
Eph.   6v20 og (I [Paul] am) {senior/representative}/ambassador/{Yahweh’s legitimate representative}   
Eph.   6v20 og in  (to the [= within]) fetter/manacle/bound/chain,  that  in  (to the [= within]) {him/it}   
Eph.   6v20 og (I [Paul] may/should be) {frank/honest in utterance}/{confident in spirit/demeanour}/ 

/{preach/speak evermore boldly},   
Eph.   6v20 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought  I/me/my  (to) speak/utter/say. 
Eph.   6v20 = for the  {sake/behalf  of}   (this [Real] Gospel that I teach), 

which  I  (Paul)   am  {an ambassador}/{Yahweh’s legitimate representative}  within  fetter/manacle/bound,   
that  within  Him  (Yahweh)   I  (Paul)   may/should  be  {frank in utterance}/{confident in spirit/demeanour}/{speak evermore boldly}   
{in that manner}/as  {it is necessary}/behoves   (for)   me  to  speak/say   (to The World). 

 

For the  sake/behalf of   (this  [Real] Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”  that I teach), 
which I am the ambassador   (Yahweh's legitimate representative    [not  “made so”  by  worldly Christian leaders])   
within  fetter/bound   ([1] spiritually Paul is bound to imitate JC,  [2] physically fettered to house arrest by the authorities) 
that within Him   (Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within Paul)   
I might be  {frank in utterance}/{speak evermore boldly}   (to teach about  “The Mystery of God”,  hence,  it is  no longer  “a mystery”). 

in that manner it is necessary  (for)  me to speak   (unto The World,  to truly exhibit Yahweh’s  Glory/Honour/Majesty  to hearkening people) 
              ([1] to bring the next generation of TCs to Yahweh,  [2] explain how The Millennium is to operate,  [3] thereby refuting “Religion”!) 
 

Paul is an ardent TC and taken upon himself  “The Responsibility”  to  accurately  publicise God’s Word describing  “The (real) Gospel”  for all 
humans to imbue  without  the mysteries as Paul keeps telling us through his epistles, –  there are no mysteries –  so  why  do our  worldly Christian 
leaders keep giving us  “mysteries”? 
Clearly those leaders who give out mysteries are  not  “{Yahweh’s legitimate representatives}”  because TCs give out what Yahweh Desires according to 
the particular  time/era/occasion  appropriate within The Gospel Age,  to make possible His Plan  at the correct pace  and become  “The Righteous 
Sifting Process”  to draw out  “The Early Adopters”  actively searching  (Matt.7v7-8). 
Please read this website to  fully understand  Yahweh’s Plan that has  almost completed  its 2nd stage,  –  and we are just a few decades or so,  from the 
commencement of the 3rd stage being of  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then 3.5 years later,  The Installation of The Millennium shall occur. 
 
12th Comment – Paul was not afraid to proclaim his habitual works to The Brethren/Christians  so they may learn what is 
expected of them if they desire to  “win the race”  to become a “Son of God” being  “The Ultimate Goal”  of The Gospels. 
Furthermore,  TCs are content to rely upon a 3rd party  assessment/report,  fully expecting a 3rd party to speak of what they 
witnessed the TC's habitually do with their life –  everything is to be made public in The Millennium (Luke.12v2-3).   
13th Comment – Paul desires to put at rest any concerns The Brethren might have about his persecution and affliction 
always knowing Yahweh will provide an escape,  until it is time for Paul to “sleep in peace”  awaiting the 1st 2nd C of JCg. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart = Always means  “Seat of motivation”  being  “The Driver”  of our body often  “by emotion”  
inasmuch the heart beats faster when driven by emotion.   That explains the various links within the sentence and why The 
Prophet Jeremiah warns us at Jer.17v9 about the treacherous heart requiring The Brain to lead it in the correct direction. 
Eph.   6v21 og that  And  (you may/should) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
Eph.   6v21 og also  {specifically yourselves}  the (things)  down/according/intensely/against (to)  I/me/myself,   
Eph.   6v21 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (I) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds},   
Eph.   6v21 og (the) all (things)  {to yourselves}   
Eph.   6v21 og (he [Tychicus] will) {make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}  (the) Tychicus  the (person)   
Eph.   6v21 og (the) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved  (the) brother [Tychicus]  also  (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true   
Eph.   6v21 og (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master, 
Eph.   6v21 = And  that  {specifically yourselves}  might  also  know/understand  accordingly to  my  things/(circumstances),   

what  I  {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds},   
Tychicus,  the  beloved  brother  also  the  trustful/faithful  {runner for errands}/{waiter on duty}   within the  lord/master   
he will  {make known}/{give to understand}  {to yourselves}  all  things. 

 

And that specifically yourselves  also  know/understand  accordingly to my things   (being the circumstances of Paul's present position) 
what I habitually practice   (these things that Paul teaches –  also he personally habitually practices   [Paul is not a “hypocrite”]), 
Tychicus,  the beloved brother  also the  trustful/faithful  runner for errands within the  lord/master   (wholly controlling our mind)   
he will make known to yourselves all things   (that I do in my daily occupation). 
 

Paul concluding his letter with a promised that Tychicus will deliver this letter (v22)  and fully explain by word all the things that has occurred to Paul 
on a daily basis to be an example of how TCs behave for The Brethren to then imitate in their  deportment/lifestyle.   Interestingly do our  worldly 
Christian leaders imitate Paul’s  {habitual practices}/{repeated deeds}  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  and some examples are given at  (2Cor.11v24-28)? 

And -  If not, –  then,  why not?   
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Therefore,  how does Yahweh view them? 
Eph.   6v22 og whom/what/which/that  (I) dispatched/sent/bestowed  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Eph.   6v22 og {specifically yourselves}  into/unto  it/same  (thing)  that/this/there/here   
Eph.   6v22 og that  (you may/should) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  the (things)   
Eph.   6v22 og concerning/about  {of/from us},   
Eph.   6v22 og also  (he/it may/should) {call near}/{invoke by imploration}/beseech/exhort/entreat   
Eph.   6v22 og the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of yourselves}. 
Eph.   6v22 = whom  I  dispatched/bestowed  toward  {specifically yourselves}   

(so)  that  you  may/should  {absolutely know/understand}  unto  this  same  thing/(concern)  {of us},   
also  he  may/should  {call near}/entreat/comfort  your  hearts/{seat of motivation}. 

 

Whom (Tychicus)  I (Paul)  dispatched to specifically yourselves   (Brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
unto this same  thing/(concern)    ([1] you remain resolutely on target for The Goal,  [2] as do all TCs in hardship caused by religious persecution) 
that you might absolutely  know/understand  these things of us   (of what TCs go through in their life) 
also he might  {call near}/entreat  your  hearts/{seats of motivation}.  (By understanding  why  all this must occur in the 1st part of our life). 
 

Paul is concerned  The Brethren  have become weakened if their  “great mentor”  is afflicted,  but Paul is stating: “I am still here”,  “I have another 
letter for you”,   and  “trustworthy Tychicus”  is coming to deliver this letter to you stating all the things that Yahweh has done in helping me through my 
day to day ministry with whoever I can.   Do not worry it is in  “The Lord’s Hands”!    
Therefore, whichever way his life goes,  as Paul tells us elsewhere  (Phil.1v22-26) –  he knows where he would rather be  (out of this present worldly 
world) –  but also he knows that it is best he stays in a  “conscious existence”  to best effect the foundation of The Ecclesia. 
 
14th Comment – TCs will always sincerely recognise the hierarchy of the  two  Entities and give all due praise to Both. 
37th Good News – The  charity/agape  of Yahweh’s  gifts/favour  through JCg upon us,  TCs and active brethren. 
38th Good News – The  faith (knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  based upon “The Word of God” (JC)  will bring those 
specific Christians aiming to become TCs to become the  one/same  with JC  –  having his  presence/parousia  operating 
within them,  so JC becomes the  lord/master  of their mind and by consequence,  the  lord/master  of their output. 
39th Good News – All humans driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  having  “Real Faith”  (that can  only  be obtained by the 
3 stage process)  shall receive guaranteed immortality as the future  “Sons of God”. 
Eph.   6v23 og (the) Peace/Prosperity/Rest  to the  brothers/{The Brethren}   
Eph.   6v23 og also  (the)  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love   amid/together/with   
Eph.   6v23 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  off/away/separated/from  (of the) God   
Eph.   6v23 og (the) Father/Forbear  also  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Eph.   6v23 = The  Peace/Prosperity/Rest  to the  Brethren,   

also  the  {charity love}/agape  with  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  off/from  of the  God  (Yahweh)   the  Father 
also  of the  lord/master  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Peace/Rest  to the brethren   (who are actively aiming to be TCs) 
also the  agape/charity  with the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
off/from  of the God (Yahweh)  The Father  (Yahweh) 
also of the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  wholly controlling our mind,  and we faithfully respond)   
the Anointed Jesus   (JC resurrected as JCg,  became  “The Personal Solution”  to achieve  “The Goal”  as only given by Yahweh).   
 

“The Peace”  being  “the peace of mind of which The Gospel brings”  being that Yahweh is in perfect control to yield “The Righteous Outcome”. 
This shall occur,  because Yahweh is Omnipotent,  having infinite capability to ensure that His Pure Desire is fulfilled in the most  righteous/equitable  
manner,  ensuring no entity  (especially Satan)  can point an  “accusing finger”  at whatever He does.   

The Gospel as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  gives is  “The  Absolute/Disclosing  Truth”  and all things stated shall occur. 
We also read Yahweh will freely give His time and  gifts/benefits  to those specific people who  {edifying love}/agapao  Him and demonstrate this by 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to bring forth the next generation of TCs to Him in the sacrifice of our lives away from worldly methodology. 
Interesting note upon which Trinitarians might reason and produce an answer for us:    

(1)  The Brethren are mentioned,   
(2)  Yahweh is mentioned,  and so is   
(3)  JC   (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  –  where all are conscious reasoning entities  –  but  nothing  is mentioned regarding the HS and thus,  
supporting what I state on this website  (see also Eph.1v2,3).   

The HS is absolutely  not  a separate  entity/personage  of the Trinity myth,  but rather  “Yahweh’s Desire that is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  
made manifest within The Environment as Yahweh so deems using the unlimited range of faculties that He has at His command”  = the “HS”! 
Where the HS can become personalised within a  “conscious reasoning entity”  that wholly imbues  “The Word of God”  and replicates God’s Word  
with the utmost fidelity within their lifestyle to become  “The Wisdom of God”,  thereby thinking and reasoning as does Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26,  
where again  no  HS is mentioned in those critical citations – but the  three  conscious reasoning  parties involved). 
Can Trinitarians please give  “their irrational exegesis”  to  “supposedly support”  their human created myth to this website so that I might have more 
material to discredit their output!   Noting,  they should first read all my commentaries to  “The Usual”  citations given,  because I explain at each 
location where their reasoning fails the test of  “Righteous logic”  as viewed by Yahweh! 
Eph.   6v24 og The  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  {amid/together/with (meta)}   (of the) all (persons)   
Eph.   6v24 og of the (persons)  {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
Eph.   6v24 og (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  
Eph.   6v24 og in  (to the [= within]) incorruptibility/{unending existence}/genuineness/immortality. 
Eph.   6v24 = The  gift/favour/benefit  together/with  all  of the  people  {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao 

our  lord/master  the  Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed  within  incorruptibility/{unending existence}/genuineness/immortality. 
 

The  gift/favour/benefit  together/with  all of the people  agapao/{edifying love} 
our  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind)   
the Anointed Jesus   (being  “The Means”  to achieve  “The Goal”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  for humble, hearkening TCs) 
within the  incorruptibility/immortality   (“guaranteed life”  and thus,  only possible for a TC within an  incorruptible  celestial/spiritual  body). 
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The gift and benefit will be sourced by Yahweh  to fulfil His Desire   (and  not  our desire  [if worldly  to self-indulge],  else obviously these qualities will  
not  be sourced by Yahweh).   These benefits shall come to those people living  righteously/equitably  before/{in the midst of}  Yahweh’s “Special/Greater 
(1st) Judgement”  made only upon  “Christians”  for  (1) TCs given Sonship,  (2) worldly Christians a resurrection into The Millennium,  (3) charlatan 
Christian leaders shall be ignored,  never being resurrected,  hence annihilated. 
TCs demonstrate to The World they truly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle thereby showing they are truly  righteous/equitable  to His requirements of each 
one of us,  of which if we put this to good effect within our life (comprising of two parts,  then we shall live forever. 
We have two occasions to live according to Yahweh’s Requirements,  either now during the 1st part of our physical life to become  “The Early Adopters” 
and a future  “Son/(daughter) of Yahweh”  upon  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6),  or we can leave it to the 2nd part of our physical life  (to miss out 
on Sonship to Yahweh within a  heavenly/celestial  body),  and to become a  son/(daughter)  of JCg  (and of his metaphoric wife,  the 144000 TCs) as a 
“Late Adopter”  of Yahweh’s Methodology. 
All resurrected people  (not achieving Sonship to Yahweh)  shall be resurrected in a perfected DNA fleshly based body  given in   trust  at  “The 2nd 
Resurrection”  for the recipients to then commensurately perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life while in the 2nd part of their physical life so these 
people may continue the 2nd part of their life into the eternity within a perfected DNA body.   The two different types of physical resurrected body and the 
reason of each is explained by Paul in 1Cor.15v35-55. 
Note the terminology  “Son/(daughter)”  really means  “no gender”  upon our resurrection  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20-34-36)  because we would have 
fulfilled Yahweh’s decree in the 1st part of our physical life  (Gen.1v28, 9v1).  
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 


